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About this manual 

The purpose of this manual is to present the owner with a 
concise and graphic guide which will enable him to tackle any 
operation from basic routine maintenance to a major overhaul. 
It has been assumed that any work will be undertaken without 
the luxury of a well-equipped workshop and a range of 
manufacturer's service tools. 

To this end. the machine featured in the manual was 
stripped and rebuilt in our own workshop, by a team comprising 
a mechanic, a photographer and the author. The resulting 
photographic sequence depicts events as they took place, the 
hands shown being those of the author and the mechanic. 

The use of specialised, and expensive, service tools was 
avoided unless their use was considered to be essential due to 
risk of breakage or injury. There is usually some way of 
improvising a method of removing a stubborn component, 
provided that a suitable degree of care is exercised. 

The author learnt his motorcycle mechanics over a number 
of years, faced with the same difficulties and using similar 
facilities to those encountered by most owners. It is hoped that 
this practical experience can be passed on through the pages of 
this manual. 

Where possible, a well-used example of the machine is 
chosen for a workshop project, as this highlights any areas 
which might be particularly prone to giving rise to problems. In 
this way, any such difficulties are encountered and resolved 
before the text is written, and the techniques used to deal with 

The Avon Rubber Company supplied information and tech
nical assistance on tyre care and fitting, and NGK Spark Plugs 
(UK) Ltd provided information on plug maintenance and elec
trode conditions. Renold ltd advised on chain maintenance and 
renewal. 

them can be incorporated in the relevant Section. Armed with 
a working knowledge of the machine, the author undertakes a 
considerable amount of research in order that the maximum 
amount of data can be Included in the manual. 

Each Chapter is divided into numbered sections. Within 
these Sections are numbered paragraphs. Cross reference 
throughout the manual is quite straightforward and logical. 
When reference is made 'See Section 6.1 o· it means Section 6, 
paragraph 10 in the same Chapter. If another Chapter were 
intended, the reference would read, for example, ·see Section 2. 
Section 6.1 o·. All the photographs are captioned with a 
section/paragraph number to which they refer and are relevant 
to the Chapter text adjacent. 

Figures (usually line illustrations) appear in a logical but 
numerical order, within a given Chapter. Fig 1.1 therefore refers 
to the first figure in Chpater 1. 

Left-hand and right-hand descriptions of the machines a_nd 
their components refer to the left and right of a given machine 

when the rider is seated normally. 
Motorcycle manufacturers continually make change_s 10 

specifications and recommendations and these. when not,�ed. 

are incorporated into our manuals at the earliest opportu�•IV: 
h h • nformatIon ,n 

Whilst every care is taken to ensure t at t e I 
h 

this manual is correct no liability can be accepted by the aut �� 
or publishers for loss, damage or injury caused by any errors 

or omissions from the information given. 
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Introduction to the 
Yamaha RD250 and 350 LC models 

The Yamaha RD260 LC and RD360 LC models represent 
what many feel wlll be the last of the high performance two
strokes. In recent years the increasing emphasis on reduced 
exhaust emissions and Improved fuel consumption has oc
casioned a change of approach from those manufacturers 
whose previous speciality was the small, fast two-stroke 
machine. In the midst of a bewildering range of four-stroke 
machines of ever increasing sophistication, the LCs' arrival was 
something of a surprise. 

The two models are very similar in all respects with the 
obvious exception of a few specification differences and the two 
capacities. In general terms. the LC models are similar in 
performance to the air-cooled RD models which they replace. 
The assumption that a machine which bore rather more than a 
passing resemblance to the sucessful Yamaha TZ racing ma
chines would prove popular seems to have been proved correct. 

It is inters.sting to note that the air-cooled RD models and 
the TZ racers shared a common ancestor in the YDS2 of the late 
1960s. In the intervening years the two have gone their 
separate ways and de\,eloped into distinctly different machines. 
In recent years the RD models have come to be considered just 
a little old fashioned despite their being willing performers on 
the road and in production racing. What better than to model a 
new version of the RDs on the consistently successful TZ 
racers? 

In fact. the LC models have far more in common with the 
air-cooled RD models than with the racing machines, but the 
attractions of TZ styling complete with water cooling and 
cantilever rear suspension have done much to attract owners 

Dimensions and weight 

RD250LC 

with sponlng inclinations. Like the earller air-cooled mod 1 LCs have become firmly established in Production Racl
e 5

• 
th

• 
The adoption of water cooling of the cylinder he�· barrels means that the engine can be run at much cJ 

aod 
tolerances than would be possible with a convent·,onal

o
s_
er 

I d • A • f air-coo e engine. mixture o equal pans of water and corros· inhibited anti-freeze Is circulated around the water passages'�" a crankshaft-�riven pump. The coolant is able to take heat awa Y 
from any pan1cular hot spots before dist.onion becomes evideni and helps to maintain an even running temperature in th • engine. The hot coolant is then passesd through the fram: mounted aluminium radiator, and is thus cooled by airflow through its matrix. The system is not equipped with a thermostat or a cooling fan. 

The engine is otherwise similar to the air-<:ooled RO 
models, though with many detail changes. Induction is con
trolled by reed valves to prevent blow back through the 
carburettors and thus allow less conservative pon timing. 
Lubrication is by pump fed injection. 

The chassis is of onhodox design, but incorporates the 
recently revived cantilever rear suspension arrangement in 
which the swinging arm fork is replaced by a welded subframe. 
A single central suspension unit is mounted between the 
cantilever and the frame backbone. The suspension unit is of the 
De Carbon type and incorporates a sealed nitrogen-filled 
section which is deparated from the damping oil by a floating 
piston. The nitrogen is compressed as the unit operates and is 
designed to supplement the main coil spring. 

RD350LC 
Overall length 2080 mm (81.89 in) 2080 mm (81 .89 in) 

Overall width 750 mm (29.53 in) 750 mm (29.53 in) 

Overall height 1 090 mm (42.91 in) 1090 mm (42.91 in) 

Seat height 785 mm (30.90 in) 785 mm (30.90 in) 

Wheelbase 1360 mm (53.54 mm) 1365 mm (53.74 in) 

Ground clearance 165 mm (6.49 in) 165 mm (6.49 in) 

Net weight 139 kg (306.5 lb) 143 kg (315.3 lb) 



Ordering spare parts 

Before attempting any overhaul or maintenance work it is 
important to ensure that any parts likely to be required are to 
hand. Many of the more common parts such as gaskets and 
seals will be available off the shelf form the local Yamaha 
dealer, but often it will prove necessary to order more special
ised parts well in advance. It is worthwhile running through the 
operatlon to be undertaken. referring to the appropriate Chapter 
and section of this book, so that a note can be made of the 
items most likely to be required. In some instances It will of 
course be necessary to dismantle the assembly in question so 
that the various components can be examined and measured for 
wear and in these instances. it must be remembered that the 
machine may have to be left dismantled while the replacement 
parts are obtained. 

It is advisable to purchase almost all new parts from an 
official Yamaha dealer. Almost any motorcycle dealer should be 
able to obtain the parts in time, but this may take longer than 
it would through the official factory spares arrangement. It Is 
quite in order to purchase expendable items such as spark 
plugs, bulbs, tyres, oil and grease from the nearest convenient 
source. 

Owners should be very wary of some of the pattern parts 
that might be offered at a lower price than the Yamaha 
originals. Whilst in most cases these will be of an adequate 
standard, some of the more important parts have been known 
to fail suddenly and cause extensive damage in the process. A 
particular danger in recent years is the growing numbers of 
counterfeit parts from Taiwan. These include items such as oil 

filters and brake pads and are often sold in packaging which is 
almost Indistinguishable from the manufacturer's own. Again, 
these are often quite serviceable parts, but can sometimes be 
dangerously Inadequate in materials or construction. Apart from 
rendering the manufacturers warranty invalid, use of sub
standard parts may put the life of the rider (or the machine) at 
risk. In short, where there are any doubts on safety grounds 
purchase parts only from a reputable Yamaha dealer. The extra 
cost involved pays for a high standard of quality and the parts 
will be guaranteed to work effectively. 

Most machines are subject to continuous detail modi
fications throughout their production run, and in addition to 
annual model changes. In most cases these changes will be 
known to the dealer but not to the general public, so it is 
essential to quote the engine and frame numbers in full when 
ordering parts. The engine number is embossed in a rectangular 
section of the crankcase just below the left-hand carburettor. 
and the frame number is stamped on the right-hand side of the 
steering head. 

Owners of the LC models may wish to modify their 
machines for road or racing use, but before doing so remember 
that the machine's warranty may be affected. Always choose 
accessories from a reputable manufacturer. If a modified 
exhaust system is being considered make sure that it is of good 
design and construction and that It has been shown to improve 
performance. A reputable manufacturer will provide information 
on any carburettor jet changes required to suit his particular 
system. 

/ 

location of frame number 



Safety first! 
Professional motor mechanics ore trained In sale working 

procedures. However enthusiastic you may be about getting on
with the job In hand, do tako the time to ensure that your safety
Is not put at risk. A moment's lack of attention can result In an 
accident, as con failure to observe certain elementary 
precautions. 

There will always be new ways of having accidents, and the
tollowlng points do not pretend to be a comprehensive list of all
dangers; they are intended rather to make you aware of the 
risks and to encourage a safety-conscious approach to all work 
you carry out on your vehicle.

Essential DOs and DON7s 
DON'T start the engine without first ascertaining that the 
transmission Is in neutral. 
DON'T suddenly remove the filler cap from a hot cooling 
system - cover it with a cloth and release the pressure gradually 
first, or you may get scalded by escaping coolant. 
DON'T attempt to drain oil until you are sure It has cooled 
sufficiently to avoid scalding you. 
DON'T grasp any part of the engine. exhaust or silencer without 
first ascertaining that It is sufficiently cool to avoid burning you. 
DON'T allow brake fluid or antifreeze to contact the machine's 
paintwork or plastic components. 
DON'T syphon toxic liquids such as fuel. brake fluid or 
antifreeze by mouth, or allow them to remain on your skin. 
DON'T inhale dust - it may be Injurious to health (see Asbestos 
heaaing). 
DON'T allow any spilt oil or grease to remain on the floor -
wipe it up straight away, before someone slips on It. 
DON'T use ill-fitting spanners or other tools which may slip and
cause injury. 
DON'T attempt to lift a heavy component which may be
beyond your capability - get assistance. 
DON'T rush to finish a job, or take unverified short cuts. 
DON'T allow children or animals in or around an unattended 
vehicle. 
DON'T inflate a tyre to a pressure above the recommended 
maximum. Apart from overstressing the carcase and wheel rim, 
in extreme cases the tyre may blow off forcibly. 
DO ensure that the machine is supported securely at all times. 
This Is especially important when the machine is blocked up to 
aid wheel or fork removal. 
DO take care when attempting to slacken a stubborn nut or 
bolt. It is generally better to pull on a spanner, rather than push,
so that if slippage occurs you fall away from the machine rather
then on to it. 
DO wear eye protection when using power tools such es drill, 
sander, bench grinder etc. 
DO use a barrier cream on your hands prior to undertaking dirty 
jobs - it will protect your skin from infection as well as making 
the dirt easier to remove afterwards; but make sure your hands
aren't left slippery. Note that long-term contact with used 
engine oil can be a health hazard. 
DO keep loose clothing (cuffs, tie etc) and long hair well out of
the way of moving mechanical parts. 
DO remove rings, wristwatch etc. before working on the vehicle
- especially the electrical system. 
DO keep your work area tidy - it is only too easy to fall over 
articles left lying around. 
DO exercise caution when compressing springs for removal or 

installation. Ensure that the tension is applied and released in a 
controlled manner. using suitable tools which preclude the 
possibility of the spring escaping violently. 
DO ensure that any lifting tackle used has a safe working load
rating adequate for the job. 
DO get someone to check periodically that all is well, when 
working alone on the vehicle. 
DO carry out work in a logical sequence and check that 
everything is correctly assembled and tightened afterwards. 
DO remember that your vehicle's safety affects that of yourself 
and others. If in doubt on any point, get speclalist advice. 

IF, in spite of following these precautions -
enough to injure yourself. seek medical �t�

ou �re unfortunate 
possible. entron es soon as 
Asbestos 

Certain friction, insulating, sealing and h such as brake linings, clutch linings, 'gaskei°' 
er Products -

asbestos. Extrema core must be taken to av�·ide�c - contain 
dust from such products since it is hazardous t 

t�halat/on of
doubt, essume that they do contein esbestos. 

0 ea/th. If in 

Fire 
Remember at all times that petrol (gasoline) Is . flammable. Never smoke, or have any kind of k 

highly 
d h k' . na ed flam aroun . w en wor 1ng on the vehicle. But the risk does n 

8 
there - a spark caused by an electrical short-<:irc 

-
1 

°1 end
metal surfaces contacting each other, by careless u�

1 • ';Y two 
or even by stetic electricity built up in your body und

e O tool_s. 
d. • • • I 

er certain con 111ons, can ignite petro vapour. which in a confined 5 is highly explosive. pace 
Always . disconnect the battery eanh (ground) terminal before �ork1�� on any part of the fuel or electrical system, and never risk sp1lhng fuel on to a hot engine or exhaust. 
It is recommended that a fire extinguisher of a type su·t bl for fuel and electrical fires is kept hand'l' in the gara� 

a e 
�orkp_lace at all times. Never try to extinguish a fuel or elect�lc:: fire w1 th water. 

Fumes 
Certain fumes are highly toxic and can quickly cause unconsciousness and even death if inhaled to any extent. Petrol 

(gasoline) vapour comes into this category, as do the vapours 
from_ certain solvents su_ch as �richloroethylene. Any draining or 
pounng of such volatile fluids should be done in a well 
ventilated area. 

When using cleaning fluids and solvents, read the instruc
tions carefully. Never use materials from unmarked containers_ 
they may give off poisonous vapours. 

Never run the engine of a motor vehicle in an enclosed 
space such as a garage. Exhaust fumes contain carbon mon
oxide which is extremely poisonous; if you need to run the 
engine. always do so in the open air or at least have the rear of 
the vehicle outside the workplace. 

The battery 
Never cause a spark. or allow a naked light, near the 

vehicle's battery. It will normally be giving off a certain amount 
of hydrogen gas, which is highly explosive. 

Always disconnect the battery earth (ground) terminal 
before working on the fuel or electrical systems. 

If possible, loosen the filler plugs or cover when charging
the battery from an external source. Do not charge at an 
excessive rate or the battery may burst. 

Take care when topping up and when carrying the battery.
The acid electrolyte, even when diluted, is very corrosive and
should not be allowed to contact the eyes or skin. 

If you ever need to prepare electrolyte yourself. always add 
the acid slowly to the water, and never the other way round. 
Protect against splashes by wearing rubber gloves and goggles. 

Mains electricity 
When using an electric power tool. inspection light etc 

which works from the mains, always ensure that the apphanc� 

is correctly connected to its plug and that, wh ere nec�ssary. _11 

is properly earthed \grounded). l)o not use such apphance
k
s '°

damp conditions and, again, beware of creating a spar or 

applying excessive heat in the vicinity of fuel or fuel vapour 

Ignition HT voltage hing certain
A severe electric shock can result from tou

� when the
parts of the ignition system. such as th� �

T 
/

0�
f ��mponents 

engine is running or being cranked. P_arucu ar Y I 
n electronic 

are damp or the insulation is defective. �here 
� higher and

ignition system Is fitted. the HT voltage is muc 

could prove fatal. 



Working conditions and tools 

When a major overhaul is contemplated, it is important that 
a clean, well-Ill working space is available, equipped with a 
workbench and vice, and with space for laying out or storing the 
dismantled assemblies in an orderly manner where they are 
unlikely to be disturbed. The use of a good workshop will give 
the satisfaction of work done in comfort and without haste, 
where there is little chance of the machine being dismantled 
and reassembled in anything other than clean surroundings. 
Unfortunately, these ideal working conditions are not always 
practicable and under these latter circumstances when im
provisation is called for, extra care and time will be needed. 

The other essential requirement is a comprehensive set of 
good quality tools. Quality if is of prime importance since cheap 
tools wlll prove expensive In the long run if they slip or break 
and damage the components to which they are applied. A good 
quality tool will last a long time, and more than justify the cost. 
This basis of any tool kit is a set of open-ended spanners, which 
can be used on almost any part of the machine to which there 
is reasonable access. A set of ring spanners makes a useful 
addition. since they can be used on nuts that are very tight or 
where access is restricted. Where the cost has to be kept within 
reasonable bounds, a compromise can be affected with a set of 
combination spanners - open-ended at one end and having a 
ring of the same size on the other end. Socket spanners may 
also be considered a good investment, a basic t in or ½ in drive 
kit comprising a ratchet handle and a small number of socket 
heads, if money Is limited. Additional sockets can be purchased, 
as and when they are required. Provided they are slim in profile, 
sockets will reach nuts or bolts that are deeply recessed. When 
purchasing spanners of any kind, make sure the correct size 
standard is purchased. Almost all machines manufactured 
outside the UK and the USA have metric nuts and bolts. whilst 
those produced in Britain have BSF or BSW sizes. The standard 
used in the USA is AF, which is also found on some of the later 
British machines. Other tools that should be included in the kit 
area range of crosshead screwdrivers, a pair of pliers and a 
hammer. 

When considering the purchase of tools, it should be 
remembered that by carying out the work oneself, a large 
proportion of the normal repair costs. made up by labour 
charges, wlll be saved. The economy made on even a minor 
overhaul will go a long way towards the improvement of a tool 
kit. 

In addition to the basic tool kit, certain additional tools can 
prove i�valuable when they are close to hand, to help speed up
a �ult1t�de of repetitive jobs. For example, an impact screw
driver will ease the removal of screws that have been tightened 

by a similar tool during assembly, without risk of damaging the 
screws heads. And, of course, it can be used again to retighten 
the screws, to ensure an oil or airtight seal results. Circlip pliers 
have their uses too, since grear pinions. shafts and similar 
components are frequently retained by circlips that are not too 
easily displaced by a screwdriver. There are two types of circlip 
pliers. one for internal and one for external clrclips. They may 
also have straight or right-angled jaws. 

One of the most useful of all tools is the torque wrench, a 
form of spanner that can be adjusted to slip when a measured 
amount of force is applied to any bolt or nut. Torque wrench 
settings are given in almost every modem workshop or service 
manual, where the extent is given to which a complex compo
nents, such as a cylinder head, can be tightened without fear of 
distortion or leakage. The tightening of bearing caps is yet 
another example. Overtightening will stretch _or even break 
bolts, necessitating extra work to extract the broken portions. 

As may be expected, the more sophisticated the machine, 
the greater is the number of tools likely to be required if it is to 
be kept in first class condition by the home mechanic. Un
fortunately there are certain jobs which cannot be accomplished 
successfully without the correct equipment and although there 
is invariably a specialist who will undertake the work for a fee, 
the home mechanic will have to dig more deeply in his pocket 
for the purchase of similar equipment if he does not wish to 
employ the services of others. Here a word of caution if 
necessary; since some of these jobs ar best left to the expert. 
Although an electrical multimeter of the Avo type will prove 
helpful in tracing electrical faults, In inexperienced hands it may 
irrevocably damage some of the electrical components is a test 
current Is passed through them in the wrong direction. This can 
apply to the synchronisation of twin or multiple carburettors 
too. where a certain amount of expertise is needed when setting 
them up with vacuum gauges. These are, however, exceptions. 
Some instruments. such as a strobe lamp. are virtually essential 
when checking the timing of a machine powered by a COi 
ignition system. In short, do not purchase any of these special 
items unless you have the experience to use them correctly. 

Although this manual shows how components can be 
removed and replaced without the use of special service tools 
(unless absolutely essential). It is worthwhile giving consider
ation to the purchase of the more commonly used tools if the 
machine is regarded as a long term purchase. Whilst the 
alternative methods suggested will remove and replace parts 
without risk of damage, the use of the special tools rec
ommended and sold by the manufacturer will invariably save 
time. 



Fault diagnosis 
Contents 

Introduction .................................................................................. . 

Engine does not start when turned over 
No fuel flow to carburettor···········-····················-·"·················· 2 
Fuel not reaching cylinder .......................................................... 3 
Engine flooding ............................................................................. 4 
No spark at plug .......................................................................... 5 
Weak spark at plug ..................................................................... 6 
Compression low .............................................. ·-······................... 7 

Engine stalls after starting 
General causes .................................................................. ·-········ 8 

Poor running at idle and low speed 
Weak spark at plug or erratic firing ......................................... 9 
FueVair mixture incorrect ........................................................... 10 
Compression low ................................... ·-·····-··........................... 11 

Acceleration poor 
General causes ............ -........... ·--··-·· .. -··-·················· .. ··········.. 12 

Poor running or lack of power at high speeds 
Weak spark at plug or erratic firing ......................................... 13 
FueVair mixture incorrect .......... -............... ·-···--·················· 14 
Compression low .......................................................................... 1 5 

Knocking or pinking 
General causes·-······· .. ·-·· .. ····-·-······ .. ••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 16 

Overheating 
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FueVair mixture incorrect ........................................................... 18 
Lubrication inadequate ................................................................ 19 
Miscellaneous causes .................................................................. 20 

Clutch operating problems 
Clutch slip ...................................................................................... 21 
Clutch drag .................................................................................... 22 

Gear selection problems 
Gear lever does not return ......................................................... 23 
Gear selection difficult or impossible ...................................... 24 
Jumping out of gear .................................................................... 25 

1 Introduction 

This Section provides as easy reference-guide to the more 
common ailments that are likely to afflict your machine. 
Obviously, the opportunities are almost limitless for faults to 
occur as a result of obscure failures, and to try and cover all 
eventualltles would require a book. Indeed, a number have been 
written on the subject. 

Successful fault diagnosis Is not a mysterious 'black art' but 
the application of a bit of knowledge combined with a system
atic and logical approach to the problem. Approach any fault 

Overselectlon , .................•..•...•....................................................... 26
Abnormal engine noise 
Knocking or pinking .................................................... . 
Piston sl�p or rattling from cylinder .................................. :::::: ��Other noises .................................................................................. 29 

Abnormal transmission noise 
Clutch noise ................................................................................... 30Transmission noise ............................................ 31

Exhaust smokes excessively 
White/blue smoke (caused by oil burning) ............................. 32 
Black smoke (caused by over-rich mixture) ........................... 33 

Poor handling or roadholding 
Directional instability ................................................................ 34 Steering bias to left or right ................................................... ::: 35 Handlebar vibrates or oscillates ................................................ 36 Poor front fork performance ...................................................... 37 
Front fork judder when braking ................................................ 38 Poor rear suspension performance ........................................... 39 

Abnormal frame and suspension noise 
Front end noise ............................................................................ 40 
Rear suspension noise ................................................................ 41 

Brake problems 
Brakes are spongy or ineffective - disc brakes ..................... 42 
Brakes drag - disc brakes .......................................................... 43 
Brake lever or pedal pulsates in operation - disc brakes ... 44 
Disc brake noise ........................................................................... 45 
Brakes are spongy or ineffective - drum brakes .................. 46 
Brake drag - drum brakes ......................................................... 47 
Brake lever or pedal pulsates in operation - drum brakes . 48 
Drum brake noise ......................................................................... 49 
Brake induced fork judder .......................................................... 50 

Electrical problems 
Battery dead or weak .................................................................. 51 
Battery overcharged .................................................................... 52 

Total electrical failure .................................................................. 53 

Circuit failure ................................................................................. 54 
Bulbs blowing repeatedly ........................................................... 55

diagnosis by first accurately identifying the symptom and then 
checking through the list of posslbile causes, starting with the 
simplest or most obvious and progressing in stages to the most 
complex. Take nothing for granted, but above all apply liberal 
quantities of common sense. . 

The main symptom of a fault is given in the text as a ma1or

heading below which are listed, as Sections headings •. the 
various systems or areas which may contain the fault. Details of 
each possible cause for a fault and the remedial action to. be
taken are given in brief in the paragraphs below each Section

' ' • I nt heading. Further information should be sought ,n the re eva 
Chapter. 
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Engine does not start when turned over 

2 No fuel flow to carburettor

• Fuel tank empty or love! too low. Check that the tap Is 

turned to ·on· or ·�eserve' position as required. If In doubt, prise 

off the fuel feed pipe at the ca�burettor ond and check that fuel

runs from pipe when the tap 1s turned on. 

• Tank filler cap vent obstructed. This can prevent fuel from

flowing Into the carburettor float bowl bcause air cannot enter

the fuel tank to replace It. The problem Is more likely to appear 

when the machine Is be.Ing ridden: Check �Y listening close to

the filler cap and releasing II. A hissing noise Indicates that e 

blockage Is present. Remove the cap and clear the vent hole

with wire or by using an air line from the inside of the cap. 

• Fuel tap or filter blocked. Blockage may be due to ac

cumulation of rust or paint flakes from the tank's Inner surface

or of foreign matter from sootamlnat8d--fueL.8amove the tap
and clean it and the filter. Look also for water droplets In the
fuel. 
• Fuel line blocked. Blockage of the fuel line is more likely to 
result from a kink in the line rather than the accumulation of 
debris. 

3 Fuel not reaching cylinder 

• Float chamber not filling. Caused by float needle or floats
sticking in up position. This may occur after the machine has
been left standing for an extended length of time allowing the
fuel to evaporate. When this occurs a gummy residue is often 
left which hardens to a varnish-like substance. This condition
may be worsened by corrosion and crystalline deposits pro
duced prior to the total evaporation of contaminated fuel. 
Sticking of the float needle may also be caused by wear. In any 
case removal of the float chamber will be necessary for 
inspection and cleaning. 
• Blockage in starting circuit. slow running circuit or jets. 
Blockage of these items may be attributable to debris from the
fuel tank by-passing the filter system or to gumming up as
described in paragraph 1. Water droplets in the fuel will also 
block jets and passages. The carburettor should be dismantled
for cleaning. 
• Fuel level too low. The fuel level in the float chamber is
controlled by float height. The fuel level may increase with wear 
or damage but will never reduce, thus a low fuel level Is an
inherent rather than developing condition. Check the float
height and make any necessary adjustment 
• Oil blockage in fuel system or carburettor (petrol! lubricated
engines only). May arise when the machine has been parked for 
l�ng periods and the residual petrol has evaporated. To rectify,
dismantle and clean the carburettor and tap, flush the tank and
fill with fresh petroil mixed in the correct proportions. This
problem can be avoided by running the float bowl dry before the
machine is stored for long periods. Do not attempt to use fuel
which has become stale.

4 Engine flooding

• Float �alve needle worn or stuck open. A piece of rust or
other debris can prevent correct seating of the needle against
t�e �alve seat thereby permitting an uncontrolled flow of fuel.
Similarly, a worn needle or needle seat will prevent valve
closure. Dismantle the carburettor float bowl for cleaning and 
! necessary, renewal of the worn components. 

' 

h 
, �uel level too high. The fuel level is controlled by the float 

?19 t which '."ay increase due to wear of the float needle, pivot 
pm or operating tang. Check the float height and make any
necessary adi' t A 1 • • 

' 

fuel I 
us ment. eakmg float will cause an increase in

evel, and thus should be renewed 
e Cold st • • artmg mechanism. Check the choke (starter mechan-

ism) _for correct operation If the mechanism jams in the •on·position subse�uent starting of a hot ongine will be difficult 
• Blocked air filter: A badly restricted air filter will cau.se 
flooding. Check the filter and clean or renew as 

II I . requirecf. A 
co apsed nlot hose will have o slmllor effect Check th h • 
f'I · I 

• at t e air
1 ter met has not become blocked by a rag or similar item. 

5 No spark at plug 

• Ignition switch not on.
• Engine stop switch off.
• Fuse blown. Check fuse for Ignition circuit. See wl l 
diagram. 

r ng 

� Spark plug dirty. oiled or 'whiskered', Because the induc
l1?n mixture �f a two-stroke engine Is inclined to be of a rather 
oily nature it 1s comparatively easy to foul the plug electrodes 
esp�clally where there have been repeated attempts to start th� 
en� A machine used for short journeys will be more prone to 
fouling�ause the engine may never reach full operating 
temperature, and the deposits will not burn off. On rare 
occasions a change of plug grade may be required but the 
advice of a dealer should be sought before making such a 
change. Whiskering' is a comparatively rare occurrence on 
modern machines but may be encountered where pre-mixed
petrol and oil (petroil) lubrication ls employed. An electrode
deposit in the form of a barely visible filament across the plug 
electrodes can short circuit the plug and prevent its sparking. 
On all two-stroke machines it Is a sound precaution to carry a 
new spare spark plug for substitution in the event of fouling 
problems. 
• Spark plug failure. Clean the spark plug thoroughly and 
reset the electrode gap . Refer to the spark plug section and the 
colour condition guide in Chapter 4. If the spark plug shorts
Internally or has sustained visible damage to the electrodes.
core or ceramic insulator it should be renewed. On rare 
occasions a plug that appears to spark vigorously will fail to do 
so when refitted to the engine and subjected to the com
pression pressure in the cylinder. 
• ��ark plug ca� or high tension (HT) lead faulty. Check 
cond1t1on and secunty. Replace if deterioration is evident. Most
spark plugs have an internal resistor designed to inhibit elec
trical interference with radio and television sets. On rare 
?ccasion� t�e resistor may break down, thus preventing spark
ing. If this 1s suspected, fit a new cap as a precaution. 
• Spark plug cap loose. Check that the spark plug cap fits
securely over the plug and, where fitted, the screwed terminal
on the plug end is secure. 
• Shorting due to moisture. Certain parts of the ignition
system are susceptible to shorting when the machine is ridden
or parked in wet weather. Check particularly the area from the
spark plug cap back to the ignition coil. A water dispersant 
spray may be used to dry out waterlogged components. 
�e��rrence of the problem can be prevented by using an
1gn1tion sealant spray after drying out and cleaning. 
• Ignition or stop switch shorted. May be caused by water 
corrosion or wear. Water dispersant and contact cleaning 
sprays may be used. If this fails to overcome the problem 
dismantling and visual Inspection of the switches will be 
required. 
• Shorting or open circuit in wiring. Failure in any wire
connecting any of the ignition components will cause Ignition 
malfunction. Check also that all connections are clean, dry and 
tight.
• Ignition coil failure. Check the coil. referring to Chapter 4. 
• Pulser coil, source coil or COi unit defective. See Chapter 4. 

6 Weak spark at plug

• Feeble sparking at the plug may be caused by any of the
faults mentioned in the preceding Section other than those 
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items in the first three paragraphs. Check first the spark plug. 
this being the most likely culprit. 

up in the system. particularly around the silencer b many cases these can be detached for cleaning th 
afflea. In 

have one-piece systems which require a rather 
o

�i�
h mopeds 

proach. Re�er to Chapter _2 for f�rther information. 
erent ap. 

• Exceaa,ve carbon build-up 1n the engine Thi 
7 Comp.-..alon low 

• Spark plug loose. Thia wlll be Hlf-evldent on Inspection. 
and may be accompanied by a hlasing noise when the engine Is 
turned over. Remove the plug end check that the threads In �he 
cylinder head ere not damaged. Check also that the plug sealing 
washer Is In good condition. 
• Cylinder head gasket leaking. Thia condition Is often 
accompanied by a high pitched squeak from around the cylinder 
head and oll loss, and may be caused by insufficiently tightened 
cylinder head fasteners. a warped cylinder head or mechanical 
failure of the gasket material. Re-torqueing the fasteners to the 
correct specification may seal the leak In some instances but if 
damage has occurred this course of action will provide, at best, 
only a temporary cure. 
• Low crankcase compression. This can be caused by worn 
main bearings end seals and will upset the Incoming fueVair 
mixture. A good seal in these areas is essential on any two
stroke engine. 
• Worn disc valve. Oise valve wear Is not common, but will 
cause similar symptoms to those described above. Overhaul will 
be necessary. 
• Piston rings sticking or broken. Sticking of the piston rings 
may be caused by seizure due to lack of lubrication or heating 
as a result of poor carburation or incorrect fuel type. Gumming 
of the rings may result from lack of use, or carbon deposits in 
the ring grooves. Broken rings result from over-revving, over
heating or general wear. In either case a top-end overhaul will 
be required. 
• Worn or damaged decompressor valve. Some mopeds are 
fitted with a small cable-operated poppet valve in the cylinder 
head for use when starting or as an engine stop device. If this 
fails to seat properly or becomes jammed open compression 
will be lost and in extreme case starting will be impossible. 
Access to the valve requires the removal of the cylinder head. 

Engine stalls after starting 

8 General causes 

• Improper cold start mechanism operation. Check that the 
operating controls function smoothly and, where applicable, are 
correctly adjusted. A cold engine may not require application of 
an enriched mixture to start Initially but may baulk without 
choke once firing. Likewise a hot engine may start with an 
enriched mixture but will stop almost Immediately if the choke 
is inadvertently in operation. 
• Ignition malfunction. See Section 9. Weak spark at plug. 
• Carburenor incorrectly adjusted. Maladjustment of the 
mixture strength or idle speed may cause the engine to stop 
immediately after starting. See Chapter 2. . • Fuel contamination. Check for filter blockage by debris or 
water which reduces, but does not completely stop. fuel flow, or 
blockage of the slow speed circuit in the carburettor by the 
same agents. If water is present it can often be seen as droplets 
in the bottom of the float bowl. Clean the filter and, where water 
is in evidence, drain and flush the fuel tank and float bowl. 
• Intake air leak. Check for security of the carburettor 
mounting and hose connections, and for cracks or splits in the 
hoses. Check also that the carburettor top is secure and that the 
vacuum gauge adaptor plug (where fitted) is tight. 

from !allure to decarbonise the engine at the •5 ec� 
can result 

or through .,xceasive oll consumption. On pur:r,p-f:: 
inte_rval 

check pump adjustment. On pre-mix (petroil) engines 
that oil is mixed In the recommended ratio. 

SVSlems checl( 

Poor running at Idle and low speed 

9 Weak aperk et plug or erratic firing 

• Battery voltage low. In certain conditions I charge, especially when coupled with a badly sulpha�:, �
attery 

may result in mlaflrlng. If the battery is In good 
attery, 

condition It should be recharged; an old battery suff I 
general 

sulphated plates should be renewed. er ng frorn 
• Spark plug fouled, faulty or incorrectly adjust d S Section 4 or refer to Chapter 4. e • ee 
• Spark plug cap or h_igh tension lead shorting. Check th condition of both these Items er>suring that they are • 8 
condition and dry and that the cap is fitted correctly '" QOod • Spark plug type incorrect. Fit plug of correct type. and h • • s 'fi • I eat range as given in pee, ,cations. n certain conditions a plu 01 hotter or colder type may be required for normal running 

g 
• Pulser coll, source coil or COi unit faulty. See Chapt�r 4 • Ignition timing incorrect. Check the ignition timing statlcaily and dynamically, ensuring that the advance is functioning correctly. 
• Faulty ignition coil. Partial failure of the coil Internal insulation will diminish the performance of the coil. No repair is possible, a new component must be fitted. 

10 Fuel/air mixture lncorTect 

• Intake air leak. Check carburettor mountings and air cleaner 
hoses for security and signs of splitting. Ensure that carburettor 
top is tight and that the vacuum gauge take-off plug (where 
fitted) Is tight. 
• Mixture strength incorrect. Adjust slow running mixture 
strength using pilot adjustment screw. 
• Carburettor synchronisation. 
• Pilot jet or slow running circuit blocked. The carburettor 
should be removed and dismantled for thorough cleaning. Blow 
through all Jets and air passages with compressed air to clear 
obstructions. 
• Air cleaner clogged or omitted. Clean or fit air cleaner 
element as necessary. Check also that the element and air filter 
cover are correctly seated. 
• Cold start mechanism In operation. Check that the choke has 
not been left on inadvertently and the operation is correct. 
Where applicable check the operating cable free play. 
• Fuel level too high or too low. Check the float height and 
adjust as necessary. See Section 3 or 4. 
• Fuel tank air vent obstructed. Obstructions usually caused by 
dirt or water. Clean vent orifice. 

11 Compression low 

• See Section 7. 

• Air filter blocked or omitted. A blocked filter will cause an 
over-rich mixture; the omission of a filter will cause an 
excessively weak mixture. Both conditions will have a detrimen
tal affect on carburation. Clean or renew the filter as necessary. 
• Fuel filler cap air vent blocked. Usually caused by dirt or 
water. Clean the vent orifice. 

Acceleration poor 

12 General causes 

• All items as for previous Section. . fill r element clean 
• Choked air filter. Failure to keep the air I e • Choked exhaust system. Caused by excessive carbon build-
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will allow the build-up of dirt with proportional loss of 

performance. In extreme cases of neglect acceleration will

suffer. 
• Choked exhaust system. This can result from failure to 

remove accumulations of carbon from the silencer baffles st the 

rescrlbed Intervals. The Increased back pressure will make the
P chine noticeably sluggish. Refer to Chapter 2 for further
ms rb • I 
information on dace onisat on. 
• Excessive carbon build-up In the engine. This can result from 
failure to decarbonise the engine at the specified interval or 
through excessive oil consumption. On pump-fed engines check 
pump adjustment. On pre-mix (petroil) systems check that oil ls 
mixed In the recommended ratio. 
• Ignition timing incorrect. Check the Ignition timing as de
scribed In Chapter 4. Where no provision for adjustment exists, 
test the electronic ignition components and renew as required.
• Carburatlon fault. See Section 10. 
• Mechanical resistance. Check that the brakes are not bind
ing. On small machines In particular note that the increased
rolling resistance caused by under-Inflated tyres may impede 
acceleretlon. 

Poor running or lack of power at high speeds 

13 Weak spark at plug or erratic firing 

• All Items as for Section 9. 
• HT lead insulation failure. Insulation failure of the HT lead 
and spark plug cap due to old age or damage can cause shorting 
when the engine is driven hard. This condition may be less 
noticeable, or not noticeable at all at lower engine speeds. 

14 Fuel/air mixture incorrect 

• All items as for Section 10, with the exception of items 
relative exclusively to low speed running. 
• Main jet blocked. Debris from contaminated fuel, or from the 
fuel tank. and water in the fuel can block the main jet. Clean the 
fuel filter, the float bowl area, and if water is present, flush end 
refill the fuel tank. 
• Main jet is the wrong size. The standard carburettor jetting Is
for sea level atmospheric pressure. For high altitudes, usually 
above 5000 ft, a smaller main jet will be required. 
• Jet needle and needle jet worn. These can be renewed
individually but should be renewed as a pair. Renewal of both 
items requires partial dismantling of the carburettor. 
• Air bleed holes blocked. Dismantle carburettor and use
compressed air to blow out all air passages. 
• Reduced fuel flow. A reduction in the maximum fuel flow
from the fuel tank to the carburettor will cause fuel starvation, 
proportionate to the engine speed. Check for blockages through
debris or a kinked fuel line. 
• Vacuum diaphragm split. Renew.

16 Compreasion low

• See Section 7. 

Knoclcing or pinking

18 General causes 

� Carbon build-up in combustion chamber After high mileages 
T��e been covered large accumulation of carbon may occur 
fue,sV �

ay glow red hot and cause premature ignition of th�air mixture • d f Cyllnd h 
• '" a vanes o normal firing by the spark plug er ead rem I ·11 b • • 

clean·, ova w , a required to allow Inspection and ng. 
• Fuel lncorr t A I ec • ow grade fuel, or one of poor quality may

result In compression induced detonation of the fuel resulting in 
knocking and pinking noises. Old fuel cen cause similar prob
lems. A too highly leaded fuel wlll reduce detonation but will 
accelerate deposit formation in the combustion chamber and 
may lead to early pre-Ignition es described in Item 1. 
• Spark plug heat range Incorrect. Uncontrolled pre-ignition 
can result from the use of a spark plug the heat range of which 
Is too hot. 
• Weak mixture. Overheating of the engine due to a weak 
mixture can result In pre-Ignition occurring where it would not 
occur when engine temperature was within normal limits. 
Maladjustment, blocked jets or passages and air leaks can 
cause this condition. 

Overheating 

17 Firing Incorrect 

• Spark plug fouled, defective or maladjusted. See Section 5. 
• Spark plug type Incorrect. Refer to the Specifications and
ensure that the correct plug type Is fitted. 
• Incorrect ignition timing. Timlng that Is far too much
advanced or far too much retarded will cause overheating. 
Check the Ignition timing Is correct. 

18 Fuel/air mixture incorrect 

• Slow speed mixture strength Incorrect. Adjust pilot air screw.
• Main jet wrong size. The carburettor is Jetted for sea level
atmospheric conditions. For high altitudes, usually above 5000 
ft, a smaller main jet will be required. 
• Air filter badly fitted or omitted. Check that the filter element
ls In place and that it and the air filter box cover are sealing 
correctly. Any teaks will cause a weak mixture. 
• Induction air leaks. Check the security of the carburettor
mountings and hose connections, and for cracks and splits in 
the hoses. Check also that the carburettor top is secure an·d that 
the vacuum gauge adaptor plug (where fitted) is tight. 
• Fuel level too low. See Section 3. 
• Fuel tank filler cap air vent obstructed. Clear blockage.

19 lubrication inadequate

• Petrol/oil mixture incorrect. The proportion of oil mixed with
the petrol In the tank Is critical if the engine Is to perform 
correctly. Too little oil will leave the reciprocating parts and 
bearings poorly lubricated and overheating will occur. In ex
treme case the engine will seize. Conversely, too much oil will 
effectively displace a similar amount of petrol. Though this does 
not often cause overheating in practice It Is possible that the 
resultant weak mixture may cause overheating. It will Inevitably 
cause a loss of power and excessive exhaust smoke. 
• Oil pump settings incorrect. The oil pump settings are of
great Importance since the quantities of oil being Injected are 
very small. Any variation In oil delivery will have a significant 
effect on the engine. Refer to Chapter 3 for further Information. 
• Oil tank empty or low. This will have disastrous conse
quences If left unnoticed. Check and replenish tank regularly. 
• Transmission oil low or worn out. Check the level regularly 
and Investigate any loss of oil. If the oil level drops with no sign 
of external leakage it Is likely that the crankshaft main bearing 
oil seals are worn. allowing transmission oil to be drawn into the 
crankcase during induction.

20 Mlacelleneous causes 

• Engine fins clogged. A build-up of mud in the cylinder head
and cylinder barrel cooling fins will decrease the cooling 
capabilities of the fins. Clean the fins as required. 
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• Radiator fins clogged. Accumulated debris In the radiator 
core will gradually reduce Its ability to dissipate heat generated 
by the engine. It Is worth noting that during the summer months 
dead Insects can cause as many problems In this respect as 
rood dirt and mud during the winter. Cleaning Is best carried out 
by dislodging the debris with a high pressure hose from the 
back of the radiator. Once cleaned It Is worth painting the matrix 
with a heat-dispersant matt black paint both to assist cooling 
ond to prevent external corrosion. The fitting of some sort of 
mesh guard will help prevent the fins from becoming clogged. 
but make sure that this does not Itself prevent adequate cooling. 

Clutch operating problems 

21 Clutch sllp 

• No clutch lever play. Adjust clutch lever end play according 
to the procedure in Chapter 1. 
• Friction plates worn or warped. Overhaul clutch assembly, 
replacing plates out of specification. 
• Steel plates worn or warped. Overhaul clutch assembly, 
replacing plates out of specification. 
• Clutch spring broken or worn. Old or heat-damaged (from 
slipping clutch) springs should be replaced with new ones. 
• Clutch release not adjusted properly. See the adjustments 
section of Chapter 1. 
• Clutch inner cable snagging. Caused by a frayed cable or 
kinked outer cable. Replace the cable with a new one. Repair of 
a frayed cable is not advised. 
• Clutch release mechanism defective. Worn or damaged parts 
in the clutch release mechanism could include the shaft. cam, 
actuating arm or pivot. Replace parts as necessary. 
• Clutch hub and outer drum worn. Severe indentation by the 
clutch plate tangs of the channels in the hub and drum will 
cause snagging of the plates preventing correct engagement. If 
this damage occurs, renewal of the worn components is 
required. 
• Lubricant incorrect. Use of a transmission lubricant other 
than that specified may allow the plates to slip. 

22 Clutch drag 

• Clutch lever excessive. Adjust lever at bars or at cable end if 
necessary. 
• Clutch plates warped or damaged. This will cause a drag on 
the clutch, causing the machine to creep. Overhaul clutch 
assembly. 
•· Clutch spring tension uneven. Usually caused by a sagged or 
broken spring. Check and replace springs. 
• Transmission oil deteriorated. Badly contaminated trans
mission oil and a heavy deposit of oil sludge on the plates will 
cause plate sticking. The oil recommended for this machine is of 
the detergent type, therefore it is u·nlilcely that this problem will 
arise unless regular oil changes are neglected. 
• Transmission oil viscosity too high. Drag in the plates will 
result from the use of an oil with too high a viscosity. In very 
cold weather clutch drag may occur until the engine has 
reached operating temperature. 
• Clutch hub and outer drum worn. Indentation by the clutch 
plate tangs of the channels in the hub and drum will prevent 
easy plate disengagement. If the damage is light the affected
areas may be dressed with a fine file. More pronounced damage
will necessitate renewal of the components. 
• Clutch housing seized to shaft. Lack of lubrication, severe
wear or damage can cause the housing to seize to the shaft.
Overhaul of the clutch, and perhaps the transmission, may be
necessary to repair damage. 
• Clutch release mechanism defective. Worn or damaged 
release mechanism parts can stick and fail to provide leverage.

Overhaul clutch cover components. 
• Loose clutch hub nut. _Causes drum and hub mlsali putting a drag on the engine. Engagement adjustrnen Qnm�nt, 
ally varies. Overhaul clutch assembly. t COnt1nu. 

G 1111r selection problems 

23 Gear lever does not return -

• Weak or broken �ntrallser spring. Renew the sprin • Gearchange shaft bent or seized. Distortion 
9

• Jearchenge shaft often occurs if the machine is dropp d 
01 the 

on the gear lever. Provided that damage is not severe he�vily 
ening of the shaft is permissible. e S1ra1gh1. 

24 Gear selection difficult or impossible 

• Clutch not disengaging fully. See Section 22. 
• Gearchange shaft bent. This often occurs if the m h' , . ac ine is dropped heavily on the gear lever. Straightening of th sh ft permissible if the damage is not too great. 

e a Is 
• Gearchange arms. pawls or pins wom or damaged W f f h . • ear or breakage o any o t ese items may cause difficulty in selectin one or more gears. Overhaul the selector mechanism. 

g 
• Gearchange shaft centraliser spring maladjusted Th" 

ft h • d b d'ffi I • • • IS IS o en c aractense Y 1 1cu lies in changing up or dow b rarely in both directions. Adjust the centraliser anchor b 
n

.lt 
111 

described in Chapter 1. 0 as 
• Gearchange drum stopper cam or detent plunger dam Failure, rather than wear of "these items may jam the d

age. 
thereby preventing gearchanging or causing false selectio 

rum 

high speed. n at 
• Selector forks bent or seized. This can be caused by dropp· the -machin� h�avily on the gearchange lever or as a resu,;:� lack of lu�r1cat1on. Though rare, bending of a shaft can result from a missed gearchange or false selection at high speed 
• Selector fork end and pin wear. Pronounced wear of th

.
ese �terns �nd the �rooves in the gearchange drum can lead 10 1mprec1se selection and, eventually, no selection. Renewal of 

the worn components will be required. 
• Structural failure. Failure of any one component of the 
selector rod and change mechanism will result in improper or
fouled gear selection. 

25 Jumping out of gear 

• Detent plunger assembly worn or damaged. Wear of the
plunger and the cam with which it locates and breakage of the 
detent spring can cause Imprecise gear selection resulting in 
jumping out of gear. Renew the damaged components. 
• Gear pinion dogs worn or damaged. Rounding off the dog 
edges and the mating recesses in adjacent pinion can lead to 
jumping out of gear when under load. The gears should be 
inspected and renewed. Attempting to reprofile the dogs is not 
recommended. 
• Selector forks, gearchange drum and pinion grooves worn. 
Extreme wear of these interconnected items can occur after 
high mileage� especially when lubrication has been neglected. 
The worn components must be renewed. 
• Gear pinions, bushes and shafts worn. Renew the worn 
components. 
• Bent gearchange shaft. Often caused by dropping the 

machine on the gear lever. .k I to • Gear pinion tooth broken. Chipped teeth are unll 
el 11 . 

cause jumping out of gear once the gear has been selected u y. 

a tooth which is completely broken off. however. may cau:� 
. . . t will cause tran 

problems in this respect and 1n any even 
mission noise.
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26 Overselectlon 

1, weak or broken. Renew the spring. 
• Pawl spr I 

l
g 

ger worn or broken. Renew the damaged Items.
• De tent 

P: spring worn or broken. Renew the spring 
• Stopp

h
er ar 

arm stop pads worn. Repairs can be made by 
• Gearc ange 

111 and reproflling with a e. 
welding 

1• lter claw components (where fitted) worn or 

• Selector ,m 
d Renew the damaged Items. 

damage • 

Abnormal sngins noiss

27 Knocking or pinking

• See Section 1 6 .

28 Piston slap or rattling from cyllndar 

• Cylinder bore/piston clearance e�cessiv�. Resulting from 
ar partial seizure or Improper boring during overhaul. This 

:o
e
ndition can often be hea�d as a high, rapid �apping noise 

hen the engine is under little or no load. particularly when w
ower is 1·ust beginning to be applied. Reboring to the next 

P • d • ' t correct oversize should be earned out an a new oversize pis on 
fitted. . 
• Connecting rod bent. This can be caused by over-rewmg,
trying to start a very badly flooded ':ngine (res�lting _in a 
hydraulic lock in the cylinder) or by earhe� mechanical fa1l�re.
Attempts at straightening a bent connecting rod from a high 
performance engine are not recommended. Careful inspection 
of the crankshaft should be made before renewing the damaged 
connecting rod. 
• Gudgeon pin, piston boss bore or small-end bearing wear 
or seizure. Excess clearance or partial seizure between normal 
moving parts of these items can cause continuous or inter
mittent tapping noises. Rapid wear or seizure is caused by 
lubrication starvation. 
• Piston rings worn, broken or sticking. Renew the rings after 
careful inspection of the piston and bore. 

29 Other noises 

• Big-end bearing wear. A pronounced knock from within the
crankcase which worsens rapidly is indicative of big-end bear
ing failure as a result of extreme normal wear or lubrication 
failure. Remedial action in the form of a bottom end overhaul
should be taken; continuing to run the engine will lead to further 
damage including the possibility of connecting rod breakage. 
• Main bearing failure. Extreme normal wear or failure of the 
main bearings is characteristically accompanied by a rumble 
from the crankcase and vibration felt through the frame and 
footrests. Renew the worn bearings and carry out a very careful 
examination of the crankshaft. 
• Crankshaft excessively out of true. A bent crank may resultfrom over-revving or damage from an upper cylinder componentor gearbox failure. Damage can also result from d ropping themachine on either crankshaft end. Straightening of thecran�haft is not possible in normal circumstances; a replacement item should be fitted. • Engine mounting loose. Tighten all the engine mountingnuts and bolts. 
• . Cylinder head gasket leaking. The noise most often associated with a leaking head gasket is a high pitched squeaking although any th • . . o er noise consistent with gas being forced out 
t�er pr?ssure from a small orifice can also be emitted. Gasket 
�:t�

ge, 15 often accompanied by oil seepage from around the 
nuts 

n
tt�nt or from the cylinder head holding down bolts and • a age results from insufficient or uneven tightening of

tho cylinder head fasteners, or from random mechanical failure. Retlghtonlng to the correct torque figure will. at best. only provide a temporary cure. The gasket should be renewed at the earliest opportunity. 
• Exhaust system leakage. Popping or crackling In the 
exhaust system. particularly when It occurs with the engine on 
the overrun, indicates a poor Joint either at the cylinder port or 
at tho exhaust pipe/silencer connection. Failure of the gasket or 
looseness of the clamp should be looked for. 

Abnormal transmission noise 

30 Clutch noise 

• Clutch outer drum/friction plate tang clearance excessive.
• Clutch outer drum/spacer clearance excessive.
• Clutch outer drum/thrust washer clearance excessive.
• Primary drive gear teeth worn or damaged. 
• Clutch shock absorber assembly worn or damaged.

31 Transmission noise 

• Bearing or bushes worn or damaged. Renew the affected
components. 
• Gear pinions worn or chipped. Renew the gear pinions. 
• Metal chips jammed in gear teeth. This can occur when
pieces of metal from any failed component are picked up by a 
meshing pinion. The condition will lead to rapid bearing wear or 
early gear failure. 
• Engine/transmission oil level too low. Top up immediately
to prevent damage to gearbox and engine. 
• Gearchange mechanism worn or damaged. Wear or failure
of certain items in the selection and change components can 
induce mis-selection of gears (see Section 24) where incipient 
engagement of more than one gear set is promoted. Remedial 
action, by the overhaul of the gearbox, should be taken without 
delay. 
• Loose gearbox chain sprocket. Remove the sprocket and 
check for impact damage to the spline s of the sprocket and 
shaft. Excessive slack between the splines will promote loosen
ing of the securing nut: renewal of the worn components is 
required. When retightening the nut ensure that it is tightened 
fully and that, where fitted, the lock washer is bent up against 
one flat of the nut.
• Chain snagging on cases or cycle parts. A badly worn chain
or one that is excessively loose may snag or smack against 
adjacent components. 

Exhaust smokes excessively 

32 White/blue smoke (caused by oil burning) 

• Piston rings worn or broken. Breakage or wear of any ring, 
but particularly the oil control ring, will allow engine oil past the 
piston into the combustion chamber. Overhaul the cylinder 
barrel and piston. 
• Cylinder cracked, worn or scored. These conditions may be 
caused by overheating, lack of lubrication, component failure or
advanced normal wear. The cylinder barrel should be renewed 
or rebored and the next oversize piston fitted. 
• Petrol/oil ratio incorrect. Ensure that oil is mixed with !ht! 
petrol in the correct ratio. The manufacturer's recomm�nd_atio_n 
must be adhered to if excessive smoking or under-lubrication is 

to be avoided. . 
• Oil pump settings incorrect. Check and reset the oil pump 
as described in Chapter 2. . main • Crankshaft main bearing oil seals worn. Wear m the . 
bearing oil seals. often in conjunction with wee� in the �ean��:
themselves. can allow transmission oil to find its way into 
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crankcase and thence to the combustion chamber. This condi
tion Is often Indicated by a mysterious drop In the tranamlsalon 
oll level with no sign of external leakage. 

hi • Accumulated oll deposits In exhaust system. If the mac �e 
is used for short Journeys only it Is possible for the oll �esl

��: 
1r, 

the e11haust gases to condense In the relatively cool s,len h 
the machine la thon taken for II longer run In hot weather, t e 
accumulated oil will burn off producing ominous smoke from 
the exhaust. 

33 Black smoke (caused by over-rich mixture) 

• Air filter element clogged. Clean or renew the element. 
• Main jet loose or too large. Remove the float chamb

� 
t
� 

check for tightness of the jet. If the machine is used a
� 

g 
altitudes rejettlng will be required to compensate for the ower 
atmospheric pressure. 

han • Cold start mechanism Jammed on. Check that the_mec 
th; Ism works smoothly and correctly and that, where fitted, 

operating cable is lubricated and not snagged. 
h fl t • Fuel level too high. The fuel level Is controlled by t e oa 

height which car, increase as a result of wear or damage. 
Remove the float bowl and check the float height. Check also 
that floats have not punctured; a punctured float will lose 
buoyancy and allow an Increased fuel level. 
• Float valve needle stuck open. Caused by dirt or a wor� 
valve. Clean the float chamber or renew the rieedle and, if 
necessary, the valve seat. 

Poor handling or roadholding 

34 Directional ln,tabllity 

• Steering head bearing adjustment too tight. This will cause 
rolling or weaving at low speeds. Re-adjust the bearings. 
• Steering head bearing worn or damaged. Correct adjust
ment of the bearing will prove impossibl� to �chieve '! wee� or
damage has occurred. Inconsistent handhng_w,11 occur including 
rolling or weaving at low speed and poor d1rectlonal control et 
indeterminate higher speeds. The steerlrig head bearing shoul� 
be dismantled for inspection and renewed if required. Lubri
cation should also be carried out. 
• Bearing races pitted or dented. Impact damage caused, 
perhaps, by an accident or riding over a pot-hole can cause 
inderitatlon of the bearing, usually In one position. This should 
be noted as notchiness when the handlebars are turned. Renew 
and lubricate the bearings. 
• Steering stem bent. This will occur only if the machine is 
subjected to a high Impact such as hitting a curb or a pot-hole. 
The lower yoke/stem should be renewed; do not attempt to 
straighten the stem. 
• Front or rear tyre pressures too low. 
• Front or rear tyre worn. General Instability, high speed
wobbles and skipping over white fines indicates that tyre 
renewal may be required. Tyre induced problems, In some 
machine/tyre combinations, can occur even when the tyre In 
question is by no means fully worn. 
• Swinging arm bearings worn. Difficulties In holding llne, 
particularly when cornering or when changing power settings 
indicates wear in the swinging arm bearings. The swinging arm should be removed from the machine and the bearings renewed. 
• Swinging arm flexing. The symptoms given in the preceding paragraph will also occur If the swinging arm fork flexesbadly. This can be caused by structural weakness as a result of corrosion, fatigue or impact damage, or because the rear wheelspindle Is slack. 

• Wheel bearings worn. Renew the worn bearings. • Loose wheel spokes. The spokes should be tightened evenly to maintain tension and trueness of the rim. 

• Tyros unsuitable for rnochlno. Not all available ty,01 sul1 the cheracterlatlcs �f t_he frame and suspension, inde "-
111 

some tyres or tyre combmat,ons may cause a transformer 8(1,the handling characteristics. If handling problems occ '0'11 
1� 

I • ur rn-modla tely alter c 1eng1ng to a new tyre type or make r91, 
the original tyres to see whether an improvement can.be ,,art lo Oled In some Instances a change to what are, In fact, suitable tyr may give rise to handling deficlences. In this case a thorou e; 
check should be made of all frame and suspension Items Whi�h affect stability. 

35 Steering bias to leh or right 

• Rear wheel out of allgnmont. Caused by uneven adJuitme of chain tensioner adjusters allowing the wheel to be aakew �t 
the fork ends. A bent rear wheel spindle will also misalign th n 
wheel in the swinging arm. 8 
• Wheels out of alignment. This can be caused by impact damage to the frame, swinging arm, wheel spindles or frorit forks. Although occasionally a result of material failure or 
corrosion It is usually as a result of a crash. 
• Front forks twisted In the steering yokes. A light Impact. for instance with a pot-hole or low curb, can twist the fork legs in the steering yokes without causing structural damage 10 the fork legs or the yokes themselves. Re-alignment can be made 
by loosening the yoke pinch bolts, wheel spindle and mudguard bolts. Re-align the wheel with the handlebars and tighten the bolts working upwards from the wheel spindle. This action should be carried out only when there Is no chance that struciural damage has occurred. 

36 Handlebar vibrates or oscillates 

• Tyres worn or out of balance. Either condition, particularly 
In the front tyre, will promote shaking of the fork assembly and
thus the handlebars. A sudden onset of shaking can result if a 
balance weight is displaced during use. 
• Tyres badly positioned on the wheel rims. A moulded line 
on each wall of a tyre is provided to allow visual verification that
the tyre is correctly positioned on the rim. A check can be made 
by rotating the tyre; any misalignment will be immediately 
obvious. 
• Wheels rims warped or damaged. Inspect the wheels for 
runout as described in Chapter 6. 
• Swinging arm bearings worn. Renew the bearings. 
• Wheel bearings worn. Renew the bearings. 
• Steering head bearings incorrectly adjusted. Vibration Is 
more likely to result from bearings which are too loose rather 
than too tight. Re-adjust the bearings. 
• Loosen fork c.omponent fasteners. Loose nuts and bolts 
holding the fork legs, wheel spindle, mudguards or steering 
stem can promote shaking at the handlebars. Fasteners on 
running gear such as the forks and suspension should be check 
tightened occasionally to prevent dangerous looseness of com· 
ponents occurring.
• Engine mounting bolts loose. Tighten all fasteners. 

37 Poor front fork performance 

• fl 'd I el is too low • Damping fluid level incorrect. If the u, ev 
1 I • In a genera poor suspension control will occur resu ung 

. when 
impairment of roadholding and early loss of tyre adhesion ·"e 

•1 • l'kely to change .,, cornering and braking. Too much 01 is uri I 
h the rfill' g occurs w en fork characteristics unless severe ove I in . y occur. • • • d ·1 seal failure ma fork action will become stiffer an °1 . ction of the 

• Damping oil viscosity incorrect. The damping a
_ oil The 

• I f the damping • 
fork is directly related to the v1sco� ty O 

damping action 
lighter the oll used. the less will be the 
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-
norol uso, uso tho recommondod viscosity

, 
of 

frnpartod For go 
lightly hlghor or hoavlor oil only when e

oil chong inu to o 
sl c1erlstlc Is requlrod, Overworkod oil, or

• domplno c ,are h chanoo "' c1 with water which has found Its woy past t e
oil conton,lnote

b , •owed 10 restore tho correct damping
I should o '8" f k soo s. d 10 prevent bottoming of tho or s. 

µorformonco an 
ononts worn or corroded. Advanced normal 

• Oarnpln
� 

c
���ornals Is unlikely to occur until a very high

wear of th0 or 
vered Contlnuol use of the machine with 

II 8 hes beon co • 1 rn oog 
I which allows the Ingress of water, or neg ect. 

damaged oil seo
ld
s 

corrosion and wear. Dismantle tho forks for 
will lead to rep 

t' n and overhaul. 
ln

sp
:;�k fork springs. Progressive fatigue of th.a fork springs,

• 
in e reduced spring free length, will occur a�er 

resuiilr;
g 

This condition will promote excessive fork dive
extons

b
ve 

k
u

l
se
g

. 
and in Its advanced form will reduce the at-rest 

under re n • h f k t d d length of the forks end thus t e or geomo ry. 
;:�;w:1 of the springs as a pair is the only satisfactory course 

of action. B h d'tl • Bent stanchions or corroded stanchions. ot con � ons

will prevent correct telescoping of tha fork. legs, an� , in an 
d ed state can cause sticking of the fork 111 one posrt1on. In 

: :1�J form corrosion will cause stiction of the fork thereby 
Increasing the time the suspension takes to react to an uneven 

d surface. Bent fork stanchions should be attended to 
'.

08

medlately because they indicate that impact damage has 
:curred, and there Is a danger that the forks will fall with 
disastrous consequences. 

38 Front fork judder when braking (aee also Section 41) 

• Wear between the fork stanchions and the fork legs.
Renewal of the affected components ls required. 
• Slack steering head bearings. Re-adjust the bearings. 
• Warped brake disc or drum. If irregular braking action 
occurs fork judder can be induced in what are normally 
serviceable forks. Renew the damaged brake components. 

39 Poor rear suspension performances 

• Rear suspension unit damper worn out or leaking. The 
damping performance of most rear suspension units falls off 
with age. This ls a gradual process, and thus may not be 
immediately obvious. Indications of poor damping include 
hopping of the rear end when cornering or braking, and a 
general loss of positive stability. 
• Weak rear springs. If the suspension unit springs fatigue 
they will promote excessive pitching of the machine and reduce 
the ground clearance when cornering. Although replacement 
springs are available separately from the rear suspension 
damper unit it Is probable that if spring fatigue has occurred the 
damper units will also require renewal. 
• Swinging arm flexing or bearings worn. See Sections 34
and 36. 
• Bent suspension unit damper rod. This is likely to occur only If the machine is dropped or if seizure of the piston occurs. If either happens the suspension units should be renewed as a pair. 

Abnormal frame and suspension noise

40 Front end noise 

• 
d 
?11 level low or too thin. This can cause a 'spurting' sound�n 
� 

u_sually accompanied by Irregular fork action 
Fork �;'"�teak or broken. Makes a clicking or scra�lng sound.
• S 

w, have a lot of metal particles In it 
brakln

t
g
oe��g 

k
head bearings loose or dame�ed. Clicks when• ec , adjust or replace. 

• Fork clamps loose. Make sure all fork clamp pinch bolts are 
tight. 
• Fork stanchion bent . Good possibility If machine has been
dropped. Repair or repl11ce tubo . 

41 Reer auapenalon noise 

• Fluid level too low. Leakage of a suspension unit. usually 
evident by oil on the outer surfeces. can cause a spurting noise.
The suspension units should be renewed as a pair. 
• Defective rear suspension unit with internal damage. Re
new the suspension units as a pair. 

Brake problems 

42 Brakes are spongy or ineffective - di1c brakes 

• Air in brake circuit. This Is only likely to happen in service 
due to neglect in checking the fluid level or because a leak has 
developed. The problem should be identified and the brake 
system bled of air. 
• Pad worn. Check the pad wear against the wear lines
provided and renew the pads If necessary. 
• Contaminated pads. Cleaning pads which have been con
taminated with oil, grease or brake fluid is unlikely to prove 
successful; the pads should be renewed. 
• Pads glazed. This Is usually caused by overheating. The
surface of the pads may be roughened using glass-paper or a 
fine file. 
• Brake fluid deterioration. A brake which on initial operation
is firm but rapidly becomes spongy in use may be failing due to 
water contamination of the fluid. The fluid should be drained 
and then the system refilled and bled. 
• Master cylinder seal failure. Wear or damage of master 
cylinder internal parts will prevent pressurisation of the brake
fluid. Overhaul the master cylinder unit. 
• Caliper seal failure. This will almost certainly be obvious by 
loss of fluid, a lowering of fluid in the master cylinder reservoir 
and contamination of the brake pads and caliper. Overhaul the 
caliper assembly. 
• Brake lever or pedal improperly adjusted. Adjust the 
clearance between the lever end and master cylinder plunger to 
take up lost motion, as recommended in Routine maintenance. 

43 Brakes drag - disc brakes 

• Disc warped. The disc must be renewed.
• Caliper piston, caliper or pads corroded. The brake caliper
assembly is vulnerable to corrosion due to water and dirt, and
unless cleaned at regular intervals and lubricated In the rec
ommended manner, will become sticky in operation. 
• Piston seal deteriorated. The seal is designed to return the 
piston in the caliper to the retracted position when the brake is 
released. Wear or old age can affect this function. The caliper 
should be overhauled if this occurs. 
• Brake pad damaged. Pad material separating from the
backing plate due to wear or faulty manufacture. Renew the
pads. Faulty installation of a pad also will cause dragging . 
• Wheel spindle bent. The spindle may be straightened if no
structural damage has occurred. 
• Brake lever or pedal not returning. Check that the lever or
pedal works smoothly throughout its operatin� range an� doe.�not snag on any adjacent cycle parts. Lubricate the pivot 1 
neci,ssa ry. 

I • Twisted caliper support bracket. This is likely to occur on Y 
after impact in an accident. No attempt should be made to re
align the caliper; the bracket should be renewed. 
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44 Brake lever or pedal pulaate• In operation - dl•c brakH 

• Disc warped or irregu larly worn. The disc must be renewod 
• Wheel spindle bent. The spindle may be stra ightened 
provided no structural damage has occu rred. 

415 Dlao brake noise 

• Brake squeal. This can be c.aused by the om ission or 

Incorrect installation of the anti-squeal sh im f itted to the rear of 

one pad. The arrow on the sh im shou ld face the direction of 

wheel normal rotat ion. Squea ling can also be ca used by dust on 
the pads, usua lly in combination with glazed pads, or ot her 
contaminat ion from ol l, grease, brake f luid or corrosion. Persis
tent squealing wh ich cannot be traced to any of the normal 
causes can often be cured by apply ing a th in layer of high 
temperature silicone grease to the rear of the pads. Make 
absolutely certain that no grease Is allowed to conta minate the 
bra king surface of the pads. 
• Glazed pads. This is usua lly caused by high temperatures or 

contamination. The pad surfaces may be roughened using 
glass-paper or a fine file. If th is approach does not effect a cure 
the pads shou ld be renewed. 
• Disc wa rped. This can ca use a chattering, clicking or 

intermittent squeal and is usually accompan ied by II pulsating 
bra ke lever or pedal or u neven bra king. The disc must be 
renewed. 
• Bra ke pads fined incorrectly or undersize. Longitudinal play 
In the pads due to omission of the locati ng springs (where 

fitted) or because pads of the wrong size have been fitted will
ca use a si ngle ta pping noise every time the bra ke is opera ted. 
I nspect the pads for correct i nsta llation a nd security. 

46 Bn1ku are spongy or in effective - drum bra kes 

• B rake cable deteriora tion. Damage to the outer cable by 
stretching or being trapped will g ive a spongy feel to the bra ke 
leve r. The cable shou ld be renewed. A cable wh ich has become 
corroded due to old age or neglect of lubrication will part ially
seize making operat ion very heavy. Lubrica tion at this stage 
may overcome the problem but the titting of a new ca ble is 
recommended.
• Worn bra ke l ining s. Determ ine lining wear using the
external bra ke wear ind ica tor on the brake backplate, or by 
removing the wheel and withdrawing the bra ke backplate. 
Ren ew the shoe/l ining units as a pa ir if the l inings are worn 
bel ow the re commend ed limit. 
• Worn bra ke camsha ft. Wear between the cam shaft and the 
bea ring su rface will reduce brake feel and reduce operating
efficien cy. Renewal of one or both Items wll l  be required to 
rectify the fault. 
• Worn brake cam and shoe ends. Renew the worn com po
nents. 
• Linings contaminated with dust or grease. Any accumula
tions of du st should be cleaned from the bra ke ass embly a nd 
drum using a petrol dampened cloth. Do not blow or brush off 
the dust becau se it is asbestos based and th us harmful if
inhaled. Light contam ination from grease can be removed from 
the su rface of the brake l inings using a solvent: a ttempts at
removing heavier contamination a re less l ikely to be successfu l 
because some of the lubricant will have been absorbed by the
lining ma terial which wil l severely reduce the braking 
performance. 

47 Brake drag - drum brakes 

• . Incorrect a djustment. Re-adjust the brake operating mechanism.

• Drum wa 1p11d or oval. This can 1 -----.. • resu t from 1mpac1 or unovon tonsion of the wh I overh1111 
ditt lcu lt to co rrect, al though If �� ;Pokes. The colld/g o. 
skimming the surface of the b rake d

s lg I ovality only ' IOfl ,, r um con p 1 0ccu Is wo rk for a specia list onglnaar. Renew rov de a cu r1_ 1 � 
wheal hub Is norma lly the only satls lacto 

al of the COf?lpr�" 
• Weak broke shoe return springs Thi 

'Y
1 
SOiution. It 

l in ing/shoe units from pu lling away iro 
8 w

h 
II Prevent the b 

h b k I 
m t e d rum r1r.;. t e ro e s re leased. The springs sho Id b surtace °llCt 

• B rake camshaft, lever pivot or �abl 
e renewed. 

Failure to attend to regular lubr lcatlo 
e 

f 
Poorly lubrq1 

inc rease operating roslstance wh ich wh
n 

° 
these areas �· • en compo .. ,� cause tardy operation and poor re lease m Unded "' ove ment. • l'f 

48 Brake fever or pedal pu l11 1tes In operetl ..__ on - dn,m b 
l'lkta 

• Dru ms warped or oval. This can resu lt fro 
---

Impact or uneven spoke tension. This condit�no�
er

h
_eaung °'

correct, although if slight ova llty only occu rs �� di f1!C411t to 
surface of the drum can provide a cu re Th' 1 

mming the 
spec ia list engineer. Renewal of the hub ·is 

is 5 Wont for 1 
sa tisfactory solu tion . normally the Only 

49 Dru m brake noise -

• Drum wa rped or oval. This can ca use interm 'tt 
of the bra ke lin in gs aga inst the dru m. See �e

ent n.ibb!ng 
Sec tion . preCed1ng 
• B rake l inings glazed. Th is condition usua lly 
b h 1- • d . 

• accompanied y eavy ming ust contamina tion, often induces bra ke The su rfa ce of the lin ings may be roughened us i ng I 
squeal. 

or a fine file. 
g ass-paper 

50 Bra ke I nduced fork judder 

• Worn front fork stanch ions a nd leg s, or wom or b dl 
a�ju sted steering hea� bearings. These conditio ns. comb� 
with u nev?n 

_
or pulsat ing bra ki ng as d escribed in Sections 44 

and 48 wil l  induce more or less judder when the bra kes a 
a pplied, dependent on the deg ree of wear a nd poor bra�: 
operation. Attention should be given to both areas of malfu nc
tion. See the rel evant Sections. 

Electrical problems 

51 Battery dead or weak 

• Battery fau lty. B a ttery l i fe should not be expected to eJ.ceeo 
3 to 4 years, particu la rly where a starter motor is used regu larly. 
Gradua l  sulphation of the plates and sediment deposits will 
reduce the battery performance. Plate and insulator damage 
can often occu r  as  a result of vibr ation. Complete power failur e. 
or intermittent fai lure. may be due to a b roken battery terminal 
lack of electrolyte will prevent the battery maintaining charge. 
• Battery leads making poor contact. Remove the battery 
leads and c lean them and the terminals, removing all traces cl 
corrosion and tarnish . Reconnect the l eads and apply a coating 
of petroleu m  je l ly to the terminals.
• load excessive. If  additional i tems such as spot lamps. are

fitted, which increase the total electr ical load above the 

m axim u m  a lterna tor output, the battery will fail to maintain (ull 

charge. Reduce the electrical load to suit the electrical capac,rv 

• Regu lator/rectifier fai lure.
• Al ternator generating coi ls open-cir cuit or sho�ed-

• Charging circuit shorting or open circuit. This may � 
caused by frayed or broken wiring, dirty connector:s or 11

1 

fa:i 
ignition switch .  The system should be tested in a 09 

manner. See Section 54. 
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52 Battery overcharged 

-
. I ulator fault y Overcharging is indicated if the 

• Recufier reg 
h t or it is noticed that the electrolyte level becomes O 

h b battery 
I between checks. In eKtreme cases t e attery 

falls re�eated_ V corrosive gases and electrolyte to be emitted 
will b01I causing 

. 
h the vent pipes. . . . throug 

gly matched to the electrical cIrcuIt Ensure 
• Battery wron 

h. 'fed battery is fitted to the mac ine. 
that the spec1 i 

53 Total 
electrical failure 

• Fuse blown. Check the main fuse
_. 

If a fault has occurred, it 

must be rectified before a n�w fuse is fitted. 

• Battery faulty. See Section 51. 
. 

E rth failure. Check that the frame main earth strap from 

:e ba�tery is securely affiKed to the frame and is making a good

contact. 
. . . c k f • Ignition switch or power 

�Ircu1t failure. hec or cur
_
r?nt 

flow through the battery po�1tive lead (
_
red

_) 
to the ignition 

switch. Check the ignition switch for continuity. 

64 Circuit failure 

• Cable failure. Refer to the machine's wiring diagram and 
check the circuit for continuity. Open circuits are a result of 

loose or corroded connections, either , at terminals or in-line 
connectors, or because of broken wires. Occasionally. the core 
o

f 

a wire will break without there being any apparent damage 
to the outer plastic cover. 
• Switch failure. All switches may be checked for continuity 
in each switch position, after referring to the switch position 
boKes incorporated in the wiring diagram for the machine. 
Switch failure may be a result of mechanica

l 
breakage

, 
co r

rosion or water. 
• Fuse blown. Refer to the wiring diagram to check whether 
or not a circuit fuse is fitted. Replace the fuse, if blown. only 

after the fault has been identified and rectified. 

55 Bulbs blowing repeatedly 

• Vibration failure. This is often an inherent fault related to 
the natura l vibration characteristics of the engine and frame and 
is. thus. difficult to resolve. Modifications of the lamp mounting, 
to change the damping characteristics. may help. 

• Intermittent earth. Repeated failure of one bulb, particularly 
where the bulb is fed directly from the generator

. 
indicates that 

a poor earth exists somewhere in the circuit. Check that a good 
contact is available at each earthing point in the circuit. 
• Reduced voltage. Where a quartz-halogen bulb is fined the 
voltage to the bulb should be maintained or early failure of the 
bulb will occur. Do not overload the system with additiona

l 
electrical equipment in e><cess of the system's power capacity 
and ensure that all circuit connections are maintained clean and 
tight. 
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Routjne maintenance 

t:coduaiol, 

?eric:6:: rot.� :r..rirrrena:nce i:s a continuous pn:,c:es:s that 
co • e • .oes • �2!r the rr.achine is used. It must be 
taried .x.1 .n specified mi!eage recortffll}S. or on a calendar 
oa5-'S • � � is l'IClt used freqirentty_ "'tiichever is the 
�- Ma..'-.enance should be rega,rled as an insurance po6cy. 
c:, � a � sn me peak of condition and to ensure 1oog. 
�ce serri::e. h has me additional benefit of giving early 
wa,rg ol uiy f2-....--'1:s �t rr.ay deveJop and act as a regular 
sa2�f c::-ied.:. !O �,e cb-.-ious advantage of both rider and 
-�

T'ce n.--iot.:s mul�-ice tasi.s are described under their 
�ve =:eag-e .!.nd ca!end3r head"lngs.. Accompanying dia
gra.-:i a:>:�- vmer-e necessary. It snouJd be remembe<ed 
�.a-: � � be!W"- the various maintenance tasks serves 
or.'1 as a �ce. As :!'-.e machine g� older or is used under 
;:a;:.n artY � concmor.s. it wc,,Jld be advisable to reduce 
me period be:ween eacn cheek. 

for ease cf re!�ence eacn service operatk>n is described in 
de!: .. •�'ldel' the re!evi!flt head"� However. if further general 
r..or:;-.znon is required, it can be foond within the manual under 
the�� heading i.1 the relevant Chapter. 

. l1 ord--..t that tt-.e routine maintenance tasks are carried ovt
w'7I � mucn ease as possible. it is essential that a good 
se� cl generaJ wor'uhop tools are available. 

�� in the kit muSl be a range of metric ring o, 
COC-.bwiatlOO �. a selection of aosshead screwdrivers 
Z.n:f at least one P<!X of cirdip pf.ers. 

Ao.::1icna"-1. ov,ng to the extreme tightness of most casing 
�-son J�panese madlmes. an impact screwdrive1. together 
�a � of large OC: �all . crosshead screw bits. is

btee 
wr �- This is paltK:lllarly so if the engine has 

-.,. en <fJSmanlied since leaving the factory 

Yamaha recommend th P!ll"(,ng Ubie 
a! the checks shown in the accom-

$hould be camed ovt each time the machine is 

used. Whilst this is sound advice it wiU obviously depeno �pon 
the use to which the machine is put. Few owners will feel 
inciined to cany out the complete sequence on every occasion. 
It is suggested that the list is tailored to indMduaJ usage but 
that all items are checked with reasonable frequency and before 
any long ;oomeys. 

a) Front brake. Check brake operation. free play and fluio
level 

b) Rear bralte. Check brake operation and free play.
c) Clutch. Check clutch operation and lever free play.
d} Throttle. Check for full and free operation of the twist

grip. 
el Coolant. Che-cit coolant level. 
fl Engine oil. Check the oil level in the oil tank. 
g) Transmission oil Check the transmission oil level.
h) FinaJ drive chain. Check the chain adjustment and

lubrication.
i) Wheel.s and tyres. Check the wheels for damage and

the tyres for damage or wear. Check the tyre pressures.
j) Fittings and fasteners. Check all items for seCtJrity and

damage.
k) Lights. Checlt that all illumination and warning lights

are operating correctly.

WNkJy or .very 200 miles (300 kml 

The following items should be checked on a weekly basis 
and as part of the pre-operation checklist shown above. 

1 Topping up the oil tank 
Engine lubrication is by pump injection fed b,• oil earned in 

a frame-mounted oil tank fitted behind the right-hand s.ide 
paneL Although the machine is equipped with a low oi1 level

warning lamp which will indicate the need for refilling it is t:>etter

to check the oil level regularly and top up as required. Pull off

the plastic side panel to expose the oil tank. The tank Is

constructed from a transliJcent white plastic which allows the

oil level to be seen quite easily. To top up. release the ssng!e
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wing bolt and allow the tank to pivot outwards. The flller cap 
can now be pulled off and oll added. Use a good quality oll 
recommended for use In pump lubrication systems In air-cooled 
two-stroke engines. 

2 Checking the tyre pressures
It Is essential that the tyr11 are kept Inflated to the correct

pressure at 111 times. Under or over-inflated tyres can leed to 
accelerated rates of wear. and more Importantly, can render the 
machine Inherently unaafe. Whilst this may not be obvious
during normal riding. It can become painfully and expensively so
In an emergency situation. as the tyres' adhesion llmlts will be
greatly reduced. 

Check the tyre pressures with a pressure gauge that Is
known to be accurate. Always check the pressure when the
tyres are cold. If the machine haa travelled a number of miles,
the tyres will have become hot and consequently the pressure
wlll have Increased. A false reading will therefore result. 

It Is recommended that a small pocket gauge Is purchased
and carried on the machine. as the readings on garage forecourt 
gauges can vary and may often be inaccurate. 

The pressures given are those recommended for the tyres 
fitted as original equipment. If replacement tyres are purchased, 
the prusure settings may vary. Any reputable tyre distributor 
will be able to give this information. 

Tyre pressures (cold) 
Front 

Normal riding 25 psi (1.75 kg/cm2)
High speed 28 psi (2.00 kg/cm2)

Rear 
28 psi (2.00 kg/cm2)
32 psi (2.25 kg/cm2)

3 Checking the electrolyte level 
A Nippon Denso battery is fitted as standard equipment. It 

is of the normal lead-acid type and has a capacity of 5.5 Ah 
(Ampere-hours). 

The transparent plastic case of the battery permits the 
upper and lower levels of the electrolyte to be observed when 
the left-hand side panel has been removed. Maintenance Is 
normally limited to keeping the electrolyte level between the 
prescribed upper and lower limits and by making sure that the 
vent pipe Is not blocked. The lead plates and their separators 
can be seen through the transparent case, a further guide to the 
general condition of the battery. 

Unless acid Is spilt. as may occur If the machine falls over, 
the electrolyte should always be topped up with dlstllled water, 
to restore the correct level. If acid is spilt on any part of the 
machine, It should be neutralised with an alkali such as washing 
soda and washed away with plenty of water, otherwise serious 
corrosion will occur. Top up with sulphuric acid of the correct 
specific gravity (1.260 - 1.280) only when spillage has oc
curred. Check that the vent pipe Is well clear of the frame tubes 
or any of the other cycle parts, for obvious reasons. 

4 Checking the coolant level 
The coolfng system is of the semi-sealed type and Is 

unlikely to require frequent topping up. Thies does not mean
however. that regular checks should be neglected. The syste�
employs a reservoir tank located next to the oil tank. This allowsroom for expansion when the engine becomes hot the displaced water being drawn back Into the radiator whe� it cools.To check the level, remove the right-hand side panel. Thereservoir tank has upper and lower level lines marked on Itsside, and the coolant level must be between these marks withthe engine cold. 

The mixture Is a mixture of 50% soft or distilled water and
�� ethylene glycol antifreeze with corrosion Inhibitors for use
1� :.��:lum

ft 

engines. For topping up purposes, distilled water
t 

•. r 10 water where this Is available. Those llvlng in hard
:: ��.r��:::,f:�d

l:��ld the
11
uae of hard tap water because of

be used 88 8 
e coo ng 8YStem. Clean rainwater may

about ¼ I 
nother altematlve. When topping up note thatmp pint ( 160cc) will raise the level from low to full.

Release wing bolt and hinge oll tank outwards 

Top up using high quality two-stroke oil 

Electrolyte level can be checked via transparent case 
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Coolant expansion tank Is located behind oil tank 

5 Control cable lubrication

Apply a few drops of motor oil to the exposed inner portion 

of ch control cable. This will prevent drying-up of the cables

be:.:een the more thorough lubrications t_hat should be carried

out during the 2000 mile/3 monthly service. 

-,a..--- .,.n,a11y 

Control cable oiling 

6 Rear chain lubrication and adjustment 
In order that life of the rear chain can be extended as much 

as possible, regular lubrication and adjustment is essential. 
The chain should be given a quick visual inspection once a 

week, and any accumulated road dirt removed with a petrol 
soaked rag. Lubricate the chain with one of the proprietorya�rosoJ chain greases making sure that the lubricant reaches allaides of the chain. Ordinary engine oil is of limited value as a c
b
hain lubricant since most of it will be flung off the chain in use ut ca b n e used In an emergency. Bear In mind that the excess

oil will probably lubricate the rear of the machine and the rider's 
back. 

Check chain adjustment ofter lubrlcetlon. Place the ma
chine on its centre stand end note the amount of up and down 
ploy at the middle of the lower run. Chains rarely wear evenly. 
so turn the wheel and re-check et Intervals to establish the 
tightest point. The machine should now be allowed to rest on Its 
wheels and the free play at the tightest point measured. This 
should be 1-¼ - 1½ In 130 - 40 mm). 

If necessary, adjustment can be made after the wheel 
spindle nut and brake torque arm nut have been slackened. It 
may also prove necessary to slacken the rear brake adjuster. 

Tighten or slacken the drawbolt adjusters by an equal 
amount to preserve wheel alignment. This can be checked by 
way of the alignment marks on the fork ends. Once adjustment 
Is complete. tighten the wheel spindle and torque arm and re
check the setting as described above. Note that the rear brake 
adjustment must be checked whenever the chain tension has 
been altered. Refer to Section 2 under the Monthly/I 000 mile 
heading for details. 

. 

Aerosol lubricant is recommended for rear chain 

� 
Use Index marks to preserve wheel alignment

7 Safety check 
Give the machine a close visual Inspection. checking for 

loose nuts and fittings, frayed control cables etc. Check the 

tyres for damage, especially splitting on the sidewalls. Remove 
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any atonea or other object, caught between the treeds. This I■ 
penlcularly Important on the rear tyre, where rapid deflation due 
to ponotratlon of tho Inner tuba will elmoat canalnly cauaa total 
1011 of control. 

8 Legal check 
Ensure that the light,, horns and trafflcatora function 

correctly, also tho speedometer. 

Monthly or every 1000 mlle■ (1600 km) 

Complete the operations listed under the weelc.ly/200 mlle 
service heading. than carry out the following: 

1 Checking the front brake 
Check the operation of the front brake, looking for signs of 

spongi ness which might Indicate air In the system. Should 
sponginess or signs of fluid leakage be apparent, refer to 
Chapter 6 Sections 4, 5, 6 and 8 for more lnformetlon, noting 
that it ls Imperative that any fault In the hydraulic system is 
repaired immediately. 

The hydraulic fluid should be visible through the small 
inspection window In the rear face of the reservoir. If It has 
fallen to or below the minimum level line across the centre of 
the Inspection window, remove the reservoir top and replenish 
the reservoir using a good quality hydraulic fluid meeting DOT 
3 or SAE J 1703 specifications. Under no circumstances should 
any other fluid or oil be used. 

The hydraulic system Is effective ly sealed, and It Is therefore 
unlikely that any appreciable loss of fluid will occur unless a leak 
has developed. If topping up proves necessary because of a 
sudden drop In fluid level, check the entire system for signs of 
leakage or seal failure. Pad wear will of course cause e drop in 
fluid level, but this wlll occur gradually. 

Pad wear can be checked without any dismantling work 
being necessary. A groove runs down the centre of the friction 
material of each pad and denotes the maximum wear limit. If 

either pad Is worn to or beyond this line both should be 
renewed. Yamaha recommend that the pad retaining pin, 
locking clip and shims should be renewed together with the 
pads, see Chapter 6 Section 3 for details. 

2 Checking the rear brake 
The rear brake ,Is of the conventional single leading shoe 

drum type. It is simple In construction and operation, but unlike 
the front brake, does require regular adjustment to compensate 
for wear. The rear brake arm Incorporates a pointer which la 
arranged to give an Indication of the extent of weer of the brake 
shoe■• If, with the brake peda

l 
depressed, the pointer reaches 

the maximum wear line, It will be necessary to dl■mantle the 
brake and renew the shoes. Sea Chapter 6 Section 1 7 for 
detalla. 

Before making any adjustment to the brake it la worth 
checking that the brake peda

l 
height la 111t correctly. Thia la 

largely a matter of personal preference, the pedal being 
posltlon�d

. 
so that.

'! can be operated quickly and easily from the 
normal riding pos1t1on. The normal setting Is about 30 mm ( 1 ¼
In) below the top surface of the footrelt, adjustment being 
effected by a stop bolt and locknut mounted at the front of the 
footrest mounting plate. 

Once the pedal height has been checked and any necessary 
adjustment made, the brake peda l travel should be checked and 
adjusted. Again

, 
the amount of travel Is, to a point, a matter of 

choice, but as a guide 20 -30 mm I¼- 1¼ In) 
should be about 

right. One� adjusted, check that the brake does not drag when 
the peda

l 
II released and that the brake light switch operates 

Just as the brake begins to operate. The switch can be adjusted 

by turning the large plastic adjusting nut to alter the height of 
the switch

. 

Front disc pad wear limit 

Brake pedal height Is set by bolt and locknut 
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3 Lubricating the controls, cables and pivots 

Clean and examine the vari?us contr?I le�er and pedal 
. I br·,cating each one with light machine 011 or one of the pivots, u f I • rpose maintenance aerosols. Check the outer cables ormu 11-pu . 

· 
f • of damage. then examine the exposed portions o the s,gns • f • ·11 • d" th t • cables. Any signs of kinking or raying w, ,n ,cate a inner • I·f d 1· b"II f al is required. To obtain maximum , e an re ,a I ty rom renew • d T d h • b the cables they shold be thoroughly lubricate •. o o t e_ JO 

properly and quickly use one of the hydraulic cable oilers 
ailable from most motorcycle shops. Free one end of the 

�:ble and assemble the cable oiler a� desc�ib�d by the 
manufacturers instructions. Operate the oiler until_ 011 e�erges 
from the lower end, indicating that th� cable 1s lubri_cated
throughout its length. This process will expel any dirt or 
moisture and will prevent its subsequent ingress. 

If a cable oiler is not available, an alternative is to remove
the cable from the machine. Hang the cable upright and make
up a small funnel arrangement using plasticene or by taping a 
plastic bag around the upper end. Fill the funnel with oil _and
leave it overnight to drain through. Note that where nylon-ltned
cables are fitted. they should be used dry or lubricated with a 
silicone-based lubricant suitable for this application or a syn
thetic aerosol lubricant such as WD40 or similar. On no account
use ordinary engine oil because this will cause the liner to swell.
pinching the cable. 

Check all pivots and control levers, cleaning and lubricating
them to prevent wear or corrosion. Where necessary, dismantle 
and clean any moving part which may have become stiff in 
operation. 

4 Checking the transmission oil 
The transmission oil level is unlikely to drop between

normal oil changes, but a regular monthly check will ensure that
any sudden loss of lubricant is noticed before damage occurs. It 
is worth noting that loss of oil will be attributable to external 
leakage, which should be immediately obvious, or may be due 
to oil being drawn into the engine via worn crankshaft main 
bearing oil seals. Any such loss of oil should be investigated
promptly. 

Check the oil level by removing the filler plug and wiping offthe small dip stick on its underside. Rest the plug back in itshole, but do not screw it home. Check that the oil level lies betv.:een the upper and lower level marks and replenish asrequired using SAE 1 OW/30 engine oil. 

Three monthly or every 2000 miles (3000 km) 

he d
�omplete the checks listed under the previous time/mileage a ,ngs and then carry out the following. 

1 Checking the clutch adjustment 
Tho correct clearance for the clutch assembly Is set It , twostages. Initial setting up Is undertaken at the clutch release mechanism via a small screw and locknut housed under an 

Inspection cover on the engine left-hand casing. Start by 
screwing fully homo the cable adjuster at the handlebar end to 
give maximum free play In the cable. Remove the Inspection 
cover at the rear of the left-hand casing and slacken the adjuster 
locknut. The adjusting screw should now be turned clockwise
until a slight resistance is felt as it takes up any free play in the
mechanism. Back off the adjuster by ¾ turn then, holding it In 
this position, secure the locknut. 

The clutch cable adjuster should be set to give 2 - 3 mm 
(0.08 - 0.12 In) free play measured between the lever stock and 
arm. Release the knurled locking ring and move the adjuster In 
or out until the required clearance is obtained, then tighten the 
locking ring to secure the adjustment.

Remove inspection cover to reveal clutch adjuster 

2 Carburettor adjustment 
Throttle cable free play 

The throttle cable adjuster must be set to give 3 - 7 mm 
(0.12 - 0.28 inl rotational free play measured at the inner
flanged end of the twistgrip. The adjuster is located beneath the
twistgrip housing and can be moved once the locknut has been
slackened. Set the specified amount of clearance and operate 
the throttle a few times before final checking, then secure the 
locknut. 
Synchronisation 

It is Important that the adjusters at the carburettor tops are
set so that the two throttle valves are synchronised. If this is not 
the case, one cylinder will be trying to run faster than its
neighbour and will in effect be 'carrying· it. This will result in 
uneven running and poor throttle response and fuel economy. 
To facilitate synchronisation, the two instruments each have a 
small window through which the throttle valve alignment marks 
are visible. Both can be viewed from the right-hand side of the 
machine. Open the throttle twistgrip fully and check that the 
two alignment marks coincide. If this is not the case, use the 
cable adjusters to bring them into synchronisation. Open and 
close the throttle twistgrip a few times to allow the cable and 
slides to settle, then re-check the adjustment. 
Throttle stop and Idle adjustment 

This operation should only be carried out if the above two 
stages have failed to resolve a particular running problem._ In 
most cases, poor synchronisation will account for the majon� 
of cases of rough operation, but where the idle speed ,s 
incorrect or idling Irregular, reference should be made to 
Chapter 3 Section 9 for further adjustment information. �he 

specified idle speed with the engine at normal operating

temperature is 1150 - 12 50 rpm. 
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Synchronisation marks should be visible in windows 

3 A utolube pump adjustment 
The engine depends upon the Autolube pump to deliver the 

required amount of fuel at any given throttle setting. It follows
that it is important that the pump adjustment is maintained 
within the specified limits if it is wished to avoid the untimely
demise of the engine. The pump settings should be checked
after the throttle cable free play and carburettor synchron
isation has been adjusted as described above. 

Before any attempt at adjustment is made it is important to 
note the following remaru related to the pump alignment 
marks. On RD250 models before engine number RD250 4L 1 
100101 and RD350 models before engine number RD350 4LO 
100101 the pump operating cable is set so that when the 
thronle twistgrip is fully open, the pump plunger pin is aligned 
with the raised index mark on the side of the pump pulley (Mark 
A). 

In the case of machines fitted with later engines, check the 
identification number on the pump pulley. Where a 1 M 1 pulley 
Is fined, use the raised rectangular Index mark as described 
above. but in the case of pumps fined with a 4L 1 pulley use the 
rectangular mark (Mark C) for 250 cc machines and the round 
mark for 350 cc models (Mark BJ. 

Note: In the case of some earlier models, excessive oil 
consumption was a known problem. In some cases this can be 
corrected by making a new index mark 4 mm towards the 
weakest position, i.e. 4 mm towards the cable nipple, and using 
this mark for subsequent oil pump adjustment. In view of the 
risk of seizure Involved ff the pump is set to an excessively weak 
position, check first with a reputable Yamaha dealer that this 
modification is required. 

Remove the front section of the right-hand engine casing to 
reveal the pump. Open the throttle twistgrip fully and note the 
relationship between the pump plunger pin and the appropriate 
Index mark. If the two do not coincide alter the position of the 
pump cable adjuster until they are in alignment. 

To che�k the minimum stroke adjustment, start the engine 
and allow 1t to idle. Observe the front end of the pump unit 
where it will be noticed that the pump adjustment plate move� 
fn a_nd out. When the plate is out to its fullest extent. stop the 
engine and measure the gap between the plate and the raised 
boss of the P.ump pulley using feeler gauges. Do not force the 
feeler gauge into the gap - it should be a light sliding fit Make

;h
no:e of the rea�ing, then repeat the procedure several· times. 

str�k:rges! _gap is indicative that the pump is at its minimum 

should r:,o
s1t1on. If the pump is set up correctly, the gap found 

that so 
e as shown In the specifications of Chapter 3, noting 

is in 
me o! th� earlier machines may have been modified. If it 

correct it will be necessary to remove the nut securing the 

adjustment plate and to add or subtract shims as required 
If necessary, these can be purchased from Yamaha dealer� inthicknesses of 0.3 and 0.5 mm (0.0118 and 0.0197 In) 1 
practice, the pump is unlikely to require frequent adjustme�t n

Finally, if there is any suspicion of air having found its w� 
into the pump system it will be necessary for the system 10 be 
bled. Failure to do this can lead to oil starvation and possibly 1 
engine seizure. It should be stressed that if the oil level in th: 
tank has been allowed to drop too low and air has entered th 
oil pipe, bleeding must be carried out immediately. Start b; 
removing the bleed screw from the pump body. The screw c·n 
be identified by its sealing washer. Allow the oil to run do� 
th.rou�h the fee� �ipe and. note any air bubbles which emerge 
with 11. When 1t 1s certain that all traces of air have been 
removed the screw can be refined. 

Next, start the engine and allow it to Idle. To ensure that the 
distributor section of the pump and the delivery pipe are clear 
pull the oil pump cable so that the pump stroke is at maximum: 
Allow the engine to run for about two minutes, noting that the 
excessive smoking that may result will soon clear when the 
machine is next used. 

Alignment mark (see text) should coincide with plunger pin 
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Pump can be adi'usted using cable adjuster 

Oil pump pulley alignment marks 

4 Cleaning the air filter element 

C 

The air filter element on the Yamaha LC models is of the 
oiled foam type and is housed in a moulded plastic casing 
beneath the fuel tank. To gain access to the element the seat 
and tank must be removed as follows. Unlock the seat and lift 
ii clear of the frame. Turn the fuel tap to the 'Off position and 
pull off the fuel pipes. Remove the single rubber mounted bolt 
a1 the rear of the tank. Raise the rear of the tank slightly and 
then ease the tank backwards to disengage it from its mounting 
rubbers at the steering head. 

Remove the air filter cover by unscrewing its three retaining 
screws. The flat foam element can now be lifted away. Wash 
lhe element in clean petrol to remove the old oil and any dust 
which has been trapped. When it is clean, wrap it in some clean 
rag and gently squeeze out the remaining petrol. The element 
should now be left for a while to allow any residual petrol to 
evaporate. Soak the cleaned element in engine oil and then 
i·ue�ze out any excess to leave the foam damp but not 
;�ping. Refit the element, ensuring that the cover seals

P P�rly. The tank and seat can now be refitted. 
ly A 

ate tat a damaged element must be renewed Immediate•
fil;et�11 r

o; the risk of damage from ingested dust, the holed
overhea't' 

a ow a much weaker mixture and may lead to
be used 

'"?
h
or seizure. It follows that the machine must neverw,i our the filter in position. 

Check pump stroke adjustment with feeler gauges 

Remove air cleaner cover to expose element 

Air cleaner element can be removed for cleaning 

27 
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5 Checking the steering and suspension 
Tho handling and roadholdlng characteristics are to e greot 

degree dependent upon the condition of the steering end 
suspension components. Although any sudden change will be 
Immediately apparent to the rider, the gradual deterioration In 
performance caused by general weer can often be overlooked, 
en�• deficiencies may not be apparent unless the machine Is 
rldd'en close to Its limits. A regular and systematic check can, 
therefore, avoid unpleasant surprises on the road. 

Roll the machine backwards end forwards with the front 
brake held on, noting the action of the front forks. These should 
operate smoothly end progressively end should show no signs 
of bouncing due to Ineffective damping. Any signs of knocking 
felt through the handlebar or heard are often traced to slack or 
worn steering head bearings. 

To check for weer, place the machine on Its centre stand 
and place blocks or a crate beneath the crankcase so that the 
front wheel Is raised clear of the ground. Persuade e friend to 
grasp the lower end of the fork legs end push end pull them. If 
play Is present In the bearings it may prove easier to feel then 
see, by piecing a finger between the frame headstock and the 
bearing shroud. 

To adjust the steering head bearings, slacken the top bolt at 
the centre of the upper fork yoke. Using a C-spanner, slacken 
the adjustment nut by about a half turn, then slowly tighten It 
until a slight resistance Is felt. It Is very easy to overtlghten the 
bearings, and this can cause stiff steering and rapid bearing 
wear. It Is necessary to just eliminate free play and no more. 
When adjustment Is complete check that the steering moves 
easily from lock to lock, then secure the top bolt to lock the 
adjustment. Any play remaining in the front end will probably be 
due to wear In the fork legs, and if found these should be 
overhauled as described in Chapter 5 Sections 2, 4 and 5. 

To check for rear suspension wear, remove the blocks to 
allow the rear wheel to be raised off the ground. Grasp the 
rearmost end of the swinging arm assembly and push and pull 
it vigorously from side to side. Any discernible play Indicates the 
need for pivot bearing overhaul, as described In Section 1 O of 
Chapter 5. 

The monoshock suspension unit can be adjusted for spring 
preload only, via a cam accessible when the seat and the small 
plastic tray have been removed. Using the C-spanner supplied 
in the toolkit, tum the cam ring to one of its five positions. 
Position 1 is the softest setting, 2 is the normal setting and 3, 
4 and 5 give progressively harder settings for fast riding where 
handling Is more important than comfort, or for passenger use. 

There Is no provision for damping adjustment, so If the rear 
wheel becomes uncharacteristically lively, have the unit check
ed by a Yamaha dealer. The units are bullt In Japan to DeCarbon 
designs, and whilst they should provide good service over a long 
period it Is not unknown for them to expire prematurely. In the 
UK this has in the past meant a considerable delay whilst a new 
replacement is obtained from Japan, so if the unit seems to be 
wearing out it is advisable to order a new one as soon as is 
practicable. 

6 Cleaning the exhaust system 
The exhaust system on the LC models Is of sophisticated 

design and must be kept clear of carbon accumulations to 
function efficiently. To this end, a detachable baffle is fitted In 
the end of each expansion chamber, retained by a single cross
head screw. Once the retaining screw has been released, free 
the baffle by grasping the bar in Its end with a pair of pliers. This 
allows the baffle to be stmultaneously twisted and pulled until 
It comes free. 

Remove carbon deposits from the baffle by vigorous wire 
brushing. Internal deposits may be removed using e screwdriver 
or similar tool. When refitting the cleaned baffle It Is advisable 
to use a copper-based grease on the screw threads to facilitate 
subsequent removal. 

----.... 

........... 

7 Spark plugs 
Remove and examine each spark plug in turn, compar· 

general condition with the colour photographs in Chapte
1
;r1s 

gain an impression of general running conditions. The stand � 
plug Is an NGK BBES. this being considered the best type� 
general use. If a lot of hard riding Is done the standard pl 

or 

may show signs of overheating, with the porcelain insulau,
gs 

nose appearing bistered and the electrodes heavily erode�' 
Assuming that the ignition and carburation systems are se; 
accurately, change the plug for the next coldest grade of that 
type, NGK 89ES or equivalent. 

Conversely, if the machine is normally used for short trips or 
Is ridden gently there may be some inclination towards plug 
fouling giving the plug a sooty or oily appearance. Again the fuel 
and Ignition systems can affect this aspect, but if all is in order 
change to the next hottest grade, NGK B7ES or equivalent. 

If the plug grade is correct It will now be necessary to clean 
and adjust the electrode gap. Note that if the electrodes show 
signs of excessive wear the plugs should be renewed, otherwise 
the opposing faces of the electrodes can be cleaned up and 
burnished using fine abrasive paper. It is inadvisable to leave 
abrasive paryicles on the plug end on case they find their way 
Into the bores and cause scoring. To this end the plug should be 
washed in petrol to remove residual oil and the electrodes 
cleaned wlth

1
the plug facing downwards. 

Check the electrode gap using feeler gauges and if necess
ary adjust it to 0.7 - 0.8 mm (0.028 - 0.032 in) by bending the 
outer (earth) electrode. On no account attempt to bend the 
centre electrode - this will only result in a cracked insulator 
nose. Check that the plug threads are clean and wipe a trace of 
graphite or m61ybdenum grease on them to prevent their 
sticking In the cylinder head threads. Fit the plugs by hand. then 
tighten them Just enough to obtain an effective seal. The 
specified torque figure is 2.0 kgf m (14.5 lbf ft). 

8 Changing the transmission oil 
With the engine at normal operating temperature to assist 

draining remove the drain plug on the underside of the 
crankcase end allow the oil to drain. A drain tray of about 4 
pints (2 litre) capacity will be required. When the oil has 
drained, clean the plug and casing threads and refit the plug. 
tightening It to 2.0 kgf m (14.5 lbf ft). If there is any doubt 85 
to the condition of the sealing washer, It should be rene:"f • 1 Remove the filler plug and add 1.5 litre (2.64 Imp P!nt 0

5 SAE 1 OW/30 SE motor oil. Aun the engine for a few min��
I
� 

and then with it stopped. unscrew and clean the 
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lug/dipstick and place it on the top of the filler orifice so that 
Ph threads of the plug rest on the casing - do not screw the
t 

:embly home since this will give a false reading. Check that
:�e oil level is between the minimum and maximum level marks,
topping up as required. 

9 Cleaning and lubricating the chain

Carry out the chain lubrication and adjustment sequence 
described under the Weekly/200 mile heading, Section 6, but
remove the chain for more thorough cleaning and full lubri
cation as described below. It should be noted that although all 
models should be fitted with a conventional chain with a joining 
link it is possible that an endless chain may be encountered. 
This was the case with the machine featured throughout the 
manual and it was found that the chain passed through the rear 
sub-frame and thus could not be separated without a chain rivet 
extractor. It is recommended that, in the event of an endless 
chain being fitted, lubrication should be confined to the aplica
tion of aerosol chain grease until renewal is required. A normal, 
remova ble, chain can then be fitted. 

Locate the joining link and displace the spring clip using a 
pair of pliers. Prise off the side plate with a small screwdriver 
then slide the ends of the chain apart. Where possible connect 
a length of old chain to one end of the machine's chain and use 
this to run it off the sprockets. This will make installation much 
easier. 

Place the chain in an old bowl fitted with paraffin or 
degreasing solvent and scrub it clean with a wire or stiff bristle 
�rush. Allow the paraffin to drain and then give the chain a final 
nnse In clean petrol. Hang it up and allow any residual petrol to 
evaporate. 

The_ clean�d chain can now be lubricated by immersing it inhot chain lubncant such as Unklyfe or Chainguard, following the
�

anuf?ctu_rer's d!rection�. It is best not to carry out thispe_ration m the kitchen since the smell of hot chain grease and
:
�c

i
e�tal drips or splashes may not be appreciated by theitc e� s normal users. A small camping stove Is ideal but ifu

11
sed '" the garage or workshop keep well clear �f anyammabl r 'd in I 

e ,qui s. Do not overheat the lubricant· apart from
h
;;;as

1

ng the danger of scalds from hot greas� the chainen ng may suffer. 
Pen::::, g;

ase will be almost watery when hot and so will
full lubr'

e _etween the rollers, bushes and pins thus ensuring1cat1on of all m • Th when well k 
oving parts. e chain can be removed

cool. 
soa ed and hung over the tin of chain grease until

Refit and ad'u h . 
required aft 

l st t e chain, noting that readjustment may be
displaced. 

er a few days when any excess grease has been 

Filler plug Incorporates dipstick 

10 General lubrication and maintenance 
Give the machine a close visual examination looking for 

loose fittings or fasteners, tightening them as required. Clean 
and lubricate the control and stand pivots. Check the frame and 
cycle parts for signs of corrosion or paint damage and repair or 
repaint as required. 

Six monthly or every 4000 miles (6000 ·km) 

Complete the tasks listed under the previous service headings 
and then carry out the following: 

1 Decarbonising the engine 
Decarbonisation, or 'decoking' as it is often called, is an 

essential periodic maintenance task on all two-stroke engines. 
Because oil is deliberately burnt during combustion, the rate of 
carbon build up is greater than in a four-stroke engine and in 
time performance is impaired. If the carbon is not removed it 
may ultimately build up to the point where localised heating 
during combustion causes seizure or a holed piston. 

The decarbonlsation operation is rather more complicated 
on the LC models than on conventional air-cooled two-strokes 
because it is necessary to drain the cooling system. Although 
Yamaha recommend that it is carried out at 4000 mile intervals 
it has been found in practice that these models run cleaner than 
many two-strokes given that excessive short town journeys are 
avoided. It may be advisable to reduce the frequency of 
decarbonisation somewhat in view of the amount of work 
Involved. It should also be noted that many Yamaha Dealers feel 
that this job should only be undertaken by experienced mech
anics, so novices may be better advised to leave this work to the 
local Yamaha Dealer. For the more ambitious, proceed as 
follows. 

Before starting work make sure that new cylinder head, 
cylinder base and exhaust port gaskets are to hand. It is also 
worth checking the hoses and purchasing replacements for any 
that appear perished or cracked. A large bowl or bucket will be 
needed to catch the coolant when this is drained, but note that 
if this Is close to two years old it should be discarded and fresh 
coolant added during reassembly. 

Place the machine on its centre stand, leaving adequate 
room to work on both sides. Slacken and remove the screws 
which retain the right-hand side of the radiator shroud to the 
radiator. Lift the shroud away so that the radiator cap can be 
removed. Check that the engine is quite cold, then slowly 
remove the cap. 

It will now be necessary to drain the system via the two
cylinder barrel drain bolts. Obtain a plastic bowl or bucket to
catch the coolant and make up some sort of chute to keep the
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coolant oll tho 01101110 coslngs. A plvco of stiff ci11d wlll sulflco 
for this PlHposo. Homovo ouch of 1h11 cyllndor drnln plug, In tum 
nnd allow tho wotor tu droln thorough ly, 1h11n dlsco1111oct tho 
rodlt'ltor bot1um hose 1111d �troln off lilly rosldunl coolont. It la
lmporto11t to onsuro thot 110110 romolns in tho systom so that 
there Is no rlsl.. ol wat0r finding its woy into tho englno whon the 
cyllnd11r hoads ore ro,novod 

Pu ll otf the temperoture gauge sender lead and disconnect 
the radiotor top hose from the adttptor stub. Ro loaso tho two 
bolts which ,otaln tho second coolant hoso adaptor to tho 
underside of the cylinder head Slacken the spork plugs. but do 
not remove them completely. Release tho carburettor as
semblies from their mounting stubs. leaving tho cables at
tached. 

The cylinder head is retained by eight sleeve l>olts. each 
being identifiod by a number cast Into tho cylinder head 
material. Slnckon each one by t turn, starting with No. 8 and 
working in numerica l sequence to No. 1. When all have been 
s lackened in this way tho bolts can be removed completely. 
Bel-ore attempting to remove the cylinder head have some 
tissue or absorbent rag nearby to soak up any splll coo lant. 

Break the sea l between the cylinder barrels and tho head by 
tapping around the laner with a soft-faced mallet or by judicious 
levering. lift the cylinder head clear of the barrels and wipe up 
any drops ol coolanL especially those which find their way into 
the bores. Remove any residual coolant by Inverting end 
shaking the cylinder head. 

Remove the carbon deposits from the inside of the cylinder 
heads using a ha1dwood or soft meta l scraper to avoid scoring 
the soft aluminium alloy casting. Although not strictly essential 
it is a good idea to get the smoothest possible finish on the 
inside of the combustion chambers because this will improve 
gas flow and reduce the rate at which carbon bui lds up in the 
future. If it is felt worthwhile, some time spent with fine grades 
of abrasive paper and then meta l polish can produce a mirror 
finish. 

To clean the pistons and exhaust ports properly, the 
cyl inder barrels should be removed. Partially remove one of the 
barrels until there ls sufficient room to peck some clean rag 
around tho connecting 10d to catch any debris which might drop 
down as the piston emerges from the bore. Finish removing the 
barrel. supporting the piston as It emerges from Its bore. 
Remove the remaining barrel, taking care to ensure that the 
crankcase mouths are adequately packed to avoid any risk of 
debris entering the engine. 

Examine the pistons rings, piston and bores for signs of 
damage, taking remedial action as required (see Sections 17 
and 18 o l Chapter 1 for detail s). If all seems well, proceed as 
follows. 

Carefully scrape away any carbon deposits from the ex
haust ports. taking care not to burr the edge of the bore - any 
nicks at this point could catch and break the piston rings. Try to 
prevent any of the carbon debris from entering the Inlet or 

transfer ports. This is best accomplished by packing the cylinder 
bore with clean ray. 

Remove the carbon from the piston crowns using a 
hardwood or soft metal scraper. Like the cylinder head, the 
pistons will benefit from a polished finish, but this Is by no 
means essential. Check that the piston rings are free In their 
grooves. and if necessary remove the rings and clean them. 
When decarbonlsatlon Is comp lete, clean the top of the 
crankcase and the rag around the connecting rods with a 
vacuum cleaner. 

When reassembling the engine. make sure that the gasket 
faces are clean and dry and always use new gaskets. If the old 
gaskets are re-u.sed it is likely that leakage will develop, and in 
some cases this will allow coolant to be forced Into the 
crankcase. Not surprisingly, the main and big-end bearings will 
not respond well to water cooling and will soon corrode and 
wear out. The pistons should be coated with oil prior to Insertion In their bores. Chock that the ring ends are properly located by tho pins in tho ring grooves, then feed each one into tho boru by hand. A tapered lead In makes this operation 

rouonobly 0111y. � 
Onoo tho rl11os oro onoogod In tho boro, romov from the c1onkc11ao mouths. It 11 Important thot th b

o th, ''G 
slid Into ploco squarely. Thia la bocou10 tho piston r�n 

arre la ''• 
tend to catch In the &Quero notch In tho Jnlot PO g "11d1 .,.,,h 
L>orrol is slightly twisted (soo photogrophe 34.4a 0�:a�e II t'1, 
Chapter 1 ). 4,4b In 

Place tho now cylinder hood gasket In position f 11 
the cyllndor hood ltsolf. Tho sloove bolts should be 

\�weci I>, 
tightened In numerical sequence. Tighten tho bolts �d 811d 
stages. the final torque figure being 2.4 kgf m ( n.4 lb/ t.,.,o 

Complete reassembly and refill tho cooling sysie 
It). 

5096 otl�ylene glyco l antlfreei:e a�d 50% distilled water. � Wltn 
item 4 ,n the week ly/200 Routine Maintenance schedul

lor to 
further removals concerning tho coolant specifications. 

e lo, 

2 Overhauling the cooling system 
The cooling system should be checked for signs of leak 

or damage and any suspect hoses renewed. This is age 
undertaken In conjunction with decarbonisation when ma 

best 

the parts concerned will have been removed. The used co 
11i of 

can be put beck into the system if it is kept clean, but shou� a� 
renewed every two years as a matter of course. For funh 
information, refer to Chapter 2. e, 

3 Lights and electrical components 
Examine the lighting system end direction indicators. re

newing any cracked o� damaged lenses and blackened or bloWn 
bulbs. Examine the wiring. looking for and repairing any chafed 
or cut insulation. Ensure that the various connectors are intact 
and spray them w!th WD40 or simi lar to displace any moisture: 
Check the operation of all switches, cleaning and lubricating 
them with WD40. If any electrical faults are found, refer to 
Chapter 7 and to the wiring diagrams at the back of the manual. 

4 Checking the ignition timing 

. To check the timing with the required degree of accuracy it 
w,lf be necessary to use a dial gauge and a stroboscopic timing 
lamp. A dial gauge can be purchased through Yamaha Dealers 
as a sot comprising the gauge, an adaptor and an extension 
needle as part number 90890-01252. A stroboscopic timing 
lamp, or 'strobe' is also available as part number 90890-03109. 
Both Items can also be purchased from independent suppliers. 
many of whom advertise regularly in the motorcycle press. 
These tools are essential, and if they ere not available the work 
must be entrusted to a Yamaha dealer. 

Start by removing tho left-hand engine casing to expose the 
alternator rotor. This will necessitate removal of the gearchange 
linkage. Remove the left-hand spark plug and screw the dial 
gauge adaptor into the spark plug hole. Flt the dial gauge 
extension needle to the gauge, then fit the assembly into the 
adaptor. Rotate the crankshaft by turning the alternator rotor. 
As the piston approaches top dead centre (TDC) the gauge 
reading will increase, stopping momentarily as TDC is reached 
and then decreasing as the piston begins to descend. Rock the 
crankshaft to and fro until the exact position of TDC is found.
then set the gauge to read zero et this point. Move the rotor 
back and forth a few times to make sure that the needle does 
not move past zero. 

Observing tho gauge, turn the rotor clockwise until a 
reading of 3 or 4 mm is shown, then slowly move it an· 
ticlockwise until the piston Is 2.0 mm (0.08 in) BTDC. Check the 
'F' mark on the rotor in relation to tho fixed index mark on the 

baseplate extension. If necessary, slacken the three baseplate 

bolts and move the baseplate until the marks coincide. The bolts 

can be slackened using an open ended spanner passed between

the baseplate and the rotor edge. When the timing is correct. 

tighten the bolts and re-check the setting as described above. 

Remove the dial gauge assembly and refit the spark plu�. 

Connect the timing light as directed by the manufacturer s 
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. ctlon,. then stort the engine. Dlroct tho light ot the 'F'
10stru 

n tho rotor. The timing lamp will flash each time the plugmark O 
nd will make the timing mark appear to freeze ot thot 

sperk51f all Is well. the 'F' mark should coincide with the fixed 
point . 

ark at 2000 rpm. In the unlikely event that there la o l�de
� �ncy. note where the 'F' mark does appear, stop the dose
, 

p 
and inscribe a new fixed Index line In the epproprleteeng "8

0
' 
n the fixed stator. The new tine should be used for

place 
subsequent timing checks. 

- 1y or everv 8000 miles ( 12 000 km) vear 

Th Items listed under this heeding constitute a yearly overhaul
h�ch should be done in conjunction with the tasks listed under

:e previous service Interval headings: 

Overhauling the carburettor 
If It Is felt necessary, remove and overhaul each carburettor 

s described in Chapter 3. Note that unless the machine is 8 
ctually running badly dismantling should be avoided end 8 
ttentlon to the instruments confined to idle and pilot mixture 

:djustments end to checking synchronisation as described 
under the Three monthly/2000 mile heading. 

2 Checking wheel and tyre condition 
Check the condition of the wheels and tyres. not forgetting 

the wheel bearings which should be examined for wear and re
packed with grease. Check that the front wheel Is correctly 
balanced and that both wheels are within run-out service limits.
See Chapter 6 for details. 

3 Changing the hydraulic fluid 
Yamaha recommend that the hydraulic fluid in the front disc 

brake system should be changed annually, or every 4000 
mlles/6000 km. This is accomplished by pumping out the old 
fluid and then refilling and bleeding the system. Refer to 
Chapter 6 for details. 

4 Changing the fork oil 
Yamaha recommend that the damping oil in the front forks 

is changed every 4000 miler/6000 km. Unfortunately, no drain 
plug is provided so it will be necessary to remove the fork legs 
so that they can be in1Jerted to remove the old oil. This 
procedure is described in Chapter 5 Section 2. The standard 
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Check that F mer1< aligns with index mark 

fork oil grade Is SAE 1 OW/30, but a lighter or heavier grade of 
oil may be used to alter the damping characteristics to suit 
riding conditions and personal preference. Bel-Ray produce a 
range of high quality fork oils for this purpose. 

5 General greasing 
The Items listed below should be removed or dismantled for 

cleaning and examination, and re-packed with the appropriate 
grease. In most instances a fair amount of dismantling work 
must be undertaken, so It is recommended that the appropriate 
overhaul sequence Is studied before starting work. 

The following items should be lubricated with a good 
quality multi-purpose high melting-point lithium grease, such as 
Castro! LM or equivalent. 

1 Steering head bearings 
2 Wheel bearings and seals 
3 Speedometer drive gearbox 
4 Swinging arm pivot 
5 Stand pivots 
6 Brake and gearchange pivots 
9 Rear brake cam 
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Lubricants 

Castro/ Engine Oils 
Caatrol Grand Prix 

Castrol Grand Prix 1 OW/40 four 
stroke motorcycle oil Is a superior 
quality !ubrlcant designed for air or 
water cooled four stroke motorcycle 
engines. operating under all condi
tions. 

Casual Super TT Two Stroke Oil 

Castrol Super TT Two Stroke Oil 
is a superior quality lubricant special
ly formulated for high powered Two 
Stroke engines.. It is readily miscible 
with fuel and contains selective 
modem additives to provide excel
lent protection against deposit in
duced pre-ignition. high temperature 
ring sticking and scuffing. wear and 
corrosion. 
Castrol Super TT Two Stroke Oil Is 
recommended for use at petrol mix
ture ratios c-f up to 50: 1. 

Castrol R40 

Castrol A40 is a castor-based 
lubricant specially designed for rac
ing and high speed rallying. provid
ing the ultimate in lubrication. 
Castrol A40 should never be mixed 
with mineral-based oils. and further 
additives are unnecessary and un
desirable. A specialist oil for limited 
applications. 

Castro/ Gear Olis 
Castrol Hypoy EP90 

An SAE 90 mineral-based ex
treme pressure multi-purpose gear 
oil. primarily recommended for the 
lubrication of conventional hypoid 
differential units operating under 
moderate service conditions. Suit
able also for some gearbox applica
tions.. 

Castrol Hypoy light EP SOW 

A mineral-based extreme press
ure multi-purpose gear oil with simi
lar applications to Castrol Hypoy but 

an SAE rating of 80W and suitable 
where the average ambient tem
peratures are between 32° F and 
10 ° F. Also recommended for man
ual transmissions where manufac
turers specify an extreme pressure 
SAE 80 gear oil. 

Castro! Hypoy B EP80 and B EP90 

Are mineral-based extreme 
pressure multi-purpose gear oils 
with similar applications to Castrol 
Hypoy, operating in average ambient 
temperatures between 90°F and 
32° F. The Castrol Hypoy 8 range 
provides added protection for gears 
operating under very stringent ser
vice conditions. 

Castro/ Greases 

Castrol lM Grease 

A multi-purpose high melting 
point lithium-based grease suitable 
for most automotive applications. in
cluding chassis and wheel bearing 
lubrication. 

Castrol MS3 Grease 

A high melting point lithium
based grease containing molyb
denum disulphide. Suitable for heavy 
duty chassis application and some 
CV joints where a lithium-based 
grease is specified. 

Caatrol BNS Grease 

A bentone-based non melting 
high temperature grease for ultra 
severe applications such as race and 
rally car front wheel bearings. 

Other Castro/ Products 

Castrol Girling Universal Brake 
and Clutch Fluid 

A special high performance 
brake and clutch fluid with an ad
vanced vapour lock performance. It 
is the only fluid recommended by 

Girling limited and surpasse rf . Sthe pe ormance requirements f S O the current AE J 1703 Spec·,· . I ICahon and the United States Federal M Vehicle Safety Standard No. ��or 
DOT 3 Specification. 6 
In addition, Castrol Girling Universal Brake and Clutch fluid fully m h . �q t . e requirements of the major ve-hicle manufacturers. 

Castrol Fork Oil 

A specially formulated fluid for t�e. front forks of motorcycles. providing excellent damping and load carrying properties. 

Castrol Chain lubricant 

A specially developed motor
cycle chain lubricant containing non
drip, anti corrosion and water resis
tant additives which afford excellent 
penetration. lubrication and protec
tion of exposed chains. 

Castrol Everyman Oil 

A light-bodied machine oil con
taining anti-corrosion additives for 
both household use and cycle lubri
cation. 

Castrol DWF 

A de-watering fluid which dis
places moisture. lubricates and pro
tects against corrosion of all metals. 
Innumerable uses in both car and 
home. Available in 400gm and 
200gm aerosol cans. 

Ceatrol Easing Fluid 

A rust releasing fluid for cor
roded nuts, locks, hinges and all 
mechanical joints. Also available in 
250ml tins. 

Castro! Antifreeze 

Contains anti-corrosion ad
ditives with ethylene glycol. Rec
ommended for the cooling system of 
all petrol and diesel engines. 
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RD250LC RD350LC 

Water-cooled, parallel twin cylinder, two-stroke 
54 mm (2.126 In) 64.0 mm (2.520 in) 
54 mm (2.126 in) 54.0 mm (2.126 in) 
6.2 : 1 6.2 : 1 
247 cc (15.07 cu in) 347 cc (21.17 cu in) 

Cast aluminium alloy, one piece with integral water passages 
0. 1 mm (0.004 in) 0.1 rnm (0.004 in) 
1.2 mm (0.04 7 in) 1.2 mm (0.04 7 in) 

Cast aluminium alloy with cast-in iron sleeve 
54.00 mm (2. 126 in) 64.0 mm (2.520 ,nl 
54.10 mm (2.130 in) 64.10 mm (2.524 in) 
0.05 mm (0.020 in) 0.05 mm (0.020 in) 
0.01 mm (0.0004 in) 0.01 mm (0.0004 inl 
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Pistons and rings 
...... .................................................. .. Type ............................. • . .................................. . Overslios available ........................ ..... .. . 

Plston/boro clearance: 
AD260 (1980) ................................................................... . 
RD250 (1981) ond AD350 .............................................. . 

Ring end gap: 
Top ring ................................................................................. . 
2nd ring .............................................................................. . 

Ring/groove clearance: 
Top ring ................................................................................ . 
2nd ring .......................................................... , ...................... . 

Crankshaft assembly 
Big-end bearing deflection ....................................................... . 
Big-end bearing axial clearance .............................................. . 
Crankshaft runout ....................................................................... . 

Clutch 
Type ............................................................................................... . 
No of plain plates ....................................................................... . 
No of friction plates .................................................................. .. 
No of springs ............................................................................... . 
Friction plate thickness ............................................................. . 
Service limit ................................................................................ .. 
Plain plate warpage limit ......................................................... .. 
Clutch spring free length ......................................................... .. 
Service limit ................................................................................. . 

Primary drive 
Type ............................................................................................... . 
Reduction ratio .. -················ ..................................................... . 

Secondary drive 
Type ................... ·-······ .. -· ............................................................. . 
Reduction ratio: 

AD250 LC ............................................................................ . 
RD350 LC ............................................................................ . 

Gearbox 
Type ............................................................................................... . 
Ratios: 

1st gear ................................................................................ . 
2nd gear ............................................................................... . 
3rd gear ................................................................................ . 
4th gear ............... ............................................................... .. 
5th gear ................................................................................ . 
6th gear ................................................................................ . 

Torque settings 
Cylinder head bolts .. . ..... ...... .............. ................................... . 
Primary drive gear ...................................................................... . 
Clutch centre nut ....................................................................... . 
Clutch spring bolts .................................... ............................... .. 
Gearbox sprocket ....................................................................... . 
Kickstart lever ............................................................................. . 
Gearchange lever ....................................................................... . 
Reed valve ................................................................................... .. 
Alternator rotor .......................................................................... .. 
Exhaust pipe ................................................................................ . 
Oil pump ...................................................................................... . 
Transmission drain plug ............................................................ . 
Outer cover screws .................................................................... . 
Tachometer drive retainer ......................................................... . 
Selector drum cam ••••.................................................................. 
Detent lever ................................................................................. . 

Light alumlnlum alloy with two keystone compressio . 
+0.25, 0.60, 0.75 and 1.0 mm (�0.010. o.020 0�ring,
�040 lnl • • 30a� 

0.060 - 0.066 mm (0.0020 • 0.0022 lnl 
0.066 - 0.070 mm (0.0026 • 0.0028 fnl 

0.30 - 0.46 mm (0.012 • 0.0,8 lnl 
0.30 - 0.60 mm (0.012 • 0.020 lnl 

0.02 - 0.06 mm (0.0008 • 0.0024 inl 
0.03 • 0.07 mm (0.0012 • 0.0028 inl 

0.36 - 0.98 mm (0.014 • 0.039 in) 
0.25 - 0.75 mm (0.010 • 0.030 inl 
o.05 mm (0.002 In) 

Wet, multi-plate 
6 
7 
6 
3.0 mm (0.118 in) 
2.7 mm (0.106 in) 
0.06 mm (0.002 in) 
34.9 mm (1.374 In) 
33.9 mm (0.008 in) 

Helical gear 
2.87 : 1 (66/23T) 

Chain 

2.563 : 1 (41/16T) 
2.438 : 1 (39/16T) 

6 -speed, constant mesh 

2.571 : 1 (36/14T) 
1. 778 : 1 (32/18T)
1.318 : 1 (29/22T) 
1.083 : 1 (26/24T) 
0.962 : 1 (25/26T) 
0.889 : 1 (24/2 lT) 

kgf m 
2.4 
6.5 
7.5 
1.0 
7.5 
2.5 
1.5 
0. 1

8.0 
2.4 
0.4 
2.0 
1.0 
0.4 
1.0 
1.4 

lbf ft 
17.0 

46.0 
64.0 
7.0 
54.0 
18.0 
10.0 
0.7 
58.0 
16.0 
3.0 
14.0 
7.0 
3.0 
7.0 
10.0 
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---------------
---, description 
I G�,:•�:::,_:,:.. ______________ _ 
--

RD250 and ROJSO LC models employ a 
file Yam3h� linder two-stroke engine built in unit with red twin-CV • 

I f wate<"�ry dnve, clutch and gearbox •. The
1 
eng ne eature

: 1 
a 

m• pnm . cylinder head which ncorporates cas - n 
1tg111 allOY one-pi

e:, lant Separate light alloy cylinder barrels 
... ssages for !

he
h •ng an integral cast Iron llner. Induction Is ,,.. "' d each 8"1 • d ed I A,re ,.ue • binatlon of piston porting an re va ves. 

contr0!1ed by�a��;haft is used. carried on four caged ball 
pressed-UP 

b. nd and small-end bearings are of the needle 
t,earin9S. The ,g-e 

roller tYP8 drive is by gears to the wet multi-plate clutc_h Pnmarv 
h end of the gearbox input shaft. The gearbox is nted on t e • f h rb rrlOIJ . ed constant mesh type. Lubrrcatlon o t e gea ox 

of the �IJ(-spe 
d Ive components is by oil bath. whilst engine 

and pn�
a

ry d;rect injection via a metered pump driven off the 
lubric8t10n IS 
c,ankshaft. 

-
t'ons with the engine/gearbox unit In the frame2 Opera 1 

The Items listed below can be overhauled with the . en
. I rbox unit in place. When a number of these operations

g
,
ne

d
gea

be undertaken simultaneously it Is usually worthwhile nee to . d kin the unit out of the frame to gain better access an more 
:mf�rtable working .. Engine removal Is fairly straightforward 
and can be eitpected to take about o_ne hour. 

al Cylinder head. barrels a�d pistons 
b) Clutch assembly and prrmary gear 
cl Oil pump 
di Water pump 
e) Klckstart mechanism 
fl Ignition pickup 
gl A lternator assembly 
hi Gear selector mechanism (external components only) 
i) Final drive sprocket 

3 Operations with the engine/gearbox unit removed from 
the frame 

To gain access to the Items listed below it is essential that 
the engine unit is removed from the frame and the crankcase 
halves separated: 

a) Crankshaft assemb ly 
b) Gearbox components 
cl Gear se lector drum and forks 

4 Removing the engine/gearbox unit from the frame 

1 Before commencing any dismantling work it will be necess
ary to drain the transmission oil. This is best done whilst the 
engine is hot, so if time permits remove the drain plug and leave 
the oil to drain thoroughly and the machine to cool down. The 
drain plug Is located on the underside of the crankcase unit, 
between the exhaust pipes. A bowl or drain tray of about t
gallon or 2 titres capacity will be required. Let the oil drain 
completely, then clean the drain plug and examine the sealing washer. The latter should be renewed unless it is In good condition. Refit the drain plug. tightening it to 14.5 lbf ft (2.0 kgf m). 
2 It will now be necessary to drain the cooling system, but note that this must be done when the engine has cooled downto avoid any risk of scalding when the radiator pressure cap is released. The radiator cap cannot be removed until the plastic guard has been removed. The latter has a raised lip whichPrevents the cap from being removed or tampered with duringnormal use Th . 
head • e guard rs secured to the radiator by four cross-
releas!�'.ews and may be lifted away once these have been 

3 The rodlotor cap should be unscrowod slowly to ollow any residual pressure to escape, after which It can be removed 
complote ly. The coollng system can now be drained. A suitable 
container. such as e p lastlc bowl or bucket can be used to catch 
the coolant. If the coolant ls folrly new (loss than two years old) 
It can be re-used. In which ceso mako sure that the container 11 
c lean. It will be notod that the cylinder drain plugs are situated 
well inboard of the engine casings. It Is advisable to make up 
some sort of chute to direct the coo lant Into the drain container . 
This need not be e laborate - o piece of stiff card wi ll suffice. 
4 Remove each cylinder drain plug in turn and allow the 
coolant to run into the drain container. Slacken the cllps which 
secure the top and bottom hoses to the radiator and displace 
the hose lower ends. remembering that some residual coolant 
wil l be released as the bottom hose Is freed. Pul l off the 
overflow hose from the radiator filler neck. The four bolts which 
secure the radiator can now be removed and the radiator
removed to a safe place. 
5 Check that the fuel tap is turned off, then prise off the fuel 

pipes having eased the clips away first. Release the seat latches 
and lift the seat away to expose the single bolt which secures 
the fuel tank. Remove the bolt and free the tank by lifting it and
pulling it rearwards. The plastic side panels should also be
removed by pulling them away from the frame. and placed with
the tank in a safe place. Disconnect and remove the battery. 
6 Dismantle and remove the exhaust system by releasing the 
two front nuts and the single rear bolt and nut which retain each
half of the system. Move each half forward to free it from the
retaining studs, then lift it clear of the machine. 
7 Slacken the pinch bolt that retains the kicks tart lever to its 
shaft. Remove the bolt and slide the lever off. Remove the front 
section of the engine right-hand casing, noting that it may prove
necessary to use an impact driver to release the screws. The oil 
feed pipe from the tank is removed next, noting that some 
provision must be made to plug the open end of the pipe to stop 
the oil draining from the tank. A length of wooden dowel or a
suitably sized bolt can be used as a plug. or alternatively, the 
tank can be drained into a can or bottle and the oil kept for re
use. Remove the pipe from the rubber fillet at the front of the 
crankcase and lodge it clear of the engine. Rotate the pump 
pulley to obtain maximum slack In the cable. then disengage the 
latter from the pulley. The cable can now be pulled clear. and it 
too should be positioned clear of the engine. 
8 Unscrew both carburettor tops and withdraw the throttle 
valves. The assemblies can be left attached to the cables and 
positoned clear of the engine unit. The throttle valves are 
handed and need not be marked as a guide for reassembly. 
Slacken the hose clips which clamp the carburettors to the 
Intake adaptors and to the plenum chamber adaptors. Displace 
the small oil delivery pipes from the carburettor bodies. The 
carburettor bodies can now be manoeuvred clear of the 
machine and pieced to one side. Free the tachometer drive 
cable by releasing the knurled ring which retains It. 
9 Release the gearchange linkage at the engine end by 
removing the clamp bolt. It is not essential that the linkage is 
removed completely, but this Is advisable to permit lubrication 
during reassembly. The pedal end of the linkage is secured to its 
pivot by a clrclip and plain washer. 
10 Slacken the clutch cable adjuster at the lever end to obtain 
maximum free play in the cable. Remove the seven screws 
which retain the engine left-hand casing to the crankcase and 
lift the casing away to gain access to the lower end of the clutch 
cable. Bend the security tang clear of the cable. which can now 
be displaced and removed. 
11 Bend back and flatten the tab washer which secures the 
gearbox sprocket nut. lock the final drive by applying the rear 
brake, then slacken and remove the nut followed by the tab 
washer. Slide the sprocket off the output shaft splines and 
disengage it from the chain. If this latter operation prov�s 
difficult. slacken the rear wheel spindle nut and the cha111 
tensioners. and push the wheel forward to obtain the necessary 
chain slack. 
12 Trace the alternator output leads back to the row of block 
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i:O---r:-�:;--:.�'I 0, ... , ,._ ,-'!S .;�J 'S_,..J !) ,),{.; h •• t...,.4 t-1",.., NI �a�,• 
CC-r1""'ff =� "--.;- , .. ., . 1""""'-,'--t,rw � O't .>-(! we,,.•·� :-tt
c,,�4Qlf lt--t) � :,t"".l� -' :-1--q P•� ,-..., f'"a---.4' ---.:!'r'\i : ... ..,� !-• 
tfJtrT'8U P,cl.SSC'\ ..... ,,�ti:;r R Qi4.t.J"'J ¢...i,p O"" tN '•It ,.,..,.,<!._ _ .J •C' C'--'-' 
1""11 h,s-r.,r·n 11r<.1 r::, kit ,: er •.;;p ol ,.,... c11r,-:..t� Re-..,..·e �.,_. 
-.:;.ir� ;;tug CJ:;� ana tr• ... ,:11, r.,.,pc,.11-re �•· ea-.: 4---C 
•°"w.._ :now :14.ir �• �• er,g r-e n-.. .r • s --..�,. r'/1..._..., lo, 
r'!r.iov111. 
1 J The remov11I op.r11 t.or ru y ,e,o_ ,.,. � .. c �� :o a,c d 

<Jama,... o, oomo1,c31...,r.s 01.e ro v.a�eo cab/•• cv..., rv,g f• s 
11.�, pen�,. ?O ">fTJ0',,8 tne 1;r,1 ,.,.�·•·"llrx:..l tx.l :- -S .:-0..''SO 
cf ;x:uon ,s not reo::m�nceo TI-e en�·,,.,1,;u:� .. 1.. -:: ·,s 
r.ioun:.ed or rwo po11>ts t,, IO"'J m,a-.�r boi!s ca·-..:<l "',.._� 
l"nOl..niinc;s. The er-<Js of the mQ<Jrt'rg C>o,'ts ca" t"'"Cv,,Vl •,,..,,, 
II.VS,. ttlose on th.t r11Jhl-hand SIOe c' !'1e ,,.,,,.. .. be•-"i tx,-:lt(j �!O 
pl.i.C8 Remo-,e me r>uts 'rem me rr,o,.g."' bc':s. t'-e<1 ta;i t'lt! 
bo:U through an<J remc-;e trem It r"af nep to� th;, 
engine unit so ltlat •lll <Ne �nt ,s taken c"' � bo!!S !n t,-.e ;:ase 
ot Ille later mooets l1t1ed with en,;;ne sta!> •ser ba•s benNltl �e 
crankcase. these s."IOUld be removed ar>d p:acea 10 ON1 s-ioe 
14 Release the frame lugs t:y remov ng the smal! oolts ��h:ch 
secure each one to me frame. The u:- : can now be !�It'd oot 
from Ule right-hana side, talting care not to da1"age the frame 
palntwor1c In the process. Place the eng ne or a ""ant.bench 
ready for h.irther dismantling. 

4.4a Remove drain plug and allow coolant to drain 

4.4c Remove bottom hose and catch residual coolant 

4.2 RadldtN shrouo ls secured b)' lour sc,8.,,5 

':J 
4.4d Pull off the radiator overflow pipe 



the four radiator mounting bolts ...
.i.4o Romove 

4.5a Prise off the petrol feed pipes at carburettors 

4.5c Disconnect b attery leads and release screw ... 

4.4f ... end lift the radiator clear of the frame 

4.5b Remove single mounting bolt and lift tank away 

4.5d ... to allow the battery to be removed 



4.6a Exhaust pipe flange is retained by two nuts 

4.7a Remove kickstart pinch bolt and slide off splines 4.7b Disengage oil pump cable and oil pipes 

4.8a Unscrew the carburettor tops and remove the valves 4.8b Slacken clips and disengage carburettors from stu� 



W knurled ring to free tachometer cable
4_sc Unscre 

4.9b Pedal is retained by a circlip 

4.9a Release clamp bolt to free gearchange linkage 

4. 1 Oa Remove left-hand outer cover ...

4. 11 Remove nut and displace gearbox sprocket 
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4.12 Electrical connectors ere covered by plastic tray 

4.13b ... and rear mountings as shown 

15 Dl1mentllng the engine end gearbox: general 

1 Before commencing work on the engine unit, the external 
surfaces must be cleaned thoroughly, A motor cycle engine has 
very little protection from road grit and other foreign matter, 
which will sooner or later find Its way Into the dismantled 
engine if this simple precaution Is not observed. 
2 One of the proprietary engine cleaning compound• such as 
'Gunk' or 'Jlzer' can be used to good effect, especially if the 
compound is worked into the film of oil end grease before it la 
washed away. When washing down, make sure that water 
cannot enter the Inlet or exhaust ports or the electrical system, 
particularly If these parts are now more exposed. 
3 Never use force to remove any stubborn part, unless 
mention Is made of this requirement in the text There Is 
Invariably good reason why a part is difficult to remove, often 
because the dismantling operation has been tackled in the 
wrong sequence. 
4 There are a number of special service tools available for the 
LC models, and whilst these are very useful It Is possible to 
make do without them. The only possible exception Is the 
flywheel rotor puller, Part Number 90890-01189. In the case of 
the machine featured In this manual it proved possible to use a 

4.13e Dismantle and remove front mounting ... 

G: 

4.14 Engine unit can be lifted out to the right 

conventional three-legged puller as an alternative, but only if 
the rotor Is not too firmly caught on the cninkshaft taper. In 
view of the risk of damage that could be caused the auth01 
strongly recommends that the correct tool is purchased or 
borrowed - It costs far less than a new crankshaft or altema101. 

6 Dismantling the englne/geerbo1t unit: removing tilt 
cylinder head, barrels and pistons 

1 Thia operation can be undertaken with the engine unit in"' 
out of the frame. In the former case it will first be naceSSlrv to 
drain the coollng system and to disconnect the carburenars. 
exhaust system, spark plug caps and water tempeniture � 
lead. The whole dismantling sequence Is described _in Routlnl
Maintenance in the section relating to decarbonisauon. 
2 When the cylinder head and barrels are remov8<! ca� musl 

be taken to prevent any residual coolant from finding '" way

b mponents 1w•Y 
into the engine. To this end, 11ft the a ove co 

11 ,om• 
carefully keeping them level to avoid spillage, an� ave 

n bt
absorbe�t cloth or paper to hand so that any spillage ca 

mopped up. linder head toP 
3 Detach the radiator hose union from the CV 
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--- the three bolls. The cylinder hood Is rotolned by 
nft�• ,ernovln:olts. each of whlt:h Is marked by o nurnbor cost 
di�ht sleevll r head ,neterral. The bolts should be slockenud 
iplO 1h<' C1' IInd� 0 turn Al O time In tho reverse of tho numorlcul 
llY O rractloll 

:tarting with bolt numbor 8 oncJ wo'.klng back to 
se,,uence. eg 8 lore tho cylinder head can be hftod uwoy II t,0lt nu11iber

. 
1 

eto reloase the hose which runs between the 
1,111 be necoss,��ase onJ tho cylinder heed. This terminates In ,ighl hJ11d era 

h uµper end and Is best removed with the 
311 ad,1P10r at t 0

1�9 the two retaining screws. The hose is by ro111ov ,, adap tor 
clip at the lower end. 

secured by O 
er head con now be lifted away. If it proves to be 4 The ci

l
:�vllnder barrels, tap around the joint face with o 

s1uc� 10 1 
bber mallet to break the seal. If necessary some 

hide or ru 
di I us levering can be employed using o steel ruler 

degree of Ju c 0
1 There Is plenty of room between the outside •milar too • 

f or a 5' l'nder head and barrels and the gasket feces o e(lge of the 
c� \his without risk of dom11ge. Once the joint Is each 10 p

f
orm

h head clear wiping up any spilt coolant. as-k n Ii t t e bro e 
h thi·s hos entered the cylinder bores. ·ally w ere peer . 
d" 'd al cyllnder barrels should be removed In stages. 

5 The ,n IvI u 
lifting the barrel slightly so that the crankcas� mouth 1s Start b� p ck some clean rag around the connecting rod so expose 
·d �ris which may drop as the piston emerges from the th8t any e 

e"ted from entering the crankcase. Once the rag is bore Is prev " 

6.3a Slacken head bolts by reversing tightening sequence 

In plocu. romo110 tho b11rrel end place it to orio side. Repeat the onuratior1 with the remoln1ny cyllndor. 6 Tho pistons should be removod with the rog rn position in case o clrcllp Is dropped. Removo tho outer clrcllp from one of the pistons by P'.lsir1u It freo with an eloctrical screwdriver or by pulllnu It out wrth u pair of polntod-noso pliers Displace the gudgeon pin uy pushing it throuyh from thu opposite side untilIt clears !he small-end oye and tho piston can be lifted clear. If the nln Is o tight fit, it may be necessary to warm the piston so thot the grip on the gudgeon pin is released. A rau soaked in worm wotor will suHice, if It is placed on the piston crown. The piston moy bo lilteri from the connecting rod once the gudgeon pin is clear of the small-end eye. 
7 If the gudgeon pin Is still a light fit efter warming the piston It can be lightly tapped out of position with a hammer and soft metal drift. Do not use excess force and make sure the connecting rod Is supported during this operation. or there is a risk of It bending. 
8 When the piston is free of the connecting rod remove the gudgeon pin completely, by removing the second circlip. Place the piston, rings and gudgeon pin aside for further attention, but discard the circllps. They should never be re-used; new circlips must be obtained and fitted during rebuilding. Remove the 
small-end bearing and place it inside the piston for safe keeping. 
Repeat the removal sequence on the remaining piston. 

6.3b Release hose adaptor from underside of head

6.6b Displace gudgeon pin, using pliers where necessary 
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__. 

6.8 Small-end bearing can be pushed out 

7 Diamantfing the angina/gearbox unit: removing the 
alternator 

1 The alternator assembly can be removed with the engine 
unit on the workbench or installed In the frame. In the latter 
case it will first be necessary to remove the gearchange linkage 
and the engine left-hand casing. Note that it is strongly 
recommended that the appropriate Yamaha rotor puller, part 
number 90890-01189, is obtained before work commences. 
2 The crankshaft must be prevented from turning whilst the 
alternator rotor nut ls slackened. If the engine ls In the frame 
this can be accomplished by selecting top gear and locking the 
rear wheel by applying the brake. If the operation ls being 
undertaken on the workbench a strap wrench can be fitted 
around the rotor periphery. An alternative method which can be 
used if the cylinder head, barrels and pistons have already been 
removed Is to pass a smooth close-fitting metal bar through one 
of the connecting rod small-end eyes. The ends of the bar can 
then be supported on wooden blocks placed against the 
crankcase mouth. Once the crankshaft has been Immobilised by 
one of the above methods, slacken and remove the securing 
nut. 
3 The rotor la located on a taper, and this joint Invariably 
becomes tight. It was found that in the case of the machine 
featured In the accompanying photographs a conventional 
legged puller could be used to draw the rotor off, but that the 
amount of presaure required could have caused damage If the 
rotor had been just slightly tighter. For this reason the above 
approach Is not to be encouraged, but If it proves essential 
proceed as follows. 
4 Assemble the puller as shown In the accompanying photo
graph, ensuring that the puller legs do not contact any part of 
the stator assembly. Screw down the centre bolt firmly but not 
excessively then tap the end of the bolt to Jar the rotor free. If 
necessary. tighten the bolt a little more and tap the and of the 
bolt a few more times, but if this falls do not continue to apply 
further pressure or damage will almost certainly result. If 
necessary, abandon the attempt and take the unit to a Yamahe 
dealer who will be able to remove the rotor safely and easily. 
5 If the correct tool Is available, screw it Into the extractor 
thread, then tighten the centra bolt to draw the rotor off. This 
method ahould dislodge the rotor easily, but if necessary the 
centre bolt can be tightened a little more and then struck again. 
This method will almost Invariably succeed in removing the 
rotor, but if removal still proves difficult It should be noted that 
there will usually be a good reason for the rotor's reluctance to 
be separated from the crankshaft. It ls suggested that such 
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Fig. 1.1 Cylinder head and barrel 

1 Cylinder head 
2 Cylinder head gasket 
3 Cylinder barrels 
4 Washer 
5 Drain bolt 
6 Cylinder base gasket 
7 Stud-8 off 
8 Sleeve bolt -8 off 
9 Washer-8 off 
10 Spark plug 

cases should be entrusted to a Yamaha dealer who will have the 
equipment, experience and sheer cunning necessary to com· 
plete safely the removal operation. 
6 Before the stator ls removed It ls advisable to ma� 1� position In relation to the crankcase by scratching a pa,�,alignment marks on the two components. This will ensure 

m the Ignition timing Is approximately correct, though ���e
. 

need to be checked for accuracy when reassembly Is 
h The stator Is secured by three bolts which f

ass
th!�or elongated slots In the stator. Remove the bolts to ree 

h•vu,g then feed the wiring through the hole in the crankcase 
ssarv 

to
displaced the grommet. Note that It will also be nece 
release the neutral switch lead. 
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-----

12 LOCk cran�shaft and slacken rotor bolt 

7.6a Release neuual switch lead from switch body 

J.St Rele il$9 mounting bolt .s and Ifft stator away

7 .4 Assemble three-legged puller as shown 

7 .6b Note neutral switch lead grommet (arrowed) 

8 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
clutch 

The above mentioned pans may be removed with the 
engine in or out of the frame. In the former case it will be 
necessary to remove first the transmission drain plug and allow 
the oil to drain, and to release the kickstart lever and oil pump 
cable and pipes. Note that the water pump is housed in the 
right-hand engine casing and thus the cooling system must be 
drained before it can be removed, though it is not necessary to 
disturb either the water pump or the oil pump. 
2 Release the screws around the outer edge of the engine 
casing. These are invariably tight and will require the use of an 
impact driver to loosen them without damaging the screw 
heads. The cover can now be lifted away complete with the 
pumps and placed to one side. If the work ls being undertaken 
with the engine In the frame the nut which secures the primary 
drive pinion must be slackened at this stage if It is wished to 
remove the pinion. To prevent crankshaft rotation as the nut is 
removed. select top gear and apply the rear brake. Once the nut 
has been loosened the clutch can be dismantled. Where the 
engine is being stripped on the workbench it is easier to lock. the 
crankshaft by passing a round metal bar through one of the 
connecting rod small-end eyes, Its ends being supponed on 
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small wooden blocks placed against the crankcase mouth to 
protect the gasket face. 
3 Slacken and remove the six bolts which secure the clutch 
pressure plate. releasing them evenly by about one tum al a 
time until they are no longer under spring tension. Lift the 
pressure plate clear together with the six clutch springs. 
Displace and remove the clutch plain and frlcl!on plates. 
4 It is now necessary to devise some method of holding the 
clutch centre whilst the retaining nut Is slackened. Yamaha 
produce a clutch holding tool and this can be ordered through 
Yamaha dealers aa part number 90890-01024. The tool is 
effectively a plain plate with a handle welded to it. and this can 
be improvised quite easily if an unwanted plate can be acquired. 
An alternatlve tool ls shown In photo 32.Jf, and was fabricated 
using a strip of mild steel plate. The photo shows the tool fitted 
for tightening the nut, but the principle is the same. One end 
hooks Into the clutch centre splines whilst the free end passes 
through one of the clutch drum slots and rests against the 
crankshaft. Once locked, knock back the clutch centre nut 
locking washer and release the retaining nut. Great care should 
be taken to ensure that the holding tool does not slip; if it does 
damage is likely to occur. The clutch centre and drum can be 
slid off the gearbox input shah together with the bush which 
carries the clutch drum and the thrust washer which fits 
between It and the clutch centre. 

8.3a Remove clutch cover bolts and springs ... 

--

,-_ 

.. 

8.2 Remove screws and lift outer cover away 

8.3b ••• followed by the pressure plate 

8.4a Home-made tool used to lock clutch centre (see photo 
32.Jf)
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e Clutch drum and centre bush 
8.4b Aemov 

21 

�,l 19 

�� 

li 
17� 

14 

9 Dlamantllng the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
crankahaft and pump drive pinion• 

1 The pinions referred to In the heading are mounted on the 
right-hand end of the crankshaft and are secured by a large nut. 
The crankshaft (primary drive) pinion la located by a Woodruff 
key, whilst the outer pinion, which drives the oil and water 
pumps, is located by pressure from the securing nut. It follows 
that the nut is very tight and will require the use of a stout 
socket and lever bar to facilitate loosening. A ring spanner can 
be used with good effect but on no account attempt removal 
with an open-ended spanner. 
2 As mentioned In the previous Section, a secure method of 
holding the crankshaft is essential. Yamaha suggest that a wad 
of rag Is jammed between the teeth of the primary drive pinion 
and the corresponding teeth of the clutch drum. This is a far 
from satisfactory approach and could lead to damage to the 
crankshaft or gearbox input shaft, and is thus not recommended 
by the author. If the engine is installed in the frame, it is 
recommended that the securing nut is slackened before the 
clutch is removed. This will allow the crankshaft to be locked 
through the transmission by selecting top gear and applying the 
rear brake. 
3 If, on the other hand, the unit is to be dismantled on the 
workbench, wait until the cylinder head. barrels and pistons 
have been removed. A close-fitting round metal bar can now be 
passed through one of the connecting rod small-end eyes and 
Its free ends supported by wooden blocks placed against the 
crankcase mouth. This will provide positive restraint for the 
crankshaft without risk of damage to any component. Slacken 
and remove the nut, followed by the Belville washer. The pump 
pinion can now be removed together with the primary drive 
pinion and Its Woodruff key. If the clutch is to be dismantled. 
refer to Section 8. 

10 Diamantllng the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
klckstart mechanism 

The kickstart mechanism can be removed with the engine 
in or out of the frame after the engine right-hand casing has 
been detached. Note that if it Is wished to remove the idler 
pinion which conveys drive to the clutch drum, and thus to the 
crankshaft, the clutch must be removed first. The Idler pinion 
does not Impair crankcase separation and may be left in 
position unless specific attention to It or the input shaft 
components is required. 
2 Release the kickstart return spring by grasping its outer end 
with a pair of pliers and disengaging the end from its anchor pin. 
Allow the spring to unwind in a controlled manner, then pull the 
klckstart shaft assembly from Its casing hole. If it is wished to 
remove the idler gear pinion after the clutch has been removed, 
release the circllp which retains it to the end of the gearbox 
output shaft. 

Fig. 1.2 Clutch 
1 Clutch drum 
2 0-rlng
3 Bush 
4 Thrust washer 
5 Push rod 
6 OIi seal 
7 Releese mechanism 
8 Screw - 2 off
9 Washer - 2 off
10 Adjusting screw 
11 Locknut 
12 Spring 

13 Thrust washer 
14 Clutch centre 
15 Damper ring - 7 off
16 Plain piste - 6 off
1 7 Friction piste - 7 off
1 8 Steel ball 
19 locking washer 
20 Nut 
21 Push rod 
22 Pressure piste 
23 Spring - 6 off 
24 Bolt- 6 off 



9.3a Lock crankshaft and slacken retaining nut 

9.3c ... followed by the pump drive pinion ... 9.3d ... and the crankshaft pinion 

10.2a Unhook the kickstart return spring from Its anchor pin 10.2b Kicks tart assembly can now be withdrawn 
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The gearbox shafts and the crankshaft should prevent t is. 
rema in in the lower crankcase half.

12 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: final di1mantling

1 Grasp t he ends of the crankshaft assemb!Y and lift it away
from the lower crankcase half. Note _the half-nng wh_lch locates
the right-hand main bearing. This will probably be displaced as 
the cranks haft is removed and should be placed in a safe place 
to avoid its loss. The gearbox Input shaft and output s�aft 
assemblies should be removed in a similar manner, again noting 
the locating half-rings. 
2 Disengage the selector claw from the end of the selector 
drum and remove the gearchange shaft assembly by displacing 
the selector shaft on the opposite side of the crankcase. Note 
that the seal through which the shaft must pass is easily 
damaged and if it is necessary 10 re-use it, protect the seal lip 
by wrapping some pvc tape around the shaft splines. 
3 Release the selector drum stopper arm by removing its
single retaining bolt, then remove the selector drum retainer which is held by two countersunk crosshead screws. Note thatthe retainer also locates one of the selector fork shafts. The remaining shaft is retained by the selector mechanism centralising spring anchor pin which should be removed together withthe retainer plate. 
4 Working from inside the crankcase, use a pair of pointednose pliers to displace the clrcllps on the Inner ends of the sel�ctor fork shafts whilst the shafts are pushed through thecasing. Support the selector forks and withdraw the shafts 
�mpletely, then slide the shafts back through the forks to keept em In the correct relative positions as a guide during
�
ea

�
embly. The selector drum and Its bearing can now be 

5

us ed out of the casing and removed. 
requ'fhe tach?meter drive need not be disturbed unless it 
Proc:: spf

cific attention, but if removal proves necessary retain th
as �!ows. Re.move the circlip and plain washer whichlrom the 
e
st ,

t"e plastic drive pinion, then remove the pinionP inion for �fe 
end• �lsplace the drive pin and place It with thethe tachom 
keeping. Release the single bolt which retains co eter drive bod t th k mplete with th . Y O e cran case and remove it retains the d 

. e driven shaft. Remove the single screw which displaced an�ive shaft locating plate to allow the shaft to be removed. The drive gear should be slid off the

11 . 1 Remove input shaft bearing retainer 

11.3 Release crankcase bolts and separate crankcase halves

shaft as the latter Is pulled clear of the crankcase, having first
released the circllps which retain it. 

13 Examination and renovation: general 

1 Before examining the parts of the dismantled engine unit 
for wear, It Is essential that they should be cleaned thoroughly.
Use a paraffin/petrol mix to remove all traces of old oil and 
sludge that may have accumulated within the engine.
2 Examine the crankcase cestings for cracks or other signs of 
damage. If a crack is discovered, it will require professional 
repair. 
3 Examine carefully each part to determine the extent of 
wear, checking with the tolerance figures listed in the main text 
or in the Specifications section of this Chapter. If there is any 
question of doubt, play safe and renew. 
4 Use a clean, lint-free rag for cleaning and drying the va�ous 
components. This will obviate the risk of small particles 
obstructing the Internal oilways, causing the lubrication system 
to fell. 



12. 1 Remove 98cirbc»t shafts, noting position of h11f-fings 122 Disp!ac!! gearchange shaft from crankcase 

' 
12.3a Remove pivot bolt and lift stopper arm 1way 12..3b Release screws (arrowed) and remove drum retainer 

� ... 
12.3c Remove eccentric pin and selector fort shaft retainer 12.4a Use pointed-nose pilers to withdraw circlip --



12.4c Selector drum can now be removed as shown 

12.5a Remove single retaining bolt ... 12.Sb ... and withdraw tachometer drive body 

l2.Sc Relea se drive pinion and retainer 12.Sd Free circllp and slide drive shaft out of casing
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14 Gearbox input and output shafts: dismantling and 
reassembly 

The gearbox clusters should not be disturbed needlessly. 
and need only be stripped where careful examination of the 
whole assembly fails to resolve the source of a problem, or 
where obvious damage. such as stripped or chipped teeth is 
discovered. 
2 The input and output shaft components should be kept 
separate to avoid confusion during reassembly. Using circlip 
pilers. remove the circlip and plain washer which retains each 
part. As each item is removed. place it in order on a clean 
surface so that the reassembly sequence is self evident and the 
risk of parts being fitted the wrong way round or in the wrong 
sequence is avoided. Care should be exercised when removing 
circlips to avoid straining or bending them excessively. The clips 
must be opened just sufficiently to allow them to be slid off the 
shaft. Note that a loose or distorted circlip might fail in service, 
and any dubious items must be renewed as a precautionary 
measure. The same applies to worn or distorted thrust washers. 
3 Having checked and renewed the gearbox components as 
required (see Section 20) reassemble each shaft, referring to 
the accompanying line drawing and photographs for guidance. 
The correct assembly sequence is detailed below. 

Input shaft (mainshaft) 
4 Note that the input shaft is readily Identified by its Integral 
1st gear pinion. Slide the 5th gear into position with the dogs 
facing away from the 1st gear. 
5 Flt the plain thrust washer and secure the 5th gear pinion 
with its clrcllp. The double 3rd/4th gear pinion is fined next, 

Fig. 1.3 Tachometer drive gear a•• -embly 

1 Tachometer drive shah 
2 Plastic drive pinion 
3 Pin 

4 Screw - 2 off 
5 locating plate 
6 Circlip - 2 off 
7 Drive gear 
8 Washer 
9 Circlip 
10 Driven gear 
11 0-ring 
12 Drive body 
13 Washer 
14 Bolt 
15 Washer 

with the smaller, 22 tooth. gear towards the 5th gear pinion. Fit 
a circlip to the next exposed groove. followed by a splined tlln.,s1 
washer. This retains the 3rd/4th gear pinion but allows i1 to 
move along the shaft to effect gear changes. 
6 Slide the 6th gear pinion into place, noting that Ille 
engagement dogs face inwards, towards the 3rd/4th gear. The 
2nd gear pinion is fitted next and is retained by a plain thrust 
washer and a circlip. The needle roller bearing should now be 
lubricated and slid into place to complete assembly. If it has 
been removed, fit the large caged ball bearing and large thrus1 
washer to the right-hand end of the shaft. 

Output shaft (layshaft) 
7 Slide the 2nd gear pinion up against the shouldered portion 
of the output shaft. noting that it must be fitted from the right· 
hand end. with the engagement webs away from the shoulder 
Fit a plain thrust washer and retain the pinion with a circiip. 
8 Slide the 6th gear pinion into position with the selecw 
groove away from the previous gear. Fit a circlip to limit the 6L� 
gear pinion·s movement then slide a splined thrust washer in:o 
place. 
9 The 4th gear pinion is fitted next. noting that the hea\,jly 
chamfered teeth face outwards, towards the right-hand end 01 
the shah. Secure it with a circlip. then fit the 3rd gear pinion. 
plain face inwards, and retain it with a splined thrust washer 
and a circlip. . th 10 The 5th gear pinion can now be slid into place wit� �
selector groove inwards, followed by the large l st gear P•:
with Its plain face outwards. Fit a plain thrust washer 8 1 

circlip to retain the above components. . h nd 
1 1 Place the caged needle roller bearing over t�e ngh�I :nd 
end of the output shaft and the large ball beonng. se 
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�-hand end. Tho Idler gear which runs on tho

r 0ver the le 

the output shaft can be fitted at this stage 
sP8cehand end of 

I washer Is fitted on each side of tho pinion
rig�!- thBI a thrus 

blY Is retained by a clrclip. 
,,ot•��at the asse� purposes tho various gear pinions are
anrl 

for 1dentiflcat;�;r with their appropriate number of tooth.
�2 d beloW, toge 

11 5 to both 260cc and 350cc models. 
1tsl8 

hat thiS sPP a 
Nole 1 No of teeth 

10put th•ft 
,·ntegral with shaft) 14 

1st gear , 1 B 
2nd gear 22/24 
3rd)4th gear 26 
6th gear 27 
Top gear 

oll!Put shaft
1st gear 
2nd gear 
3rd gear 
4th gear 
5th gear 
Top gear 

No of teeth 
36 
32 
29 
26 
25 
24 

14.4b Fit 5th gear pinion noting direction of dogs 

14.Sb Fit 3rd/4th . . 
. gear pinion facing in direction shown

14.4a 1st gear pinion is integral with input shaft 

14.5a Secure 5tn gear pinion with plain thrust washer and 
circllp 

14.5c Position circlip in next groove, then fit washer 

61 



14.6a Flt 6th gear pinion noting that dogs face inwards
14.6b Slide 2nd gear pinion into position ... 

14.6c ... fit the plain thrust washer as shown ... 
14.6d ... and retain with a clrclip 

14.6e The caged needle roller bearing can now be fitted 
,1 nd of shaft•-

14·6f Slide large bearing onto oppos1 e e 



ed by large plain thrust washer
14_69 ... follow 

14.7b Fit the 2nd gear pinjor, with engagement webs as shown 

14 BaFit 6th e .. g er piruon. noting position of selector groove

14.7a Output shaft has plain shoulder at sprocket end 

' ..... 

14.7c Slide thrust washer into position and retain with circlip 

14.Bb Position circlip as shown above. then fit washer



14.9c Slide 3rd gear pinion into place. Fit spline w ... 

------... ...;:.-

14.1 Oa Fit 5th gear pinion, noting position of selector groove 

14.9b Retain 4th gear pinion with a circlip 

14.9d ... and secure with circlip 

14.1 Ob Fit 1st gear pinion with plain face outwards 



• he needle roller bearing to right-hand end ... 
1�_,1af1tt 

14.11 c .. and idler pinion 

-
14.1 le d ... an retain the assembly with a circlip

14. 1 1 b ... followed by the plain thrust washer ... 

14.11 d Fit the final thrust washer ... 

14. 11 f Flt LH bearing with locating groove 1Mlfl1?081 

l 

},,.. 
£"(,,•· ' 

t. 

·"' 
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14.11 g Bearing I spacer d by a stee • is followe 

• 4 GNrbOJI com F1g.1. ponenu 

1 
2 
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t shaft Outp':' 
locating ring B.armg 
h ft left-handOutput s a 
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4 Oil s1111I 

Spacer 
t

5 
Fine/ drive sprocke 

� Tab washtu 
8 Nut 

h ft 2nd gear9 Output s a 
pinion 

10 Thrust washer 
I 1 Circlip 

ft 6th gear12 Output she 
pinion 

I 3 Circlip 
washer14 Splined ti"::�th gear 15 Output .s e 

pinion 
16 Circlip ft 3rd gear1 7 Output .sha • . n pin,? d thrust wesher18 Spline 
19 Circlip 

ft 5th gear20 Output .she 
pinion 

ear 21 Output shatr 1st g 
pinion 

22 Thrust washer
23 Circlip 

I. Needle roller bear
'.
ng 24 

• locating ring 25 Bearing 
d 1st goar26 Input shatr an 

pinion 
h ft right-hand27 Inputs a 

bearing 
28 Circ/ip 
29 Bearing retainer 
30 Screw - 2 oH 
31 Input shaft 5th gear

pinion 
32 Thrust washer

14.11 h Grease seal lip an er es shown d fit It over spac 

26 

33 Clrc/lp 
d 4th 34 Input shaft 3rd an 

gear pinion 
35 Circ/lp 
36 Splined thrust washer
3 7 Input :,heft 6th gear 

pinion 

38 
39 
40 
41 

3 

haft 2nd gear pinionInputs 
Thrust washer 
Clrclip 

" bearing Needle rotter 



14 

1 Crankshaft 
2 Connecting rod 
3 Big-end bearing 
4 Thrust washer 
5 Flywheel 
6 Main bearing 

Fig. 1.6 Crankshaft 

7 Oil seal 
8 Small-end bearing 
9 Circlip 
10 Gudgeon pin 
11 Piston 

7 

12 Piston rings 
13 Main bearing 
14 Of/ seal 
15 Bearing locating ring 
16 Woodruff key 

57 
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• 1 a Bio-end end main bearing• I .xemln11lon end r1nov1tlon

1 Failure of Ih1 big-end bHrlhg 11 lnv1d1bly eccompenlod by 
a knock wlIhln th• cr1nkc111 that progressively becom" woreo. 
Some vlbr11lon will also be experienced, 
2 There ahould bt no vertical play whattoever In the big-a,� bearings after the oil h11 bnn washed out. 1r evan a am• 
amount ·of vertical play la evld1nt. the bearing, ere due �; replacement. (A amall amount of endno1111 both necessary 8 
accepteble). Do not continue to run the machine with worn big• 
•nd btarlng1. for there 11 rlak of breaking the connecting rods or 
cnnkshah. 

k I nt3 If a dial gauge and V-blocks are avalleble chec t 11 amou 
of radlal 0l11ranc1 In the blg◄nd bearings. measuring this as 
lateral deflection at the smell-end of each connecting rod to 
magnify tha cl111ranc1 In the blg◄nd bearlnga. A aervlceable
bearing will illow betwHn 0.36 and 1.0 mm (0.0142 - 0.0394 
In) free play, whll1t 2.0 mm (0.0787 In) of movement Is 
lndlc1tlve of the need for renaw1I of the bearing concerned. 
4 Check the connecting rod side cl111r1nce by meesurlng the
gep between It and the adjacent flywheel boss with feeler
gauges. Cl111ranc1 should bl betwHn 0.26 mm (0.0098 In) 
minimum and 0.76 mm (0.0295 In) mardmum. 
6 The crankshaft meln bearings are of the ball Journal type. If 
wear Is evident In the form of play, or If the bearing• feel rough
as they 1re rotated. repl1e1m1nt la necessary. Always check
after the old oll haa been waahed out of the bearings. Whllsl 11 
Is poaslble to remove the outer bearings II each end of the 
cnmkshift. It Is probable th1t the centre bearing will also require
attention. 
6 In th1 event that the big-end or main bearing• prove to be 
In need of renewal It wlll be necessary to have the worii; done 
by an authorlled Yameha dHler. It is not practicable to attempt
to overhaul th• crankshaft without the naceasarv press and 
trueing equipment. The Yamaha dealer wlll 1110 be able to 
check and col'T9Ct runout In a crankshaft that has become
twisted or dlatorted for any rea10n. If the owner possesses a 
dial gauge and 1t1nd. runout may bt checked by 1upportlng the 
crankshaft on Its centre bearings and then measuring deflection
as the crank 11 rotated with the dial gauge needle resting on the 
end of each m■lnshaft ■nd on both outer main bearings. No one 
reading should exceed 0.05 mm (0.0020 In). Correction of
excessive runout require• a large degree of sklll and experience
If the problem 11 not to be made worse by the operator
mlaunderstandlng the cause of the problem. For thla reason,
professional help should be enllated.
7 Failure of both thl big-end bearing, and the main bearings
may not necesaarlly occur II the reault of high mileage covered.
If the machine Is uaed only Infrequently, It 11 possible that
condenaatlon within the angina may cause premature bearing
failure. The condition of the flywheels 11 u1ually tha beat guide.
When cond1nutlon troublea have occurred, the flywheels wlll 
rust and become discoloured. Note too that lack of care when
disturbing the cylinder h11d or barrel• can allow coolant to find
its way Into the crankca11. Thia wlll soon corrode and destroy
the bearings ind ahould be avoided for obvious rea10na.

18 011 11al1: examination and renovation

The erankah1ft oil seal, form one of the moat critical parts
In any two-stroke engine because they perform the dual
function of preventing oil from leaking along the crankshaft and 
preventing air from leaking Into the crankcase when the 
incoming mixture Is under crankcase vacuum during Induction,
2 Oll-aeal failure la difficult to define pr1el11ly, although In
most ease, the machine wlll become difficult to start, particu
larly when warm. The engine wlll 1110 tend to run unevenly and
there wlll be a marked fall-off In performance, especially In the
higher g11ra. Thia la caused by the Intake of air Into the
cr11nkcaM1 which dllut11 the mixture whllat It la In the

15,3 Examine main and big-end boorlngs for wear 

crankcase, giving an oxcoptionally weok mbuure for lgnlt1o11. 
3 11 la unuaual for the cronkshaft seala to btcome damavta 
during normal service. but Instances have occurred v.h1n 
particles of broken piston rings have fallen Into the crankta1ta 
and lacerated the soals. A defect of this nature wlll lmmadllltl-y 
be obvious. 
4 In view of the foregoing remarks It Is recommended that tht 
two crankshaft oll seals are renewed es a matter of cou,... 
during engine overhaul. 

17 Cylinder barr1l1: examination and renovation 

1 The usual Indication of badly worn cylinder b11rral1 and 
pistons Is piston slap. a metallic rattle that occurs when thera is 
llttle or no load on the engine. If the top of the bore of the 
cylinder barrels Is examined carefully, It wlll be found that there 
Is a ridge on the thrust side. the depth of which will vary 
according to the amount of wear that has taken place. Thia 
marks the limit of travel of the uppermost piston ring. 
2 Measure the bore diameter Just below the ridge, using an 
internal micrometer. Compare this reading with the diameter 11
the bottom of the cylinder bore, which has not been subjected 
to weer. If the difference In readings exceeds 0.05 mm (0.002 
In) the cylinder should be rabored and fitted with an ove11iz1 
piston and rings. 
3 Bore ovallty should also be checked, the maximum allow· 
able being 0.1 mm (0.0039 In). Given that the bores ara within 
the above limits end that the pistons ara In serviceable 
condition (see Section 18) the parts may be re-used. Ovallty 
may be corrected to some e>1tent by honing, provided that this 
does not cause the maximum piston to bore clearance to be 
e>1ceeded. A Yamaha dealer or a reputable engineering com· 
pany will be able to assist with honing work should this provt 
necessary.
4 If scoring of the cylinder walls Is evident It will normally 
prove necessary to have It re-bored to the next oversize, though
light scratching may sometimes be removed by careful honing 
or by judicious use of abrasive paper. If the latter approach 1• 
adopted be careful to avoid removing more than the absclute 
minimum of material. The paper should be applied with II rotarv 
motion never up and down the bore, which would cause mor� 
problems than It solves. One of the proprietary 'glaze buat1no

1 attachments for use In electric drills can be used to good ell� 
for 1hls operation. Even where the bore Is In good condition, I 
glaze busting operation should be undertaken prior to ,.. 
assembly. The light scratch marks around the bore surfa� 
assist In bedding In the rings and help Initial lubrication 
holding a certain amount of oil.
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� 11 necoseary. obioln th• pl1ton1 flret, thun have
5 11 r�bo���o to suit 1ho now pl,tona. Moat Yomaha doaler1
1t,e l)Or,nll gonion! with a local onglnoerlng company und wlll 
n•vt nn irran, 1110 reborlng work corrlod out promptly.
be ab16 10

1t remove 11ny accumulated carbon d11poal11 from
6 caretu vbore and ports. taking care not to damage tho boro
1M cr11nd�r 

recommended that the ports are cleaned complete-
1urt•ce. 1�:ully. taking great car• to avoid burring tho edge, of
ty bv1 car 

where they enter the bore. To prevent the rings from 
1M porll 

hipped or broken dreea any burrs with fine emery u,cort11/lg c 

paper . advisable 10 attempt modification of the port alzea or 7 11 1' '0 
obtain more power from the engine. Such modip,ofiles 1�re feasible but should only be considered for racing 1,cadons 

Generally speaking. the changed characteristics of 
purpose

1
�·e would make It unwieldy for road use, end It should

rhe :�d chat the machine's warranty would be Invalidated.
11t Check the water passages for rust and scale. These may 
8 b••ill up especlally where the correct coolant ha1 not been have w ' h I I I ed II necessary, scrape t e paeaages c ean ua ng w re or an
u� �rewdriver, caking care to flush out any debris. Boar In mind
�nal sny residual debris may clog the radiator or pump If it Is not 18.4 Clean ring grooves. Note ring locating pega (arrowed) 
removed. 

18 Piiton1 and pl1ton ring■: examination end renovetlon

1 If 8 rebore if necessary, the exl1ting pistons and piston rings
can be disregarded because they wlll have to be replaced with 
!heir new oversize equivalents as a matter of course. 
2 Remove all rr1ce• of carbon from the piston crowns. using
8 blun1-ended scraper to avoid scratching the surface. Finish off
by polishing tho crowns with metal polish. ao that carbon will 
nol adhere so readily In the future. Never uaa emery cloth on the 
soil aluminium. 
3 Pislon wear usually occurs at tho skirt or lower end of the 
piston and takes the form of vertical streak.a or acora marks on 
1he 1hrust face. There may also be some variation In the 
1hlckness of the skirt. In an extrema cue.
4 The pls1on ring grooves may have become enlarged In use,
allowing the rings to have greater aide float. If tha clearances 
e�ceed those given, the rings. and poasibly the pistons. must be 
renewed. 

Piston lo ring clearances 
RD250LC 

Top ring 0.02-0.06 mm 
(0.0008-0.0024 In) 

Second ring 0.02-0.08 mm 
(0.0008-0.0024 In) 

R0360LC 
0.02-0.08 mm 
(0.0008-0.0024 In) 
0.03-0.07 mm 
(0.0012-0.0028 In) 

! Piston ring weer Is measured by romovlng the rings from
1 

8
1�

lslon and Inserting them In the cylinder. using the crown oft1 ton lo locate them about 20 mm from the bottom of the
ga�e. ��ke sure they raat squarely In the bore. Measure the end
the � t 8 feeler gauge; If the gap exceeds that given below, rings must be replaced. 

Pi11on ri ng eoci gap (Installed) 
Top ring RD260LC 

0.30-0.45 mm 
Second ring 

(0.0118-0.01 77 In)
0.30-0.45 mm
(0.0118-0.0177 In) 

RD360LC 
0.30-0.46 mm 
(0.0118-0.01 77 In) 
0.30-0.50 mm 
(0.0118--0.0197 In) 

. . .... 

Fig. 1.8 Method of removing end replacing platon ring, 

19 Cylinder heed: examination and renovation 

Remove all traces of carbon from the cylinder head. using 
a blunt-ended scraper. Finish by pollahing with metal pollah. to 
give a 1mooth, shiny eurface. This wlll aid gas flow ond will also 
prevent carbon from adhering 10 firmly In the future. 
2 Check the condition of the threads In the sparking plug 
holes. Ir the threads are worn or stretched ae tlie roeult of 
overtlghtenlng the plugs. they can be roclalmed by a 'Hollcoll' 
thread Insert. Most dealers have tho moans of providing thl, 
cheep but affective repair. 
3 Inspect the water pasaages c11st Into the cylinder hoad, and 
where necessary remove any occumuloted corrosion or acalo. 
Aa mentioned previously, this can result from failure 10 use the 
recommended coolant ml•ture. Ba auro to romovo onv dobrl, 
from the passages by flushing them through with clean waler. 
4 Lay the cylinder hoed on a ,hoot of plate gless to check for 
dletortlon, Alumlnlum alloy cylinder head• will dle1ort very 
eaelly, especially If the cyllndor head bolt• 11re tlgh1ened down 
unevenly, If the amount of distortion 11 only slight. It 11 
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pormls.lbte 10 run the heed down untll It 11 ftot once again by 
wroppl11g o sheet o

r 
very ft11e emory cloth 11round the pl11te glue 

1hee1 end rubbing with o rotary motion, 
5 If the cylinder ho11d 11 distorted boc11y, It la edvla11ble to flt e 
new replacement. Although the head joint can be roetorod by 
1klmmlng, this will ral■e the cornprosslun r11tlo o

r 

tho englno 
and may adversely 1tfoct porformonco. 

20 GNrt>ox oomponenta: examination and renovation 

1 Give the gearbox compononta e close visual Inspection for 

signs of wear or damage such es broken or chipped teoth, worn 
dog1, damaged or worn splines and bent soloctors. Replace any 
parts found unserviceable bec11use they cannot be reclaimed In 
11 satlafactory manner. 
2 The gearbo>1 shafts ore unlikely 10 sustain damego union 
the lubricating oil has beon run low or the engine hes seized and 
placed an unusually high loading on the gearbox. Check the 
surfaces of the sheft. especially where a pinion turns on It. and 
renew the shaft If It is scored or hes picked up. The shafts can 
be checked for trueness by setting them up In V-blocks and 
measuring any bending with a dial oauge. 
3 Examine the geer sel11ctor cl11w assambly noting th11t wom 
or rounded ends on the claw can lead to lmpreclso gear 

selection. The springs in the selector mechanism and the detent 
or stopper arm should be unbroken and not distorted or bent In 
any way. 
4 The gearbox bearings must be free from play and show no 
signs of roughness when they are rotated. Each shaft has a ball 
journal bearing at one end and a caged needle roller bearing at 
the other. 
5 It Is advisable to renew the gearbox oil seals Irrespective of 
their condition. Should II re-used oll seal fall at II later d11te, a 
considerable amount of dismantling Is necessary to gain access 
and renew It. 
6 Check the gear selector rods for stralghtnesa by rolling 
them on a sheet of plate glass. A bent rod will cause difficulty 
In selecting gears and will make the gear change action 
particularly heavy. 
7 The selector forks should be examined closely, to ensu re 
that they are not bent or badly worn. Wear Is unlikely to occur 
unless the gearbox has been run for II period with II particular ly 
low oil content. 

' , 

a •• ••

19. 1 Clean combustion chambers and ch11ck head ro, 
WOrp11M 

8 The tracks In the gear selector drum, with which the 
selector forils engage. should not show any undue signs of wear 
unlen neglect has led to under lubrlcatlon of tho gearbox. 

20.811 Camplete Is retained by a slnglo cross-head screw 

20.Sb Remove large clrclip from selector drum end ... 20.Sc ... and slide the caged noodlo-roller boarlno off 
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20.Bd Note flat and locating pin during assembly

21 Kickstart mechanism: examination and renovation

1 The kickstart mechanism is a robust assembly and should

not normally require attention. Apart from obvious defects such

as 8 broken return spring. the friction clip is the only component
likely to cause problems if it becomes worn or weakened. The 

clip is intended to apply a known amount of drag on the 

kickstart pinion. causing the latter to run up its quick thread and 
Into engagement when the kickstart lever is operated.

2 The clip can be checked using a spring balance. Hook one 
end of the balance onto the looped end of the friction clip. Pull 
on the free end of the balance and note the reading at the point 
where pressure overcomes the clip's resistance. This should 
normally be 1.0 kg (2.2 lb). If the reading is higher or lower than 
this and the mechanism hes been malfunctioning. renew the 
clip as a precaution. Do not attempt to adjust a worn clip by 
bending it. 
3 Examine the klckstart pinion for wear or damage, remem
bering to check it in conjunction with the output shaft-mounted 
Idler pinion. In view of the fact that these components are not 
subject to continuous use a significant amount of wear or 
damage is unlikely to be found. 

21.1 b Plastic I s eave holds spring concentric to shaft

20.Be Neutral switch contact is secured by plate and screw

21. 1 a Tension of kickstart friction clip should be checked 

21. 1 c Inner tang of spring pushes into shaft drilling 

81 
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1 Kick.stan lever 
2 Kiclt.starter lever knucl<le 
3 Pinch bolt 
4 Circlip 
5 Washer 
6 Spring 

Fig. 1. 7 Klckstart 

7 Ball 
B Oil seal 
9 Plastic spring guide 
10 Return spring 
1 1 Anchor pin 
12 Kickstan pinion 

13 Friction clip 
14 Kie/cs tart shaft 
15 Circlip 
16 Special washer 
1 7 Idle, pinion 
18 Washet 
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,-------::=: I tlon end renovation 
drive: •"•"' ne 

�� pnm•rY 
an�-'-aft pinion whichµ • ts of • er ""'' 

hdrive cons1s 
h ·nner face of tho elute fl"SrY ted on t e , . 

I n,
e p

ri

1arge gear ,noun 
relatively lightly lo a ded end will not

ernleges a components ar? mileages have been covered. 
dn'"'' 90th 

ar until verv ,h•g� ver ed it will be necessary to 
.,or,,,allY we 

or damage ,s disc;; In the case of the l a rge driven
2 If wear -ponenl conceme ·hase a complete clutch drum the co,., ry to pure b �rie"'.' ,.11 be necessa Integral unit a nd cannot e

sr ,t �• o items form an 
ge se ttie tw 
�." ed 5epar�t�ly. rimarv drive partS note that the two o1>t8�hen obtaining ne;� to give a prescribed amount of
3 nents are mate 

that the match martts marked on
c0"':Ssh, To this end. e�su��e simllar to a void excessive or 
b•c face of eac 

inner thll ffi . nt clearance. 
1nsu ,c,e 

- bly· examination and renovation
23 Clutch assem 
-

xtended period of service, the friction plates w!II 
1 After an e 

fficiently to warrant renewal, to avoid 
become worn su • • hi k • 11ave bl ms with clutch slip. The hnmg t c ness 1s

subsequent pro 
:he friction plate using a vernier caliper. When 

,oeasur�t
c:: mea sures 3.0 mm (0.118 in). If any plate Is 

new. ea 
2 7P m (0 106 in) or less the friction plates must be 

wom to . m 

f91l9Wed• • f bl • The l ain pla tes should be free from any signs _o uemg, 
2 . 

p Id indic a te that the clutch had overheated m the past.which wou • I • • fl t rt ce ch pl a te for distorllOl'l by a y1ng ,t on a a su a , 
� .,:

a

a sheet of plate glass or similar. and measuring any 
ctable gap using feeler gauges. The plates must be less 

:�� 0.05 mm (0.002 in) oul of true. . . 
3 The clutch springs may. after a considerable mileage,
require renewal, and their free length should be checked as a 
precaution a ry measure. When new, each spring measures 34.9 
mm (1.374 in) and the set should be renewed if they have 
compressed to 33.9 mm ( 1.335 in) or less. 
4 Check the condition of the slots in the outer surface of the 
clutch centre and the inner surfaces of the outer drum. In an 
extreme case, clutch chatter may have caused the tongues of 
the inserted plates to make indentations in the slots of the outer 
drum, or the tongues of the pl a in plates to indent the slots of the 
clutch centre. These indentations will trap the clutch plates as 
they a re freed and impair clutch action. If the damage is only 
slight the indentations can be removed by careful work with a 
file and the burrs removed from the tongues of the clutch plates
in similar fashion. More extensive damage will necessitate
renewa l of the parts concerned. 
5 The clutch release mechanism attached to the inside of theleft-hand cr a nkcase cover does not normally require attention,provided it is greased at regular intervals. It Is held to the coverby two cross-head screws and operates on the worm and quickstart thread principle. A light return spring ensures that thepressure is taken from the end of the clutch push rod when thehandlebar lever is released and the clutch fully engaged. 6 Movement from the release mechanism ls conveyed by a long push rod to the clutch pressure plate. Between the long P_ush rod and the short mushroom-headed pushrod there is a 

�gle steel ball which allows for the rotation of the clutch 
I 

eek that these components are unworn and ensure that the� re greased d 
lobri . uring reassembly. On vary rare occasions where
up to

ca
b
tion has been overlooked enough friction will have built 

haPPe 
r�a\through the hardening on the pushrod ends. If this

freque��· �- e pushrod will tend to wear and may require 
affe cted 

a Justri:,ent. The only satisfactory cure Is to renew the
rolling it 

Parts. Finally, check that the long pushrod is straight byon a sheet of glass. If bent. renewal will be required.

23.1 Measure friction plate thickness using vernier caliper 

23.3 Check free length of clutch springs as shown

24 Engine reauembly: general 

Before reassembly of the engine/gear unit is commenced,
the various component parts should be cleaned thoroughly andplaced on a sheet of clean paper, close to the working area.
2 Make sure all traces of old gaskets have been removed and
that the mating surfaces are clean and undamaged. One of the best ways to remove old gasket cement ls to apply a rag soakedIn methylated spirit. This acts as a solvent and will ensure thatthe cement Is removed without resort to scraping and the 
consequent risk of damage. If the gasket cement proves
partlcularly stubborn it may be necessary to resort to using an 
aluminium or brass scraper. Do not use a screwdriver or a steel 
scraper because this will almost Invariably damage the gasket 
face. One safe method Is to use a brass wire brush such as 
those sold for cleaning suede shoes. This will usually prove very 
effective and will not damage the alloy. 
3 Gather together all the necessary tools and have available 
an oil can filled with clean engine oil. Make sure ell new gaskets 
and oil seals are to hand, also all replacement parts required. 
Nothing is more frustrating than having to stop In the middle of 
a reassembly sequence because a vital gasket or replacement 
has been overlooked. 
4 Make sure that the reassembly area Is clean and that there 
is adequate working space. Refer to the torque and clearance 
settings wherever they are given. Many of the smaller bolts are 
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easily sheared If over-tightened. Alway• uae the correct sized 
screwdriver bit for lhe crou-head screws and never an ordinary 
screwdriver. If tho exlatlng 11crew1 show evidence of maltreat
ment In the past It 11 edvlaable to renew them as a complete set. 
It la strongly recommended thet II set of Allen screws are uaed 
lnateed of the original cross-head screw■. Allen ■crew aeta can 
be obtained through moat good acceasory retallera and are an 
lne•penalve but thoroughly practical Improvement to most 
Japanese machines. 

26 Engine reeHembly: refitting the tachometer drive 

1 Slide the tachometer drive shaft part way Into the upper 
half of the crankcase and fit the Innermost of the drive pinion 
retaining clrcllps. Flt the drive pinion over Its splines end secure 
It with the remaining clrcllp. The shaft can now be pushed fully 
horns having lubricated It and the gear with clean engine oll. 
2 On the outside of the casing. flt the retaining plate and 
screws to hold the shaft In position. Note that Loctite or a 
slml'ar thread locking compound should be used on the two 
sere -�s. Slide the drive gear locating pin through the shaft end. 
and place the gear over the end, securing it with its plain 
washer and clrclip. 
3 Assemble the tachometer driven gear and holder, having 
fitted a new 0-ring to the latter where necessary. Slide the 
assembly into place and secure the single retaining bolt . 

.., 

25.1 b Gear is secured on shaft as shown 

25.1 a Slide tachometer drive shaft home, fitting inner ci and drive gear rclip 

25.2a Retainer plate should engage in shaft groove 

25.2c ... and place pinion as shown 
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• . d by washer and retaining clip 

2d Pinion is secure 
25, 

25.3b ... and then tighten its single retaining bolt 

28 Engine reaaNmbly: refitting the Nlector mechenl■m 

1 Lubricate and fit the large needle roller bearing to the right
hand end of the selector drum and retain It with lta clrcllp. 
Assemble the cam plate on the end of the drum, noting the 
small pin and the flat which locetea It. Position the apeclal cam 
retaining washer and secure the screw. 
2 Moving to the left-hand end of the drum, fit the neutral 
switch plate assembly and retain It with lta alngle screw. Make 

;
ure that the spring and contact are properly located. 

I' 
lubricate the plaln (left-hand) end of the selector drum and 

5 id
� 

It Into position In the lower casing half Do not fit the 
:�ta

fi

ner plate at this stage. The selector forks a�d shafts should 
"" 1tted n ext N t h fitted t h 

• 0 e t at two of the forks are Identical, one being 

the rea� !ti

e front shaft and the other to the right-hand aide of 

of the rear 
8
8�8�

8 remaining fork ls fitted to the left-hand end 
4 Slide each h ft appropriate 1 

9 a Part way Into the ceslng and flt the 
ao that they 

orks over It. The location plna should be arranged 
lhefta are th 

engsge with the selector drum tracka. Once the rough the forks fit the clrcllps to the groove& on 

25.3a Fit tachometer drive body, using new 0-ring ... 

their Inner end ao that when they are pushed fully home the 
circlips serve to locate the shaft ends. 
6 Fit the selector drum retainer, noting that it also retain• the 
front selector fork shaft. It ls advisable to use Loctite on the two 
securing screws. Next. flt the selector mechanism centralising 
spring anchor pin, noting that the tab washer beneath It hH an 
extended section which retains the rear selector fork ahaft. The 
selector drum detent arm {stopper arm) can be fitted next and 
Its pivot bolt tightened firmly. The selector shaft and claw 
assttmbly should be left off for the time being. 

26.3a Lubricate and flt the gear selector drum 



2 6.3b Fit rear selector forks and shaft. -· 

26.3d Single front fork and shaft ... 26.3e ... are fitted in a similar fashion 

26.5a Note that retainer plate locates shaft (arrowed) 
�f 

26.Sb Fit the eccentric pin and retainer plate 



a ble stopper arm and tighten pivot bolt 

2s.scAssem 
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19 
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18 

�p,,/ 15 
• 

14 

5 

Fig. 1 .8 G1■rch1nge dNm 

I Selector drum 
2 Fronr nlector for# 
3 RHr nlector fork 
4 R,er 1tl1otor fork 
6 Loc•tlon pin - 3 off 
6 S •l•ctor fork ,h,tr 
7 C/rcl/p - 2 off 
8 Selector fork 1h1ft plu(J 

-2 off
9 Selector fork ah,ft 
t O Neutr•I ,witch pl•t• 
11 Spring 
t 2 Neutr•I cont,cr 
13 Screw 
14 Selector drum ret•ln,r 
t 5 Screw -2 off 
16 BHrfng 
t 7 Clrcllp 
18 C,m pf•r, 
t 9 Cem pier, loc•tlng pin 
20 Spec/1/ waiher 
21 Screw 
22 Spring 
23 Selector drum stopper ,rm 
24 Bolt 

/j 

17 
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27 Engine reaHembly: refitting tha gearbox componenu 

1 Position the half ring■ which locate the two output ■haft 
bearings in their grooves In the crankcase. A similar groove la 
provided In the recess for the Input shaft's right-hand bearing, 
and 1h11 locate■ the bearing by means of the large clrcllp which 
la fitted to ha outer race. 
2 Lower the output shaft auembly into the crankcase lower 
half. en1uring that the selector fork fingers engage in the 
groove. The input shaft ls now positioned In a similar manner. 
Check that both shafts seat securely. 
3 Before proceeding further it Is advisable to check gearbox 
operation. This can be done by turning the selector drum by 
means of the cam. To facilitate gear engagement, rotate the 
Input shaft to and fro as each gear is selected. Neutral can be 
Identified by noting that the detent arm drops into the shal
lowest of the cam depressions. When in neutral It should be 
posalble to hold the output shaft stationary whilst the input 
ahaft la turned. From neutral, select each gear In turn. ensuring 
that all alx ere available and that they each engage correctly. 

28 Engine reauembly: refitting tha crankahaft 

The crankshaft should always be refitted using new oil 
aeals. These are vital to the efficient running of all two-stroke 
engines. If a worn seal is reused. crankcase compression wlll be 
lost and performance wlll suffer. Before commencing re
assembly, pack the gap between the seal lips with grease. 
2 Position the locating half-ring in Its groove in the right-hand 
main bearing boss. The half ring urves to locate the right-hand 
bearing. and thus the crankshaft. The remaining bearings are 
pegged to prevent rotation of tha outer races, the pegs sitting In 
recesses to the front of each one. Lubricate each main bearing 
with new engine oll. 
3 Lower the crankshaft into position, ensuring that the half 
ring and the three pegs are located correctly. Slide the seal into 
position over the crankshaft end. The seal should be positioned 
so that the outer face la flush with the crankc111e boss, leaving 
a small gap between it and the main bearing. When correctly 
positioned the small bead around the outer face of the seal will 
locate in the corresponding groove In the casing recess. 
4 Fit the right-hand seal in a similar manner, noting that It has 
a castellated spacing lip on Its Inner face. This ahould butt 
against the outer race of the main bearing, forming an addi
tional method of location. When both seals ere In place make 
aura that the crankshaft assembly Is firmly seated along Its 
length. 

28.2a Half ring is fitted into crankcase groove ... 
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28.3b ... as is the left-hand main bearing 

29 Engine reaeaembly: Joining th• crenkcaee helve■ 

1 Make sure that the crankcase halves are clean and com
pletely free of grease. To this end It la sound practice to give the 
iolntlng faces a flnal wipe with a clean rag molatened with 
methylated spirit or clean petrol. Allow the solvent to evaporate 
completely, then apply a thin film of Jointing compound to the gasket face of one half. One of the ATV (room temperature vulcanlsl ngl silicone compounds, often sold as 'Instant Gasket' Is recommended. Allow the compound to cure for a few minutes and In th e meantime fit the two locating dowels to their 
;sceases in the lower casing half. 
notl�

e 
�ra nkcase upper half can now be lowered Into position,

crank�a 
81 the connecting rods must be fed through the

closed :� apertures ea the two halves meet. Aa the Joint laupper '
caei8

c
\

th81 averythlng locates correctly, then tap the
that It loca

n
t
g 

f
� II down with the palm of one hand to ensure 

3 Th 
ea Irmly. ere ere a t I f ota o 16 crankcaae aecurlng bolts, each of

26.3a Centre bearings are located by small pins ••• 

28.4 RH oll seal must be fitted with castellations inwards 

which 11 numbered In the correct sequence for tightening. The 
numbers are cast Into the crankcase next to the appropriate 
hole. When fitting the bolts It should be noted that bolts No 9, 
14 and 1 5 have cable or wiring clips attached to them ea shown
In the tightening sequence diagram (Fig. 1.1 O). 
4 Flt the upper crankcase bolts first (Nos 9 to 16) end tighten 
them Just enough to secure the crankcase. Tum the unit ovar on 
the work.bench and Install the lower crankcase bolts (Noa 1 to 
8). The bolts should now be tightened In two stages and In the
sequence shown below: 

a) Bolts 9 to 16 to 0.6 kgf m (3.62 lbf ft)
bl Bolts 1 to 8 to 1.0 kgf m (7 .23 lbf ft) 
cl Bolts 1 to 8 to 2.6 kgf m ( 18.08 lbf ft) 
d) Bolts 9 to 16 to 1.0 kgf m (7 .23 lbf ft)

5 The crankcases are now secured and before moving on.
check that the crankshaft and the gearbox shafts rotate
smoothly with no tight spots. If neceasarv. aeparat• the 
crankcase halves and rectify eny alignment problem before 
proceeding further. 
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29.1 Apply Jointing compound and flt locating dowels 29.2 Upper crankcase half can be lowered Into place 

29.4a Fit crankca.e upper bolts, noting wiring clips 29.4b Lower crankcase Is secured by eight bolts 

Fig. 1.9 Crenkc•H bolt tightening ■equence 
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1 Upper crankcase half 
2 Lower crankcase half 
3 Stud-8 off 
4 Hollow dowel - 2 off 
5 Drain plug 
6 Sea/Ing washer 
7 Nut -8 off 
8 Washer -8 off 

Fig. 1.10 Crankcases 

9 Fronr mounting bush - 2 off 
1 D Damping spacer - 2 off 
11 Side cover 
12 Screw - 2 off 
13 8 olt -4 off 
14 Washer - 8 off 
15 Collar 
16 Bush 

2 

17 Bolt 
18 Bolt - 3 off 
19 Rear mounting bush - 2 off 
20 Pipe cap 
21 Pipe 
22 Clamp 
23 Ceble clip 
24 Cable clip 

71 
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Fig. 1.11 Gearchange rnech 1 an •rn 

1 Gearchange shaft 
2 Spacer 
3 Centralising spring 
4 Oil seal 
5 Centralising spring adjusre, 
6 Locknut 
7 Tab washer 

8 Gaarchange lever 
9 Lever rubber 
10 Washer 
11 Circ/ip 
12 Rear boot 
13 locknut 
14 Adjusting screw 
15 locknut 
16 From linkage 
1 7 Front boot 
18 Spring washer 
19 Bolt 
20 Washer 
21 Spacer 

Fig. 1.12 Gearchange selector mechanism setting 

1 Gear selector shaft 

2 Pin 
3 Adjusting screw 
A & B Equal spacing 
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bly: fitting end edjuatlng the gear 

In• reautrn 

30 E�:r 1111ft _______________ _ 
111,

c 

flt new oil seal to the lelt-hend end of the 

11 is advisable 1� 
8 

Irrespect ive of Its condition. Lever the
I 

selector st,aft ore
,
.
owdrlver then IBP the new seal Into 

gear ith a sc • f o I k 
id seal out w 

I bly sized socket as a drl t. o not r s 
0 ition using 8 s�i'8 by hitting the seal directly. Lubricate the 

dpO�aginQ the seal 
f P ase before the shaft is installed. The oll

a,,, mear o gre I b d d 
al with a s 

I ft-hand cover should llkew se e atten e 
se 

I in tha engine e 
sea d maged. h I 
to If It Is e 

PVC tape around the splines on t e se actor

2 Wrap some 
h oil seal lip. Slide the shaft Into Its bore and

rotect t  e h • 
shaft to P e centralising spring ends engage on t e eccentric

check that th 
When at rest. the claw ends of the selector

ad]usting scrr�ld be equidistant from the two adjacent pins
,oecha_nlsm 

,521� Check that this setting Is correct i� each gear
(see Fig. 1 

• ry slacken the locknut on the centralising spring
d 'f necessa I an I 

d adjust It to obtain the correct c earance. 
adjuster an 

30. 1 b A new seal can also be fitted in outer cover

30.2b . then ;-:-d ,_ " s I e selector mechanism into place

30.1 a A new oil seal should be fitted to gearchange shaft bore 

3O.2a Check that the selector claw and springs are positioned 
as shown ... 

31 Engine rea11embly: fitting the kickatart mechenlam 
idler pinion end crenkc11e fittinga 

Check that the kickstart pinion friction clip Is in position, 
then slide the pinion over the shaft. Fit the klckstart return 
spring over the shaft end engage Its Inner tang in the shaft cross 
drilling. Once the spring Is located slide the plastic spring guide 
Into position to retain It. The assembly can now be fitted into 
the casing bore. Grasp the free end of the return spring and 
hook It over the anchor pin which protrudes from the upper 
casing half. 
2 If it is not already In position the klckstert Idler pinion 
should be fitted next. It ls supported on the protruding end of 
the gearbox output shaft and ls preceded by a plain washer. A 
special washer with an Internal flat Is fitted neKt and Is secured 
by a clrcllp. 
3 If It was removed during crankcase overhaul, refit the 
deflector plate above the Input shaft bearing. It is retained by 
two cross-head screws, the threads of which should be coated 

with Loctite. The bearing retainer Is fitted In a similar manner, 

noting that It bridges the crankcase halves. Where the cooling

system stub was removed this should be refitted using a new 0-

rlng and ensuring that Its wire clrcllp Is seated correctly. 
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31.1 a Note locating recess for friction clip tang (arrowed) 

31.3 Fit deflector plate and input shaft bearing retainer 

32 Engine rNu■mbly: refitting the clutch, prlm■ry drive 
end pump drive pinion 

1 Rotate the crankshaft until the keyway Is uppermost. then 
flt the large Woodruff key. Tha crankshaft primary drive gear 
can now ba slid Into place. noting that Its shouldarad face 
should be completely smooth and well lubricated where It
enters the oil seal. Taka care not to force tha seal Up Inwards 
when fitting the pinion. 
2 Slide the smaller pump drive pinion ovar the crankshaft end. 
then flt the Belville washer and securing nut. It Is worth noting 
that although the pump pinion Is relatively llghtly loaded It Is not 
keyed to the crankshaft and thus relies on the aecurlng nut 
being tightened properly. If the nut becomes loose In aervlce, 
the oil and water pumps would stop, followed awlftly by the 
engine which, unlubricated and uncooled, would soon seize. 
Lock the crankshaft as described during dlamantllng and tighten 
the securing nut to 6.5 kgf m (4 7 lbf ft). 
3 Sllde the large thrust washer over the end of the gearbox 

Fig. 1.13 Kickstart return aprlng position 

Friction clip 2 Return spring 

Input shaft, followed by the clutch bush. The clutch drum can be 
fitted next, noting that It should engage with tha primary drive 
and klckstart Idler pinions. Fit the second thrust washer. 
followed by tha clutch centre, tab washer and clutch centre nut 
Lock the clutch, using the same method that was employed 
during dlsmantllng, and tighten the nut to 6.5 kgf m (47 lbf Ill. 
4 The clutch plain and friction plates and tha rubber damper 
rings should be coated with engine oil prior to installation. It will 
be noted that each of the plain plates has a part of its out11 
edge machined off. This effectively makes the plate become 
slightly out of balance. This causes each plate to be thrown 
outwards under centrifugal force and thus prevents clutch 
noise. To prevent the whole clutch from getting out of balance 
It Is neces.sary to arrange the plates so that tha machined are1s 
are spaced evenly around its circumference. This can bl 
achieved by arranging each cutaway area to be approxlmattlv 
60° from the previous one. 
5 Start by sliding a damper ring over the clutch centre. taking 
care not to twist It during fitting. A friction plate ls fitted �� 
followed by a plain plate. this process being repeated unt 1 

the clutch plates are In position. 
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p1ace a
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he n o

ellgn correctly. Note that a smear of
umP p drive s I II I P water pum r g system stub will facllltate nsta at on.
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58 around the coo 

,
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ememberlng to Include the two cable 
grea • g screws r 
. the securin I academic Interest, the correct torque

Fit h of large y ( 2 lbf ft) l·ps. Thouo Ing screws Is 1.0 kgf m 7. 
c 1 • for the se cur 
58111no 

32.1 b ... then fit primary gear over crankshaft end 

32,2b f ... allowed by Belville washer

32. 1 a Place Woodruff key in crankshaft keyway ...

32.2a Place pump drive pinion over crankshaft end ... 

32.2c Lock crankshaft and tighten securing nut 

75 
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32.3a Flt large thrust washer (arrowed) and clutch bush 

32.3c Flt plain thrust washer ... 32.3d ... followed by clutch centre 

32.3e Flt tab washer and clutch centre nut 32.Jf Lock crankshaft and tighten to prescribed torque 



.�10 lock nut by bending up tab 

32.39 Do not om1 

32.Sb Place friction plate into clutch drum, followed by ... 

32.Sd Cutaw 1 from first 

ay O second plain plate is positioned 60° away

- -

32.Sa Commence clutch assembly with damper ring 

32.Sc ... the first plain plate, noting cutaway portion 

32.6a Slide long pushrod into malnshaft bore ... 



32.6b ... then fit the single steel ball ... 

32.6d Clutch pressure plate can now be fitted ... 32.6e ... and the springs, washers and bolts secured 

32. 7 a Flt dowels and a new clutch cover gasket 32.7b Cover can now be offered up end secured 
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111ere lght, The lgn 
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e
ositlon the alternator rotor, then flt the 
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p
l 

kshaft and tlg 
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,ran check that the
h 

ge
gear change pedal assembly and select 3 II refit t 8 I th tef11porar Y u the plastic neutral switch cover, ensur ng at 

neutral. otter 
�s with the neutral contact on the end of the

115 contact ellg 
Fl nd tighten the three retaining screws. Feed 

selector drum-. � f ead behind the stator and through its slot In
the neutral swi

:� ushing the rubber guide block Into place. 
the casing 

�
a 
d �o the neutral switch terminal. 

conne_ct th� 
8
�astlc spacer sleeve over the protruding end of

4 Slide I
r 
8
5�aft. It should be noted that although the outer 

the se�:�t�e fitted at this stage it Is best left off as a reminder 
co�er . nition timing must be checked.
that the 19 

- i reassembly· refitting the piatona, cylinder barrel• 
34 Eng ne 
,nd cylinder head 

Ch k that the crankcase mouth area is clean and free from 1 
rea�

c
deposits, then place the cylinder base gaskets over the 

�olding studs. Lubricate the big-end and main bearings with 
two-stoke oil. Tum the crankshaft to TDC and pack clean rag 

und the connecting rods so that the crankcase mouths ere 
:ered. Lubricate the small-end bearings and slide them into 
position in the connecting rod eyes. 
2 When fitting the pistons it Is important to note that they 
must be fitted in the bore from which they were removed, 
unless the engine has been rebored in which case new pistons 
will be fitted. Note that each piston crown carries en arrow 
mark which should face forward. If the gudgeon pins are tight 

33. 1 Offer u th P e stator and fit the retaining bolts

In the piston bosses It Is e good ldee to warm the pistons prior to fitting. This wlll ceuse the alloy piston to expend more then the steel pin and wlll make assembly much easier. Hot water et or near bolling point Is the best woy of heating them with no risk of distortion, but be wary of burns or scalding when using this method - use heevy gloves or some thick rag when handling the hot pistons. 
3 Fit each piston In turn, locating the gudgeon pin with new circllps. It Is false economy to risk reusing old circlips. They mey appear to be In good order, and In practice may be quite satisfactory, but in view of their low cost do not run the risk of a weakened circllp breaking or working loose In service. Once the pistons are In place, lubricate the rings with clean twostroke oil and check that the ring end gaps coincide with the locating pegs. 
4 Each barrel has a tapered lead-in at its base to help in guiding the rings Into the bore. As the barrel is pushed down over the piston use one hand to feed the rings Into the bore. It 
Is important to check that the barrels are exactly square to the 
crankcase and connecting rods, otherwise there Is some risk of 
ring breakage where the ring ends pass close to the notch in the 
inlet port (see photograph). This is an important point and 
warrants the removal of the reed valve units so that a visual 
check can be made. Once the piston rings have entered the 
bores correctly the rag padding may be removed from the 
crankcase mouths and the barrel pushed firmly down onto the 
base gasket. 
5 Check that the mating surfaces of the cylinder head and 
barrels are clean and dry, then place the cylinder head gasket In 
position. Do not use Jointing compound on either surface. Offer 
up the cylinder head and fit the eight retaining bolts finger tight. 
The head bolts should be tightened in the sequence Indicated by
the numbers cast into the cylinder head. lnitlal tightening 
should be to about 1.0 kgf m (7.2 lbf ft). It will now be 
necessary to repeat the tightening operation, this time to the 
final value of 2.4 kgf m ( 17 .4 lbf ft). Note that the cylJnder head 
bolts must be re-tightened after the engine has been run and 
allowed to cool down. Refit the cast radiator hose union to the 
top of the cylinder head. using a new sealing gasket. Ensure that 
the three bolts are tightened evenly to avoid distortion. 
6 Fit the temperature gauge sender housing to the cylinder 
head, using a new gasket. Fit the hose and adaptor between the 
cylinder head and the crankcase stub. The reed valve as
semblies can now be refitted noting that the rubber adaptors 
must be renewed if they have cracked eround the balance pipe 
stubs. Push the balance pipe into position. 

... 

33.2a Fit Woodruff key and position rotor ••• 



33.2b ••• followed by plaln washer, spring washer and nut 33.2c Lock crankshaft and tighten nut 1 o Prescribed to rqu, 

33.3 Connect neutral switch lead and fit gearchange sleeve 34. 1 a Piece new cylinder base gaskets over holding stud� 

34.1 b Pack crankcase mouths with rag and flt bearings 



• rl<.ed l and R. Arrow denotes front
341 pistons are ma 

34 40 ... avoiding catching ring ends in port 

34.Sb -· then low 1· er cy inder head into place

34.4a Feed piston into cyllnder bore ..

• 

34.Sa Place a new cylinder head gasket in position ...

34.Sc Tighten sleeve bolts In the correct sequenc. 
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34.5d Flt the hose union, using a new gasket 

36 Fitting the engine/gearbox unit in the frame 

The engine/gearbox unit Is refitted by reversing the removal 
sequence. As with removal, it is advantageous to have an 
assistant to help manoeuvre the unit into pos ition, but the job 
Is just about feasible unaided if this proves unavoidable. Take 
care not to damage the paintwork during installation. This can 
be guarded against by wrapping some card or stiff paper around 
the more vulnerable areas and taping this in place. 
2 Lift the unit into the frame cradle from the right-hand side. 
It will sit in this position while the mounting brackets are sorted 
out and positioned. Before the engine is secured, make sure 
that the final drive chain is looped around the projecting cast 
boss to the rear of the output shaft. Failure to check this will 
cause problems later on since it is difficult to get the chain into 
position with the engine bolted into place. 
3 Fit the front and rear mountings in position, fitting the small 
frame mounting bolts and the large through bolts finger tight. 
When all ere in position, tighten the small bolts to 2.4 kgf m 
( 17 .4 lbf ft) and the large through bolts to 6.5 kgf m (4 7 .O lbf 

3 5.2 Ensure that chain is fitted around casing lug 

It). On late machines ( 1981 onwards) fit the . between the frame brace tube and th 
engine steldy 

crankcase. 
8 Underside Of 

ba,, 

4 Refit the tachometer drive cable to it llit 
the crankcase. The knurled retaining rins a�apto

r 
at the 1 

securely by hand. Flt the final drive cha� :rould be tigh:, Of 
sprocket and slldo the assembly over 01 

ound the 9ta n'd 

output shall. Place the tab washer againstt:
Pll

nec1 end Of¾ 

the retaining nut noting that Its receued lac 
e �rOCket, the,,� 

the tab washer. lock the rear wheel by appl 
�: ould be egainsi 

tighten the nut to 6.5 kgf m (4 7 .O lbf ftl. 8�rJ 
the brake, 1� 

over one of the nut's flats and tap it dow 
th8 tab Wallie 

hammer and punch. 
n sacurely "'1th 

; 
5 Connect the clutch cable to the left-hand 
securing the nipple by bending over the •m II oute

r 
co,,.1, 

prevents it from becoming displaced from the a ct 
tang Which 

mechanism. Place some grease in the recess in th utch releaae 
release mechanism, then fit the outer cove 

8 
�ntre of !ht 

circular Inspection cover to reveal the clutch adJ�· 
9tTlove u-,. 

j . U$ter a...o 
out clutch ad ustment as described in Routine M 1 '"' C.rry 
Refit the cover, then assemble the remote gearch 

a ntenane.. 
as shown in the accompanying photograph. Do ::�: linkage 

check that the lever is set at the correct angle fo 
orge! to 

operation, and lubricate the pedal pivot with g
r convenient 

installation. 
rease durino 

6 Refit the throttle valves and caps to their re 
carburettors. The valves and bodies are handed � 
possible to get them interchanged end reversed. Gu�rd 

t 1
! It 

this by ensuring that the synchronisation dot on each �gain� 
coincide with the small window in the carburettor �

ave 
w,b 

7 Manoeuvre the instruments Into position be"·· y
. 

,..,een the 
alrbox and Inlet adaptors, and secure the retainin I' 
Reconnect the oll pump cab

_
le and fit the pipe from the goii\: 

and the two small dellvery pipes. The pump cover should be left 
off untll It has been bled and adjusted. 
B Refit the exhaust system using new exhaust port sear 
� ings of_ the appr

_
opriate type. See Chapter 3 for fu� 

information regarding exhaust system modifications. Fit the 
radiator to the frame, but leave the hose to the water pump 
disconnected and the radiator guard off. Fit the spark plug caps 
and refit the temperature gauge sender lead. 
9 Route the alternator output leads back along 10 the 
connector blocks below the seal Assemble the halves of the 
connectors, using the colour-coded wires for identification. Fit 
and reconnect the battery, observing the correct polarity. 

I I 

JI 

35.Ja Assemble the front engine plates and bolts ... 



. ...._ 
J5.4b Assemble sprocket. noting recessed face of nut 

JS.4<j ... then bend over locking tab to secure it 

35.4a Connect tachometer cable to drive 

�

# 

• .... 1, 
--� , 

�� 

35.4c Lock rear wheel and secure sprocket nut ... 

35.5a Bend over security tab A. Grease recess B 



35.5b Fit cover and adjust the clutch 

35.5d ... and secure front of linkage to shaft 35.Se Mechanism can be adjusted to alter pedal height 

35.7a Reconnect pump hoses and cable ... 35.7b ... and fit delivery pipes to carburettors 
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. haust port sealing rings ...
35_8a Fit ex 

35.Bc Use new exhaust flange gaskets 

36 Engine reassembly: final connections and adjustments 

1 Check th rottle cable free play and where necessary adjust 
to give 3 - 7 mm (0.12 - 0.28 in) movement measured at the 
outer edge of the twistgrip flange, making any adjustment with 
the in-line adjuster immediately below the throttle twistgrip.
2 Check throttle synchronisation by observing the alignment
marks through the inspection windows on the right-hand side of
each instrument. Using the adjusters on the carburettor tops,se_t both throttle valves so that the marks are central in theirw

h
mdows. Open and close the throttle a few times, then rec eek. 

�bl�
nce synchronisation has been set, check the oil pump 

CO 
adJustment as described in Chapter 3 noting that therrect allg . ' 

manuf 
nment mark Is dependent on the model and year of

small ��tut The oil pump should now be bled by removing the
flawing ;

e screw and allowing the air to be' expelled by oil 
tighten t�

om
bt

e tank. When the oil is free of air bubbles, fit and 
once the 

8 
_eed_ screw. The oil delivery pipes should be bled 

Chapter 
engine is running as described in Section 37 of this

4 Reconnect th cover and fill th 
e hose to the water pump stub on the outer 

Water and SO% 
e
G
coollng system using a mixture of 60% distilled 0 lycol antifreeze. Do not use ordinary tap water

35.Sb ... and retain spacers with grease 

because the impurities contained in it will promote corrosion 
and furring-up of the system. Fit the radiator cap and the guard, 
but do not fit the two right-hand retaining screws. This will 
allow the guard to be displaced to permit topping up of the 
cooling system. 
5 Remove the transmission oil filler plug and add 1700 cc 
(2.99 Imp pint) of SAE 1 OW//30 SE motor oil. The level of the 
oil should be re-checked after the engine has been run. 
6 The ignition timing should be set using a dial gauge as 
described in Chapter 4. If this equipment is not available it will 
be necessary to assume that the reference marks made prior to 
alternator removal are reasonably accurate. It is essential that 
the timing Is checked as soon as the machine is running, and 
this must be arranged with a local dealer if it cannot be done at 
home. There is a significant risk of engine damage if this 
operation is ignored. 
7 Fit and secure the left-hand outer cover, and fit the kickstart 
lever if this is not already in position. Complete reassembly by 
fitting the fuel tank and pipe and the dual seat. Check around 
the machine to ensure that all remaining cables and connectors 
are in place. Where appropriate, readjust rear chain play and 
secure the wheel spindle nut. Make a final check of the 
electrical system by turning the ignition switch on and testing 
the operation of the various electrical components. 

37 Starting and running the rebuilt engine 

Initial starting may prove a little difficult and it is possible 
that the oil used during reassembly may cause fouling of the 
spark plugs. Use the normal cold starting procedure and be 
prepared for flooding during the first few attempts. If necessary 
remove and dry the plugs and start again. When the initial start
up is made, run the engine slowly for the first few minutes, 
especially if the engine has been rebored or a new crankshaft 
fitted. Check that all the controls function correctly and that 
there are no oil leaks, before taking the machine on the road. 
The exhausts will emit a high proportion of white smoke during 
the first few miles, as the excess oil used whilst the engine was 
reassembled Is burnt away. The volume of smoke should 
gradually diminish until only the customary light blue haze i_s 
observed during normal running. It is wise to carry a spare pair
of spark plugs during the first run, since the existing plugs may
oil up due to the temporary excess of oil. . 
2 As soon as the engine is running evenly bleed the oil
delivery lines by pulling on the pump cable so that the pump 
stroke is at maximum and the engine is held at a fast Idle speed. 
3 Remember that a good seal between the pistons and the 
cylinder barrels ls essential for the correct functioning of the 
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engine. A rebored two-stroke engine will require more careful 
running-in, over a longer period, than Its four-stroke counter
part. There is far greater risk of engine seizure during the first 
hundred miles if the engine is permitted to work hard. 
4 Do not tamper with the exhaust system or run the engine 
without baffles fitted 10 the silencer. Unwarranted changes in 
the exhaust system will have a very marked effect on engine 
performance invariably for the worse. The same advice applies 
to dispensing with the air cleaner or the air cleaner element. 
5 Do not on any account add oil to the petrol under the 
mistaken belief that a little extra oil will improve the engine lubrication. Apart from creating excess smoke. the addition of 

oil will make the mixture much weake i risk of overheating and engine seizur;· �
th the conseq should provide full engine lubrication. 

• e 011 Pump 8�1 
6 Before taking the machine on the ro d 

e 
Ignition timing (see Chapter 4). It will also

a 
b� 

check the dynarn· the engine to cool down after Its Initial st 
necessary to a11C: head bolt torque and all oil and water I 

art-
1
up. The tyli� .. 

R • eve s sh 1 '"'er checked. eplace all filler caps and covers and 
011 d be re. hand side of the radiator guard. Remembe�ecure the rig�loperetion of ell controls and electrical accesso 

. to check � the machine on the road. nes before ta� 
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contents 

eneral descripti':'n ................................... ·-································ 
graining the cooling s.ystem •·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

�:::�� ::::::: :i1���·��.::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::=:::::

Specifications 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Cooling system capacity -····-······················································ 

Coolant mixture····-···························-···········-······························· 

Radiator core size 
Width····························--····· ··························································• 
Height .............................................................................................. . 
Thickness ·······-···································-···································· ••••••• 

Water pump 
Type··············································-·················································· 
Drive ................................................................................................ . . 

Radiator pressure cap .................................................................. . 

General description 

The Yamaha LC models are provided with a liquid coolingsy5lem which utilises a water/antifreeze coolant to carry awayexcess energy produced in the form of heat. The cylinders are
�rro

1

unded by a water jacket from which the heated coolant is rcu sted by therrno-syphonic action in conjunction with a water pump fitt d • h . . . . 
a . . e 1n t e engine right-hand cover and driven vra 
c!'i"'0" and shaft from a crankshaft mounted pinion. The hot
,adi:i"' 

passes upwards through flexible pipes to the top of the 0' which ls mounted on the frame downtubes to take

Radiator and radiator cap: removal, cleaning, examination 
and refitting ······················································-··················-······· 
Hoses and connections: examination and renovation ·······-· 
Water pump: removal and overhaul····-············· ·····-···-·-··
Water temperature gauge and sender: testing ···············-···-

1.8 litre (3.8 Imp pint) 

5 
6 
7 
8 

50% Distilled water, 50% Inhibited ethylene glycol anti-freeze 

272.5 mm (10.73 in) 
180.0 mm (7.08 in) 
32.0 mm ( 1.26 in) 

Centrifugal Impeller 
Gear from pump idler pinion 

Opening pressure: 0.9 kg/cm2 ( 12.8 psi) 

advantage of maximum air flow. The coolant then passes 
downwards, through the radiator core, where it is cooled by the 
passing air, and then to the water pump and engine where the 
cycle is repeated. 

The complete system is sealed and pressurised; the press
ure being controlled by a valve contained In the spring loaded 
radiator cap. By pressurising the coolant the boiling point is 
raised, preventing premature boiling in adverse conditions. The 
overflow pipe from the radiator Is connected to an expansion 
tank into which excess coolant is discharged by pressure. The 
expelled coolant automatically returns to the radiator. to provide 

the correct level when the engine cools again. 
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Fig. 2.1 Cooling system 

2 Draining the cooling system 

It will be necessary to drain the cooling system on 
infrequent occasions, either to change the coolant at two yearly 
intervals or to permit engine overhaul or removal. The operation 
Is best undertaken with a cold engine to remove the risk of 
scalding from hot coolant escaping under pressure. 
2 Place the machine on its centre stand and gather together 
a drain tray or bowl of about 2.0 litres (4.0 pint) capacity, and 
something to guide the coolant from the cyllnder barrel drain 
plugs into the bowl. A small chute made from thick card will 
suffice for this purpose, but do not be tempted to allow the 
coolant to drain over the engine casings - the anti-freeze 
content may discolour the painted surfaces. 
3 Remove the two screws which retain the right-hand side of 
the radiator guard. This will allow the guard to be pulled away 
from the radiator just enough for the radiator cap to be released. 
Take great care when removing the cap from the radiator if the 
engine has been run recently, because there will be some 
residual pressure in the system. If the engine Is hot, steam and 
boiling water may be ejected and can cause scalding. As a 
precaution, place some rag over the cap and remove It slowly to 
allow pressure to escape. 
4 Slacken and remove each of the cylinder barrel drain plugs 
In turn, using the chute to guide the coolant clear of the 
crankcase outer covers and Into the bowl. If the system Is to be 
drained fully pull off the pipe from the expansion tank and allow 
this to drain. Drain any residual coolant by detaching the hose 
at the front of the right-hand outer cover stub. 
6 If the system Is being drained as a precursor to engine 
overhaul little else need be done at this stage. If the coolant Is 

reasonably new It can be re-used if it is kept clean and 
uncontaminated. If, however, the system is to be refilled with 
new coolant it is advisable to give it a thorough flushing with 
tap water, if possible using a hose which can be left running for 
a while. If the machine has done a fairly high mileage It may be 
advisable to carry out a more thorough flushing process as 
described below. 

2.3 Radiator shroud Is retained by four screws 
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·, . d drain plugs to drain coolant 
R �ove cylln er 

1.4a e .. , 

2.4b Eicpansion tank pipe is push fit on radiator stu 

2.4c Release h ose to drain residual coolant

3 Cooling 1y1tem: fluahing 

1 After extended service the cooling ayatem will alowly 10111 
efficiency, due to the build up of sc11ie. depoalta from the water 
and other foreign matter which wlll adhere to the internal 
surfaces of the radiator and water channels. This will be 
panicularly so If distilled water haa not been used at all times. 
Removal of the deposit& can be carried out eaaily, using 11 
suitable flushing agent In the following manner. 
2 After allowing the cooling system to drain. refit the drain 
plugs and refill the system with clean water and a quantity of 
flushing agent. Any proprietary flushing agent in either liquid or 
dry form may be used, providing that It la recommended for use 
with aluminium engines. NEVER use a compound suitable for 
Iron engines as It will react violently with the aluminium alloy. 
The manufacturer of the flushing agent will give Instructions as 
to the quantity to be used. 
3 Run the engine for ten minutes at operating temperatures 
and drain the system. Repeat the procedure TWICE and then 
again using only clean cold water. Finally, refill the system as 
described in the following Section. 

4 Cooling syatem: fill Ing 

1 Before filling the system, check that the sealing washers on 
the drain plugs are In good condition and renew if necessary. Fit 
and tighten the drain plugs and check and tighten all the hose 
clips. 
2 Fill the system slowly to reduce the amount of air which will 
be trapped in the water jacket. When the cooling level ls up to 
the lower edge of the radiator filler neck, run the engine for 
about 10 minutes at 900 rpm. Increase engine revolutions for 
the last 30 seconds to accelerate the rate at which any trapped 
air is expelled. Stop the engine and replenish the coolant level 
again to the bottom of the filler neck. Refill the expansion tank 
up to the 'Full' level mark. Refit the radiator cap, ensuring that 
it is turned clockwise as far as possible. 
3 Ideally, distilled water should be used as a basis for the 
coolant. If this Is not readily available, rain water, caught in a 
non-metallic receptacle, ls an adequate substitute as it contains 
only limited amounts of mineral Impurities. In emergencies only, 
tap water can be used, especially if It ls known to be of the soft 
type. Using non-distilled water will Inevitably lead to early 
'furring-up' of the system and the need for more frequent 
flushing. The correct water/antifreeze mixture is 50/50; do not 
allow the antifreeze level to fall below 40% as the anti-corrosion 
propenies of the coolant will be reduced to an unacceptable 
level. Antifreeze of the ethylene glycol based type should 
always be used. Never use alcohol based antifreeze In the 
engine. 

6 Radiator and radiator cap: removal, cleaning. 
examination and refitting 

Drain the radiator as described In Section 2 of this Chapter. 
2 Disconnect the top hose at the cylinder head union by 
loosening the screw cllp. Release the lower hose at the right
hand engine casing stub. Remove the two remaining radiator 
grille screws and lift the guard clear. 
3 The radiator Is secured to the frame by four rubber
mounted bolts. Whan removing these. note the relative position 
of the rubber and metal washers as a guide during reassembly. 
When the bolts have been released the radiator can be lifted 
clear of the frame. 
4 Remove any obstructions from the exterior of the r_adiator 
core. using an air line. The conglomeration of mot�s. flies an_dautumnal detritus usually collected in the ra�iator matnx 
severely reduces the cooling efficiency of the radiator. 
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I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Fig. 2.2 R11dl11tor 

Radlotor 
Radiator guard 
Grommet - 4 off 
Collar - 4 off 
Spring washer - 4 off 
Bolr - 4 off
Screw-4 off 
Radiator cap 
Hose clamp - 2 off 
Lower hose 
O-rlng 
Circlip 
Hose union 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Hose clamp - 2 off 
Lower hose 
Engine casing stub 
Gasket 
Bolt - 2 off 
Gasket 
Cylinder head union 
Bolt - 2 off 
Bolt 
Washer 
Hose clamp - 2 off 
Top hose 

5 The interior of the radiator can most easily be cleaned while 
the radiator is in-situ on the motorcycle, using the flushing 
procedure described in Section 3 of this Chapter. Additional 
flushing can be carried out by placing the hose In the filler neck 
and allowing the water to flow through for about ten minutes. 
Under no circumstances should the hose be connected to the 
filler neck mechanically as any sudden blockage In the radiator 
outlet would subject the radiator to the full pressure of the 
mains supply (about 50 psi). The radiator should not be tested 
to greater than 1.0 kg/cm2 ( 15 psi). 
6 If care Is exercised, bent fins can be straightened by placing 
the flat of a screwdriver either side of the fin In question and 
carefully bending it Into its original shape. Badly damaged fins 
cannot be repaired. If bent or damaged fins obstruct the air flow 
more than 20%. a new radiator will have to be fined. 

\ 

7 Generally, if the radiator is found to be leaking. repair is 
impracticable and a new component must be fitted. Very small 
leaks may sometimes be stopped by the addition of a special 
sealing agent in the coolant. If an agent of this type is u�ed,
follow the manufacturer·s instructions \/ery carefully. Soldenng. 
using soft solder may be efficacious for caulking large leaks but 
this is a specialised repair best left to experts. 
8 Inspect the four radiator mounting rubbers for perishing �r 

compaction. Renew the rubbers if there is any doubt as to·the'.;condition. The radiator may suffer from the effect of vibrauon' 
the Isolating characteristics of the rubber are reduced. 

ha 1 0 If the radiator cap is suspect, have it tested by 8 Yamt be dealer. This job requires specialist equipment and canno 
done at home. The only alternati\/e is to try a new cap. 
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is retained by screw c 1p 

5 2 lJpper hose 

5.3b ... and lift the radiator clear of the frame 

8 Hosea end connection•: examination end renovation 

1 The radiator is connected to the engine unit by two hoses, 
there being an additional hose between the water pump in the 
right-hand outer cover and the cylinder head. The hoses should 
be Inspected periodical ly and renewed if any sign of cracking or 

perishing is discovered. The most likely area for this is around 
the wire hose clips which secure each hose to its stub. 
Particular attention should be given if regular topping up has 
become necessary. The cooling system can be considered to be 
a semi -sealed arrangement, the only normal coolant loss being 
minute amounts through evaporation in the expansion tank. If 
significant quantities have vanished it must be leaking at some 
point and the source of the leak should be investigated 
promptly. 
2 Serious leakage will be self-evident, though sllght leakage 
can be more difficult to spot. it is likely that the leak will on ly be 
apparent when the engine is running and the system is under 
pressure, and even then the rate of escape may be such that the 
�ot coolant evaporates as soon as It reaches the atmosphere. 

�
1

th small leaks may require the use of a special device which 
w, 1 pressurise the system whilst cold and thus enable the leak 

5.3a Remove the radiator mounting bolts ... 

to be pinpointed. To this end it is best to entrust this work to an 
authorised Yamaha dealer who will have access to the necess
ary equipment. 
3 In very rare cases the leak may be due to a broken head 
gasket, In which case the coolant may be drawn into the engine 
and expelled as vapour in the exhaust gases. If this proves to be 
the case it will be necessary to remove the cylinder head for 
investigation. If the rate of leakage has been significant it may 
prove necessary to remove the cylinder barrels and pistons so 
that the crankcase can be checked. Any coolant which finds its 
way that far into the engine can cause rapid corrosion of the 
main and big-end bearings and must be removed completely. 
4 Another possible source of leakage is the stub between the 
crankcase and the right-hand outer cover. If its O-ring seal 
becomes damaged or broken it is possible that coolant might 
find its way into the transmission, and any sign of emulsified 
transmission oil or water droplets inside the cover should be 
investigated promptly before corrosion takes place. 

6.4 o:;ing must be in good condition to avoid leaks 
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7 Water pump: removal end overhaul 

The water pump will not normally require attention unless 
Its bearing has become noisy If there is obvious leakage of 
coolant into the transmission oil. To gain access to the pump, 
drain the coolant and the transmission oil fully, then remove the 
pump cover followed by the right-hand outer cover Itself. 
Carefully drain the residual coolant from the pump before 
dismantling commences. 
2 The water pump is located Immediately above tha oil pump, 
the two sharing a common device pinion on the crankshaft. To 
dismantle the water pump It will first be necessary to remove its 
driven gear by displacing the circlip which secures it to the 
pump spindle. The locating pin should be removed by pushing 
It through and out of the spindle. 
3 Unscrew the five cover screws and remove the cover and 
gasket. The impeller and spindle may now be displaced and 
removed. If the bearing or oil seal is worn or damaged they 
should be renewed as a set. The two components can be driven 
out from the oil seal side, having first heated the casing in an 
oven to 90° - 120°C (194° - 248°F). If using this method it 
is best to remove all seals, plastic parts and the oll pump first. 
4 An alternative method is to pour boiling water { 100°C) over 
the bearing boss area, but it Is not advisable to use a blowlamp 
or other localised heat source in view of the risk of warpage. 

7 .2a Water pump is mounted above oil pump 

I 

7 .2c ... then displace drive pin from shaft end 

Once heated, the bearing and seal can be driven:---
suitable round bar or an old socket. ut Using a 
5 The new bearing end oll se?I should be greased . installation and tapped home using a large socket 

Prior to 
outer race of the bearing. Note that the seal Is mark

a
�alnst the 

SIDE on one face, and this should face the pump. T�e 
WATE� 

serial number should face outward. Tap the bearln bearing 
home ensuring that they both seat squarely In the c� �nd leal 
6 Clean the Impeller and spindle, being particularly c

s ng, 
areful ensure that any corrosion that may have formed around th 

to 
area Is �emoved �nd the SJ:>indle l?ft completely smooth. �1

1911 
spindle Is badly pitted In this area It may be necessary t 

the 
it to avoid rapid seal weer. The spindle should be greas:�en!"' 
to installation and care should be exercised during fltti 

Pnor 
avoid damage to the seal face. Complete reassemb�g 

to 
reversing the dismantling sequence, using a new gasket 0 � pump cover joint. Where practicable, tighten the cover sc�e� 8 
to 0.7 kgt m (5.1 lbf ft). 1 

8 Water temperature gauge and sender: testing 

1 Water temperature is monitored by an electrically operateo 
gauge in the Instrument panel controlled by a sender unit which 
screws into the cylinder head water jacket. A description and 
test procedure of these components will be found in Chapter 7. 

7 .2b Prise off clip and remove white plastic pinion ... 

7 .3e Pump cover is secured by five screws 



7.5a Use socket to drive in new bearing and seal 

- ....

7 .3c Drive out the old oil seal and bearing as shown 

7 .Sb Ensure that seal locates properly in bore 

7 .6b Flt pin, pinion and retain with washer and clip 
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Water pump Fig. 2.3 

Drive shaft_ 
I Locating pm 

3 2 Cover gasket 
cover 4 Pump 5 off 5 Screw-

6 Oil s�al 
7 Bearmg 
8 Driven gear 
9 Washer 
IO Clrclip 
11 Drive gear 
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;pecitications 

·.arburettors 

Malte ....... -.. --··---·····-········ ....................................................... . 
Type ..... -•-······· .................................. _ .......................................... . 
ID marlt ····-················ .. -·············-· .. -···· .. ···············-············ .. •••••• 
Main jet······-··· .. ····················· .......... -.......................................... . 
Air jet .................... ·-····· ............. ,........ ...................................... . 
Jet needle ............... - ....................................................................... . 
Oip position ................................................................................... . 
Needle jet .......... _ ................... ·-··· .. ····· ........................................... . 
Throttle valve cutaway ................................................................. . 
Pilot jet ........................... ·--························· ................................. . 
Air screw. turns out ...................................................................... . 
Stilner jet ......................................... ·-·········· .................................. . 
Fuel level ............................ _ .......................................................... . 

Float height ......................... , .. ·-····· ······················ .......................... .

Exhaust system : cleaning .......................................................... 1 o
Exhaust system : modifications ................................................ 11

Air cleaner : removal and cleaning .......................................... 12 
The engine lubrication system .................................................. 13 
Removing and replacing the oil pump .................................... 14 
Bleeding the oil pump ................................................................. 15 
Checking the oil pump and throttle cable settings .............. 16 
Reed valve induction system : mode of operation ............... 17 
Reed valves : removal, examination and renovation ............ 1 B 

1980 models up to 4L1/4L0 100101• 
RD250 LC RD350 LC 
Mikuni 
VM26SS 
4L 100 

190 
1 .0 
4N10 
4 
0·6 

2.0 
20.0 
1t 
80 
26 ± 1 mm 

Mikuni 
VM26SS 
4LOOO 

160 see noce a 
0.5 
4H16 
2 
0-6 

2.0 
27 .5 see note b 
1½ see nore c 
80 
26 ± 1 mm 

Idle speed ....................................................................................... . 

( 1.02 ± 0.04 in) 
21 ± 0.5 mm 
(0.83 ± 0.02 in) 
1200 ± 50 rpm 

( 1.02 ± 0.04 in) 
21.0 ± 0.5 mm 
(0.83 ± 0.02 in) 
1200 ± 50 rpm 

Wates: 

;/ 
bl 

140 ma· • • I d d m Jets opc,ona - superse e . 
4669 r I d with 27 5 pilot jers in Early models had 25 pilot jecs wich 27.5 optional. Models from engine No 4LO - 00 were '1 e 

c�n1uncrion wich 1 VO reed valves. cl A , / screw selling 1.0 turn out on early models 
/' . c mid-range misfire problem. These are

d 
nu"!ber ?f modifications were incorporated on 1980 RD350.LC models 10 �:;;;;;,er:; ro rheir particuler machine rather thane5cribed m Che main cexr buc owners should always check which parts have 

rely solely on these specffications. Refer to Section 5 for further derails. 
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Carburettors 

Make .............................. ......................... •········· ............................. .

Type ................................................................................................. . 
ID mark ........................................................................................... . 
Main jet ..................................... ..................................................... . 
Air Jet ............................................................................................... . 
Jet needle ....................................................................................... . 
Clip position ................................................................................... . 
Needle jet ....................................................................................... . 
Throttle valve cutaway ................................................................. . 
PIiot jet ............................................................................................ . 
Air scraw. turns out ...................................................................... . 
Starter Jet ........................................................................................ . 
Fuel level ......................................................................................... . 
Float height .................................................................................... . 
Idle speed ....................................................................................... . 

Engine lubrication 
Type ................................................................................................. . 
011 tank capacity ........................................................................... . 
Pump minimum stroke setting: 

1980 models .......................................................................... . 
Modified 1980 models ......................................................... . 
1 981 models .......................................................................... . 

General description 

The fuel system comprises a petrol tank, from which petrol 
Is fed by gravity to the float chambers of the twin Mikuni 
carburettors. via a three position petrol tap. The tap has ·off', 
'On' and 'Reserve' positions. the latter providing a warning that 
the petrol level is low in time for the owner to find a garage. 
2 The carburettors are of conventional concentric design. the 
float chambers being integral with the lower part of the 
carburettor bodies. Cold starting Is assisted by a separate 
starting circuit which supplies the correct fuel-rich mixture 
when the 'choke' control is operated. The cold start mechanism 
is fined to the left-hand carburettor only. 
3 Air entering the carburettors passes through a moulded 
plastic air cleaner casing, which contains an oil-impregnated 
foam air filter. This effectively removes any airborne dust. which 
would otherwise enter the engine and cause premature wear. 
The air cleaner also helps silence induction noise. a common 
problem inherent with two-stroke engines. 
4 Engine lubrication is catered for by the Yamaha Autolube 
system. Oil from a separate tank is fed by an oil pump to small 
injection nozzles in the inlet tract. The pump is linked to the 
throttle twistgrip, and this controls the volume of oil fed to the 
engine. 
5 The exhaust system is a two piece affair, each cylinder 
having its own expansion chamber with integral exhaust pipe. 
The system is finished in a heat-resistant matt black coating. 
6 It should be noted that the carburettors. oil pump and the 
exhaust system have all been subject to modification since the 
LC range was first introduced. Where practicable. this has been 
mentioned in the text of this Chapter. but it must be stressed 
that an authorised Yamaha dealer must be consulted when 
replacement parts are required. This will ensure that the correct 
parts are supplied and any necessary modifications have been 
carried out. 

2 Petrol tank : removal and replacement 

It Is unlikely that the petrol tank will need to be removed 
except on very infrequent occasions, because it does not restrict 

Engine Noa 4l1 /4L0 100101 
RD260 LC 
Mikuni 
VM26SS 
Not available 
190 
1.0 
4N10 
4 
0·6 
2.0 
20.0 
1 t
80 
Not available 
21 mm 
1200 rpm 

onwards 
AD35Q LC 
Mlkuni 
VM26SS 
Not available 
220 

• 

0.8 
6K1 
3 
P-2 (345) 
2.0 
22.5 
q. 
80 
Not available 
21 mm 
1200 rpm 

Pump fed total loss system (Yamaha Autolube) 
1.6 litre (2.8 Imp pint) 

0.20-0.25 mm (0.008-0.010 in) 
0. 15 mm (0.006 in) 
0.10-0.15 mm (0.004-0.006 in) 

access to the engine unless a top overhaul Is to be c 
whilst the engine is in the frame. arned out 
2 The petrol tank is secured at the rear by a single bolt washer and rubber buffer th�t threads into a strut welded aero� the two top frame tubes. It 1s necessary first to remove th d aJ seat before access is available. e u 
3 Wh�n the bolt and washer are withdrawn, the petrol tank can be lifted from the frame. The nose of the tank is a push fit over two small rubber buffers. attached to a peg that proje t from. each side of the frame. immediately to the rear of �: 
steering head. A small rubber 'mat' cushions the rear of the tank and prevents contact with the two top frame tubes. 
4 The petrol tank has a locking filler cap to prevent pilferage of the tank contents when the machine is left anattended 

3 Petrol tap : removal. dismantling and reassembly 

The petrol tap is secured to the underside of the tank by 
two hexagon-headed screws. There is seldom need to disturb 
the main body of the petrol tap. In the event of a leak at the 
operating fever, the complete lever assembly can be dismantled 
(provided the petrol tank is drained first) with the main body 
undisturbed. 
2 The tap lever assembly can be withdrawn for inspection. 
after releasing the single crosshead screw which locates it. If 
leakage has been evident, the most likely culprit will be the 0-
ring which seals the tap valve against the body. If this fails to 
effect a cure, it will be necessary to renew the complete tap 
assembly. 
3 The tap is provided with a sediment bowl. in which any fine 
debris from the tank which has managed to get through the 
filter gauze. will be trapped. along with any water. The bowl 
should be periodically removed for cleaning. When refitti�g the 
sediment bowl, ensure that the 0-ring is in good cond111on. 
4 Before reassembling the petrol tap, check that all the parts 
are clean. especially the tube which forms the filter and main
and reserve intakes. . 
5 Do not overtighten any of the petrol tap component� duri�

II . . • b d II whtch wt 
reassembly. The castings are 1n a zmc- ase a oy. he fracture easily if over-stressed. Most leakages occur as t 

result of defective seals. 
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6 Carburettors : removal and refitting 

I taP is secure d to underside of tank by two screws 

3., fue 

----,- d pipes : examination
4 petro".'.1

_::
ee

:.=.:
�----------------

-- 1 f ad pipes, connecting the carburettors to the
The petro e

de of thin walled plastic, and are retained by
p are ma . • 

b fuel ia 
: cli s Check that the pipes have not spht or ecome

small wire P a·ge and the effects of heat and fuel. Check also 
brinle due to . 

• . us drain and breather pipes. 
the vano 

6 Carburettors : general description

Ail models to date have employed variations of the Mlkuni
VM26SS carburettors, with a number of jetting permutations as
shown in the specifications section of this Chapter.

Early models of the RD350LC were prone to a mid-range
misfire, and the initial modification to resolve this problem was
10 fi1 140 main jets and a different reed valve assembly. This
proved to be only partially sucessful, and a second modification
was adopted in which a 3 mm air bleed was drilled through the
carburettor body to intersect with the air Jet passage. The 
original orifice was than blanked off with Araldite epoxy 
adhesive. Carburettors modified in this way were re-jetted es 
shown below: 

Reed valve 
Pilot jet 
Needle clip position 
Air screw 
Main jet 

4L0-13610-00 or lV0-13610-00 
25 or 27.5 
3rd notch 
¾-1 ¼ turns out 
160 standard ( 170 optional for 
continous high speed) 

It should be t d h . . . 
4LO-Ooo101

no e t at machines with engine numbers from
n!ve and 25

to .4L0-004668 were fined with the 4LO reed
onward had th 

pilot Jet, whilst engine number 4L0-004669
lrorn engine n 

8 1:o reed valve and 2 7 .5 pilot jet. All machines
Ill necessary u:d

�r 4LO 10�101 onwards ( 1981 models) had
111d thus req . ificatlons incorporated during manufacture
�ification 3�

1�:1 �o attention from the dealer. The above
arnaha dealer � if required, be carried out by an authorisedClrburettors at h

an no attempt should be made to drill the ome. 

1 As a general rule, the carburettors should be left alone 
unless they are In obvious need of overhaul. Before a decision 
Is made to remove and dismantle them, ensure that all other 
possible sources of trouble have been eliminated. Thls Includes 
the more obvious candidates such as fouled spark plugs, a dirty 
air flltar element or chocked exhaust system battles. If a fault 
has been traced back to the carburettors. proceed as follows. 
2 Make sure that the fuel tap is turned off, then prise off the 
petrol feed pipes at the carburettor stubs. The oil delivery pipes 
are removed In a similar manner, noting that the small tubular 
clips should be displaced first. The pipes can then be eaaed 
away from their stubs with the aid of an electrlcal screwdriver. 
3 Slacken the screws of the clips which secure each carburet• 
tor to its Inlet and airbox adaptors. Each carburettor can now be 
twisted free of the rubber adaptors and partially removed. This 
affords access to the threaded carburettor tops, which should 
be unscrewed to allow the throttle valve assemblies to be 
withdrawn. It is not normally necessary to remove these from 
the cables, and they can be left attached and taped clear of the 
engine. If removal is necessary, however. proceed as follows. 
4 Holding the carburettor top, compress the throttle return 
spring against it and hold it in position against the cap. Invert 
the throttle valve and shake out the pressed steel spring seat. 
This component serves to prevent the cable from becoming 
detached when in position and once out of the way the cable 
can be pushed down and slid out of Its locating groove. The 
various parts can now be removed and should be placed with 
the instrument to which they belong. Do not allow the parts to 
be interchanged between the two instruments. 
6 The carburettors are refitted by reversing the removal 
sequence. Note that it is important that the Instruments are 
mounted vertically to ensure that the fuel level In the float bowls 
Is correct. A locating tab provides a good guide to alignment but 
It is worthwhile checking this for accuracy. Once refitted, check 
the carburettor adjustments and synchronisation as described 
later in this Chapter. Note too that the oil pump delivery pipes 
should be bled and the pump adjustments checked after 
overhaul. 
6 Note: if the carburettors are to be set up from scratch It is 
important to check jet and float level settings prior to installa
tion. To this end, refer to the next two Sections before the 
carburettors are refitted. 

6.2 Prise off oil and fuel pipes (arrowed) 
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6.3a Slacken mounting clips and displace carburettors 

6.4 Compress spring and remove retainer to free cable 

7 Carburettors : diamantling and reaHambly 

1 Invert each carburettor and remove the float chamber by 
withdrawing the four retaining screws. The float chamber bowls 
will lift away, exposing the float assembly, hinge and float 
needle. There is a gasket between the float chamber bowl and 
the carburettor body which need not be disturbed unless it is 
leaking. 
2 With a pair of thin nose pliers, withdraw the pin that acts as 
the hinge for the twin floats. This will free the floats and the 
float needle. Check that none of the floats have punctured and 
that the float needle and seating are both clean and in good 
condition. If the needle has a ridge, It should be renewed In 
conjunction with Its seating. 
3 The two floats are made of plastic, connected by a brass 
bridge and pivot piece. If either float is leaking, It will produce 
the wrong petrol level In the float chamber, leading to flooding 
and an over-rich mixture. The floats cannot be repaired success
fully, and renewal will be required. 
4 The main jet is located in the centre of the circular mixing 
chamber housing. It Is threaded Into the base of the needle jet 
and can be unscrewed from the bottom of the carburettor. The 
needle jet lifts out from the top of the carburettor, after the main 
jet has been unscrewed. The pilot Jet is located In a smaller 
orojectlon, next to the main Jet. 
5 The float needle seating Is also found In the underside of 

6.3b Unscrew carburettor top and withdraw throttle valve 

the carburettor. towards the bell mouth intake. It Is sec ed 
a small retainer plate and is sealed by an 0-ring. If t:; ftoby 
needle and the seating are worn, they should be replaced as 11 

set, never separately. Wear usually takes the form of a rid 
1 

groove, which may cause the needle to seat imperfectly. 
ge or 

6 The carburettor valves, return springs and needle 
semblles together with the mixing chamber tops, are attaC:� 
to the throttle cable. The throttle cable divides into two at 
junction box located within the two top frame tubes. There -

1 

also a third cable, which is used to link the oil pump with �: 
throttle. 
7 After an extended period of service the throttle valves will 
wear and may produce a clicking sound within each carburettor 
body. Wear will be evident from inspection, usually at the base 
of the slide and in the locating groove. Worn slides should be 
replaced as soon as possible because they will give rise to air 
leaks which will upset the carburation. 
8 The needles are suspended from the valves, where they 8111 
retained by a clrclip. The needle is normally suspended from the 
groove specified at the front of this Chapter, but other grooves 
are provided as a means of adjustment so that the mixtu111 
strength can be either Increased or decreased by raising 01 

lowering the needle. Care ls necessary when replacing the 
carburettor tops because the needles are easily bent if they do 
not locate with needle jets. 
9 The manually operated choke is unlikely to require attention 
during the normal service life of the machine. When the plunger 
is depressed, fuel Is drawn through a special starter Jet In the 
left-hand carburettor by a partial vacuum that is created in the 
crankcase. Air from the float chamber passes through holes in 
the starter emulsion tube to aerate the fuel. The fuel then mixes 
with air drawn In' via the starter air inlet to the plunger chamber. 
The resultant mixture, richened for a cold start, is drawn into the 
engine through the starter outlet, behind the throttle valve. 
10 Before the carburettors are reassembled, using the reversed 
dismantling procedure, each should be cleaned out thoroughly, 
preferably by the use of compressed air. Avoid using a '.19 
because there Is always risk of fine particles of lint obstrUct,ng 
the internal air passages or the jet orifices. 

1 1 11 Never use a piece of wire or sharp metal object to c ear 

blocked Jet. It is only too easy to enlarge the jet under th
: 

circumstances and increase the rate of petrol consumpt 

Always use compressed air to clear a blockage; a ty�e t,'rs 
makes an admirable substitute when a compressed air ,n 

not available. . 
bllng the 12 Do not use excessive force when reassem 

II jets or 
carburettors because it Is quite easy to she�r the s

:� cleaner 
some of the smaller screws. Before attaching th� throttle is hoses, check that both throttle slides rise when t 8 
opened. 



. ·ned by four cross-head screws 
bowl is reta1 

.1a float 
7 .1 b Remove float bowl taking care not to damage gasket 

71a Displace float pivot pin and remove float 7 .2b Valve can be tipped out of seating 

7 .4b Pilot j�t is fitted Into adjacent drilling 



7 .Sa Remove screw and retainer plate ... 

7 .Sc Check valve and seat condition as a pair 7.Sa Remove screws to free throttle cable anchor 

7 .Sb Lift anchor plate away and displace needle 7.8c Check needle for straightness 



J.9 Cold-sta rt plunger mechanism screws Into body 

Fig. 3.1 Carburettor 

1 Rubber cover 
2 locknut 
3 Throttle cable adjuster 
4 Sealing washer 
5 Mixing chamber top 
6 Circlip 
7 Sealing ring 
8 Screwand wssher-2 off
9 Return spring 
10 Spring seat 
11 Jet needle retainer 
12 Needle clip 
13 Jet needle 
14 Throttle valve
15 Needle jet
16 Fuel pipe 
17 Fuel transfer pipe
18 Washer
19 Main jet
20 Pilot jet
21 Float needle 
22 Retaining piste 
23 Screw
24 Spring 
25 Throttle stop screw 26 Choke plunger
27 Spring 
28 Plunger cap
29 Split pin
30 Clrcl/p 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Collar 
End cap 
Float pivot pin 
Float assembly 
Float chambsr gasket 
Float chamber 
Sssling washer 

38 Drain screw 
39 Pips guide 
40 Spring washer - 4 off 
41 Scrsw-4 off 
42 Overflow pipe 
43 Spring 
44 Pilot air screw 

101 
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8 Cerburetton : adju1tment 

1 The first step In carburettor adjustment la to ensure that the 

Jet 1lzea, needle position and float height ore correct, which will 

require the removal and dlsmontllng of the carburettors as 

described In Section 7. It should be noted that a number of 

modlllcatlons have been made to some 1980 models, end 
whero there Is doubt about the sultablllty of Jet sizes or settings 

It 11 advlsublu to seek advice from en authorised Yamaha dealer. 
2 Before any dlamantllng or adjustment Is undertaken 
ellmlnate all other possible causes of running problems, check
Ing In partlcular the spark plugs, Ignition timing, air cleaner and 
the exhaust baffles. Checking and cleaning these Items as 
appropriate will often resolve e mysterious flat spot or misfire. 
3 If the carburettors have been removed for the purpose of 
checking jet sizes, the floet level should be measured at the 
same time. It is unlikely that once this Is set up correctly, there 

will be II significant amount of variation, unless the float needle 

or seat have worn. These should be checked and renewed as 
required. With the float bowl removed slowly rotate the 
carburettor until gravity acting on the floats moves the float 
until the valve Is Just closed, but not so far that the needle's 
spring-loaded pin Is compressed. Measure the distance be
tween the gasket face and the bottom of the float with an 
accurate ruler. The correct setting should be 21.0 ± 0.5 mm 
(0.827 ± 0.020 In). If adjustment Is required It can be made by 
bending by a very small amount, the small tang to which the 
float needle ls attached. 
4 When the carburettors are being refitted, set the throttle 

atop screws as follows. Fit the throttle valve assemblies to their 
respective Instruments and sacure the carburettor tops before 
the bodies are fitted into their adaptors. Identify the throttle 
stop screws, which wlll be found projecting at right angles to 
the main body. These should be slackened off completely to 
allow the throttle valves to close fully. Check the throttle cable 
free play, measured at the throttle twistgrip flange and where 
necessary sat this to 3-7 mm (0.118 - 0.278 in) cable free play 
should be set using the adjuster and locknut arrangement 
located immediately below the twistgrip housing. 
5 The throttle stop screws should be screwed slowly inward 
until they just contact the underside of the valves. If this Is done 

8.4 Throttle stop screw location 

carefully It should be possible to feel d 
hi I • 

an see th . 
t s occurs. t Is worth spending a little Ii 

e Po1n1 at ..., . 
two screws are set a�curately. An alterna 

me to ensure Iha 
h,ch 

a metal rod, the plain end of 8 drill bit 
live rneth0<1 Is t; the 

throttle stop screws so that the rod is a II 
being Ideal. Set uae 

each throttle valve cut away. With either it' 
s1id1ng fit benethe 

the object Is to ensure that the two s 
the above math 

1
th 

positions. Once set it is important to en�
ews are set In ai�' 

adjustments each screw Is moved by exa
u;:i that in sub&equ I a, 

as the other. The two Instruments can n 
Y �he same arno &tat 

machine. 
ow II refitted 10 :

1

6 Next, check that the two throttles are 6 h . 
e 

this ls established it will prove impossibi;\;oniaect. Un1811 
engine to run evenly, and poor synchronlsau:ers�ade the 
mixture and throttle stop settings futile. Standin 

n Will rnal(e 
hand side of the machine open the throttle twl 

g on the right. 
observe the two small windows in the side of :!�'ti? fully and 
body. A small alignment pip should be visible in ea 

instrurnern 

It Is Important to arrange these so that they a 
�h one, and 

synchronisation. Each valve can be adjusted vi:
e

tt 
accurate 

dent adjuster in each mixing chamber top. 
e Indepen-

7 The remaining adjustments are made with th . 
running and at normal operating temperature. To this e�d �

ngine 
prove necessary to make some provisional Idle spe d 

t _may 
ment, remembering to adjust each throttle stop sc�w a�JUSl

equel amount to keep the carburettors in balance. Set th 
V. an 

air screws to the position shown in the specifications ,e pilot 

appropriate model. Note the pilot air screw on the righi°� 
th9 

carburettor is awkwardly located on its Inner face and 
• and 

degree of dexterity will be ca lied for when adJustm 
50

"'.
9 

required. Taking each cylinder in turn, rotate the pilot air ::a: 
Inwards and outwards from the datum setting until the posif 
is found at which the engine runs fastest. Reduce the idle s 

io
d

n 

"f d h d" 
pee 

1 necessary, an t en a Just the second pilot air screw in a 
similar manner. 
8 Check the engine idle speed and adjust both throttle screw 
equally to bring it to the specified speed. The carburetto� 
should by now be fairly accurately set up and in many instances 
no further adjustment will be necessary. If, however, there 
appears to ba room for improvement at idle speed, fine 
adJustment of the throttle stop screws should bring things into 
balance. 

8.6a Windows In carburettor allow synchronisation mark. to be 
seen 
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8.6b Sync 

•• 
isation adjust 

Carburettor settings 

1 Some of the carburettor setting� .. such as the size� of the

edle jets, main je ts and needle pos1t1on are predetermined by

�:e manufacturer. Under normal circumstances it is unlikely that

these settings will require modification, even though there is
provision mad e. If a change appears necessary, it can often be 
uaced to a developing engine fault. 
2 As a rough guide, the slow running screw controls the 
engine speed up to i throttle. The throttle valve cutaway 
controls the engine s peed from t to ¾ throttle and the position 
ol the needle from ¾ to ¾ throttle. The main jet is responsible for
the engine speed at the final ¾ to full throttle. It should be added 
that none of the s e demarkation lines is clearly defined; there is 
a cen!in amount of overlap between the carburettor compo
nents involved. 
3. Always err on the side of a rich mixture because a weak
mooure has a �anicularly adverse effect on the running of any 
tw�•stroke engine. A weak mi>eture will cause rapid overheating
�1th may _eventually promote engine seizure. Reference to 
b 
hapte� 3 will show how the condition of the sparking plugs cane use as a reliable guide to carburettor mixture strength. 

10 Exhaust system : cleaning

1 The exhaust sys . 
two-stroke de . tern ,s often the most neglected part of any
Pertorrnance l

s
t
�rte the fact that it has a pronounced effect on

Ind • 1s essenf I h 
h cleaned out at 

,a t at the exhaust system is inspected

.,,f
a two-s troke 

reg�lar intervals because the exhaust gases 
�I encourage the

e
�g•�e have a particularly oily nature which

2 e��res and res trict�� d-up ?f sludge. This will cause back
tac• eaning is mad 

e engine's ability to 'breathe·. 
nabJe b e easy by fitt• through affles. held in . . 1 mg the silencers with de-

e.in be d
each silencer end 

P
1
�s�ion by a set screw that passes

3 Aw 
rawn out of P 

i". t e screw is withdrawn, the baffles
Oil a ash 1\/ith a 

os tion for cleaning nd carb Petrol/paraffi • . • 
0n deposits b 

.'" mix will remove most of the • ut if the build-up is severe it is 

8. 7 Pilot air screw location

permissible to heat the baffles with a blow lamp and bum off 
the carbon and old oil. 
4 At less frequent inteivals. such as when the engine requires 
decarbonising, it is advisable also to clean out the exhaust 
pipes. This will prevent the gradual build-up of an internal 
coating of carbon and oil, over an extended period. 
5 Do not run the machine with the baffles detached or with 
a quite different type of silencer fitted. The standard production 
silencers have been designed to give the best possible 
performance whilst subduing the exhaust note. Although a 
modified exhaust system may give the illusion of greater speed 
as a result of the changed exhaust note, the chances are that 
performance will have suffered accordingly. 
6 When replacing the exhaust system, use new sealing rings 
at the exhaust port joints and check that the baffle retaining 
screws are tightened fully in the silencer rods, 

11 Exhaust system : modifications 

The original LC models tended to suffer from fracturing 
around the exhaust port flanges due to the inability of the 
exhaust sys_te'.11 to mov� adequately in response to the engine's 
movement m its mountings. In some cases, the pipes would not 
fracture but would move enough to cause leakage around the 
flange gaskets. 

The initial modification was to remove the metal spacer 
from the center of the rear silencer mounting rubber and to 
reduce its length from 22mm to 20mm. This helped to make 
the assembly more rigid without losing the resilience of the rear 
mountings, but was only partially successful in overcoming the 
problem. 

Subsequent modifications included the use of aluminium 
spacers in the exhaust ports and eventually a revised exhaust 
system for the earlier models. All 1981 machines feature the 
modified exhaust as standard. Should exhaust system sealing or 
fracture problems be encountered it is recommended that the 
advice of a Yamaha repair agent is sought. He will be able to 
advise on the latest available modified components and the best 
course of action for repair. 
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Fig. 3.2 Exhaust av-tern 

I Leh-hand exhaust pipe 
2 Baffle 
3 Screw 
4 Spring washer 
5 Right-hand exhaust pipe 

6 Spacer - 1 980 models only 

7 Gasket 
8 Flange gasker 
9 Stud-2 off 
10 Nut-2 off 
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n:..i n;_g::_ _______ _ ��al er . r 
fl,ir cleen 

d on the frame beneath the 12 
asinQ Is mounte

d moulded plastic chamber 

sir c1eane��cted to a sec�: This functions as an Intake 
1 fhe II Js con 

d the carburet; : to the carburettor Intakes 
el tank• 

IV betiln 
the cleane air 

fu diate 00vevs 
I f ;111"'e r 8nd c adaptors. ment requires the remove _o 

silence rt rubbe
r
he air cleane

r 
elet can be lifted clear once rts 

vie shOcess to t d seat. The sea d Turn the fuel tap off end 
2 '"el tank an have been rel�as��ve the single fixing bolt at ,he 1\9 1atch9� el feed pipes. e k upwards and rearwards to era1n1 

t tt18 u 
d lift the tan r. ,0nnec t,e tank an 

I rubbers. d15 
88r o

f 1. front mount ng . ed by three screws. Remove hB r 1 11s er Is retain 
fl f t 

8 it fro� 188ner cov r clear to expose the et oam (re n,e ai
r 

c nd lift the cove
d ·n turn by pulling it out of the 

:he sc
rew;t ,i: can be ram��

e
cle

1
an petrol to remove th

_
e old oil 

1ert1ent- h the element 
trapped by It. When It 1s clean, e was • h has been 

h · • ,8sin9· dust wh1c d gently squeeze out t e remarnrng 
and ant, 50rne clean ra9

1
; n

n ow be left for a while to allow e�y 
,.,raP \tie element shou te Soak the cleaned element rn 
petr01• 

1 petrol to evapora
e �ut any excess to leave the foam 

resi�ua 
ii and then �que°r{" fit the element. ensuring that the engine o 

ot dripping. e , 
mP but n be refitted. . . da seat can now 

d lement must be renewed 1mmed1etec;0ve�ote that a dan;'a
kge f :amage from ingested dust, the holed 4 

•part trorn the ris O 
h weaker mixture and may lead to ly.,. IIOW a muc 

I 'lter will a . It follows that the mach ne must never ,1 • or seizure. 
0verheatin� 

t the filter in position. 
be used w 1th0

� the air cleaner system re_quires little attention, 
5 The reSt O 

k. that the connecting rubbers are un-t,an chec rng 
• d h' h other I hecking these do not omrt the a aptors w rc d When c · Th t damage • 

rb rettors to the inlet ports. ese are prone o 
connect 

th
e cd

a 
uacklng around the balance pipe stubs and • h' g an er pens in

b enewed If leakage is suspected. 
should e r 

13 The engine lubrication system 

1 In line with current two-stroke practice the Yamaha LC 
models utilise a pump-fed engine lubrication system and do not 
require the mixture of a measured quantity of oil to the petrol 
content of the fuel tank in order to utilise the so-called 'petroil' 
method. Oil of the correct viscosity is contained in a separate oil 
tank mounted on the left-hand side of the machine and is fed to a mechanical oil pump on the right-hand side of the engine which is driven from the crankshaft by reduction gear. The pump delivers oil at a predetermined rate, via two flexible plastic tubes, unions on the inlet side of the carburettor venturis. In consequence, the oil is carried into the engine by the incoming charge of petrol vapour, when the inlet port opens. 2 The oil pump is also interconnected by the twist grip throttle, so that when the throttle is opened, the oil pump setting is increased a similar amount. This technique ensures that the lubrication requirements of the engine ere always ��:clly related to the degree of throttle opening. This facility is nged by means of a control cable attached to e lever on the ��s

et' t�e pump; th_e cable is joined to the throttle cable 
ope 

1�.n Olt at the pornt where the cable splits into two for the 
3 

ra ion of each carburettor. On some of th 1· excessive •1 
e ear 1er machines there were cases ofminimum 

01 consumption. This was corrected by reducing the index ma �ump stroke and setting the pump pulley to a new !Engine :
u 

a: described in Section 16. On 1981 machines PUiiey is se�t 
ers �L0/4L 1 100101 onwards) the oil pump Pump identific:t? 

different mark depending on the model and 10n marks. Again. see Section 16 for details. 

.> 

12.3a Remove screws and lift air filter cover away 

12.3b Filter element can be removed for cleaning 

12.Sa Balance pipe is titted between Inlet adaptors 
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12.Sb Look for signs of cracking around balance pipe stubs 

6 

1----r 

8� 

10 

II 

,-/ 
2 @b 

Fig. 3.3 Air cleaner 

I Screw - 3 off 
2 Washer - 3 off 
3 Top cover 
4 Ceslng seal 
5 lnteke hose 
6 Air cleaner element 
7 Bolt 
8 Washer 

9 Air cleaner casing 
10 SetJI 
I I Intake silencer 
12 Nut-2 off 
13 Intake adaptor - 2 off 
14 Retaining clemp -2 off 
15 Wes her - 2 off 
16 Bolt -2 off 

I
15 

16 
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. and� �re�p�l�a:c:in�g:_:
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p
_u_m_P _______ _ 

R mo111n9 _ 
11 e 

Ove the oil pump unless specific 
ssarv to rem 

h h . arelY nece 
d 11 should be noted t at t e pump 

1 It .'5 r 10 it is require • 1 d unit _ parts are not available and 
811en1•0:e considered a

b�ea
t� repair it. The pump itself can be sr,oul� is not prac_tlca 

�ing the drive shaft and pinion in place 
thus I d quite easily tea casing If these latter components 

1110,-e h nd outer • 
r �

8 
the right·. 8 . will be necessry to drain the coo '!19 system 

'" ulre a11e_n11�n 11 
11 so that the right-hand �uter casing can be 

r� transmossoon °Chapter 1 for fur ther details. The accompany-8 
0118d. Refer .10 

ence describes the procedure for remov-(1lf!1 raphoc sequ 
;og photo9 drive components . . g the pumP to the oil pump, remove the screws which 
'" ·n access · d • w·th 2 To 931 ver 10 the right-han outer casing. 1 
secure the P��e 

c
;ump will be clearly visible at the bottom of 

these remo11e Do not disturb the water pump end cover umP recess. .1 l)te P . . ediately above the 01 pump. 
which 15 ,mm h small spring steel clips which secure the oil 3 0ispl�ce t 

t e the pump outlets. then ease the pipes off the 
deliverv popes o 

14.1a Pump spindle pinion is secured by E-clip 

outlet stubs using e smell screwdriver. ThA large feed pipe from the oil tank Is removed In a similar fashion. but before removing It have some sort of plug handy to push into the end of the pipe. This will prevent the oll from the tank being lost. Pull on the pump cable inner to rotate the pump pulley. Holding the pulley in its fully open position release the cable and disengage It from the pulley recess. 
4 The pump is secured to the cover by two screws which pass through its mounting flange. Once these have been removed the pump can be removed, noting that it may prove necessary to tum the pump slightly to free it from its drive shaft. 
5 Further dismantling Is not practicable. and it will be necessary to renew the pump If it is obviously damaged. Maintenance must be confined to keeping the pump clear of air. and correctly adjusted, as described in the following sections. 6 Refit the oil pump to the crankcase cover, using a new gasket at the oil pump/crankcase cover joint. Replace and tighten the two crosshead mounting screws. The remainder of the reassembly is accomplished by reversing the dismantling procedure, but do not replace the pump cover because the oil pump must be bled to ensure the oil lines are completely free from air bubbles. See the following Section. 

14.1 b Remove pump pinion ... 

14.1 d Spindle can now be removeo from casing 



14.4 Pump Is retained by two screws 

� 

�\
12 11 

14
13 

�J 
10 

Fig. 3.4 Oil pump 

1 01/pump 
2 Gaslcet 
3 Washer 
4 Drive shaft 
5 Drivepin 
6 Coflar 
7 OIi seal 
8 Drive pinion 
9 Circlip 
10 Screw-2 oH 
11 Shim 
12 Plate 
13 Spring washer 
14 Nut 
15 Screw 
16 Sealing washer 
1 7 Steel ball 
18 Spring 
19 Pipe union 
20 Spring clip 
2 T Pipe union 
22 Spring 
23 Steel ball 
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he oll pump 
818edin9 t 

16 
bl ed t he oil pump every time the main 

Is necessarv 
10 

.1 t
e

enk is removed and replaced. This Is 
1 ll the 01 . . h •-"" pipe t,orn 

pped In the 011 hne. no matter w at care 
iecv • ill be tra 

cause air w 
ipe Is removed. 

oe,aken when th
1�: oil pipe is connected correctly, with the 

15 Check th!' osit ion. Then remove the cross-heed screw In 2 
18;ninQ cllP ,n 1P he pump body with the fibre washer beneath I! face o 1 

the outer 
. •s the oil bleed screw. 

the head. Th•S I 
the oil t ank is topped up to the correct level. 

3 CMCk th81 
t ainer below the oil bleed hole to collect the oil 

the" piece �l��
n

as the pump ls bled. Allow the oil to trickle out 
that ls exp� hole checking for air bubbles. The bubbles should 
of the blee 

disap�ear as the air is displaced by fresh oil. When 
eventu

�
lly_ 

refit the bleed screw. DO NOT replace the front 
clea'. 0 a

f
i
rt.he crankcase cover until the pump setting has been ..,,,uon o . 5 . 

.,.. • k d as described 1n the next ect1on. 
(ilecN \ • also that it will be necessary to ensure that the oil 4 ft 

O e
pipes are primed if these have been disturbed. Unless 

de_ iv�
rv
checked the engine will be starved of oil until the pipes thiS IS 

I d 'd hi • h • fill. TM procedure requ re to �vo1 t s �s to sta
_
rt t e engine 

d allow it to idle for a few minutes whilst holding the pump 1
\ev in it s  fully open position by pulling the pump cable. The 

:,ess oil will make the exhausts smoke heavily for a while, 
indicating that the pump is delivering oil to the engine. 

16 Checking the oil pump and throttle cable aettings 

1 As has been mentioned previously, the oil pump is con
trolled by the throttle twistgrip. and it is important that the 
pump lever is kept synchronized with the carburettor throttle 
va lve. It should be noted that the oil pump setting must always 
be checked whenever the throttle cable is altered, as each 
adjustment will affect the relationship with the other. 
2 Check that the carburettors are correctly adjusted and 
synchronized as described earlier in this Chapter, then set the 
thronle cable adjuster to give free play. Hold this setting, and 
secure the adjuster locknut. 

1 5. 1 Screw is removed to facilitate pump bleeding 

3 The pump pulley carries an alignment marks or marks 
which should align with the pump plunger pin at full throttle. 
The mark used carries an alignment mark or marks which 
should align with the pump plunger pin at full throttle. The mark l 6.3 Check pump synchronisation at full throttle used varies according to the model and whether it has been 
mod ified to reduce oil consumption. as described below. 4 RD25O/35O LC, l 980 models. prior to engine numbers 4LO l00101 (350) or 4Ll l 00101 (250). Use the raised reclangul

_
a

'. 
mark on the edge of the pump pulley, about 8mm from the drilling for the cable nipple. Where modifications have been 

�
ade to reduce oil consumption. a second mark should have e
_
e� made about half way between the nipple drilling and the o

�
ginal mark. Where the second mark has been added, this 

\ ould be used, noting that the minimum pump stroke should 
� 50 be reduced from 0.20 - 0.25 mm to 0.15 mm. 
10 R02SO/35O LC, 1981 models, Engine numbers 4LO 

ca O_lOl (350) or 4L 1 l 00101 (250) onwards. The pump pulley 
fr rnes two alignment marks a rectangular mark about 8 mm om th - • 
be 

e cable nipple drilling and a round mark about halfway 
1��een the two. Check the pulley identification mark. If it ls 

rria � .use the rectangular mark for all models. Where a 4L 1 
a� 

15 found, use the rectangular mark for 250 cc machines 
6 �he round mark on 350 cc models .
the th:vlng W�rked out the appropriate alignm�nt mark

: 
open 

Pu Ottle tw1stgrip and check that the mark coincides w ith the 

ustp !!lunger pin. Where adjustment ls required It can be made 
7 n� the In-line adjuster above the right-hand outer cover. 

ne he Pump's minimum stroke adjustment should be checked l 6.6 Pump cable adjuster 
01 x:h 

5
tart the engine and allow It to idle. Observe the front end 

adJus; Pump unit. where It will be noticed thot the pump 
rnent plate moves in and out. When the plate Is out to Its 
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lullost extent, stop the engine end measure the gap between 
the plate ond the raised boss of the pump pulley using feeler 
gauges. Do not force the feeler gauge Into the gap - It should 
be a light slldlng flt. Make a note of the reading, then repeat the 
procedure several times. The largest gap Is Indicative that the 
pump Is at Its minimum stroke position. If the pump is set up 
correctly, the gap found should be 0.20 - 0.25 mm (0.008 -
0.010 In) on unmodified 1980 models. In the case of the 
modified 1980 machines and all 1981 versions, engine num
bers 4L1 100101 (250 cc) or 4LO 100101 (350 cc) onwards, 
the setting Is reduced to 0.15 mm (0.006 In). 
8 If the stroke setting Is Incorrect, remove the nut which 
secures the adjustment plate end add or subtract shims es 
required. If necessary, these can be purchased from Yamaha 
dealers in thicknesses of 0.3 end 0.6 mm (0.0118 end 0.0197 
In). In practice, the pump ls unlikely to require frequent 
adjustment. 

17 Reed valve induction system: mode of operation 

Of the various systems of controlling the induction cycle of 
e two-stroke engine, Yamaha has chosen to adopt the reed 
valve, a device which permits precise control of the incoming 
mixture, allowing more favourable port timing to give improved 
torque and power outputs. The reed valve assembly comprises 
a wedge-shaped die-cast aluminium alloy valve case mounted 
In the inlet tract. The valve case has rectangular ports which are 
closed off by flexible stainless steel reeds. The reads seal 
against a heat and oil resistant synthetic rubber gasket which is 
bonded to the valve case. A special shaped valve stopper, made 
from cold rolled stainless steel plate, controls the extent of 
movement of the valve reeds. 
2 As the piston ascends in the cylinder, a partial vacuum is 
formed beneath the cylinder In the crankcase. This allows 
atmospheric pressure to force the valve open, and a fresh 
charge of petroVair mixture flows past the valve and Into the 
crankcase. As the pressure differential becomes equalised, the 
valves close, and the incoming charge Is then trapped. The 
charge of mixture in the cylinder is by this time fully com
pressed, and ignition takes place driving the piston downwards. 
The descending piston eventually uncovers the exhaust port, 
and the hot exhaust gases, still under a certain amount of 
pressure, are discharged into the exhaust system. At this stage, 
the reed valve, in conjunction with the 7th, or auxlllary 
scavenging port, performs a secndary function; as the hot 
exhaust gases rush out of the exhaust port, a momentary 
depression is created in the cylinder, this allows the valve to 
open once more, but this time the incoming mixture enters 
directly into the cylinder vie the 7th port end completes the 
expulsion of the now inert burnt gases. This ensures that the 
cylinder is filled with the maximum possible combustion mix
ture. The charge of combustion mixture which has been 
compressed in the crankcase is released into the cylinder via the 
transfer ports, and the piston again ascends to close the various 
ports and begin compression. The reed valves open once more 
as another partial vacuum is created In the crankcase, and the 
cycle of induction thus repeats. It will be noted that no direct 
mechanical operation of the valve takes place, the pressure 
differential being the sole controlling factor. 

18 Reed valves: removal. examination and renovation 

The reed valve assembly Is a precision component, and as 
such should not be dismantled unnecessarily. The valves are 
located in the inlet tract. covered by the carburettor flanges. 
2 Remove the carburettors as described In Section 6 of this 
Chapter thus exposing the four cross-headed screws retaining 
the adaptors end the reed valve assemblies to the cylinders. 
After removing these screws, the assemblies can be carefully 
lihed away. 

C 

Fig. 3.5 Oil pump pulley alignment marb 
A Standard alignment mark for 1980 models; RD250 LC up 

to Engine No 4L1 100101 and RD350LC up to Engine No 
4L0 100101 

8 Modified alignment mark for the above models (see text/ 
C Pwley identification mark for 1981 models; RD250 LC from 

4L 1 100101 and RD350LC from 4L0 100101 onwards. If 
pullay Is marked 1 M 1 use alignment mark A. II pulley is 
marked 4L 1 use mark A for 250cc models, and mark 8 for 
350cc models 

3 The valves can now be washed in clean petrol to facilitate 
further examination. They should be handled with great care, 
and on no account dropped. The stainless steel reeds should be 
Inspected for signs of cracking or fatigue, and if suspect. should 
be renewed. Remember that any part of the assembly which 
breaks off in service will almost certainly be drawn into the 
engine. causing extensive damage. 
4 Note the position of the reed In relation to the Neoprene 
bonded gasket against which It seats. It should be flush to form 
an effective seal. If further dismantling is deemed necessarv 
proceed as follows. 
5 Remove the two cross-head screws securing the valve
stopper and reed to the case. Handle the reed carefully,
avoiding bending, and note from which side it was rem�ved. All 
components should be replaced In their original positions, A
small cutcout on the lower left-hand corner of the reed c�n � 
used to assist in relocation. Lay the reed carefully to one ��e. 
it is to be re-used. Examine the neoprene seating face whic • 15 

defective, will necessitate the replacement of the complete allov
case, to which it is heat-bonded. 
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bl Is a direct reversal of the dismantling process. 
6 Reassem �horoughly, but gently, before refining. A thread 
c1ean all pa ns 

nd such as Loctite. must be applied to the two 
1oGkfng co;r:cre�s. which should be tightened progressively 
Cf055'�8a

w: ing the reed or stopper. Do not omit the locking 
10 avoid 

d : the screws retain a component which vibrates 
comp ou� • 5 each second and consequently are prone to 

ny time , 
,na I If assembled incorrectly. 
Joo�:�ssembly should now be checked before refitting. The 
7 

-1005 between the Inner edge of the valve stopper and the d),nens , • • 
I dge of the valve case 1s important as 1t contro s the 

iop 
8
ment of the reed. If smaller than specified, performance 

�� impaired. More seriously. if larger than specified, the 
"''eii may fracture. The nominal setting is 9.0 mm (0. 36 in). If 
;e measurement is more than 0.4 mm (0. 016 in) either side of 
Jhe nominal figure. the stopper plate should be renewed. Check 
the valve case mating surfaces for warping, renewing or 
resurfacing as necessary. 
s Assembly is a direct reversal of the removal sequence. Flt 
new gaskets between the cylinder and valve assembly. Tightan 
the Allen screws evenly to avoid warping. Flt the carburettors as 
described In Section 6. 

18,2b ... Which ca b n 8 removed for examination 

Fig, 3.6 Reed valve ■Hambly 

I lnterconnttcting plptt 
2 Pipe clip - 2 off 
3 Hose clamp 
4 Reed velve mounrlng 
5 Bolr-4off 
6 Reed valve 
7 Reed valve petal 
8 Reed valve stopper 
9 Screw and washer - 2 off 
10 Gasket 

1 8.2a Remove Inlet adaptors to expose read valves ... 

1 8.3 The reed va lve assembly 

,,, 
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Contenta 

General description .................................................................... .. 
Electronic Ignition system: principles of operation .............. . 
Electronic ignition system: testing and maintenance .......... . 
Wiring. connoctor5 and switches: checking .......................... . 
Pulser coil: testing ...................................................................... . 

Specifications 

Ignition sys1em 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Type ··-········ .................................................................................... . 
Make ................................................................................................ . 

Model ............................................................................................... . 
Voltage ............................................................................................ . 
Pulser coil resistance: 

White/red to Black ................................................................ . 
Source coll resistance: 

Brown to Black ...................................................................... . 
Brown 10 Red ......................................................................... . 

Ignition coil 
Make ................................................................................... ............. . 

Model ............................................................................................... . 
Minimum spark gap ...................................................................... . 
Primary winding resistance ......................................................... . 
Secondary winding resistance ................................................... .. 

COi unit 
Make ................................................................................................ . 
Model ............................................................................................... . 

Spark plug 
Make ................................................................................................ . 
Typo .............................. , .................................................................. . 
Gap ................................................................................................... . 

General description 

Tho Yamaha RD25O and RD35O LC models are equipped 
with fully electronic capacitor discharge Ignition (COi) systems. 
This arrangomont provides a more powerful and accurate 
Ignition and can be considered almost maintenance-free. 
2 The most Important advantage of electronic ignition, is that 
It romovos all mechanlcal components from the system. the 
snark bolno trlogorod oloctronlcolly by a pulser coll and magnet 

Exciter coils (source coils): testing ...................................... 6 Ignition coil: testing .................................................................. :·· 7 COi unit: testi.ng :·:············;···················································-·-··· 8 
Checking the IgnI1Ion timing .................................................. 9 Sperk plugs: checking and resetting the gaps ..... ............ � 10 

Capacitor discharge (COi) 
Nippon Denso 
VCC27 
12 volt 

B7 ohms ± 10% <I> 2O° C (6B° F) 

271 ohms ± 10% <a- 2O°C (68° F) 
5.1 ohms ± 10% • 2O° C (6B°F) 

Nippon Denso 
129700·027/ 
6.0 mm (0.24 in) 
0.33 ohms ± 10% • 2O° C (68°F) 
3.5 k ohms ± 20% 11 2O° C (68°Fi 

Nippon Denso 
0700000-072/ 

NGK 
B8ES 
0.7 - 0.8 mm (0.028 - 0.032 in) 

rather than by a contact breaker assembly. Because there are 
no contact b reakers to wear. the owner Is freed from the task ol 
periodically adjusting or renewing them. Once the electronic 
system has been set up, it need not be attended to unless it h�s 
been disturbed in the course of dismantling or failure occurs ,n 
the electronic components in the system. 
3 The ignition exciter. or source. coil assembly is house

I
d 

within the flywheel generator. and provides the power su.pp Y 
for the external COi unit, which is mounted beneath the right· 
hand side panel. Tho system i s  triggered by a magnet. ,n· 
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t face of the generator rotor, acting upon 

rated In lhB ou 
e;s a pulser, which is outrigged from the 

�up coil. kno�
n

gs are supplied from a single Ignition coll, 

�110r. Th6 spar
,� ��rs simultaneously. This system Is known as 

jlril'9 in t,alll �l"system. as only one cylinder can fire, leaving 

111' ·spare s':i"sted. or ·spare'. 
P 5park w 

�1c ignition system: principles of operation 

2 Electron __________________ _ 

� • d fr 
E rgy for the ignition system 1s rawn om the exciter coil. 

1 .""mounted on the generator stator, and is integral with the 

Thls1S • d' It • 
al alternator w,n ,ngs. is a two-stage arrangement, 

no� g low speed and hi gh speed windings. The low speed 

�ngs produce a high output voltage at low engine speeds, 

tt,is voltage dropping off as the engine builds up speed. The 

high speed windin gs. on the other hand, produce little energy at 

1.3 Pulser coil is mounted on extension of stator plate

2 

Fig. 4-1 Flywheel generator 

1 Stator 
2 Flywheel 
3 Washer 
4 Spring washer 
5 Nvt 
6 Bolt-3off 
7 Spnng washer - 3 off 
8 Washer -3 off 

113 
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low engine speeds. but tho output voltage rises along with 
engine speed. The two outputs are combined. offsetting each 
other to give a fairly constant output voltage, this being the sum 
of the output of each set of windings. 
2 The exciter coll assembly feeds tho COi unit, a sealed 
electronic assembly which forms the heart of the system. This 
unit contains, amongst other things, a capacitor and a thyristor. 
or silicon coritrolled rectifier (SCR). The capacitor Is charged 
with the high voltage output from the exciter coll assembly. The 
thyristor, or SCR. is In effect an electronic switch. When 
signalled electrically by the pulser. it allows the capacitor to 
discharge through the primary windings of the ignition coll. This 
in turn induces a high tension pulse In the secondary windings. 
which is fed to the spark plugs. 
3 The pulser, or pickup, comprises a small coil mounted 
outside the alternator rotor on a projection from the stator. A 
permanent magnet embedded in the flywheel rotor is arranged 
to pass beneath the pulser coil. As the magnet passes the pulser 
coil, a weak current is generated and it is this that is used to 
trigger the thyristor in the C DI unit. 

3 Electronic ignition system: testing and maintenance 

As stated earlier in this Chapter. the electronic ignition 
needs no regular maintenance once it has been set up and 
timed accurately. Occasional attention should, however, be 
directed at the various connections in the system, and these 
must be kept clean and secure. A failure in the ignition system 
is comparatively rare. and usually results in a complete loss of 
ignition. Usually, this will be traced to the CDI unit, and little can 
be done at the roadside to effect a repair. In the event of the 
CDI unit failing, it must be renewed as repair is not practicable. 
2 If the COi unit is thought to be at fault, it is recommended 
that it be removed and taken to a Yamaha dealer for testing. 
The dealer will have the use of diagnostic equipment, and will 
be able to test the unit accurately and quickly. Testing at home 
is less practical and cannot he guaranteed to be accurate. At 
best. it will enable the owner to establish which part of the 
system is at fault, although replacement of the defective part 
remains the only effective cure. 
3 Care must be exercised when dealing with the CDI unit. 
Wrong connections could cause instant and irreparable damage 
to the unit, so this must be an important consideration when 
removing and replacing the unit. If the unit is to be discon
nected and removed for testing, use a short length of insulated 
wire to short-circuit each pair of terminals to avoid any electric 
shock from residual energy In the capacitor. 
4 For those owners possessing a multimeter and who are 
fully conversant with its use, a test sequence is given below. It 
is not recommended that the inexperienced attempt to test the 
system at home, as more damage could be sustained by the 
system, and an unpleasant shock experienced by the unwary 
operator. It should be appreciated that the COi system is 
capable, in certain circumstances. of producing sufficient cur
rent output to be dangerous to the operator. It follows that an 
attitude to safety should be adopted similar to that applying 
when testing household mains electricity. Before performing 
any tests, the following point must be noted. Disconnect all the 
connectors in the ignition system. thus isolating the various 
components. 
5 It will be noted that some of the resistance tests require a 
meter capable of reading in ohms rather than kilo ohms. Many 
of the cheaper multimeters are only capable of the latter, and 
thus are of limited use for accurate testing of low-resistance 
components. When testing the ignition system to isolate faults 
it is important to follow a logical sequence to avoid wasted 
effort and money. Use the accompanying flow charts as a guide, 
referring to the subsequent sections for more detailed infor
mation. 

a) No sperk is produced. or weak spark 

Check of connections .. Check _lead wire conn ----,---------- short circuits (Refer to e�t!o�s o, gram) See Section 4 
Wiringdia. 

t-----------"""-

Faulty ___ __,_._.._ 
� Correct 

OK 

Spark test ............................. Check by substitutio 
'----'F=::'._ ______ !:p�lu�gs n of ne.,. 

No spark 

Source coil test 

OK 

Pulser coil test 

OK 

Ignition coil test 

Spark _. Plug is faulty 

Measure coil resista See Section 6 
nc.i. 

Faulty ---..a►� RepJaee 

Measure coil resistanc See Section 5 e 

Faulty ----11►• Replace 

Ignition test 
See Section 7 

OK Faulty ► Replace 

cor �"" 1 ···· . ..... . .............. . ... s .. s,w� a 
�--------1►► Faulty ► Replace 

bl The engine starts but will not pick up speed 

Spark plug 

OK 

Source coil test 

OK 

Clean or replace 
See Section 1 O 

Make continuity test 
See Section 6 

Ignition timing check ............ See Section 9 

OK 

Ignition system is good ......... See Section 9 

Faulty ---•--► Replace 

4 Wiring, connectors and switches: checking 

• f ·1 or par1iBI 
The single most likely cause of ignition a1 ure . , . . d tor sw,tc" failure 1s a broken shorted or corrode connec • 1lil contact or wire. Tr;cing faults of this nature can ott�n .P:�

ed time consuming but does not require the use o! soph;5\1�1 will 
test equipment. Although in rare instance§._& particular ��while not be evident from a physical examinat,on. 11 15 wo 



. Checking plug gap with feeler gauges 
• tenance-

iug ,r,a1n 
sPark P 

ditions: A brown, tan or grey firing end is 
,..,rk plug con . d' • d th I • ..,,.._ . f correct engine running con ,tions an e se ect1on 
ind1ca11ve o . 1 
of the appropriate heat rating P ug 

Black sooty deposits indicate an over-rich fuel/air mixture. or a 
malfunctioning ignition system. If no improvement is o btained, 
try one grade hotter plug 

A blistered wh. aavan . 1te insulator I . . 
11 cea ignition t' 

. or me ted electrode 1nd1cates over-
correction does 

iming or a malfunctioning cooling system. not Prove effective, try a colder grade plug 

Al tering the plug gap. Note use of correct tool 

White deposits have accumulated from excessive amounts of oil 
in the combustion chamber or through the use of low quality 
oil. Remove deposits or a hot spot may form 

Wet, oily carbon deposits form an electrical lea kage path along 
the insulator nose, resulting in a misfire. The cause may be a 
badly worn engine or a malfunctioning ignition system 

fuel but also overloads the 
A worn spark plug not only wastes 

c eased ap requires higher 
whole igni!i<?n system beca

k
u�t_he

c���
i
tlon d!n also affect air 

voltage to initiate the spar • 15 

pollution 
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checking the obvious points before resorting to expensive 
professional assistance. 
2 Refer to the wiring diagram at the end of the book, trace 
and check each of the alternator output leads, connector blocks 
and all connections to the COi unit, ignition switch and klll 
switch. Do not ignore the obvious; it can be very frustrating to 
spend a long time checking the Ignition system, only to discover 
that the kill switch was set to the 'Off position. The kill switch 
and some of the wiring connectors are relatively exposed and 
may have become contaminated by water. To eliminate this 
possiblllty, spray each one with a water dispersing aerosol such 
as WD40. 
3 Check the wiring for breakages or chafing paying particular 
attention to the wiring in areas like the steering head where 
steering movement causes flexing. The plastic Insulation may
appear intact even if the Internal conductor has broken. If a wire
is suspected of having broken internally or shorted against the 
frame it should be checked using a multimeter as a continuity
tester. 

6 Pulser coil: testing 

1 Trace the alternator output wiring back to the connector 
blocks beneath the seat. Separate the pulser lead connector 
(White/red lead) and the three-pin connector carrying the leads 
to the COi unit (Red, Brown and Black leads). 
2 Using an ohmmeter or multimeter set at the ohms x 10 
scale, measure the resistance between the White/red pulser 
lead and the Black earth lead. The pulser can be considered 
serviceable if the following resistance figures are obtained. 

Pulser coil resistance 
White/red to black 87 ohms± 10% • 20 °C (68 °F) 

6 Exciter coils (source coils): testing 

The exciter coils, or source coils are connected to the COi 
unit via three wires (Red, Brown and Black) and pass through a 
three-pin connector located beneath the dual seat. Separate the 
connector and make the following test on the alternator side of 
the wiring. 
2 Set the meter on the ohms x 1 scale and measure the 
resistance between the Red and Brown leads (high speed 
windings). Next, with the meter set on ohms x 10, measure the 
resistance between the Brown lead and the Black (earth) lead. 
The readings should compare with those shown below. 

Exciter (source) coils - resistance 
Red to Brown leads 5.1 ohms ± 10% • 20° C (68°FJ 
Brown to Black leads 271 ohms± 10% • 20 ° C (68° FJ 

7 Ignition coil: testing 

If the ignition coil is suspected of having failed it can be 
te_ste? by measuring the resistance of its primary and secondary 
windings. The test can be performed with the coif In place on 
the frame, having first disconnected the high tension leads at 
the spark plugs and the low tension lead at the connector block. 
2 Connect one of the meter probes to earth and the other to 
the, low tension. lead at the connector block. This wlfl give a 
resistance reading for the primary windings and should be 
within the limits shown below. 

Primary winding resistance 
0.33 ohms ± 20% • 20° C (68°F) 

Secondary winding resistance ----
3.5 kilo ohms ± 30% • 20 °C (68°F) 

4 If either of the values obtained differs mark di specified resistances it is likely that the coil is d
e 

f Y f�orn the 
recommended that the suspect coil is taken to a y 

8 ective. it is 
who can then verify the coil's condition and sup;

f
maha dealer

ment unit where necessary. The coil is a seafe� 
a re_piace. 

therefore cannot be repaired. unit and

8 COi unit: testing ---

1 If the tests shown in the preceding Sections have f 11 
isolate the cause o� an _ig�ition fault it is llkely that the ;0�d '?
Is itself faulty. Whilst It Is normally possible to check th" 

unn 
making resistance measurements across the various te '.

5 

byrmInals Yamaha do not supply the necessary data for the LC mod 1 
follows that it will be necessary to enlist the help of a Ya 

8 s. It 
dealer who will be able to check the operation of the 0�8

�
substituting a sound Item. 1 

7 .1 a Dismantle plastic shroud to expose coil 

3 Next, connect a meter probe lead to each of the high 
tension leads to measure the secondary winding resistance and 
compare the reading obtained with that shown below. 

7. 1 b Coll ls mounted on frame forward of the air cleaner 
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----=----_-_-_-_-_-_--_-___ -_-_ -�-:---�-,,.,..--
�ago�l�t�lo�n:_:

tl:m:l:n:.:g
:....-------- --

� klnll th• -. 
9 en•' 

. the required degree of accuracy It 
the timing w11h 

au e and a atroboacoplc timing 
,o check 

arv to use a dial gha�ed through Yamaha daalara 1 ·
11 
t,e necei5:auge can be pure an adaptor and an extension 

:,,,p. A d:
r11

prlslng th�8:��
e
� 01252. A stroboscopic timing 

,1 a set
s part n_umber 

available ea part number 90890 -
needle 8 ·strobe 1s also lso be purchased from Independent 
i,fl1P o

r 

eoth Items can 8 
advertise regular ly In the motorcycle 

03109, rnanv of whom 
tlal and If they ere not available the Pliers, 1 are assen , suP n,ese 100 s 

d to 8 Yamaha dealer. press. rnust be entrust�he left-hand engine casing to expoae the 
,..o

r1t

5tert bY removin
g 

11
1 

necessitate removal of the gearchange 
2 ator rotor. This � ft-hand spark plug and acrew the dlal 
,ue: e. Remov� the 

1�8 spark plug hole. Flt the dlel gauge link � adaptor into 
h gauge then fit the assembly Into the gaugnslon needle to t e 

kshaft • by tu ming the alternator rotor. ax1e R tate the cran 
(TDC) h daptor. 0 

oaches top dead centre t e gauge 
� the piston appr stopping momentarily as TDC Is paased 
reading will lncret

se
�s the piston begins to descend. Rock the 

,nd Inen decrea� n io until the exact position of TDC Is found. 
c:tinkShaft to an 

to read zero at this point. Move the rotor
then set th8 gau�

e 
w times to make sure that the needle does 

t,ack and forth a e 
e past zero. 

II not mov 
the gauge. tum the rotor clockwise unt e 

3 Obse
c:t;

g 
or 4 mm is shown. then slow ly move It an

reading 
. until the piston Is 2.0 mm (0.08 In) BTDC. Check the tlclockwise 

the rotor in relation to the fixed index mark on the 
'F' mal�eo:xtenslon. If ne cessary. slacken the three baseplate basep 

d move the baseplate untll the marks coincide. The bolts bolts an 
d d d betw can be slackened using an open en e spanner passe een 

the baseplate and the rotor edge. When the timing Is correct. 
tighten the bolts and re-check the setting as described above. 
4 Remove the di al gauge ass�mbly and refit the spark plu

�
. 

Co nect the timing light as directed by the manufacturer a 
1n:ructions. then start the engine. Direct the light at the 'F' 
marl( on the rotor. The timing lamp will flash each time the plug 
sparl(s and will make the timing mark appear to freeze at that 
point If all Is well, the 'F' mark should coincide with the fixed 
Index merit at 2000 rpm. In the unlikely event that t here ls a 
discrepancy, note where the 'F' mark does appear, stop the 
engine, and Inscribe a new fixed Index line In the appropriate 
place. The new line should be used for subsequent timing 
checks. 

10 Spark plugs: checking end resetting the gape 

1 The Yamaha LC models are equipped with two NGK BBES spark plugs as standard fitments. Certain operating conditions may Indicate the need for a change In spark plug grade, but generally the type recommended by thhe manufacturer gives 

9.3 'F' mark should align with fixed Index mark 

the best all round service. 
2 Check the gap of the plug points every monthly or 1 000 
mile service. To reset the gap, bend the outer electrode to bring 
it closer to, or further away from the central electrode until a 
o. 7 mm (0.028 In) feeler gauge can be inserted. Never bend the 
centre electrode or the Insulator will crack, causing engine 
damage if the particles fall Into the cylinder whilst the engine is 
running. 
3 With some experience, the condition ot the spark plug 
electrodes and Insulator can be used as a reliable guide to 
engine operating conditions. See the accompanying series of 
colour photographs. 
4 Always carry spare spark plugs of the recommended grade. 
In the rare event of plug fallure, this will enable the engine to be 
restarted. 
6 Beware of over-tightening the spark plugs, otherwise there 
Is risk of stripping the threads from the slumlnium alloy cylinder 
heads. The plugs should be sufficlently tight to seat firmly on 
their copper sealing washers, and no more. Use a spanner 
which Is a good flt to prevent the spanner from slipping and 
breaking the insulator. 
6 If the threads in the cylinder head strip as a result of over
tightening the spark plugs, It is possible to reclaim the head by
the use of a Hellcoll thread Insert. This Is a cheap and 
convenient method of replacing the threads; most motorcycle 
dealers operate a service of this nature at an economic price. 
7 Make sure the plug insulating caps are a gooo tit ano nave 
their rubber seals. They should also be kept clean to prevent 
tracking. These caps contain the suppressors that eliminate 
both radio and 1V Interference. 
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Fork oil level ( below top of stanchion) ..................................... . 

Centre stand: examination and maintenance.................. 12 Prop stand: examination ................................................... ...:::_-_� 13 
Footrests: examination and renovation ................................... 14 
Rear brake pedal: examination and renovation .................. _ 15 Speedometer and tachometer heads: removal and 
replacement ............................................................................ _._ 16 
Speedometer and tachometer drive cables: examination 
and maintenance .......................................................................... 17 
Speedometer and tachometer drives: location and 
examination .............................................................................. -.. 18 

Welded tubular steel 

Oil damped telescopic 
497 .8 mm ( 19.6 in) 
SAE 1 OW/30 engine oil 
140 ± 2.5 cc (4.93 ± 0.098 Imp fl oz) 
195 ± 5.5 mm (7.68 ± 0.22 in) 

"No fork leg oil capecitites are available other than those given. It is suggested that the quantity per leg be reduced by about 10 cc 
when refilling forks which have been drained only and not dismantled. 

Rear suspension 
Type ................................................................................................. . 

Rear suspension unit 
Type ................................................................................................. . 
Travel ............................................................................................... . 
Wheel travel ................................................................................... . 
Spring free length ......................................................................... . 
Gas pressure .................................................................................. . 

1 General description 

1 The Yamaha RD250/350 LC models use conventional 
welded tubular steel frames. The front wheel is supported by 

Cantilever 

Single gas/oil and coil spring 
55 mm (2.16 in) 
110 mm (4.33 in) 
216 mm (8.50 in) 
15 kg/cm2 (213 psi) 

oil-damped coil spring telescopic suspension units. Rear sus· 
pension is by a cantilever assembly, pivoting on plain. bushes.
supported by a single suspension unit. The unit Is coil spr�ng 
with nitrogen under high pressure as a supplemen tary springing
medium. D amping is hydraulic. 
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�t fork•: removal and replacement 

11 1, unlikely that the front forka will ne11d to be removlld1 
om it,e frame together with the fork yoke and atee,ing atem. 

\i,ough roaslble. this method le both un":"'leldy and time 
A ming It Is far easier to remove Iha lndrvldual fork legs
consu • d bl h 
tJ,en the steering hea auem Y, w ere necessary, as described 

5 cdon 3 of this Chapter. 
In 

�lace the machine on Its centre stand. Make sure that ft is 2 
nding securely on a flat surface. then place bloclu beneath

Jta 
front of the engine to raise the front wheel clear of theth' 
nd. Unscrew the knurled retaining ring which secures the

gro�ometer drive cable to its gearbox on the front wheel. Pull
: cable clear and lodge It clear of the wheel and fork&. 
3 On the 350 cc model. remove the four mudguard retaining 
bOIIS and lift the mudguard clear of the forks. In the case of the 
250cc model the mudguard can be removed now or left until 
IN wt,eel has been removed. if desired. 
, Straighten and remove the split pin which secures the

neel spindle nut. Slacken and remove the nut, then support 
;. wheel while the spindle is displaced and removed. If 
,..assary, tap the spindle through but take care not to damage 
Its threads. Once the spindle has been removed the wheel can 
be lowered to the ground. In the cese of 250 cc machines the 
wneel can now be lifted clear. On 350 cc machines, tum both 
b(lkt calipers outwards so that they do not foul the wheel rim 
,ne1 tyre. then remove the wheel.
5 It i, good practice to flt a wooden wedge between the 
brlia pads to prevent the caliper pistons from being displaced 
ahoUld the brake lever be squeezed while the wheel Is removed. 
The brake caliper (or calipers, 350 cc model) should be released 
from the fork legs by removing the two mounting bolts. Ult the 
c,liper1s) .way, tying them clear of the forks. Do not allow the 
c,Jiperlsl to hang from the hydraulic hoses. 
e If the forks are to be dismantled it is better to release the 
fol1l top plugs at this stage. It can be done with the forka 
removed. as shown in the photograph accompanying this 
Saction, but for convenience they should be removed while the
fol1l atanehions are secured in the yokes. Start by prising off the 
black plastlc caps which cover the atanchion tops. This will 
rsveal the fork plugs which will be found to be retained by a 
wire internal circfip. 
7 Try to obtain some assistance at this stage. The plugs are 
removed by pushing them down against font spring pressure 
and the easiest method is to use a cross-point screwdriver In 
tht central depression In the cap. While the cap is held down it 
wm be necessary for the second person to dislodge the retaining 
clip with a amall electrical screwdriver. Once this has been 
removed !he plug can be alowfy released and will be pushed out 
of the stanchion. This operation can be accomplished unaided. 
but ft l1 beat to have two pairs of hands if possible. 
8 Slacken the pinch bolts In the upper and tower fork yokes 
and slacken the screws which clamp the headlamp brackets to 
tht fork stanchions. The latter bracketa should be supported 
while the stanchions are twisted and pulled downwards to free 
them. 
9 The fork legs are refined by reversing the removal sequence 
described above. Slide each for1t leg into position, ensuring that 
the tops of each stanchion are level. Tighten the upper and 
lower pinch bolts. On all models. If the ateering head assembly
has been dismantled, it is Important to ensure that the forka are
correctly aligned when refitted. To this end, assemble the forks
loosely, refit the front wheel then bounce the forks a few times10 �at the various compo�ents assume their correct relative
po_s,tlons. Tighten the clamp bolts, working from the wheel
&p111dle upwards. 
i°... Note the following torque settings when assembling the0•�s and calipers.

Fork yoke pinch boltsWheel spindle nut Caliper mounting bolte 

2.4 kgf m (17.2 lbf hi 
7.4 kgf m (53.0 lbf hi 
3.5 kgf m (25.0 lbf hi 

2.2 Release knurled ring and detach speedometer cable 

2.3 Mudguard is secured by four bolts 

2.4a Remove split pin and wheel spindle nut ... 

119 



2.4b ... then withdraw spindle and remove wheel 

2.5b ... and hose retainer to free hydraulics 

2.Ba Slacken upper pinch bolt and nut ... 

\ 
\ 

2. 7 Depress fork top plug and release retaining clip 

2.8b ... followed by lower pinch bolts and •·· 
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he headlamp bracket assembly 
thB" tree t 

2Bt•·· ----------:-:---:-----:--:--
�ad assembly: dismantling and reassembly 

s11enng�e,:_ ________________ _ 
:.--

ca dismantling by removing the front fork legs as 
I -�'�

n 
Section 4. The petrol t_ank

f
' s�o

h
uld be

1 
remo_ved

1 
t? 

de!C''""-_ 'd tal damage to Its paint mis • or a ternat1ve y 1t
1)1'¢01 acci e

; with a thick blanket or similar padding. 
ian be co�:

r
:he headlamp unit from its shell after releasing the 

2 Remo
s which retain it. Disconnect the headlamp leads and 

tw0screwunit to one side. Trace and disconnect the wiring from 
p:,ce tnd

he
l b switches at their connectors Inside the headlamp

ine ha e ar • h d U crew the knurled rings which secure t e spee ometer511tll. ;s meter drive cables to the underside of the instrument 
arid ta 0

d pull the cables clear of the steering head. Slacken offhtad5an • h • I lut h cab le adjuster and free 1t from t e operating ever. 
f � ;ove the two bolts which retain the instrument panel 

�ty to the top yoke. The instrument panel can now be 
� away from the fork yokes together with the headlamp
:u and brackets and the front indicator lamps, freeing the
wiling connectors as the assembly is pulled clear. Remove the
front brake hose union from the bottom yoke and also the horn
,rrd its mounting bracket. 
, Prise off the black plastic caps which cover the handlebar
damp screws. The screws should be released to allow the
clamp halves to be removed. The handlebar assembly can now 

J-20; -SConnec1 dri b ve ca les at instrument heads

2.8d Fork leg can be twisted clear of yokes
be lifted clear of the top yoke and lodged across the top of the
frame, or rested on the fuel tank. 
5 Before proceeding further, it should be noted that the 
steering head bearings are of the uncaged ball type, and these 
will drop free as the steering stem and lower yoke are released. 
The steel balls will drop free if left unattended. so some 
provision must be made to catch them. It is a good idea to place 
some clean cloth under the steering head area to contain any 
errant balls. 
6 Remove the crown bolt from the centre of the top yoke an
lift the yoke from position. Using a C-spanner, slacken and 
remove the steering stem nut, whilst supporting the lower yoke. 
With the nut removed, carefully lower the yoke and steering
stem catching the balls from the lower race as they drop free.
It will be noted that there are nineteen t in balls in each race.
7 The steering head assembly should be reassembled in the 
reverse order of that given for dismantling. When fitting the 
steel balls to their races, they can be held in place with grease. 
Check that the correct number is fitted to each bearing race. 
When fitting the steering stem nut, it must be adjusted so that
all perceptible free play is taken up, but no more. It is easy to
damage the head races by overtightening. When correctly
adjusted, it should be possible to move the steering from lock to
lock with the lightest pressure on the handlebar end. Final
adjustment can be made after reassembly, by slackening the 
top bolt and adjusting the steering stem nut as required. 

3.3 Instrument panel is retained by two bolts 
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3.4 Remove handlebar clamp halves - note arrows 

Fig. 5.1 Steering head asaembly 

1 lower bearing cone 
2 Sealing ring 
3 lower bearing cup 
4 Upper bearing cone 
5 Upper bearing cup 
6 Bearing balls 
7 Dust cover 
B Nut 
9 Top yoke 
1 O Pinch bolt - 2 off 
11 Nut - 2 off 
12 Washer - 4 off 
13 Crown bolt 
14 Handlebar clamp -

2 off 
15 Allen bolt - 4 off 
16 Plastic esp - 4 off
1 7 Cable guide 
18 Cable guide 

16 

��::::::---,���,-,..---9 

�:::::8.,__--,---17

~��� ... �J� 

6 

I 
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tllng end ree11embly
rl<•· dI,men 

frool to • 
• f ...,s trom the yokes as described In

d the 01" • h I 1 g remove 
I rk springs and invert eec eg over a

1 �av; withdraw the l�g oil has emptied. It Is assumed that
5ec1i0° Y uotll the damP removed as described prior to their

1 1rs 1 5 were • drll � k tOP Pug rk okes. If the plugs are still In position they
int 0�: 1 from thS 10 

cl:mping the stanchion In a vice fitted �Ith

,em be removed by 
not to crush or score the stanchion. 

,a� J
aws- Take c;�t� a cross-point screwdriver and prise out

'°i,press the �l
u
�hich retains It. Release the pressure on the

O wire clrch� b displaced by the fork spring. The fork leg 
Ill• • g 11 to e d 1119 a11ow1n ed and drained es describe above. 
�n �w be re:thas been drained, slacken the bolt which 
2 ooce the u h the bottom of the lower leg and Into the 
pisses up th�. g 

Quite likely that the damper rod will tend to
d,t11W ,od. 

1
1 15

er leg and thus impede the removal of the bolt.
· the ow 

,o:a'.e '" lem a rises, clamp the assembly In a vice using soft
If 1h15 pro�d the lower leg by the caliper mounting lugs. Obtain
�� to 110

1 wooden dowel about t in In diameter and form a
1 1t09lh 0 

00 ooe end. 
iapel the dowel down the stanchion, having first withdrawn

3 ;: spring. Push the dowel hard against the head of the
tile rod 10 lock it in position whilst an assistant slackens the 
�-111

e
r9 bolL If the dowel proves difficult to hold a self-gripre121111 d b • ffi • I och or similar can be use to o tain su IcIent everage and

;:sure. Once the retaining bolt has been removed slide off the
6Jst seal and withdraw the stanchion assembly from the lower

� Invert the stanchion to release the damper rod and rebound
IIIM9· placing these components to one side to await examina
tion, Unless new oil seals have been fitted recently they should 
be renewed as a matter of course to prevent failure at a later 
date. Lever out the wire retaining clip using a small screwdriver. 
5 The oil seal can be levered out of its recess In the top of the 
lower leg and the spacer beneath it tipped out. Do not omit the
laner when fitting new oil seals. The oil seal lip should be 
lubricated prior to installation, and then tapped Into place using
1 l.rge tubular drih to ensure that it enters the leg squarely. A large _sock�t is ide!I for this purpose. Remember to fit therea,ning clip, ensuring that it locates correctly.

4,lbflerr, r 
• 

OVe lop Plu I . 9• 1 stI11 In position ...

6 After the fork components have been .xamined for wear a, described In Section 5, r�asaembly can commence. Make aurethat all componenta ere fitted to the leg from which they wereremoved. Slide the damper rod and rebound 1pring into the
�tanchlon, then lubricate the stanchion 1urface with oil. Slide itI�to the lower leg making sure that the seal lip doe• not becomedistorted or damaged. Lock the damper rod, then flt theretaining bolt and Its sealing washer, tightening it aecurely. Refitthe dust seal over the stanchion end worl< It over the locatinggroove around the lower leg. 
7 Slide the fork spring Into position In the stanchion noting
that the tightest coils must be uppermost. Top up each leg with
SAE 1 OW/30 engine oll. Each leg should contain 140 ± 2.5 cc
of oll (4.93 ± 0.098 Imp fl oz). The oil content ia beat measur.cf
by checking its level below the top of the stanchion using a dip
stick. The correct level is 195 ± 5.5 mm (7.68 ± 0.22 in).

4. 1 a Fork top Is covered by black plastic cap

4. 1 c ... and withdraw the fork spring



4.3a Tapered dowel or rod wlll prevent damper rotation ... 4.3b ... whilst bolt Is unscrewed from fork leg 

4.3c Slide off the rubber dust seal ... 4.3d ... and withdraw the stanchion 

4.4a Remove damper seat ... 4.4b ... and shake damper rod out of stanchion 



---

·1 seal is retained by wire clip

,.4' fork OI 

,
,o 

_I I 

j 

19 

11 

15 

1413 

12 

4.7 Top up to prescribed level with fork oil 

2 

�' 
�4 

5 

6 

Fig. 6.2 Front fork.a 

1 Lowerleg 
2 Stanchi on 
3 Damper rod seat 
4 Spring cl ip 
5 Oil seal 
6 Spacer 
7 Damperrod 
8 Rebound spring 
9 Damper rod pist on ring 
10 Spring 
1 1 Dust c over 
12 0-rlng 
13 Top bolt 
14 Clrcl ip 
15 Top plug 
1 6 Steering stem 
1 7 Pinch bolt -4 off 
18 Spring wesher - 4 off 
19 Allen bolt 
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6 Front fork■: examlnetlon end renovation 

1 The parts most liable to wear over an eKtended period of 
service are the Internal surfaces of tha lower leg and the outer 
surfaces of the fork stanchion or tube. If there Is eKcesstve play 
between these two parts, they must ba renewed as a complete 
unit. Check the fork tube for scoring over the length which 
enters the oll seel. Bad scoring hare will damage the oll seal and 
lead to fluid leakage. 
2 It la advisable to renew the oll 1aals when the forks are 
dismantled, even If they appear to be In good condition. This will 
save a strip down of the forks at a later data If oil leakage 
occurs. The oil seal In the top of each lower fork lag Is retained 
by en Internal C-rlng which can be prised out of position with a 
smell screwdriver. Check that the dust excluder rubbers are not 
split or worn where they bear on the fork tuba. A worn excluder 
wlll allow the ingress of dust and water which wlll damage the 
oil seal and eventually cause weer of the fork tuba. 
3 It Is not generally possible to straighten forks which have 
bean badly damaged In an accident. particularly when the 
correct Jigs are not available. It Is always bast to arr on the side 
of safety and fit new ones, especially since there Is no easy 
means to detect whether the forks have bean over stressed or 
metal fatigued. Fork stanchions (tubas) can be checked, after 
removal from the lower legs by rolling them on a dead slat 
surface. Any misalignment will be immediately obvious. 

5.1 a Check stanchion and damper parts for wear 

4 The fork springs will take a permanent set after consider
able usage and will need renewal if the fork action becomes 
spongy. The service limit for the total free length of each spring. 
Is as follows. 

Fork spring free length 497.8 mm (19.6 in) 

8 Steering head bearing,: examination and renovation 

1 Before commencing reassembly of the forks, examine the 
steering head races. The ball bearing tracks of the respective 
cup and cone bearings should be polished and free from 
indentations, cracks or pitting. If signs of wear are evident, the 
cups and cones must be renewed. In order for the straight llna 
steering on any motorcycle to be consistently good, the steering 
head bearings must be absolutely perfect. Even the smallest 
amount of wear on the cups and cones may cause steering 
wobble at high speeds and judder during heavy front wheel 
braking. The cups and cones are an Interference fit on their 
respective seatings and can be tapped from position with a 
suitable drift. 
2 Ball bearings are relatively cheap. If the originala are 
marked or discoloured they must be renewed. To hold the steel 
balls in place during reassembly of the fork yokes, pack the 
bearings with grease. Each race Is fitted with nineteen steel 
balls. Although each race has room for an extra steel ball it must 
not be fitted. The gap allows the bearings to work correctly, 
stopping them skidding and accelerating the rate of wear. 

7 Stearlng lock 

The steering lock is mounted forward of the steering head 
lug where it is secured by a single bolt. When the steering ts 
tumed fully to the right or left and the lock Is operated the 
mounting bolt Is Inaccessible and therefore unauthorised re
moval 11 prevented. 
2 If the lock malfunction, repair Is impracticable end e new 
lock must be fitted. It follows that new keys must be acquired 
at the same time. 

5. 1 b Ensure that small oil drilling is clear 

6.3 Stanchion Is rolled on flat surface to 
• ht(l851 check stralll 
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l and renovation 
-,nat on 

. eJB"' 

8 f,,,,,e 
quire attention unless accident 

is unlikelv to re 
cases replacement of the frame

r�e frafl'l
0
,currecl. In some

e of a�tlon if It ls badly out of
' i,as o torv cours h h JI d 

�,398 5a1isfoc repair specialists ave t e gs am 

JJ 1�6 o01Y001y O few Ira me ttlng the frame to the required
,s ,,t for rese f 
,1��,,,e, 11ecessarv nd even then there Is no easy means o 

,..311dre 5 
f 8,curacv a 

t the frame may have been over-
•ard O ha I exten 

2 After the machine has coverod a considerable mileage. it Is 
advisable to oxamino the frame closely for signs of cracking or 
splitting ot tho welded joints. Rust can also cause weakness at 
these joints. Minor damage can he repaired by welding or 
brazing. depending on tho extent and nature of the damage. 
3 Remember that a frame which is out of alignment will 
cause handling problems and may oven promote 'speed wob
bles·. If misalignment Is suspected. as the result of an acc;dent. 
it will be necessary to strip the machine completely so that the 
frame can be checked and. if necessary, renewed 
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Fig. 5.3 Frame 

Spring washer - 2 off • 17 Washer - 2 off 
Bolt 

26 Bush 
18 Grab rail 

Spring washer 
27 Bolt - 2 off 

19 Bolt -2 off 28 Spring washer - 2 off 
Nuc 20 Spring washer - 2 off 
Bole- 2 off 

29 Washer - 2 off 
21 1981 models only 30 Washer - 2 off 

Spring washer - 2 off 22 
Frame cover 

Frame bracket 31 Bolt -2 off 
23 Engine stabiliser bar 

Screw-2 off 
32 Sptti1g washer - 2 off 

24 Engine stabiliser bar 33 Bolt -2 off 
Spring washer - 2 off 25 Bush 34 Spring ...,ash<>r - 2 off 

35 Washer - 2 off 
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9 Rear suapenslon 01111e111bly: general Information 

On the LC module tho conventional pivoted reor fork, or 
·swinging arm· Is repluced by o welded tubular sub-frame which
allows a single large suspension unit to control the reor wheel
movements, The unit Is mountod botween tho uppermost point 
of tho sub-frame and the frame top tube, running almost 
horizontally bonooth tho dual seat. This cantllevor suspension 
errongement Is known by Yamaha as 'Monocross·. 
2 The suspension unit Is of corwentlonal construction. An oil
filled dampor unit Is fitted Inside the main spring and is 
designed to provide control of rear wheel movement by the 
usual expedient of allowing oil to be forced through a small 
orifice. A quantity of nitrogen Is contained in a high pressure 
chamber at one end of the unit end this allows for oil movement 
without the risk of aeration of the damping oil and the 
consequent loss of damping effect. A free-floating piston and 0-
rlng keep the oil and nitrogen separate.
3 The damper incorporates a floating valve arangement 
which is designed to reduce damping effect when the damper 
Is moved suddenly. This allows the suspension to move rapidly 
under the forceful Input of a large rut for example, and allows a 
higher degree of suspension compliance than Is normally
possible. The floating valve is effectively a spring steel disc, 
much like a thin washer, and is trapped between two seating 
faces of the damper piston. Its operation is best illustrated by 
referring to the accompanying figure in which various damping 
rates are shown.
4 In A. the unit is under fairly gentle compression and the
damping oil flows through the four notches in the valve. If a 
large bump is encountered the damping rate is too high to allow 
the unit to react quickly so the valve is arranged to deform, as 
shown In B, to allow a much greater oil flow through the piston. 
The same system applies under rebound as shown in C, during 
gentle movement and D, where the valve has deformed to allow
rapid movement at the rear wheel. 
5 The suspension unit is adjustable for spring preload via a 
collar which incorporates a cam arrangement. Adjustment is
effected by removing the seat and the protective tray and 
rotating the collar with the aid of a C-spanner. No manual 
damping adjustment is provided. 

10 Rear sub-frame: examination and renovation 

The rear sub-frame pivots on headed bushes and a hard
ened steel sleeve in much the same manner as most conven
tional pivoted rear forks. Before the assembly can be checked 
for wear it will be necessary to remove the rear wheel (see 
Chapter 6, Section 10) and then release the suspension unit 
from the front or rear mounting points. Of the two, the front 
mounting is more easily accessible. Straighten and remove the 
small split pin from the end of the mounting bolt. The nut can 
now be removed and the bolt displaced to free the unit. 
2 Grasp the fork ends of the sub-frame unit and try to move 
it from side to side. Any clearance should be minimal and must 
not exceed 1.0 mm (0.04 in). Movement in excess of this means 
that the bushes are in need of attention and that the sub-frame 
must be removed. 

A 

B 

C 

3 Remove the pivot bolt retaining nut, then tap out the pivot 
D bolt using a long screwdriver or a metal rod, taking care not to 

damage its threads. It will now be possible to pull the subframe 
partially clear of the machine, but note that the extent of its 
movement will be impaired if fitted with an endless final drive 
chain. If it is wished to remove the sub-frame to a workbench 
it will be necessary to remove the left-hand engine cover so that 
the chain can be disengaged from the gearbox sprocket. 
4 Pull off the dust seals which cover the ends of the bushes, 
noting the location of any shims found beneath them. These 
must be refittod In their original locations during reassembly. 
Displace the inner pivot sleeve from the sub-frame bore to 

r---------� 

@ 
' 

0 
, 

[_ ) 

Fig. 6.4 Rear suspension unit operation 
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the bushes will inevitably get Noce th3! 
I be r,ushe5-

1 nd must therefore a ways re-·e cM . remova a ,,;:<'' d 3u""9 
moved 1,rJg� '-a¥ are re 

be removed by passing a long drift • .; ,f t, h s can • b h M k r,1••e id ous e 
d d iving out the opposing us • a e 

5 fhe 0
he cross-tube an_ w'ell supported to avoid any risk of gh t b frame 1s 

h b � t the su -
val operation. Tap around t e ush so 

511re t�3 n during the remorely The remaining bush can now be 
dis:ortio . en out squa 

. t ,s dn• me method. 
di-I· �ed bY the_ sa 

that the new bushes must not be driven Into remD
y8,i,aha ifl515t 

shed home using a suitable press. Few 6 s• be pu 
h .,_. • 

, ce but mu • che use of such equipment, but bus 11uing ts 
""'r-t� will have 

•ng a drawbolt arrangement. 
�ible bY ernploY'ss•rv to obtain a long bolt or a length of 
.,....-. 1 be nece � . . 
7 11 w11 a local eng1neenng works or some other 
... .reaced rod 1�

1 

m 
r rod should be about 1 inch longer than the ,. - n,e bo 1 0 

b h Al • ed Sll,)il1'er. h f the cross tube and one us • so requir 
combined leng

t 
;nd two large and robust washers. In the case 

,re s:;itable n
od
ut\t one nut 1o one end of the rod and if required, •readed r • 

ofc, . . lace for convenience. 
s:3i.e 11 1" P f the washers over the bolt or rod so that it rests 
s Fit one 0

h ad then pass the assembly through the cross-. s! tt,e e , 
..P • he projecting end place the bush, which should be 
t:Jbe· ()lier I 

10.la Remove split pin __ 

IO.Ja Rete ase rTlounting bolt ... 

greased to ea_se installation, followed by the rema,"ing waYier 
a_nd nut. Holding the bush to ensure that it i• k.ept square. s!Gwly 
tighten the nut so that the bush is drawn Into the cros.s-t· be 
Once it is fully home, remove the drawbolt arrargement "and 
repeat the sequence to fit the remaining bush. 
9 Examine the inner pivot sleeve for signs oi wear or 
corrosion. Light corrosion may be removed by careful use c;f fine 
ebrasive paper, taking great care not to remove any significant 
amount of metal. particularly at the ends that are supoorted by 
the bushes. More serious corrosion or any significant amount of 
wear will necessitate the renewal of the sleeve. 
10 When refitting the sub-frame, grease the bearings and inner 
sleeve. pushing grease into the space between the bearings ano 
also into the centre of the sleeve. Renew the dust seals if the� 
appear worn or damaged, and remember to refit the shims in 
their original locations. Note the following torque wrel"ch 
settings during reassembly. 

Sub-frame pivot bolt 6.5 kgf m (46.8 lbf ft) 
Suspension unit mountings 4.0 kgf m (28.0 lbf ft) 
Rear wheel spindle 4.5 kgf m (32.O lbf ft) 

10. 1 b ... and release bolt to free suspension unit 

10.3b ... and remove chainguard 



10.Jc Remove nut and withdraw the pivot shaft ... 

1 0.3e Suspension unit will pass through gap in mudguard 

,,.,,,. -
,I 

10.5 Old bushes can be drifted out of subframe 

10.3d ... to allow subframe to be removed 

10.4 Remove end covers. noting any shims fitted 

10.Ba To fit new bushes, assemble drawbolt as shown ... 



. h n to draw bushes Into place 10.10 Inner pivot sleeve should be greased 

Sb and 11g te 

10. -
----------------------------... 

Fig. 5.5 Rear ■ub-frame 

1 Rear sub-frame 
2 Sleeve 
3 Bush-2off 
4 Nylon chain guide 
5 Dust seal -2 off 
6 Washer 
7 Nut 
8 Shim 
9 Pivot bolt 
10 Chainguard 
11 Bolt -2 off 
12 Spring washer - 2 off 
13 Washer - 2 off 
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17�
18 

1 Damper unit 
2 Spring 
3 Spring guide 
4 Adjusting ring 
5 Damping rubber 
6 Split col/et 
7 Bush 

�
19

Fig. 6.6 Rear suspension unit 

8 Damping rubber 
9 Lower mounting 
10 Bush 
11 Sleeve - 2 off 
12 Clevis pin 
13 Washer 

14 Washer 
15 Washer 
16 Split pin 
17 Nut 
18 Spring washer 
19 Bolt 
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IP 10 remove 
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procedure h accompanying figure and mark a point 10 - 16 
4 Refer to

h
t e

bottom of the cylinder. Piece the unit securely in abOvete 
I I I "'"' wearing proper eye protect on age nst escap ng gas 

• VOCI· 
metal particles. drill a 2 -: 3 mm hole through the 

•� sly marked point on the cylinder. 
�fi fng the suspension unit Is the reversal of the removal 
S __ ':: 

11 1 
noting the following points. Smear a thin layer of P�ure. 

d h ase on the inner faces of the washers an t rust covers. 
�,ys use new spl it-pins on reassembly. 

10-15mm 
(0.4 - 0.6 in) 

0 2-3mm 
(0.08 - 0.12 in) 

Fig. 6.7 Position of drilling on ...er au1pen1ion unit 

11 2a SuS!>ension unit employs variable rate spring ... 

11.1 a Subframe suspension mounting bo lt Is located by rais ed stop (arrowed) 

11.1 b Bolt can be withdrawn to free suspension unit 

11.2b ... which is retained by split colfats 
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11 .5 Mounting bush is protected by end seals 

12 Centre stand: examination and maintenance 

The centre stand is an important but largely neglected 
feature of most motorcycles. It is important to check the stand 
for wear or damage from time to time, as failure of the stand 
can result in costly repair bills. Check that the stand mounting 
shaft is secure and in good condition, and that it is kept 
adequately lubricated. 
2 Check that the return spring is in good condition. A broken 
or weak spring may cause the stand to fall whilst the machine 
is being ridden. and catch in some obstacle, unseating the rider. 

13 Prop stand: examination 

The prop stand is attached to a lug welded to the left-hand 
lower frame tube. An extension spring anchored to the frame 
ensures that the stand is retracted when the weight of the 
machine is taken off the stand. 
2 Check that the pivot bolt is secured and that the extension 
spring is in good condition and not overstretched. An accident 
is almost certain if the stand extends whilst the machine is on 
the move. 

14 Footrests: examination and renovation 

1 The front and rear footrests are mounted on alloy brackets 
on each side of the machine, these doubling as mounting points 
for the silencers, and for the gearchange and brake levers. The 
alloy plates may be removed after the laner parts have been 
detached, though this should rarely prove necessary. 
2 The footrests are of the folding type and are unlikely to 
require frequent anention. Little can be done to repair them, and 
In the event of extreme wear or damage, the affected parts 
should be renewed. If the footrests are damaged In an accident, 
it is possible to dismantle the assembly Into its component 
parts. Detach each footrest from the mounting plate by 
withdrawing the split pin and pulling out the clevis pin. 

-:-::---:-:---:--:----:---:------------16 Reer br■ke pedal: ex■mln■tlon ■nd renov■tlon 

1 The roar brake pedel pivots on a pin project:----_ elloy footrest plete and is secured by a washer an�g from the 
domegod, the pedel can be removed after the split pi:

lh Pl11. II 
e>Ctracted. ha, be

t,i 

2 The pedal can be straightened after healing it t 
cherry red using a blowtorch or blowlamp. If there Is 

O I Clutt 
about the condition of the pedal it should be rene8::Y doubt 
safety precaution. 11d •• 1 
3 The rear brake pedal Is returned to its normal P<>shl extension spring. This should be checked to ensure thai°� by If\ stretched, end pulls the brake off cleanly. 1• llOt 

16 Speedometer and tachometer heads: removal •nd -
replacement 

1 The Instrument_ hea�s can _be removed as a complete assembly as descnbed In Section 3, paragraphs 2 and 3 
Alternatively, the two Instruments together with the warn;� 
lamps can be removed from the moulded base after removin 
the two small domed nuts which se�ur� each one and releasi� 
the drive cables. As the assembly Is lofted upwards, it will be 
necessary to pull out the warning and illumination lamps, noting 
the position of each one as a guide during reassembly. 
2 Apart from defects in either the drive or drive cables. 8 
speedometer or tachometer which malfunctions is difficult to 
repair. Fit a replacement or alternatively entrust the repair to a 
competent instrument repair specialist. 
3 Remember that a speedometer in correct working order is 
a statutory requirement in the UK. Apart from this legal 
necessity, reference to the odometer readings is the most 
satisfactory means of keeping pace with the maintained sched
ules. 

17 Speedometer end tachometer drive cables: uemination 
end maintenance 

It is advisable to detach the drive cable(s) from time to time 
in order to check whether the outer coverings are damaged or 
compressed at any point along their run. Jerky or sluggish 
movements can obtain be traced to a damaged drive cable. 
2 It is not possible to effect a satisfactory repair to a damaged 
or broken drive cable, and in this event the complete cable must 
be renewed. 

18 Speedometer and tachometer drives: location and 
examination 

1 Drive to the speedometer is taken from a small gearboX 
mounted on the front wheel and anchored to the left-hand forlt 
leg. The gearbox rarely gives rise to problems provided that it is 
kept well greased whenever the front wheel is removed. In the 
event of failure, the gearbox must be replaced as a unit, no 
individual parts are available. . 
2 The tachometer is driven from a mechanism incorporated in 
the engine unit, its takeoff point being near the rear of the 
crankcase. Part of the drive is contained within the crankcase 
halves and it is therefore necessary to remove and dismantle 
the engine unit to gain access to it. Further information on the 
tachometer drive will be found in Chapter 1. 
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16.1b _ and lift panel away from baclq>late 
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General description···········-························································· 1 
Front wheel: examination and renovation .............................. 2 
Disc brake: pad renewal·····-·······················-··························"· 3 
Front disc brake: removing. overhauling and refitting the 
caliper units ····-·····-····················-··-············································ 4 
Front disc brake: master cylinder examination and 
renovation········-·······························-··········································· 5 
Front disc brake: hydraulic hose examination ·-···················· 6 
Brake disc: removal, examination and replacement ............. 7 
Bleeding the hydraulic brake system ·················-···················· 8 
Front wheel: removal and replacement .................................. 9 
Rear wheel: removal and replacement .................................... 10 
Front wheel bearings: examination and renovation ............. 11 
Rear wheel bearings: examination and renovation ............... 12 

Specifications 

Wheels 
Type ···········-······-····-···············-························································· 
Size ······················-········-···································································· 

Maximum runout at rim: 
Axial ··········-················-·-·······-··························································· 
Radial ····················-···-·······-·····························-······························· 

Tyres 
Size················-················································· ··································· 

Tyre pressures 
Normal riding .................................................................................... . 
High speed································································-····················-· 

Brakes 
Type: 

RD250 LC .................................................................................. . 
RD350 LC .................................................................................. . 

Disc diameter ................................................................................... . 
Disc thickness .................................................................................. . 
Service limit ...................................................................................... . 
Pad thickness···-··············································································· 
Service limit ·····················-·······-······················································· 
Caliper bore diameter ..................................................................... . 
Master cylinder bore diameter: 

RD250 LC·····················-···························································· 
RD350 LC .................................................................................. . 

Hydraulic fluid··························-······················································· 

Cush drive assembly: examination and renovation -
RD350LC ....................................................................................... 13 
Cush drive assembly: examination and renovation -
RD250LC ···········································································--·-···· 14 
Rear wheel sprocket: removal. examination and 
replacement - RD350LC ............................................................ 15 
Rear wheel sprocket: removal. examination and 
replacement - RD250LC ······························-········-·················· 16 
Rear brake: examination and renovation ................................ 17 
Final drive chain: examination and lubrication ...................... 18 
Tyres: removal, repair and refitting .......................................... 19 
Valve cores and caps ···································-····························· 20 
Wheel balancing ································································-·-······ 21 

Front 
Cast alloy 
1.85 X 18 

2.0 mm (0.080 in) 
2.0 mm (0.080 in) 

3.00S-18-4PR 

1.75 kg/cm2 (25 psi) 
2.00 kg/cm2 (28 psi) 

Single hydraulic disc 
Twin hydraulic disc 
267 mm ( 10.5 in) 
5 mm (0.19 in) 

4.5 mm (0.18 In) 
6.8 mm (0.27 In) 
0.8 mm (0.03 In) 
38. 18 mm ( 1.5 in) 

12.70 mm (0.5 in) 
15.87 mm (0.62 in) 
DOT 3/SAE J 1703 

Reer 
Cast alloy 
1.85 x 18 

2.0 mm (0.080 in) 
2.0 mm (0.080 in) 

3.50S-18-4PR 

2.00 kg/cm2 (28 psi) 
2.25 kg/cm2 (32 psi) 

sis drum 
sis drum 
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� LC models are equipped with cast aluminium
The Ysrnshs . conventional tubed tyres. The 250cc

lloY wheels car"'!'I
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a single hydraulic disc brake, the 350 cc
3 ,sion is fitted � it

d. cs The rear brake on both machines is a
,e • g twin is • h I d'ff model havi� 

shoe (sis) drum brake. The rear _w ee I ers
single leading

the two models, but only with respect to
hat between 

s0mew . d sprocket mounting arrangements.
the cush drive an 

- heel· examination and renovation
2 Front w 

f II check the complete wheel for cracks and chipping,
1 Care u Y d f h i A 
particularly at the spoke roots and the e ge o

d 
t e r m

k
. s _a11 I le a damaged wheel must be renewe as crac s wI 

genera ru f • d uess points which may lead to sudden a1lure un er
cause 

103
s 

d Small nicks may be radiused carefully with a fine file heavv • • I nd emery paper (No 600 - No 1000) to relieve the stress. f
:here is any doubt as to the condition of a �heel. ad�ice should 
be sought from a reputable dealer or specialist repairer. 
2 Each wheel is covered with a coating of lacquer, to prevent
corrosion. If damage occurs to the wheel and the lacquer finish
is pe netrated. the bared aluminium alloy will soon start to 
corrode. A whitish grey oxide will form over the damaged area, 
which in itself is a protective coating. This deposit however,
should be removed carefully as soon as possible and a new 
protective coating of lacquer applied. 
3 Check the lateral and radial run out at the rim by spinning 
the wheel and placing a fixed pointer close to the rim edge. If 
the maximum run out is greater than 2.0 mm (0.080 In) the
manufacturer recommends that the wheel be renewed. This Is, 
however, a counsel of perfection; a run out somewhat greater
than this can probably be accommodated without noticeable

3.2 De . sign of se curlty clip may very between models 

180 mm (7.09 In) 
4 mm (0.16 In) 
2 mm (0.08 in) 
68 mm (2.68 in) 

effect on steering. No means is available for straightening a 
warped whee) without resorting to the expense of having tha 
wheel skimmed on all faces. If warpage was caused by impact 
during an accident, the safest measure Is to renew the wheel 
complete. Wom wheel bearings may cause rim run out. These 
should be renewed. 

3 Disc brake: pad renewal 

1 The caliper and pad arrangement on both models is similar. 
with the obvious exception that the 350 cc model employs a 
twin disc arrangement and this has two calipers and two sets of 
pads to deal with. It should be noted at this stage that the 
calipers and pads have been modified during the production run. 
)n the case of RD 250 LC models up to engine number 
4L1-0082231, and RD 350 LC models up to 4L0--007721 it is 
essential to use brake pad kit 4LO-W0045-00. All subsequent 
models require brake pad kit 4W1-W0045-00. It is lmponant to 
ensure that the correct pads are fitted to each type of caliper. If 
pads other than Yamaha originals are fitted it is worthwhile 
noting that EBC Ltd produce replacements for both types. thes.i 
being numbered FA64 for the original type and FA70 for the 
later type. 
2 To remove the brake pads, release the spring clip which 
secures the pad retaining pin. The clip is located on the inboard 
end of the pin and may differ in design from the type shown in 
the accompanying photographs. It will also be noted that the 
caliper has been removed for clarity; in practice the pads can be 
renewed with the caliper and wheel in position. 
3 Once the clip has been removed the retaining pin can be 
displaced and the pads removed. If either pad is worn to 0.8 
mm (0 .03 In) or less, the pads should be renewed as a pair. 
Yamaha recommend that the spring clip. retaining pin and 
shims are renewed every time the pads are renewed. 

7 

J.Ja Remove cllp and withdraw pad support pin
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3.3b Pads may now be lifted away from caliper 

3.3d ... and anti-rattle shim In caliper body 

4 Front disc brake: removing. overhauling end refitting 
the caliper unitl•I 

1 This Section describes the overhaul procedure for the 
caliper unit fitted to the 2 50 cc model. The procedure ls 
identical for the 350 cc model except that there are two calipers 
to be dealt with. In this case. overhaul and refit one before 
attention Is turned to the other to preclude parts from being 
Interchanged. 
2 The caliper unit Is of the single piston floating type, the 
caliper body being free to move sideways along a support pin in 
relation to the caliper mounting bracket. When the handlebar 
lever Is squeezed the piston Is displaced pushing the moving 
pad against the disc. This then causes the caliper body to move 
slightly in the opposite direction until the fixed pad exerts equal 
pres,ure on the opposite face of the disc. 
3 If the caliper unit warrants removal for Inspection or 
renovation, it Is first necessary to remove and drain the 
hydraulic hose. Disconnect the union at the caliper. Have a 
suitable container In which to catch the fluid. At this stage, It is 
as well to stop the flow of fluid from the reservoir, by holding 
the front brake lever In against the handlebar. This ls easily done 
using a stout elastic band, or alternatively, a section cut from an 
old Inner tube. 

3.3c Note pad backing shim .•• 

3.3e Centre groove indicates maximum wear depth 

4 Note: Brake fluid will discolour or remove paint if contact is 
allowed. Avoid this where possible and remove accidental 
splashes immediately. Similarly, avoid contact between the fluid 
and plastic parts such as Instrument lenses, as damage will also 
be done to these. When all the fluid is drained from the hose, 
clean the connections carefully and secure the hose end a.nd 
fittings inside a clean polythene bag, to await reassembly. As 
with all hydraulic systems, it is most important to keep each 
component scrupulously clean, and to prevent the ingress of 
any foreign matter. For this reason. it is as well to prepare a 
clean area in which to work, before further dismantling. As in 
any form of component dismantling, ensure that the outside of 
the caliper is thoroughly cleaned down. 
5 The caliper unit is attached to the inside of the right-hand 
fork leg by two bolts, which, when removed, will allow the unit 
to be lifted away. If the caliper is being removed with the front 
wheel in position. it should be lifted clear of the disc. Remove 
the brake pads as described in the preceding Section. exposing 
the piston. The piston may be driven out of the caliper body by 
an air Jet - a foot pump If necessary. Remove the piston seal 

and dust seal from the caliper body. Under no circumstances 
should any attempt be made to lever or prise the piston out 

_
of 

the caliper. If the compressed air method fails. temporanly 
reconnect the caliper to the flexible hose. and use the handlebar 
lever to displace the piston hydraulically. Wrap some rag around 
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� . itablo shower of brake fluid. 
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,n�:ackel con be freed from the caliper 
1n,· cJIIP•aliper 1nountlng pport pin. This is retained by a small ft1e C • g the SU • 
6 ,vithdrawin d be withdrawn and discarded; a new split 
l)(><_il �v which shoul . reassembly. Remove the bracket and 
sP''1 p

in

ild be fitted dud,,n
stm followed by the small coil spring iO stlO'- jner an ' P oH 1he ,eta. the bracket. 

1,ft. h is fitted into 
arefully. using only clean hydraulic fluid. 

"
h
''ciean each �=

rt 
�trol. oil or paraffin as these will cause the 7 

no account u 
Pd swell. Keep all components dust free. on d grade an f • • I als 10 e 
•ston surface or scoring or p1tt ng. any se • 1he p1 

8 Exam_ine .11 necessitate renewal. The seals should be 
,mperfecuon 

8 �atter of course. re-using an old seal is _a false 
renewed as 

mber that the safety of the machine 1s very -v Rerne . d. • econo, .. • d t on seal and piston con 1t1on. depen en much bl again ensuring absolute cleanliness. by revers-9 Reass�m 

�;llng procedure. Use clean hydraulic fluid as the d,sma 
• h h' d ing . Re lace the caliper unit on t e mac me an recon-lubrican l. 

h laulic hose. Remember that the system will need nect rhe 
by fore use. by following the instructions given in bleeding e 

. n 8 of this Chapter. sectio 

4.5a Caliper is retained by two bolts 

4•6a Stral h g ten and remove split pin ... 

4.3 Remove brake hose banjo bolt and drain fluid 

4.5b Displace piston and remove from caliper body 

4.6b ... and withdraw pin to free caliper bracket 

139 
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4.6c Bracket assembly can be lifted clear ... 

► 

4.6e Shim should be removed and both parts cleaned

4.8 Prise out caliper seals and renew them

4.6d ... and shim and its retainer removed 

4.6f Take care not to lose small spring (arrowed) 

5 Front disc brake: master cylinder examination and 
renovation 

The master cylinder forms a unit with the hydraulic fluid 
reservoir and front brake lever, and is mounted by a clamp to 
the right-hand side of the handlebars.
2 The unit must be drained before any dismantling can be 
undertaken. Place a suitable container below the caliper unit 
and run a length of plastic tubing from the caliper bleed screw 
to the container. Unscrew the bleed screw one full tum and 
proceed to empty the system by squeezing the front brake lever.
When all the fluid has been expelled, tighten the bleed screw
and remove the tube.
3 Select a suitable clean area in which the various compo
nents may be safely lald out, a large piece of white lint-free
cloth or white paper being ideal. 
4 Remove the locknut and the brake lever _

pivot �lt_
to fr: 

the lever. As It is lifted away note the small spring which is fi� 
h into the end of the lever blade. Release the front brake swi� 

by pushing a small screwdriver blade into the hole beneath 8 
. Th ·1 h can now master cylinder extension which houses 1t. e swi c 

be withdrawn.
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1 Caliper 

Fig. 6.1 Front brake caliper 

5 Support pin 9 Backing plate 
10 Piston 6 Shim 2 Caliper mounting bracket 

3 Bleed nipple and esp 
4 Split pin 

7 Shim retainer
8 Brake pads 

11 Piston seal 
12 Boot 

5
1 

Remove the two bolts which hold rhe master cylinder 
� amp half lo the body and then lift the master cylinder away.
CO

emove the cover and empty the reservoir If it Is still 
nnected h . 

fro h 
• remove I e banio bolt and free the hydraulic hose 

6 
m t e master cylinder body. Pull off th d 

e�P0se th . e ust seal from the end of the piston bore to

lhe cir ,-
e P1ston end �nd the circlip which retains it. Remove

bore it 
'P 10 free the piston. If the piston tends to stick in the 

Piston . 
can be pulled clear using pointed-nose pliers As the 15 remov d h , e t e main seal and spring will be released. 

7 Examine the piston and seals for scoring or wear and renew 
if imperfect. Excessive scoring may be due to contaminated 
fluid, and if this is suspected. it is probably worth checking the 
condition of the caliper seals and piston. It is recommended that 
the piston seal is renewed as a matter of course because 
leakage often occurs once it has been disturbed. 
8 Reassemble carefully, using hydraulic fluid as a lubricant on 
seals and piston. reversing the dismantling sequence. Make
sure the rubber boot is fitted correctly, and that the unit is 
clamped securely to the handlebars. Reconnect the hydraulic

141 
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5 

6 

1 

11 

---2 

Fig. 6.2 Front brake master cylinder 

I Master cylinder body 
2 Hydraullc hose 
3 Diaphragm 
4 Cover 

5 Screw - 2 off 
6 Handlebar clamp 
7 Bolt-2off
8 Spring washer - 2 off

hose. tightening the banjo union bolt to the recommended 
torque setting. Refill the reservoir remembering to top up after 
the system has been bled by following the procedure given in 
Section 8 of this Chapter. 

6 Front disc brake: hydraulic hose examination 

An external hose is employed to transmit the hydraulic 
pressure from the master cylinder to the caliper unit when 
pressure is applied to the front brake lever. 
2 The hose, of the flexible armoured type, must withstand 
considerable pressure in service, and whilst it is easily ignored. 
it should be checked carefully as a sudden failure can be 
potentially fatal. Look not only for signs of chafing against the 

9 Sealing washer - 2 off
10 Banjo union bolt 
11 Rubber cover
12 Spring 

13 Main seal 
14 Piston 
15 Primary cup 
16 Circlip 
17 Dust seal 

wheel or fork leg. but also for any stains due to fluid seepag, 
from cracks in the hose or from the connections at either end. 

7 Brake disc: removal, examination and replacement 

1 The brake disc. or discs in the case of the 350 cc model. afl! 
retained to the hub by six bolts and double tab washers. Shollld 
removal prove necessary it will first entail the removal of � 
front wheel as described in Section 9. Knock back the lociin\l 
tabs and remove the six bolts. The disc can now be lilted awt 
When refitting the disc tighten the retaining bolts to 2.0 kg J:
( 14 lbf ft). Do not omit to secure the bolts by bending over 

tab washers. . � 
2 Examination of the disc can be carried out with thew 
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rf 001 e�c 
disc 1hickn8 veral places around the disc su ace.

3 n,e lcromcter In se
5 0 mm (0.19 In) and the disc Is In

caliper or
1 � I thickne�s Is 

• down to 4.5 mm (0.18 In) or less. 
0 nom n I if It ,s worn 

fh f renewa 
need o 

� hydraulic brake system 
a1eadln9 �th'.:e�.:::.:_::_ ____________ _

� 
f bl eding a brake system of air and the 

I TM metho� 
0
d be�ow apply equally to either a front brake

describe d procedure 
f the hydraulically actuate type.

or rear brake 0
8 action becomes spongy, or If anv part of the

2 If the brak 
. dismantled (such as when a hose Is

hydraulic _ syst::e�!arv to bleed the system In order to remove
replaced) 11 ,

s
_ The procedure for bleeding the hydraulic system 

es of air. sll trac 
rried out by two people.

is best ct the fluid level In the reservoir and top up with new
3 . Chee 

e s ecified type if required. Keep the reservoir at least 
fluid of! . P the bleeding procedure; if the level Is allowed to 
half fullrat��r

g
will enter the system requiring that the procedur�

fall too 
d again from scratch. Screw the cap onto the reservoirbe starte 
t the ingress of dust or the ejection of a spout of fluid.

�
o P�::ove the dust cap from the caliper bleed nipple and

the area with a rag. Place a clean glass jar below thecle
,
�n 

and connect a pipe from the bleed nipple to the Jar. Aca Iper 
clear plastic tube should be used so that �Ir bubbles can be 
more easily seen. Place some clean hydraulic fluid In the glass
jar so that the pipe. is immersed below the fluid surface
throughout the operation. 
6 If parts of the system have been renewed, and thus the 
system must be filled. open the bleed nipple about one tum and 
pump the brake lever until fluid starts to Issue from the clear 
tube. Tighten the bleed nipple and then continue the normal 
bleeding operation as described in the following paragraphs. 
Keep a close check on the reservoir level whilst the system is 
being filled. 
6 Operate the brake lever as far as It will go and hold it In this 
position against the fluid pressure. If spongy brake operation 
has occurred it may be necessary to pump rapidly the brake 
lever a number of times until pressure Is achieved. With 
pressure applied, loosen the bleed nipple about half a turn. 
Tighten the nipple as soon as the lever has reached its full travel 
and then release the lever. Repeat this operation until no more 
air bubbles are expelled with the fluid into the glass jar. When this condition is reached the air bleeding operation should becomplete, resulting In a firm feel to the brake operation. Ifsponginess is still evident continue the bleeding operation; it may be that an air bubble trapped at the top of the system has 
vet to work down through the caliper. 7 When all traces of air have been removed from the system, top up the reservoir and refit the diaphragm and cap or cover. as appropriate. Check the entire system for leaks, and check �:,° that _the brake system in general Is functioning efficiently 
8 

ore using the machine on the road. Brake fluid drained from the system will almost certalnly becontaminated Ith b f • the b 
. • e er Y orergn matter or more commonly by 

som
a 

�orpt,on of water from the air. All hydraulic fluids are to
w

ate
e 

I 
egree hygroscopic, that Is, they are capable of drawing 

catlo�sr�m t�e atmosphere, end thereby degrading their specifl
old fluid \view of this, and the relative cheapness of the fluid.
9 G 

5 ould always be discarded. 
Palnt:;at c�re shoul_d be taken not to spill hydraulic fluid on anyeye e PBrts; it Is a very effective paint stripper. Also. the

8.4 Bleed tube arrangement is attached as shown 

plastic glasses in the Instrument heads. and most other plastic 
parts, will be damaged by contact with this fluid. 

9 Front wheel: removal and replacement 

Front wheel removal is a fairly straightforward procedure. 
except in the case of the 350 cc model where the twin calipers 
tend to impede removal somewhat. It will be noted that it is 
recommended that the mudguard Is removed so that the 
calipers can be turned outwards to clear the rim and tyre. An 
alternative method is to remove one of the calipers from the 
fork leg but on balance the method described here is probably 
best. 
2 Place the machine on its centre stand. Make sure that it is 
standing securely on a flat surface, then place blocks beneath 
the front of the engine to raise the front wheel clear of the 
ground. Unscrew the knurled retaining ring which secures the 
speedometer drive cable to its gearbox on the front wheel. Pull 
the cable clear and lodge it clear of the wheel and forks. 
3 On the 350 cc model, remove the four mudguard retaining 
bolts and lift the mudguard clear of the forks. 
4 Straighten and remove the split pin which secures the 
wheel spindle nut. Slacken and remove the nut. then support 
the wheel while the spindle is displaced and removed. If 
necessary, tap the spindle through but take care not to damage 
its threads. Once the spindle has been removed the wheel can 
be lowered to the ground. In the case of 250 cc machines the 
wheel can now be lifted clear. On 350 cc: machines. turn both 
brake calipers outwards so that they do not foul the wheel rim 
and tyre. then remove the wheel. 
5 It Is good practice to fit a wooden wedge between the 
brake pads to prevent the caliper pistons from being displaced 
should the brake lever be operated whilst the calipers art! not in 
position over the disc. 
6 The wheel is refitted by reversing the rem01,al sequonc-e 
Prior to installation. apply general purpose lithfum-basod grease 
such as Castro! LM or equivalent. to the spaodomernr orhe 
gearbox and the seal faces. Ensure that the !'peedometer 
gearbox engages properly with the projection on the fork leg 
Tighten the wheel spindle nut to 7 .4 kgf m (53 0 lbf ttl and fit 
a now split pin to secure it. 



9.2 Release knurled ring and free cable 

9.4a Remove split pin and wheel spindle nut 9.4b Displace the wheel spindle and remove wheel 

9.6a Check that disc engages pads as shown ... 9.6b ... and that speedometer gearbox locates properly 



1 Tyre 2 Inner tube
D250 only3 F/ange-R 

4 Centre spacer 
5 Spacer 

d bearing 6 Left-han 
drive plate 7 Speedometer 

• 
6 3 Front wheel Fag. 

• /are retainer 8 Onve p 

b x 
9 Oil seal 

merer drive gear o Io Spee do 
· die I spin I I Whee 
d bearing 2 Righ1-han 

� 3 Oil seal 

14 Oust cove, 
15 Collar 

Washer 16 
flared nut 17 Caste . 

18 Split pm 
19 End cap 
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10 Rear wheel: removal ond replocoment 

Placo the mochlno socuruly un ltu contra stAnd 50 thot tho 
renr whoel Is raised cloor or tho ground. Unscrew tho brako 
adjuster nut from the brnko rod ond and ctioploco the rod from 
tlrn broko orn,. Push out tho trunnion from tho end of tho broko 
arm ond llt It und 1h11 nut 10 the onrl of tho brako rod for safe 
keeping . Detach Ibo broke torque arm from tho brnko backplate 
luo. 
2 Straighten end remove Iha spill pin from the and of Iha 
wheel spindle oncl slacken the wheal spindle nut. Pull tho wheel 
reorwords slightly to allow the adjusters to be pushed down
w�rds through 90° . The wheel con now be pushed forward and 
the chain disengaged from Its sprocket. Withdraw the wheel 
spindle completely and manoeuvre the wheel clear of the frame 
noting that the spacer should be displaced if it does not drop 
clear as the spindle is removed. 
3 The wheel is installed by reversing the removal sequence, 

10.1 Remove the rear brake rod adjusting nut 

10.5a Use new split pin to secure torque arm ... 

lravtn1-1 first ureosod lho oil seat lips. Fil the spindle 
flngnr-tlght, lnslall the chain and check that the ch I 

and nu, 
and whoul oll11nmunt are correct before final tight

a n_ tension 
chuln tonsion should bu chockod with the machine 0;�•ng, The 
stond, thf.J correct amount of freo play being 30 _ 40 

15 centre 
- 1.6 In) measured DI the ccn1ro of the tower run R 

rnm ( 1 2 
check sovoral times with 1 ho whoo I moved 10 re. e_P�at the 

I T • I . POsrt1on th cha n. horu wrt usually be one point at which the ch 1 . e 
tightest, and the chain tension should be set 81 this 

8 n .18 81 its 

4 Adjus1men1 is effected by moving e ach of th���� 
drawbolts by un equal amount to preserve wheel at·,g 

1us1e, 
. nrnent ,_ 

a guide, o row of alrgnmunt marks Is provided on ea h 1 ·"" 
the wheel spindle slot. Further information on chain a�· 5 de Of 
and wheel alignment will be found in Sec1ion 18. 

tustrnent 
5 When adjustment is complete tighten the wheel . 

4 f ( 4 . ' SPind\le 
nut to 7. kg m 5 lbf ft). Ref rt tho brake torque a 
tighten its retaining nut to 2.0 kgf m ( 14 lbf h). Fin ally, r��t !

nd 
adjust the brake rod and check the brake lamp switch ad· nd 

D • h JUSI· 
ment. o not ,omit 10 secure t e rear wheel spindle nut by fitti 
a new split prn. "II 

10.2 Free torque arm and remove wheel spindle 

10.5b ... and roar wheel spindle nuts 



, Tyre 
2 Inner tube 
J Cush drive rvbber -

4 off 
4 Washer - 4 off
5 Rear wheel sprocket
6 Bush 
7 Washer 
8 Clrcl/p
9 Collar 
1 O l�ft •hand b�aring11 Oil se,J

2 31 18 

30

1�
� 17 

29 27 

� 26 

8 
8 

12 left-hand spacer 22 Right-hand spacer 
13 Dust cover 23 Right-hand bearing 
14 left-hand chain 24 Return spring -

adjuster 2 off 
15 Washer 25 Brake shoe - 2 off 
16 Castellated nut 26 Operating cam 
1 7 locknut - 2 off 27 Washer 
18 Adjusting bolt - 28 Brake back plate 

2 off 29 Right-hand spacer 
19 Tab washer - 2 off 30 Right•hand chain 

20 Nut -4 off adjuster 

21 Centre spacer 31 Split pin 
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25 

�
24 

�
2
3 

22� 

32 Rear wheel spindle 
33 Operating arm 
34 Pinch bolt 
35 Wear indicator plate 
36 Sealing ring 
37 Torque arm 
38 Bolt 
39 Washer - 2 off 
40 Spring washer 
41 Nut - 2 off 
42 Split pin - 2 off 
43 Bolt 
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40 

1 Tyre 
2 Inner tube 
3 0-ring 
4 Collar 
5 left-hand bearing 
6 Circlip 
7 Bearing 
8 Collar 

38 

9 Cush drive rubber -
4 off 

10 Sprocket mounting hub 
11 Stud-4 off 
12 Tab washer- 2 off 

Fig. 6.5 Rear wheel - RD360LC 

13 Nut-4 off 
14 Oil seal 
15 left-hand spacer 
16 Dust cover 
1 7 Left-hand chain 

adjuster 
18 Washer 
19 Caste/led nut 
20 locknut - 2 off 
21 Adjusting bolt -

2 off 
22 Rear wheel sprocket 

23 Centre spacer 
24 Right-hand spacer 
25 Right-hand bearing 
26 Return spring - 2 off 
27 Brake shoe - 2 off 
28 Operating cam 
29 Washer 
30 Brake back plate 
31 Sealing ring 
32 Wear indicator plate 
33 Operating arm 
34 Pinch bolt 

35 Right-hand spacer 
36 Right-hand chain 

adjuster 
37 Split pin 
38 Wheel spindle 
39 Torque arm 
40 Bolt 
41 Washer - 2 off 
42 Nut 
43 Split pin 
44 Bolt 
45 Spring washer - 2 off
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. .  

: __ :.,; •--= :-.: gfl!ase from me hub and beanngs g,ving 
• .:. .. , :., .. -w- i" pet:'C! Che<X the bearings fo< s� of 

�. ':, =-::.;-� ,."-e', u,e-, are tumed tf there is any doubt 

j_: -: ;::·.:: • c<" o: a bearing � should be renewed. 

: :,•:·: -�1:-..; :'-e t,eer'.ngs. fim ;>ad the hub witn new 

:..,,;; -'=. ::-v= :"i-e bear.ngs bad into position. not for

:,:-:-.;; : s:1·.:-e :,,ece a,a! separates them. Take greet care 
' ... ;_ .= -�- -:,e ::.ea,ings ente: t� housings perfectly 
��-=. :-:·" se ::,e "IQus.ng s.irface may be oroached. 

·2 :ear ..nee! bearings: eumination and renovation 

• -• ., ·,:· .. -,eei bear.ngs eo.1 be dealt witl'I in much the 
1:, -= -,··'e· as aesc,:t)ed in the precedin!;; Section (see 
:· .·:,::<".s : " - oe �ea that the rear wheels cf the 250 
;·c '.!;,: -:x:e .s � ffer somewhot. In the case of the 250 cc 
�==- -� :•9 oroceoure is 1Jery similar to t'lat apofied to the 
-:·· ,.-� tne -..��t being su;:,poned on rNO bearings 
?,· � ·� 3 s.m,lar fash,cn in the hub. 
; --.e �;J::::: model has a cLfferent o.,sn crrve arrangemel't 
,·c ,-::,.:-vs :;,ree 'A-nttl bearings. The d ifference between the 
·•� s � ' �stnted ty referring to the accompany�-ig line 
:,,. ,;s_ TM two mai-, bearings are dealt with as descr,t>ed 
lee,,! tete :r..•d bearing be;ng accessible after tne cus/'t d•ive 

'.: ·,s veen lif:ed away from the wheel 11 1 b ... arxl pnse out grease seal 

149 



11.1 e Moving to RH side. remove headed spacer ... 

11.5a Pack bearing with grease ... 

----=� .. 

11.5c Flt distance piece between bearings ... 

11 .1 f ... and seal to expose bearing 

11.Sb ... and drive into hub as shown 

11.5d ... grease and install remaining bearing 



, j. 
I. Deflate inner tube and insert lever 1n close 

e remova 
TY' ·iy 10 tYre valve 
prox1m1 

When first bead 1s clear. remove tyre as shown 

uiy tyre on rtm and feed valve through hole ,n rim 

Use S•mila l h 
POsition 

r ec nlque for 5econd bead, finish et tyre valve 

Use two levers to work bead over the edge of rim 

Tyre fitting: Inflate inner tube and insert in tyre 

Work first bead over rim, using lever in final section 

Push valve and tube up 1nto wre when fitting tinol section. to 
avoid trapping 



12.1 a Remove flanged spacer ... 

12.1 c Fit bearing with sealed face outwards ... 

12. 1 e Place distance piece into hub bore 12.1 f Flt short spacer into bearing 85 shown··· 



11 Cush � ��: examirwlticn and renov9tKW'I

R.[)350 LC 

,,__ - s.-- ems= asseroty is con:aUU!d wit'llll the left-tiaiid

- �;,_::a:,� hub. tt Co:-"crises a set ot synthetic rubber
'-�.., l -•= 
� ,,._,,,_ :,-"52C ... ��.., a series of .. -anes cast in me nub shail. A

;::� �:-�.ed m = ==-e cri t::'<€ rear wheel sof'C'C¥.et has four

�-.,- :x,o;s ... �.id"> erg� wi-::- siots ir, ,-.ese ruhbet-5. wt;,m the

� .s re,-� in me i:ra�- TI-e dri'-'1! to �e rear wheel i:s

:-.-:s- :-� via these -� whic!'l c=hion any sw-gas of

ro..�-.-ocSS ·- tl-.e cr-.e whict'o wouc oct.l!S'Nise con,,ey trni

• -� of ha."S."lress. 
2 ��->e t� rubbers penoo.ca:ly rot signs oi camage o,

� oe:2ro-a!--or. 9ene..., ar-.d fit tne rubcera as a S<!t i! tn«e

is a,-v co..:.::t arovt tneir condition. r.ere is no d:fficult-,, i:

�.ing or replac:wg them as :hey a�e not unde:r com...'"'f'essioo

.. �- :--e orive p..att> ,s at".achec. 

14 Cush� assembly. uamination and �vation -
RD2SO LC 

� � c-JSh drive assembty consists of fo� rubula: r\Jbbilr 
hies loca:E'd io the hub. The fou1 special pegs ret.ai11ed by

.ts on the -oc-k! 1 ..___ • h 
�

- , • ..,.,. e "-A.018 wit these bus-"es, to giv11 a

2 
,o.,,:,g effect to the dtiYe sprocket and drive 
To obtain a� t ..__ • 

�Oved b de .. ss . o �"" boshes. the sorod,.et has to be

t"len C)j.!Ui Y i• 
tacniog its cirdip ilf'd the tov, retaining "uts. and

,.,.,_,.: ,.,.. 
119 • from the wheel hub. Renewal of the bushes is

•-.u,r= Ylhen the • 
accoo-pani� 

re 15 e��ve tr� play at the ��et. often 

due to t� � snatc.h _tn the final dri.ve- It should be noted that

CQn� and ma 
ts �f rain and roa? salt the steel pegs tend to

�ri.. the srx:a. se11e after a considen,.ble length of time. 11 this

t'le hub . et COmi)lete with pegs should be dra'An trom 
\:Sing 8 sprock • 

ta�ate<1 horn Mild 
et . pu,l�r. A blanking plate or b,ar

� �aring Th 
steel, will have to be made and placed over 

Dai • 8 SOfod.et pu!let screw can th;,ri bear against the 
3 Rern t/\e o-,.ai of the flexi'bl btl . �>se of a S-Oecial 8 

8
. sties ts almost 1mp0sssl)l-, without

the Wheel beret 
�anding extractor. It is re<:-omm4mded th.at

"<Or\ · wned to a Va .__ W•t"ioot ri:si- of da 
ma,.., deal9r wt-o can carry out ttie

mage to t� wNtel 

14.2b . spa�r � 
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14.2c ... the four sprocket retaining nuts 

14.2d Sprocket can now be removed ... 

14.2e ... followed by the small damper rings 

16 Rear wheel aprocket: removal � replacement - R 0360 LC 
• eqmlnat1°" 1 lld 

1 The roar wheel sprocket aasembl 
separate unit after the rear wheel haa �

can be relllo), 
frame as described in Section 1 o of th· � detiiched 11//Q It 1 
2 Check the condition of the SJ>ro�: 

hapter. 
roll\ 11-,_ 

hooked, chipped or badly worn, the spro �
t teeth. 11 � 

It is secured to tho cush drive plate : 
e
f
t rnu11 be r.,,_ 111 

washers. y our boita 11�11d 
3 It Is considered bad practice to rene loti. 
own. The final drive sprockets should al:a 

0
5
ne llf>r� OIi · 

pair and a new chain fitted, otherwise rap·J 
be re111Wec! 'la 

tate even earlier renewal on the next occa• 
. wear Will � t 

A dd• . 1 b . 1 sIon -..._._ 4 n a 1t1ona earing s located within th • which suppons the collar through which the 
e cullh drive .... • I h h rear w'- '"•It fats. In common w t  t e wheel bearings th· 

,,e,1 
� Journal ball and when wear occurs. the sp;o �• be_atiog Is 

appearance of being loose on its mounting bo�ts

8
�111 Qi;e � 

a push fit in the cush drive hub and Is secured 
• e be1r1ng 11 

a circlip. on the llllide by 
5 Remove the circlip and bearing and wash out remove all traces of the old grease. If the bearin te latter IQ 
or runs roughly, it must be renewed. g III any p�, 
6 If the bearing has not been renewed it should be with grease and refitted In its housing, followed by t�ep�� Replace the rear wheel assembly by reversing wh·Qrtlip 
method was adopted for its removal. •th�tt 

16 Rear wheel aprocket: removal. examination and 
replacement - R 0260 LC 

-

The remarks regarding sprocket condition in Section 15 
be applied in general to the 250 cc model. It will be no: 
however, that the sprocket is mounted in a somewhat diff� 
manner, being retained by four nuts to the rubber-moUll'.ed 
cush drive pegs. and by a large circlip and spacer. The sproa,, 
takes the place of the cush drive hub on the larger models, and 
reference should be made to Section 14 where some P0SSible 
complications are discussed. 

17 Rear brake: examination and renovation 

1 The rear brake Is of the single leading shoe (slsl drum type 
and Is fitted with a brake wear indicator which provides a 
means of checking the condition of the linings. When �e 
moving pointer reaches the index mark on the back plate, wnh 

the brake applied, the linings are In need of renewal. Acce5' tD 

the brake assembly Is gained after the rear wheel has bee" 

removed as described in Section 10 of this Chapter 

2 When the wheel has been removed, the brake b:i� 
assembly can be lifted away. Remove any accumula 

00 
from the brake drum by wiping it with a p�trol-so�� :::�".S 
not blow the drum out with compressed air. The 

asbestos particles which are harmful if inhaled. . nd 
..,,.,. 

• th. est point a «·-
3 Measure the fining thickness at its inn 

r .1 hO'NII in ti-! 
the shoes if they are at or near the service i'm

i 
� renewed 1f 

Specifications Section. The shoes �hou10� s:ase. 
n,, Ii/I� 

they have become contaminated with ,01 9 
that the shOeS 

material is bonded to the shoes and th,s m�c
a

a
n
b
s

le to 1,-line t� 
I • ot pracu •1 .s should be renewed complete. t is n 

I ment shoe5 1 
h ·ng rep ace 5 are 

shoes at home. When pure aSi 
M pattem typtl 

• y ha parts. an y h..,. r,,a1 
preferable to use genuine ama 

ood quality, ot ,, .. r
.t'" 

avallable and whilst some may be of g
_ larly warv of pa 

be dangerously sub-standard. Be partic� 
. . y ha packaging. 

pans supplied with fake ama 



'e oackplate assembly out of hub
17 2 L•II bra• 

I 
•1

17.3b Remove the brake operating arm ... 

17.3a Remove shoes and measure hnlng thicJrness 

17 .3c ... wear indicator pointer ... 

17.3e Brake cam can now� rerno,ed N�te s..""' 
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chain and used to pull It off. lea":'i.ng the worn chain around th sprockets. This w,11 greatly fac,htate refitting the chain aft 
e 

cleaning. ar 
7 The machine featured In the photographs throughout th' manual posed a few problems since it was fitted with IS 
endless chain. On most machines this means that it is nece 

an 
h . . . . ssary to remove t e swinging arm to permit chain removal but • th 

17.3f Indicator shows wear range of shoes 

18 Final drive chain: eumination and lubrication 

The final drive chain is fully exposed, with only a light 
chainguard over the top run. Periodically the tension will need 
to be adjusted, to compensate for wear. This Is accomplished by 
placing the machine on the centre stand and slackening the 
wheel nut on the left-hand side of the rear wheel so that the 
wheel can be drawn backward by means of the drawbolt 
adjusters in the fork ends. The rear brake torque arm bolt must 
also be sladtened during this operation. 
2 The chain is in correct tension if there is approximately 30 
- 40 mm ( 1.2 - 1.6 in) slack in the middle of the lower run. 
Always ched( when the chain is at its tightest point as a chain 
rarely wears evenly during service. Note that the tension should 
be checked with the machine resting on its wheels, though it 
will be nece9Sclry to place lt back on the centre stand to carry 
out adjustment. 
3 Always adjust the drawbolts an equal amount In order to 
preserve wheel alignment. The fork ends are clearly marked 
with a series of horizontal lines above the adjusters, to provide 
a simple, visual check. If desired, wheel alignment can be 
checked by running a plank of wood parallel to the machine, so
that It touches the side of the rear tyre. If wheel alignment is 
correct, the plank will be equidistant from each side of the front 
wheel tyre, when teated on both sides of the rear wheel. It will 
not touch the front wheel tyre because this tyre Is of smaller
cross section. See accompanying diagram. 
4 Do not run the chain overtight to compensate for uneven 
wear. A tight chain will place undue stress on the gearbox and 
rear wheel bearings, leading to their early failure. It will also
absorb a surprising amount of power. 

, on e case of the LC models with their cantilever sub-frames th problem is compounded because the drain runs through the 
sub-frame loop. This means that the chain and sub-tram e 
' • bl • • ed Th I e 8'11 inextnca y onte�,n • e_ on_y way to separate the two ls to break the chain using a cheon rrvet extractor. A joining link 
then be used to prevent future complications. It is 1incen�n 

h h h• • • • l'k I be a,n w et er t Is sItuatIon Is , e y to encountered very frequ 
ly, since Yamaha make no reference to the use of end�: 
chains. 
8 To che�k whet�er t�e chain is due lo� replacement. lay it lengthwise m a straight hne and compress It endwise so that 11the play is taken up. Anchor one end and measure the lengt� 
Now pull the chain with one end anchored firmly, so that th· 
chain is fully extended by the amount of play in the opposit

e 

direction. If there is a difference of more than ¼ inch per foot i� 
the two measurements, the chain should be replaced in conjunction with the sprockets. Note that this check should be 
made after the chain has been washed out. but before any 
lubricant is applied, otherwise the lubricant may take up some of the play. 
9 When replacing the chain, make sure that the spring link is 
seated correctly. with the closed end facing the direction of 
travel. 
10 Replacement chains are now available In standard metric 
sizes from Renold Limited, the British chain manufacturer. 
When ordering a new chain, always quote the size, the number 
of chain links and the type of machine to which the chain is to 
be fitted. 

5 After a period of running, the chain will require lubrleatlon. 
Lack of oil will greatly accelerate the rate of wear of both the 
chain and the sprockets and will lead to harsh transmission. The 
application of engine oil will act as a temporary expedient, but 
it ls preferable to remove the chain and clean It In a paraffin 
bath before It is immersed in a molten lubricant such as 'Linkllfe' 
or 'Chainguard'. These lubricants achieve better penetration of 
the chain llnk.s and rollers and are less likely to be thrown off 
when the chain ls in motion. 

18. 7 Endless chain is Inseparable from endless frame 

19 Tyres: removal. repair and refitting 

• • t remove and 
1 At some time or other the need will anse o 

t re or because replace the tyres either as a result of a punc u . ..,,.Ji. ' To the ,ne,�-replacements are necessary to offset �ear. 
k et if 8 few 

enced tyre changing represents a formidable tas • Y h whole6 The LC models should be equipped with a standard type of 
DID chain with a spring link. or Joining link to facilitate chain 
removal. To remove the chain for cleaning or renewal the clip 
should be pushed off using a pair of pliers and the side plate 
removed. The chain can now be slid apart and run off the 
sprockets. It is a good Idea to keep a length of worn out chain 
In the worklhop, This can be fitted to the end of the machine's 

' 
h • learned t e 

simple rules are observed and the tee n1que • 
operation is surprisingly simple. 

d tach the wheel
2 To remove the tyre from either wheel, firs! e 

the valve core. 
from the machine. Oenate the tyre by removing

d away from the
and when the tyre is fully deflated, push th8 bea 

the centre well
wheel rim on both sides so that the bead enters 
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1 king nng and push the tyre valve into 
Remove the oc 

11r,e 11rT1, 0 ,vre ,,self. Jose lO the valve and lever the edge of 
I11e re lever c • f h Id b 1,,56r1 a IV de of the rim Very ltttle orce s ou e 
3 1he out5• • • b bl d h rvre over . e is encountered 11 1s pro a Y ue to t e 
Jh�ssarv if re5ist

anc
ds have not entered the well of the rim, all ne,- 11 ryro bea , h f fact ,11�1 1 e f I minium rims are fitted. damage to t e so t 

11,e wav round I a 
�an be prevented by the use of plastic rim 

by 1yre levers
alloY 
pro1ec1ors has been edged over the wheel rim. It is easy 
4 Once the ty

h
re 

wheel rim so that the tyre is completely free 
k round t e • • b be d 10 wor . At this stage the inner tu e can remove • 

from one sid�- from the other side of the wheel. ease the 
5 Now wo

, �g tyre over the outside of the wheel rim that is
other edge O t

C�nrinue to work around the rim until the tyre is
furthest away. . 

1 tree from the nm. 
complete Y 

ture has necessitated the removal of the tyre. 
6 If a punc • • b I f h Inner tube and immerse 1t 1n a ow o water toreinflate I e 

rce of the leak Mark the position of the leak. and ,race the sou 
d h h tube Ory the tube, and clean the area arouJ1 I e 

deflate I e 
th 3 petrol soaked rag. When the surface has dried. 

Puncture wt . . 
bber solution and allow th,s to dry before removing the apply ru • h h rf backing from the patch. and applying 

1
the !'�tc to t e

h
�

h
ace

1
•
1 I ·s best 10 use a patch of self vu can111ng type. w 1c w1 7 11 , be f a permanenl repair. Note that It may necessary to 

orm e a ~01ect1ve covering from the top surface of the patch 
remov .,. · . 

her ii has sealed into position. Inner tubes made from a special 
a nthelic rubber may require e special type of patch and 
;�hesive. ,f a satisfactory bond is to be achif:Ved, 
a Before replacing the tyre, check the Inside to make sure 
Jhal the anide that caused the puncture is not still trapped 
ir>siOe the cyre Check rhe outside of the tyre. particularly the 
tread area to malte sure nothing is trapped that may cause a 
further puncture 
9 If the Inner tube has been patched on a number of past 
occasions. or if there Is a t.ear or large hole, ii is preferable to 
discard Jr and fit a replacemenL Sudden deflation may cause an 
accident, particularly if it occurs with the rear wheel. 
10 To replace the tyre. inflate the inner tube for it Just to 
assume a circular shape but only to that amount. and then push 
1he lube lnlo the tyre so that It Is enclosed completely. Lay the 
tyre on the wheel ar an angle. and Insert the valve through the 
rim tape and the hole in the wheel rim. Attach the locking ring 
on the first few threads, sufficient ro hold the valve captive In its 
correct loca !Ion 
11 Starting at the point furthest from the valve, push the tyre 
bead over the edge of the wheel rim until Ir is located In the 
central well. Continue to work around the tyre in this fashion 
until the whole of one side of the tyre is on the rim. It may be 
necessary lo use a tyre lever during the final stages. 
12 Make sure there ts no pull on the tyre valve and again 
commencing with the area furthest from the valve. ease the other bead of the lyre over the edge of the rim. Finish with the area close lo the valve. pushing the valve up Into the tyre until Ille locking ring touches the rim. This will ensure that the Inner tube is hot trapped when the taet section of bead ls edged over the rim with a lyre lever. 

�3. Check that the inner tube is not trapped at any point. einflate the inner tube. and check tha I the tyre Is seating coprrecUy around the wheel rim. There should be a thin rib 
b

rnoulded around the wall of the tyre on both sides which should e an I 
1 

equa distance from the whoel rim at all points. If the tyro 
1� un.ovettly located on the rim try bouncing the wheel when tho 
lh:

e 

�' 81 fhf! recommended p�essure. It Is probable that one of 
14 A

eads has not pulled clear of !he centre well. 
nove 

lwaya run the tyrea at the recommended pressures and 
tho ; undo, Or over inflato. The correct prossurea are given In 
16 

Peclfloatlona Section of thla Chapter 
PBrtl�v�e replacement 111 alrled by dusting tho aide wnll11, 
fre

ncn
u 

�rt� in tho vicinity of tho beads, with a liberal coating of 
1111 th'c 

'� k
. Washing-up llqulrf can also ho usod 10 good effect, 

CJu
51119

I8 
1
115 tho dl11odvantoge, where at68I rlmo nre used. of 1 18 lrinor surface of tho wheol rim 10 rust. 

16 Never fit a lyre that has a da!laged ttaad 0< s1o-a11, 
Apan from logal a!,pect1> there is a very g,ea1 risk af a blowout, 
which can have very ser1ous con�uence, on a two wheeled 
vehicle 
17 Tvre valves rarely give trouble but it is alwavs adv� to 
check whether the valve it&elf is leaking before removing the 
tyre. Do not forg1>.t to fit the du.st cap. which form11 an effective 
elltra seal 

A 

�-----&_-: ___ ::-

G�---�� � � � � �-
Fig. 8.6 Method of checking wheel alignment 

A & C - Incorrect 8 - Co"ecr 

20 Valve cores and caps 

Valve cores seldom give trouble. but do not last indefinitely. 
Din under the seating will cause a puzzling 'slow-puncture·. 
Check that they are not leaking by applying spittle to the end af 
the valve and watching for air bubbles. 
2 A valve cap Is a safety device. and should always be fitted .. 
Apart from keeping dirt out of the valve. it provides a second 
seal in case of valve failure. and may prevent an accident 
resulting from sudden deflation. 

It Is customary on all high performance machines to 
balance the wheels complete with tyre and tube. The out of . 
balance forces which exlS1 are eliminated and the handling of 
the machine la Improved In c.onsequence. A wheel which is 
badly out of balance produce.s through the steering a most 
unpleasant hammering effect at high speed&. 
2 Some tyres have e balance mark on the sidewall. usually in 
the form of a coloured spot. This mark must be in line with the 
tyre valve. when the tyre ls fitted to the Inner tube. Even then 
the w heel may require the addition of balance weights. to offset 
the welgh1 of the tyre valve Itself. 
3 If the wheel Is raised clear of the ground and is spun, It will 
probably come to rest with the tyre valve or the heaviest part 
downward and will always come to rest In the same position 
Balance weights must be added to a point diametncany 
opposite this hoavy spot until the wheel will come 10 rest In 
ANY position arter it la spun. 
4 11 should be noted !hat tho front wheel must always be 
checkod for balonco with the broke disc In position. though it 
may prove necessary to remove the calipers to alimtnato brake 
droo. Tho roar wheel con be balanced If r equired but this is 
unllkolv 10 have much effect in pracuce. The balance wol-ghts 
usod must be of tho correct type for uso with Yamahe rims. and 
to this end should be purchosod from a Yamoha dealer. Balance 
wolohts ore avslleblo In 10 gm, 20 gm and 30 gm sizes. 
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height ......... -................ -................................................................. 9 
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Flashing indicator lamps: replacing bulbs............................... 11 
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Specifications 

Battery 
Make_ ........................................ -................................................. .. 
Model ._ ................. _ ................... -................................................. .. 
Voltage ................................... -.... -................................................ . 
Capacity .................................. _ ...................................................... . 

Alternator 
Output_ ..... _ ...... -........................................................................... . 

Voltage regulator 
Make ............................................................................................. .. 
Model ... __ ...... -............................................................................ . 
Output ............................................................................................. .. 

Rectifier 
Make ................................................................................................ . 
Model ............................................................................................... . 
Type ................................................................................................. . 
Capacity ........................................................................................... . 

Horn 

Make ................................................................................................ . 
Model: 

RD250 LC .............................................................................. .. 
RS350 LC ....... -...................................................................... . 

Amperage (max): 
RD250 LC ............................................................................... . 
RD350 LC ............................................................................... . 

Flesher relay: location and checking ........................................ 13 
Instrument head Illumination and warning lamps: bulb 
renewal ........................................................................................... 14 
Water temperature gauge: description and testing .............. \ 5 
Temperature gauge sender: testing ......................................... 16 
Horn: location and testing ......................................................... 17 
Brake light circuit: testing .......................................................... 18 
Brake light switches: location and adjustment ..................... 19 
Handlebar switches: general ..................................................... 20 
Ignition switch: removal and replacement ............. ............... 21 
N eutral indicator switch: location and testing ....................... 22 
011 level warning lamp: description and testing .................... 23 
Wiring: layout and examination ................................................ 24 

Nippon Denso 
12N5.5-3B 
12 volt 
5.5 Ah 

9. 2 amp or more cs 2000 rpm 
10.5 amp or more • 5000 rpm 

Shin Dengen Kougyou 
SH 235-12C 
14.5 ± 0.5 volts 

Shim Dengen Kougyou 
SH 235-12C 
Full wave 
15A 

Nikko 

SF4-12 
CF-12 (Twin horns fitted) 

3.0A 
2.5A 
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-:� e.eor.caJ system is powen!0' O'f a crankShaft-mowned 
::-ree;;r� a::-!?r.r.or lccateO behind the ten� engme
:;?Slllf;. :=ut t-o,, me_ �w is raa to a combi�ed 
�re,;t.iarcr wlit where it ,s a:invened from ah�ating 
,:,.J"!!!"t xi 10 direct =n: 1.::- t:v the fu:?-wave -ectifier 
52CJCI". ana � �.e.r YOlmge is regihtea to 14..5 ::: 0.5 vots 
.,,, D! �:C -.c,:age regt.ta�r. 
� .,_e r« -r.achres �re a common electric.;, sysram witn 
:-e �� af tne hom arrangen:i:!rit. me 350 cc moae.t being 
!ee-=oi:d•tt't...-.nl\oms. 

• Sr.,:;:Je �l!JI'f cr.ecxs, la, ir.stana wl-.en testing swi?Cb
,r,as, w.'nr.g ,mo .::onrn!aicns. can be cameo �ut using a batwry
YC �.'l:J arrangemer.: !'O pn:!''Kle a tut or.:ui:. Fer moSl 1esxs 
::=.-uec 111 ;i:s Cl-apter, �r. a :,ocl,.<!t muJti'"1eier should
� �,is;e_"f'!!C! essenoa,. A basic -ul�:er c;ipable of measur
.-g :.o,:s C!!'.C or,ms car, b!I bci:�ht 'er � very 1easCJJ1abie sum
.iro w11 ;:rov-ce an ,nvalw!ble roof om nat �parate \!Oil and
;;n- e� ""laY oe usec in i:;tace al me '°".Jltimo!l!r ;::rovidea
� ·.-.:n :!ie =�1 op.era:ir.y ·argos are Jva�cble
: CaT? must !:e ra�e,, 1'11""..et: perlom.mg am etec:ncal te�
:iecac.se 1c:-,e cf me elecutuil comoornmc.s can be darroged ,f 
:c'<- � ,r<:crrec:;y con�ec or ,naa,,.nen-:ly shorU!o tc e.irm
i.s 11 _car.ic-.,farv so in �e case af efecrn>r.k components 

h:Sll".Q<:1"'5 rega.n:ing r-.eter �be connec:or;s are given for 
= :er l1lC mese Sll(;t.:(d be read cal'!!fullv to preclude 
��l c!air-.a;,e OCCUT.llg. 
• _v-. � test eau'OIT'.vrr is net ava;fable. er tho! owners fttls
� a, era l).COCedure ducnbed it Es stron,m, rc,co,,m�ed
C-.ar . • ..... 

cmression.a.1 as� is scx.1,hl. Errors made through 
:ar,!�-.ess er 'c!Cll a1 �ence can w ea-s»v lead ,� c:!.Jr.ial}e 
?nc: l'e -eec for e><.:ie:,sr;i: replacem� oorrs 
- A cer.a,n amoun 01 .:;relunirrary dl$man�mg wt1: be neces:s
�;'° accffli to �e comp.,r.ents :o � :as�. Norrnc111-. 
�!.UI 

01 the seat and sice p.mels «ill be -eoU!red ,,.,!J'I the
:e lda!noo of thi! lueJ taM .ind r.ca<1lamp t.,.,, 10 e'1)0Sl:! 

e l'efT"c;m<19 tom;lor.er>l:S

4 

21W :ii 2 • 3,4,'I/ 

H).A 
IOA 
0A 

20A 

6<¥55
W 

Ouattz ha.o;;en 
5/21W 
21W 
3.4W 
J.4W 

0-20 ll'Olts de scate. Remove :n:e S10e ca'lel ::o �r = toe,. 
battery rermiNls. noting tha1 trn! aatwy lacs :s: nm oe 
disconnecred during the test. Nata· ,•me� .s - -=-

tt;e cattel)' disconnected the �ased IIOl::a;,, a=ss -:::e 
a,remator remiinals nsc? ca=-ig da;na� to � �""ll
la-tod�tmer urut or to the altemamr Wl!U10S-
2 Connect the pos.iti\-e (rec) pn:JOII � W IN � l -1
ba:n!ry terminal and the nega:ive n • � � _, :l'le 
negative l-l oa�ry tenninal Stan me � ano -o:e ::-c 
voitage reading at 2000 rp.-i. This s,'lould be 4,5 - a.s -.o,:s 

the system is opera:ing �tt-, If :t': ,.�'tape tS �� � 
�nge il will be n..� t-o ,±ed. tNi folo,,.,ng_ a, :::ie oroer
snown belo\"'· 

al Battery condinon see � 4 .,x; 5 
bl Alternator • -s se-e Se.:ll.)r'I 6 
d Regulator � see SeaJQn , 

' . ----�-... ;:. ,.:: 

..: .,.___..:3:;;,_. _______ _: 

Fig. 7.1 Method of� the wmng 

�,!� 
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Sl•>Qlo 0-:f<"'" 
� Th:d tr.Jrt$jUri'nl ous:.: C,._w .:.' :!'-It N!'a"f N'- :s r� 
u�r Jnd l,>w(1 levr:ts -ll :h-i! c....:1= t4 M ::-c �;,,� ,, !:', • : 
l!tSlllrt\>ng ttt• lx1'm,.t\ 0-. rt� c1\� s ,:il .:\)\ \ai''?'"..-,.:-1' 
<5 I\On'lll, I - r?"\J ro ,t!'r-'-'"� :-.., ft lrC)i � l"> ti,,:-,,-• �--., 
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prescribed uµper anc1 lower limits and making sure that the vent 
tube Is not l>locl..ed Tho lead plates and their sepnrators are also 
visible through the transparent case. 11 furthor guide to the 
general conditton of the battery. If electrolyte level drops 
raoklly. suspect over-charging and check the system. 
3 Unless acid is spilt. as may occur if the machine falls over. 
the electrolyte should always be topped up with distilled water 
to restore the co"ect level. If acid Is spilt onto any par1 of the 
machine, it should be neutralised with an alkali such as washing 
soda or baking powder and washed away with plenty of water, 
otherwise serious co"osion will occur. Top up with sulphuric 
acid of the correct specific gravity ( 1.260 to 1.2801 only when 
spillage has occu"ed. Check that the vent pipe is well clear of 
the frame or any of the other cycle parts. 
4 It is seldom practicable to repair a cracked battery case 
because the acid present in the joint will prevent the formation 
of an effective seal. It is always best to renew a cracked battery, 
especially in view of the corrosion which will be caused If the 
acid continues to leak. 
5 II the machine is not used for a period of time, it is advisable 
to remove the battery and give it a 'refresher' charge every six 
weeks or so from a battery charger. The battery will require 
recharging when the specific gravity falls below 1.260 (et 29 °C 
- 68° FI. The hydrometer reading should be taken at the top of 
the meniscus with the hydrometer vertical. If the battery is left 
discharged for too long, the plates will sulphate. This is a grey 
deposit which will appear on the surface of the plates, and will 
inhibit recharging. If there is sediment on the bottom of the 
battery case. which touches the plates, the battery needs to be 
renewed. Prior to charging the battery refer to the following
Section for correct charging rate and procedure. If charging
from an external soun:e with the battery on the machine, 
disconnect the leads. or the rectifier will be damaged. 
6 Note that when moving or charging the battery, It ls 
essential that the following basic safety precautions are taken:

(al Before charging check that the battery vent Is clear or, 
where no vent is fitted, remove the combined 
venVfilter caps. If this precaution ls not taken the gas 
pressure generated during charging may be sufficient 
to burst the battery case. with disastrous conse
quences. 

(b) N1tVer expose a battery on charge to naked flames or
sparks. The gas given otf by the battery is highly 
explosive.

(cl If charging the battery in an enclosed area. ensure that 
the area Is well ventilated. 

(d) Always take great care to protect yourself against
accklental splllage of the sulphuric acid contained 
within the battery. Eyeshlelds should be wom at all
times. If the eyes become contaminated with acid they
must be flushed with fresh water immediately and
examined by a doctor as soon as possible. Similar 
attention should be given to a spillage of acid on the
skin.

Note also that although, should an emergency arise, it is 
possible to charge the battery at a more rapid rate then that 
stated in the following Section, this will shorten the life of the 
battery and should therefore be avoided if at all possible. 
7 Occasionally, check the condition of the battery terminals to 
ensure that corrosion is not taking place, and that the electrical 
connections are tight. If corrosion has occurred, it should be 
cleaned away by scraping with a knife and then using emery 
cloth to remove the final traces. Remake the electrical connec
tions whilst the joint Is still clean, then smear the assembly with 
petroleum jelly INOT grease) to prevent recurrence of the 
corrosion. Badly co"oded connections can have II high elec
trlcal resistance end may give the impression of complete 
battery failure. 

a It should be noted that it is almost Impossible � electrical system with uny degree of accuracy unless the i..t,lttt 
Is In sound condition end �ully charged. Many apparent� system faults can be attributed to en old and worn out ;:-WIQwhich can no longer hold a charge. II the battery runa fl1tbett.; the machine is left unused for a few days It la falrfy Whtti
assume that its useful life has ended. To be certain h li

ft to
battery checked under load by an auto-electric�I �I: tbt 
check the electrical system using a battery known to be I II, Or
condition. 11 Qoca 

4.2 Battery electrolyte level is visible through battery ca. 

5 Battery: charging procedure 

The normal charging rate for the 5.5 amp hour battery is 
0.5 amps. A more rapid charge, not e)(ceeding 1 amp can be 
given In an emergency. The higher charge rate should, H 
possible. be avoided since it will shorten the working life of the 
battery. 
2 Make sure that the battery charger connections are COITICl. 
red to positive and black to negative. It is preferable to remove 
the battery from the machine whilst It is being charged and 10 
remove the vent plug from each cell. When the battery Is re
connected to the machine. the black lead must be connecnd ID 
the negative terminal and the red lead to positive. This 11 � 
important. as the machine has a negative earth system. If 1111 
terminals are Inadvertently reversed, the electrical system wl 
be damaged permanently. 

6 Alternator: resistance tesu 

1 The condition of the alternator stator can be cM(QCI 11t 
making resistance tests across the stator wlndin9S, � 
fortunately, the winding resistances are so low that It la� 
the scope of most multlmeters to measure them. ,Alto,
resistance difference between the windings is an •1� : 
measurable 0.05 ohms. This problem is not hel� IIIMII manufacturer's use of identical white output leads which 

trom 11 
it almost Impossible to distinguish one con�ectlon,_.-,y 

neighbours. For these reasons it must be considered 
to ask a Yamaha dealer to test the windings. 

7 Testing the regulator/rectifier unit ---

f .,,ted.rJl't<'d
The regulator/rectifier unit takes the form O I 

f .. IIOII- " 
alloy box mounted Immediately Inboard of the u 
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______-:: he outset that. being sealed. there Is no
Id be noted �

1 

�ould either part of the unit fail. 
sh:OilltY of repai� operation Is tested by performing the
r
o T"e regulator 5 

ut test as described In Section 3. If tho, •· rn outp • • arying svste 
Is Incorrect. end the battery, alternator and

ell iput voltage 

10 be operating correctly, It can be assumed
ou,1,rier are kJ>own

, •nd In need of renewal. It Is worth having ,e It Is tau tY � 
111,1 1he un b a Yamaha dealer though.
this ctiecked . Y ls an arrangement of six diodes, connected in
3 The rectlli�� to provide full-wave recllflcallon. This means
• bndQO pane 

t of the alternator la converted to de, rather 
ihat the full oulP�s the case with simple half-wave rectifiers as 
1tian tialf of It, a� ht machines and mopeds.
used on flg�i;,��� of the rectifier can be checked using a
4 The co 

t on Its resistance scale, as a continuity tester.
rnultlmeter, 

��es acts 85 a one-way valve. allowing current to 
Eacti _of the 

direction. but block Ing It If tile polarity Is reversed.
now 1" 0;: resistance check by following the table accompany
perform 

7 2 11 any one test produces the wrong reading the
ng Fig. • • d 
, ·r,er will t,ave to be renewe • 
,eel!' 

7.1 Regulator/rectifier Is mounted on inside of panel 
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Fig. 7 .2 Taatlng ttia rectffiar unlt 

B Fuau: locadon and renewal 

The electrical system Is protected by four fuses. A single 20 
amp fuse acts as the 111aln protection. with three 10 amp fuses
to safeguard the direction Indicators, headlamp and talVstop 
lamp circuits. The fuses are housed in a moulded plastic box 
mounted next to the battery and may be reached by uncllpping 
Iha lid. Spare fuses are clipped to the Inside of the lid.2 If a fuse blows, it should be replaced, after checking to ensure that no obvious short circuit has occurred. If the secondfuse blows &honly afterwards. the electrical circuit must bechecked thoroughly, to trace the fault. 3 When a fuse blows whilst the machine is running and nospare is available, a ·get you home' remedy is to remove the
�lown fuse and wrap It in silver paper before replacing it In the
iseholder. The silver plate will restore electrical continuity by
/dglng the broken fuse wire. Thia aKpedlent stiould never bea.ed If there Is evidence of a short circuit or other major
;

1ectrical fault. othtrwlse more serious damage will be cauaed.•place the blown fuae at the earlest possible opportunity. to restore full circuit protection. 

8. 1 Remove cover to reveal fuses 

161 
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9 H■edl■mp: repl■clng th■ bulb• end edjuatlng beam 
height 

In order to yaln access to tho headlamp bulbs It is 
necessory to first remove the rim. complete with the reflector 
and headlamp glass. The rim is retained by two screws which 
pass through the headlamp shell just below the two headlamp 
mounting bolts 
2 Disconnect the wiring from the bulb terminals by pulling off 
the connector. The moulded plastic cover can now be peeled off 
the back of the unit to expose the bulb holder ring. Before the 
bulb is removed It should be noted that It is of the quartz 
halogen type. The bulb envelope will become permanently 
etched if touched, and so it is essential that It is handled by the 
metal part only. If the quartz envelope Is touched accidentally it 
should be cleaned with methylated spirit and a soft cloth. 
3 Remove the retaining ring by twisting It anticlockwise and 
lift the bulb away. Replacement Is a straightforward reversal, 
the three locating tangs on the bulb flange ensuring that it is 
correctly aligned. 
4 The parking lamp bulb holder can be removed by twisting it 
anticlockwise. The bulb Is a bayonet fitting type rated at 3.4 
watts in the UK and 4.0 watts in other countries. 
5 The headlamp can be adjusted for both horizontal and 
vertical alignment. Horizontal ad)ustment Is made via the small 
screw which passes through the side of the headlamp rim. To 
set the vertical allgnment locate the bolt which passes through 
the slotted bracket at the rear of the unit. This should be 
slackened and the headlamp moved to the required position. 
The bolt Is then tightened to retain the setting. 
6 In the UK, regulations stipulate that the headlamps must be 
arranged so that the light will not dazzle a person standing at a 
distance greater than 25 feet from the lamp, whose eye level is 
not less than 3 feet 6 Inches above that plane. It is easy to 
approximate this setting by placing the machine 25 feet away 
from a wall. on a level road, and setting the dipped beam height 
so that it is concentrated at the same height as the distance of 
the centre of the headlamp from the ground. The rider must be 
seated normally during this operation and also the pillion 
passenger. If one is carried regularly. 

10 Stop and tail l■mp: replecm■nt of bulb■ 

1 The combined stop and tall lamp bulb contains two 
filaments. one for the stop lamp end one for the tail lamp. 
2 The offset pin bayonet fixing bulb can be renewed after the 
plastic lens cover and screws have been removed. 

9.2a Bulb connector Is push flt on terminals 

• 
9.1 b Note engagement tangs at top of unit 

9.2b Pull off rubber shroud from reflector •· 



9.Jb Remove bulb a& shown. Do not lou:..h the 1:n11elr,pe 

9A Pi!ot bulb has bayonet fitting 9.6a Horizontal adju!tme.nt is 111a screw in 11m 

! O 1 Rear lamp tens ls rctdint>d hf two �,11,1, s 
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Fig. 7 .4 Taillainp 

1 Tail/amp assemblr 
2 Reflecro, 
3 Bulb 
4 Rubber seal 
5 Lens 
6 Screw - 2 off 
7 Grommet 
8 Damping rubbe, 
9 Mounting bracket 
10 Washer - 2 off 
1 I Bolt - 2 off 
1 2 Bolt - 2 off 
13 Spring washer -

2 off 
f 4 Washer - 2 oll 

/ 5 Boll - 2 off 
16 Spring washer -

2 of! 
1 7 Wash11r - 2 °11 
18 Washer - 2 off 
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I mP•: rtpleclng bulb• 
1r1d1c•tor, _:_:•�:..-----------

flethli19 
11 

are fitted to tho front and roar of
I O 10c1,cator iomps 

ied on short stalk& through whichfld5h" a,o moun 
• b I h t h1118. Tt10Y 

oach bulb Is gained y ramov ng t e
1110 ,,,�c pass. AcC859

1. 
10 

ed Into place and may be carefully
I \�,,es This is c 1PP Id d I ,e 1e11s- ,, driver In the slot prov e • 

p1as11r Ing a sc1ow 
��sad off u, ----------:--:----:--:-� 

circuit• deacrlptlon and fault iodlcetor 
12 flishino 

diagnosl• 

:.:---- eQuipned with self-cancelling Indicators. 
C odols are 

" • d d \ ThO L m . 
ontrolled by a timing circuit an a spee -n bB1119 c 

I II d I this funcuo 
which moasures the d stance trave e • n

ornetor sens?r

dl tors should switch off after 10 seconds or 
practice the 1" c

�I 64 yards I have boen covered. Both systems 
alter 150 meu;

s

before the indicators atop, thus at low speeds 
must swllch .

0 
trolled by distance, whilst at high speeds, stem ,s con the 5Y . 

·s tho controlllng factor. ed ume I 
I d f elaP5 ter sensor measures the d stance covere romA speedome 

50 2 nt that the switch Is operated. After the 1 metres
the rnome 

ed this part of the system will reset to off. The t,een cover have ii·ng unit starts a ten ,econd countdown from the�asher cance 1 
_ 

11 1 Indicator lens is clipped to lamp body 

mornttnt that the awltch 1, operated. A, M>On es both •l<k• of the 5yatom are ■t the oft position. the ll11Jhera are conceited. 11 reQulro�. the system may be overrld■n manually by depreumg the switch Inwards 
3 In the event of m11lfunction, refer to the ICCOmpanylng figure which ahow1 the circuit di.gram tor the ulf-ea�lling system. Tho aolf-cancelllng unit Is loceted beneath the fuel tank. lmrnttdlately to the roar of the steering head. Trace the output leads to the 6-pln connector and disconnect It. If the Ignition switch Is now turned on and the Indicators w�I operate normally, albeit with manual cancelling. the flasher relay. bulbs. wiring and switch can be con,idered aound. 4 To check the speedometer sensor. connect e multimeter to the white/green and the black leads of the wiring l'tarneN at the 6-pln connector. Set the meter to the ohms x 100 scale. Relaaae the speedometet cable at the wheel end and use the projecting cable end to turn tho speedometer. tf 1111 Is well. the needle will alternate between zero r111is1ance and infiniteresistance. If not. the sender or the wiring connections will be at fault. 

5 Connect the meter probes betwnn the yellow/red lead andearth, again on the harness side of the 6-p!n connector. Check the switch and associated wiring by turning the Indicator switch on and off. In the off position. infinite resistance should beshown, with zero re.slatance In both on positions. 

12.J Indicator cancelling unit tarrowedl 

(1) 

r-----"�--,---

1 Ignition switch 2 Flasher unit 3 Flashing Indicators 

s, 

Fig. 7.6 Fl11hing indicator circuit 
4 H11ndleb1tr switch 
5 Battery 

6 Spet1dometer sensor 
7 Flasher connecring un11 
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6 If the above 1es1s reveal no obvious fault in the Indicator 
circuits or the indicators will work only as a manually operated 
arrangement. the sell cancelling system Is Inoperative and the 
unit will require renewal. 

13 Flasher relay: location and checking 

If the indicators falls to operate. the nature of the fault gives 
a good indication of its cause. If the fault Is restricted to one sat 
of lamps only and vet the remaining set operate correctly the 
fault ls almost certainly due to a blown bulb. or broken or 
shorted wiring on that side of the circuit. If the system fails 
totally. check that this is not caused by the self-cancelling 
system by unplugging the flasher cancelling unit (see Section 
12). If It is found that the latter ls at fault It can be left 
disconnected and the indicators used manually until a replace
ment unit is obtained. 
2 If the fault cannot be attributed to any other cause it will be 
necessary to renew the flasher relay. It is located on the forward 
edge of the battery tray and is held in a rubber mounting. The 
relay is a sealed unit and cannot be repaired if It is faulty. Ensure 
that the new unit is of the same rating as the standard item. Any 
variation in its output will affect the flash rate. 
3 In the event of a fault occurring in the indicator circuit. the 
following check list will prove helpful. 

Indicators do not work. 
a) Check bulb 
b) Right circuit: 

1 Check for 12V on dark green wire to light. 
2 Check for ground on black wire to light assembly. 

cl Left circuit: 
1 Check for 12V on dark brown wire to light. 
2 Check for ground on black wire to light assembly. 

di Right and left circuits do not work: 
1 Check for 1 2V on brown/white wire to flasher 
switch on left handlebar. 
2 Check for 12V on brown wire to flasher relay. 
3 Replace flasher relay. 
4 Replace flasher switch. 

e) Check flasher self cancelling system. 
(Refer to flasher sell cancelling system). 

13.2a Indicator relay Is mounted on battery tray 

14 lnatrument head: lllumlnatlon end wamlng 1 :--
renewal 

•rn119: � 

1 Access to tha illumination and warning lamp bulba Is . 
by releasing the Instrument panel from the lower galllec! 
mounting. Start by unscrewing the knurled rings wt,�:; of lta 
the speedometer and tachometer drive cables to the 103�CUre 
bases. Remove the four small domed nuts and Wishers me,,1 
the underside of the Instrument panel. The upper half from 

be lifted up to reveal the bulbholders. can no,,, 

2 Remove each bulbholder •�parately to avoid COnfullon 
make a sketch to show the wiring colours running 10 each • Or 
The rubber bulbholders are a push fit In the instrume t 00.. 
and each one carries a 12 volt 3.4W bulb. n Pa11e1 

16 Water temperature gauge: description end testing 

1 A water temperature gauge Is fined to the LC mOdels � monitor the coolant temperature. The system COml)rises 
gauge built into the tachometer face and a sender unit mou 
on the cylinder �ead. The send�r unit is a thermocoupi/: 
resistance of which reduces as rt gets hotter. It Is connect� 
between the gauge and earth and thus controls the lleedl 
position according to engine temperature. 
2 In the event that the gauge should fail to operate. chec� 
system in the following sequence: 

a) Check all w,nng connections. cleaning or repairi� 
them as required. 

b) Check the resistance of the sender unit as described ir 
Section 16. and renew it where necessary. 

cl If the above tests show the wiring and sender to be in 
working order it will be necessary to renew the gauge. 
Unfortunately it is integral with the tachometer head. 
so It will be necessary to renew the entire assembly. It 
is suggested that it may be worth trying to obtain a 
second-hand unit from a breaker; a new instrument 
will not be cheap. 

13.2b Connector is push-fit on underside of relay 
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I Speedeomet.er asser-bi, 
2 Speel/ome1er w,ring 
3 Bulb 
4 T11c1>ometer 11sseMbf; 
5 T 11cht,meter bul!:J wiri'lg 
6 Bulb 
7 l1Isrrumef't upper co,,e, 
8 lnstrwrumt lower ccver 
9 Ma11nrln9 btawr 
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14. 1 I Remove the tour domed nuts ... 

14. 1 c Bulbs are a push�fit ln instrument panel 

1 If Ille waler temperature sender appears to be faulty It can 
be tested bv meuuring its resistance at various temperatures. 
To accomplish thie It will be necessary to gather together a 
heaiproof container Into which the sender can be placed. a 
burner of some description (a small gas-powered camping 
bumer would be ideal), a thermometer capable of measuring 
between 50 °C and 120 ° C I 122 °F - 248 ° F) and en ohmmeter 
or multimeter capable of measuring O - 125 ohms with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy. 
2 Fill the container with cold water end arrange the sender 
unit on some wire 90 that the probe end is immersed in It. 
Connect one of the meter leads to the sender body end the 
other to the terminal. Suspend the thermometer so that the bulb 
is close to the sender probe. 
3 Stan to heat the water. and make a note of the resistance 
reading at the temperature shown in the table below. If the unit 
does not give readings which approximate Quite closely to those 
shown It must be renewed. 

Fig. 7.7 Testing the cooling system temperature gauge 
sender 

WATER 
60

° 

C 
0 

100� C 
• 

eo c 120 C 

TEMPERATURE 

RESISTANCE 125.Q. 48±40 211-1- 2.0. 17.a 

4 Some difficulty may be experienced in attempting to r,u: 
the water to 120 °C since at atmospheric pressure It t,oils 81 
100 °C and ls reluctant to get much hotter. Without goln,J 10 
extreme lengths to build a pressurised test rig ,t is beSl 10 
assume that if the unit works properly between so•c ano 
100 ° C it is likely to work adeQuately at 120° C. 

17 Hom: location end testing 

. mount.., 

1 The RD250 LC is fitted with a single horn 
\ t n,e 

between the fork stanchions on a flexible steel brae d!re,e;: 
RD350 LC differs in that it has twin horns of a sJ,ghtlY 1 

� 
rating. In the event of a fault. follow the test seauence' 
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t on tho approprloto 10,;t ronga 
rrH1ltl!1181iJI S8 

11,,nu � 
1 od for 12 volts. connecting one 

1"'10'' 
T 51 1,,uw11 hurri :i, and the other to tho load. 

,, 1 
•' ,er p1obe to ea 

b s 10 pink lead and oarth. lost for 
,,,� otor pro e 

d connoct m 
1118 horn button Is presse • 

1,1 ,u,IY whon 
.:011111 

do not reveal a fault It must ho ossu'."'ed 
1 0 above 10515 

Th unit Is sealed and cannot be ropeired. 2 ii '' ·s foully e 
h01 rhP 11or11 , 

ill be required. I w I,orn w 
so a ne 

-----i:-ht circuit: testing 

18 erak
:_

e
_::

1:,g �-----------------
--

f a fault In the broko light circuit follow the 
I In tho oven

h
l o

wn below. The switches must be renewed If 
equence 5 o 

d d k 1as1 5 
1 but occasionally they can be pen,uo e to wor 

are fau ty. 
o · II 1MY d ooklng in WD4 or srm ar. 

afler a goo s 

al 
bl 
cl 

di 

Check bulb end connections. 
Check for 12 volts on yellow lead to brake lamp. 
Check for 12 volts on brown lead to front and rear 
brake switches. 
Check block earth lead from lamp unit to frame 
tcontinuity test!. 

19 Brake light switches: location and adjustment 

I All models have a stop lamp switch fitted to operate in 
conjunction with the rear brake pedal. The switch is located 
immediately to the rear of the crankcase. on the right-hand side 
of the machine. It has a threaded bo dy giving a range of 
adjustment. 
2 If the stop lamp is late in operating. slacken the tocknuts 
and tum the body of the lamp in an anticlockwise direction so 
that the switch rises from the bracket to which it is attached. 
When the adjustment seems near correct. tighten the locknuts 
and rest. 
3 If the lamp operates too early. the locknuts should be 
slackened and the switch body turned clockwise "so that It is 
lowered in relation to the mounting bracket. 
4 As a guide. the light should operate after the brake pedal 
has been depressed by about 2 cm Ii inch). 
5 A stop lamp switch is also Incorporated in the front brake 
system. Tho mechanical switch is a push fit in tho handlebar 
lever stock. If tho sw itch malfunctions. repair is impracticable. 
The switch shoulcJ bo renewed. 

20 Handlebar switches: general 

Generally speaking, the switches give t,ttle trouble. but if necessary they can be dismantled by separating the halves 
which form a split clamp around the handlebars. Noto that the 
1'.18Chine cannot be started until the ign ition cut-out on the 119hl-hand end of the handlebars is turned to the central 'Run· position. 
2 

. Always disconnect the battery before removing any of the 5w1tches. to prevent the possibility of a short circu it. Most 
troubles are caused by dirty contacts, but In the event of the breakage of some Internal part. it will be necessary to renew the complete switch. 3 Because the internal components of each switch oro very small. and therefore difficult to dismantle and reassemble. It Is 

�u11oeated a special electrical contact cleaner be usod to clean c� rrodecJ contacts. This can be sprayed Into eoch switch. W•th0ut the noed for dismantling. 

17 .1 Horn is mounted between fork legs IRD25O LC model) 

19.2 Rear brake light switch location 

20. 1 a Right·hand handlebar sw1H.tl lll111 
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20.1 b Leh-hand handlebar switch unit 

21 Ignition switch: removal end replacement 

1 The combined Ignition and lighting master switch Is 
mounted In the warning light panel mounting plate. 
2 If the switch proves defective It may be removed aher 
detaching the instrument panel and unscrewing the two mount
ing_ screws. Disconnect the two wiring socket connecting the 
switch to the loom. 
3 Reassembly of the switch can be made in the reverse 
�rocedure as described for dismantling. Repair is rarely prac
ticable. It is preferable to purchase a new switch unit, which will 
probably necessitate the use of a different key. 

22 Neutnil Indicator switch: location end testing 

1 The neutral Indicator lamp ls operated by a switch arrange
ment on the leh-hand end of the gear selector drum. Access to 
the switch is straightforward once the leh-hand engine casing 
has been removed. The switch consists of a triangular plastic 
cover which ls retained by three screws. The inner face of the 
cover incorporates a circular track Into which the fixed contact 
la set flush. A spring-loaded contact ls fitted Into the end of the 
selector drum. 
2 If a fault ls experienced It is not very likely that the switch 
will be the cause of it. The following check sequence should be 
followed:

a) Check bulb and connections. 
b) Check for 12 volts on sky blue lead at switch terminal. 
c) Check switch continuity. If faulty, clean or renew 

damaged parts. 

23 Oil level warning lamp: deacriptlon end teatlng 

1 The oil level warning lamp is operated by a float-type
switch mounted In the oil tank. The circuit ls wired through the 
neutral switch so that when the Ignition Is switched on and the 
machine Is in neutral, the lamp comes on as a means of 
checking Its operation. As soon as a gear ls selectad the lamp 

should go out unless the oil level is low. 

2 In the event of a fault the bulb can be checked by switching 

the ignition on and selecting neutral. If this proves sound, check 

for 12 volts on the black/red lead to the switch. If the switch 

proves to be defective it can be unclipped from the tank end 

withdrawn.

20.3 Switches can be dismantled for cleaning 

22.1 a Neutral switch cover is retained by three ���s 

-
22.1 b Remove cover to reveal switch contacts 
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22 le Plolo removed 10 show contact and spring 

24 Wi ring: layou1 and a1aminatlon 

1 The wiring harness Is colour-coded and will correspond 
,.,,111 lhe 8ccomponvlng wiring diagram. When aock?t connoc
i1ons are used. they are deslgnod so that reconnection cen be 
rnade In 1ho corroct position only 

2 v,,uol inspection will uwally show whether there 11110 ony 
break.I or frayed outer covering which will give rls.e to short 
clrcui1s Occasionally a wire may become trapped between two 

. .; ' 

24.1 Wiring Is colour coded to aid fault finding 

co�ponerlta, breaking the Inner core but leaving the more 
res,llont outor cover intoct This can give rlse to mysterioui; 
lntormlttent or total circuit failure. Another source of trouble 
mov be the snap connectors and socket a, whore the conn&etor 
hos not beon pushed fully home In the outer housing, or where 
corrosion has occurred. 
3 Intermittent short circuits can often be traced to a c.hafed 
wire that passes through or 11 close to o metal component such 
as II frame member. Avoid tight bends In tho lead or situations 
where e lood con bocome trapped between casings 

Wiring di1gram component key 

1 Front right-hand 1nthca1or 
2 Front bro�o stop lamp switch 
3 Engine kltl 11wi1ch 
4 Lighting switch 
5 Indicator cancelling unll 
6 Ignition coil 
7 COi unit 
8 Spark plugs 
9 Neutral Indicator switch 
10 Altornotor 
1 1 Oil lovcl sonsor 
12 Roar right-hand i11dicator 

13 Ta1Vstop lamp 
14 Rear lelt-hond lndica10, 
15 Fuse 
16 Regulotor/rectifii:r 
17 Rear brake stoµ lilmP switch 
18 Indicator relay 
19 Bat1cry 

20 Temperoturo oauge sontJor 
2 1 Horn switch 
22 Pass switch 
23 Indicator switch 
24 Dip switch 
26 Hurn 
26 Front left-hand indlcoto, 
27 Ign ition 11whch 
28 Parking lamp 
29 Headlamp 
30 Diatance senso1 
31 Motor lomp 
32 Oil level w11m1ng lamp 
JJ Noutral Indicator lamp 
34 H igh boam indicator lumµ 
35 Right-hand indicator warning tamp 
36 Left-hand inc1icoto1 warning lamp 
37 Motor lamp 
38 Temperature gauge 
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Models covered by this manual 
Yamaha AD250 LC. 247 cc. Introduced May 1980 

Yamaha A 0350 LC. 34 7 cc. Introduced June 1980 

Ciet to know your motorcycle 
a little better 

The clear, step-by-step illustrated instructions cover the dismantling, 

inspection, repair and refitting of the engine. clutch and gearbox, cooling 

system (where fitted), fuel and lubrication systems. ignition and exhaust 

systems, frame and forks, wheels, brakes and tyres. and the electrical 

system. Routine maintenance, complete specifications and detailed fault 

diagnosis procedures are also included. Only Haynes completely strip and 

rebuild the motorcycle on which each manual is based. 

Saving you money from 
start to finish 

Whether you just want to change your oil, replace your plugs. carry out a 

top end overhaul or rebuild your gearbox. the Haynes manual will show 

you how and can help save substantial amounts 

on servicing and repair bills. 

Helping you make things go 
a little further 

A Haynes manual can help you stretch your motorcycling budget that little 

bit further in other ways too. Regular maintenance and servicing will 
mean that your motorcycle is safer to ride whilst giving you more of those 

precious mpg. What's more. a motorcycle that is well looked after will 

hold its price better and last a lot longer. 
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• .. w,th help from these
manuals published by
Haynes you can by
following step•bv·1tep
on1ruct1ons perform jusi 
about every maintenance
task you II ever need to
keep your bike running for
years We heartJly
recommend them
Cycle World fUSAJ 

Haynes manuals 
assume th111 the owner 
will not have factory tools, 
and alternatives are either 
shown or discussed 
Cycle (USA/ 

.. a well illustrated 
manual written in 
everyday language 
Motor Cycle News (UKJ 

'They show simple to 
follow step-by-step 
overhauls and are well 
illustrated· 
Motorcycle Mechanics 
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